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ST'MMARY

This thesis provides an argunent concerning the development of

Marxrs social and political theory. The sr:bject is divided into three

separate parts dealing respectively with the intellectual foundations of

l'larxrs thought, his social theory a¡¡d his political theory. It is argued

in Part I that the nethodologry and epistenology of Marxr s wrÍtings of

1843 do not constitute the foundation on which his later theory is built.

Indeed, the nethodology and epistemology of the early writings are shown

to be contrary to what is irçlicit in Capital and other later works.

The final chapter of Part I denonstrates that the dialectical nethod in

Marx is not a rrersion of Hegelrs. In the three chapters of the second

part of the thesis is discussed the influence of Feuerbachian thought on

Marr<rs theory of society, the concept of rsocietyr in Marx and his

critique of liberal individualism, and finally, his theory of capitalist

e:çloitation and dehr.¡¡nanisation. llhe last two chapters, in Part III of

the thesis, e:çIore thenes of Marxrs political theory; hís theory of the

state as alienated power in one¡ and the theory of the state as a class

instrunent in the other. In all of these chapters the relationship

between Marxrs early and mature thought is discussed as it affects the

particular topic under enonsideration. EL¡e basic position taken in the

dissertation is that there is a sigmiflcant theoretícal developnent in

llarxrs thought, and that the early writíngs har¡e a theoretical content

quÍte r¡nlike that of the mature work.
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Any work which attempts an argunent concerning the development of

Marxrs thought rm¡st first face the question of whether it is to deal with

his works chronologically or thematically, whether to begin with the

writings of the early 184Os and proceed to the works of the 1870s, or to

begin with alienation, sâlr and moving through a range of themes finish

with sr:rplus value or the dictatorship of the proletariat. The procedure

employed in this dissertation is an analgamation of both approaches.

The subject has been divided into three broad areas on a thematic

basis, and within each area the separate chapters deal with different

themes, although ttrere is inevitably some overlap between them. The

three parts of the thesis are respectively concerned with the intellec-

tual foundations of Marxrs theory, his social theory and his political

theory. Within each of the three parts a¡rd within each of the eight

chapters there has been some attempt to provide also a chronological

treatment. The chapters of Part I, for instance, deal with issues raised

in the 1843 Critiqr¡e of Hegel's Philosophy of Right and the Introduction

to the Critique and their relation to Marxr s treatment of the same prob-

Iems in his later writings. Part II similarly treats the Paris Writings

and Part III, the transition of ltlarxrs political theory from the París

!{ritings to The German ldeotogy. Each chapter contrasts an early state-

ment of an aspect of Marx's thought with a statement drawn fro¡n his

nature writings.

Recent scholarly interest in Marx has focussed on two general prob-

lems, tt¡e theoretical content of his early thought and also its intellec-

tual background, in particular its relation to the Hegelian tradition.

A number of different positions have been taken by various writers in the

critical literature, but two alternatir¡es i¡mnediately present themselves

as influential. One argues that Marxrs early ttrought, drawn from ar¡
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Hegelían background, constitutes the theoretical for¡ndation r4>on which

his later thought is developed. Tt¡e other, that Marxrs early ttrought,

drawn from an Hegelian backgror:nd, does not constitute the theoretical

foundation upon which his later thought is developed. These may be char-

acterised as the 'continuity' thesis and the 'discontinuityr thesis.

llhe argument to be presented here takes issue with both of ti¡ese inter-

pretations of Marx's development.

lltre common assumption, that Marxr s theory bears some relation to

Hegelrs, while in a sense uncontestable, is quite misleading. It is

argued in various places below that while Mafx was clearly influenced by

Hegel, and that he reacted against him, Marxrs theory and method owe

nothÍng of significa¡¡ce to Hegel. Not only does the emphasis on the

Hegelian background of t¡l,arx's thought present an inadequate picture in

itself, it also leads to the neglect of other intellectual influences on

Marx which were in many hrays more important. It witl be demonstrated

that in his early writings, where Hegelrs influence is almost uniformly

considered to be at its strongest, l"larx's social and political theory is

heavíIy coloured by English political economy, liberal social thought and

the potitical doctrines of a revolutionary democratic tradition. Hegelrs

importance to Marx, on the other hand, is shown to be of a lesser order.

On the question of Marxrs development, it will be suggested that

there is a continuity in Marxr s thought. Many of his early concerns \^tere

not abandoned, but formed the first exploratory attenpts to grapple with

a set of problems with which Marx continued to deal and of which he con-

tinued to achieve a deeper grasp. It will also be argr:ed, however' that

alongside this cont,inuity of interests in Marx there is a significant

theoretical discontinuity. Marx's e:çlanation of the democratic state,

for instance, of alienation, of class and private property, to name but a
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few concepts l,larx continued to use in his writíng, are understood through

different theoretical frameworks at different stages of his development.

Methodological and epistemological principles are also shown to be funda-

mentally different at different times.

In his early critique of Hegel Marx outlined the idea that the

development of the political state must be conceived in terms of human

history. It is ttre elaboration of this idea which leads Marx to formu-

late a nr¡mber of theoretical accounts of history and society, and on

which he attempted to for:nd a theory of revolution and human emancipation.

Up to 1845 Marx seemed to be dissatisfied with the results of l¡-is

research, for he abandoned several different theories almost as soon as

they were formulated. Marx does find his intellectual feet, however,

with The cerman ldeology and thereafter continues to build upon the

social and political theory first outlined in that work. Ítris thumbnail

sketch of Marx's development, which is argued in detail below, recognises

a unity of puryose in l"tarx's thought while at the same tirne suggesting

that he was more ínterested in attempting to understand social reality

than he was in remaining consistent with a position early stated.

It is possible to follow a single idea or cluster of ideas through

Marxrs work and observe the m¿rnner in whích they are developed and are

refined in his long-term treatment of them. Several chapters below do

this for m¿ìny concepts in Marx. There is an obvious continuity of

thought when Marx can be observed to use the same cþncepÈs through a num-

ber of works, modifying them, extending or contracting their application,

certainly, but nevertheless continually employing them as part of his

intellectual equipment. A large and sophisticated literature, predomi-

nantly concerned with ttre concept of alienation, has demonstrated this

type of linear continuity of concepts in Marx. It confirms a r:nity of
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thought in Marx which would be foolish to deny. But a rxrity of this

nature can coexist with a theoretical development in which Èhere are many

points of new deParture.

The concept of alienation is most suitable in demonstrating that

despite the various refinements and developments it undergoes in lvlarxrs

thought it can be for:nd in his writings from the critique of Hegel's

Philosophv of Right to Capital. The development of cþncepts, however'

entails much more than niere changes in their content. llhe fact that a

concept is refined or changed in any $ray indicates an alteration in the

system of thought in which it resides. For concepts derive Èheir meaning

from the theory of which tåey are a part. Outside of a theoretical con-

text which relates concept to concept, provides them with meaning,

ascribes them a significance and places them in a hierarchy of logical

and e:çIanatory order, concepts can exist only as vacuous categories.

Conceptuat development, then, entails rpdifications in the position and

function of the concept within the theory in which it is used. conceptual

change pari p,assu announts to a change ín theory, to theoretical change'

This is not to say that such theoretical change will necessarily be

of a furdamental nature. Clearly, a conceptual refinement may change a

theory by making it internally consistent where it had been inconsistent

prior to the modification of a conc€Pt or group of concepts. But the

important point is that tracing the er¡olution of a particular concept

through the course of Marx's intellectual development, demonstrating that

he always had a place for it, without reference to the wider theoretical

context, can not itself confirm a theoreÈical consistency in Marx's

ttrought. As concePts are dependent on theories for their meaning the

continuity of isolated concePts Proves little in itself' fhe argument of

the chapters below, that the theoretical content of Marx's thought is
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different in different periods of his writing, is ¡naintained by keeping

the guestion of theory as opposed to that of concept at the forefront of

discussion.

The proposition to be argued in this dissertation, that there is a

theoretical dissi¡nilarity between Marx's early works and his mature writ-

ings, is not based on an argument that Marx entertains merely different

theories at different times. Marx's ttreory of surplus value, for

instance, was developed in the late 1850s. It might be argued on this

basis that Marx's writings prior to ttre draft Grundrisse der Kritik der

Politischen ökononie, ín which the theory was first elaborated, are 'dis-

continuous' with his writings after the Grr¡:drisse. But such an argument

which ignored the fact that the theory of surçIus value was constructed

through an apptication of the historical methodology first outlined in

The C,erman Ideology would run the risk of triviality. For while The

German ldeoloqry does not contain Marx's mature theory of exploitation the

latter could be developed only on the foundation of the former. Any

argrument of discontinuity on the basis of an absence of the theory of

surplus value in Ttre German ldeology would demonstrate little of signifi-

cance, êven though the point itself may be important. The absence of a¡t

explicit statement of the inplicatíons and applications of a theory

clearly can not be regarded as evidence for a claim that a Èheoretical

framework enployed at one time is different to that employed at another.

The position to be developed in the following chapters holds that

from the point of view of theoretical formulation l'larxr s early works,

written before The Ge rman ldeoloqv, constitute a r¡nit of thought which

does not occr¡py the.same methodological, episÈemological and sr:bsÈantive

theoretical space as his writings after ft¡e German ldeology. That is,

his writings before the formulation of historical materialism in The
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German ldeotogy do not constitute the theoretical for:ndation of Marx's

mature thought. Several issues are raised by ttris proposition, such as

the question of the unity of the early works on the one hand and the

mature works on the other, the nature of the relation between the early

and mature works, the general problem of historical or biographical peri-

odisation and so forth.

Íro say that Marx's early and mature works constitute two distinct

theoretical rxrits is not to deny that Marx's thought ur¡derv¡ent sígnifi-

cant theoretical development before and also after 1845. Neither does it

deny that the early writings provide the latter with a chronological and

an intellectual for:ndation. For in dealing with particular problems

which arose in the early writings tJ:e later works are furnished with a

nr:mber of issr¡es requiring resolution. The problem of the relation

between the state and civil society, for instance, discussed in detail in

the 1843 Critique, is dealt wíth by Marx in one form or another through-

out his work. Up to 1945 a range of possibilities are e><plored, and

after 1845 a number of treatments are elaborated. But the theoretical

form of these different endear¡ours, which focus on what is essentially a

co¡¡¡þn problem, are based on fundamentally different methodologicalo

epistemological and theoretical for¡rdations in the early writings than

those employed in the mature works.

It is probably fair to say that all interpretations of Marx's

thought generally accept a descriptive differentiation between a 'young

Marxr and a rmature lilarxr. In his writings up to, say' 1846r Marx

employed an e:rpository style which is clearly quite different from the

style of his writings after that year. It is also apparent that in the

former period words such as 'alienation' are frequently used but rela-

tively scarce thereafter. A primary concern in Marx with philosophical
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íssues ís largely confined to his early writing, while economic analysis

occupíed his attention in ttre writings of the later period. upon these

differences of sQ¡le, language a¡¡d intellectual focus is based the short-

hand terms referring to reârIy' and rmature' wrÍtings in Marx' Íhis

dichoto¡ttous periodisation recortnends itself in being both simple and

r¡ncontroversial. In itself it irnplies nothing about the theoretícal con-

tent of Marxrs work. Argunents relat'ing to thís question have to be

defended on other grounds. The eight chapters whÍch follow attempt to

perform such a task.



PART I

FOIJNDATIONS
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The three chapters which form the first part of this thesis deal

with the foundations of Marxrs ttrought. Beginning with Marx's major

earry writings, the critique of Hegelrs philosophy of Right and the

Introduction to the Critique, it is argued that the chronological founda-

tions of Marxrs work do not provide a¡r intellectual foundation to his

later thought.

The importance of theory to Marx was always its political signifi-

cance. The first chapter begins, therefore, with a consideration of his

early theory of revolution. rt shows that whire Marx enploys in his

early vrritings concepts sirnilar to those found in his later work, they

are different in content and import than those which form his later revo-

lutionary theory. The concept of the proletariat, for instance, the

agent of revolutionary trar¡sformation, has a place in the discussion of

both the Introduction and the Communist Manifesto , but it refers to dif-

ferently conceived social entities. lltre notion of theory and practice is

also different in each work.

An account of Marx's analysis of civil society similarly demon-

strates that the concepts of class and property developed in the Critique

are different than the concepts of class and property elaborated in his

writings after 1845. Through a discussion of Marxrs earJ-y theory of

revolution, state and society it is shown in the first chapter below that

he does not provide a methodological foundation for his mature thought in

the early writings. Indeed, it is denpnstrated that Marx's early revolu-

tionary tlteory is based upon a method which is quite different tha¡ that

which he later ernployed.

This general theme is continued in the next chapter, which deals

with Marxrs epistemology. A close exa¡nination of the theory of knowledge

of the Critique reveals that white Marx develops a forceful critique of
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Hegel's epistemology, he elaborates an alternative to it which neverthe-

Iess does not escape the general confines of idealisn. The essentialist

epistemology of the Critique employs a model of reality which is non-

empirical and formalist. This contrasts sharply with t}re epistemology of

Capital, which is at once empírical without being empiricist. In Capital

a notion of essence is developed in Marxrs theory of knowledge which

avoids conceptualising the phenomenal form of social relations and makes

accessible the inner relations of empirical social forces which give rise

to their phenomenal form.

It is shown in the second chapter, therefore, that Marx's mature

epistemology, which is shown to be central to his social scientific

enterprise, does not draw on his early thought, but contrasts sharply

with it. The first two chapters, then, largely stress the discontinuity

of the methodological and epistemological content of Marx's theoretical

development. This is not to say that biographically speaking Marx's

later thought did not evolve out of his early intellectual endeavours.

It shows, rather, that the theoretical content of the early intellectual

foundations of Marx's social and political theory is not the same as the

methodolog¡¿ and epistemology at the root of his laÈer social and politi-

cal theory.

The argument of the third chapter is different than that of the

previous two in so far as it stresses not discontinuity but continuity.

It argues that Marx throughout his work continually rejected Hegel's dia-

lectical method. In considering the intellectual foundations of Marx's

social and political theory it is impossible to ignore the view, first

propounded by Engels, but also advocated by nunerous npdern scholars,

that l"larx rescued Hegel's díalectical method from the speculative philo-

sophical system which he repudiated.
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It is shown in the final chapter of this first section of the

thesis that what is usually cited as textual evidence for the view that

Marx appropriated Hegel's dialectic and stood it on its feet, is in fact

evidence for ttre contrary proposition. Marx rejected Hegel's dialectic

- inverted or otherwise - at every opportunity. ftris is demonstrated by

an examination of Marx's treatment of Hegel's 'dialectic of negativity'

in the 1844 Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts and by lrlarxrs discussion

elsewhere. It is also revealed that Ì4arx's own assessment of Hegel's

method and his relation to it is totally at odds with the argument that

Marx's dialectical method was bequeathed to him by Hegel.

Apart from the methodological and epistemological concern of the

first part of this dissertation, a strong focus which emerges in these

chapters is t'larx's theoretical relation to Hegel. ft is shown that Hegel

was important to Marx's early development, but that he took litt1e from

hin. In his earliest writings !{arx's criticisms of Hegel sometimes took

the form of a¡r internal critique, so that he did not always escape the

influence of Hegel's thought, even though he opposed it. But as Marx

elaborated and developed his own position, and ¡rpdified iÈs original

e><pression, Hegel was left far behind.

Other issues too emerge in these chapters, but only to be intro-

duced. The question of Marxrs use of Feuerbach's critique of Hegel' the

early conception of civit society in Marx, the theme of alienation, and

the theory of the state are all mentioned here but elaborated upon in

later chapters. The more general question of the development of Marx's

thought from his early grapplings with philosophical and social issues to

his mature critique of political economy, and the different theoretical

content of each, which is central to the discussion here, is also a part

of all the discussion which follows in later chapters.



Chapter I

I4ETHODOI,oGY
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The question of method in Marx must inevitabty lead to the further

question of Marxrs materialist theory, and the question of theory in Marx

raises the question of its unity with practice. This chapter opens with

the claim that Marxrs first statement of a revolutionary comrnitment con-

tains a strong non-materialist irnpetus which, assurning a correspondence

of theory and practice, suggests that Marx was in 1843 not iet conunitted

to materialism. There follows a comparison of the theory of proletarian

revolution stated in the Introduction to the Critique of Hegel's

Philosophy of Right on the one hand, and that of the Conmunist Manifesto

on the other. The comparison demonstrates that Marxrs theoretical for-

mulations in the earlier work are replaced by a different conception of

the proletariat and a different analysis of proletarian revolution in the

later pamphlet. This suggests that the methodology of his early thought

is also different from the methodology which urderlies Marxrs mature

writings. This point is amplified in an examination which follows of the

development of the class concept in Marx's writings, and also the concept

of private property.

It has often been held that the works of the period 1843 to 1845

provide Marxrs later thought wíth a theoretical and methodological foun-

dation. The present chapter attempts to indícate that the revolutionary

theory of Marx's early writings is based upon a different methodological

for¡ndation than that fundamental to the theory of the Communist l,lanifesto,

for instance, and the works t]¡ereafter. By analysing Marx's discussion

of the relations between state a¡rd civil society and his conception of

the elements of civil society - namely class and property - in the

Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right, it is demonstrated that the

early works employ a different methodological npdel than that which is

integral to Marxrs mature social and political theory.
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Several issues which are raised in this chapter are more ful1y

developed later in the thesis. While the present chapter touches upon

Feuerbachian materialism in Marx, a full discussion of Feuerbachian

materialism and its role in Marxrs early writi¡gs is left to Chapter 4

Ì¡elow. Marxrs early conception of civil society is similarly mentioned

in this chapter, but futty discussed in Chapter 5. fhere is also a brief

accor¡¡rt of Marxr s early theory of the state in the present chapter, but a

futt discussion of the theory of the state as alienated social power is

conducted in Chapter 7. In that chapter there is also an account of the

development of the class concept in l"larx's tttought and the relevance of

this development to other aspects of his social theory. These and other

issues are referred to in the present chapter only to clarify Marxrs

nethodological position.

I

The conception of Marxism as a unity of theory and practice crys-

tallises exactly tl¡e close relation in Marx's thought between methodology

and epistenology on the one hand, and political perception, orientation

and objectir¡e on the other. Taking this notion a stage further, some

conunentators have argued that Marx's unchanging political objective -

which might be summarised as the guest for human emancipation and liber-

ation -is at the root of a theoretical unity in Marxrs thought over

time. This has led to the view in some writers that as it can be shown

that Marx was a political revolutionary and materialist in his mature

works, then evidence of revolutionary politics in the early works con-

firms their materialism also. Karl Korsch, for instance, argues for an

underlying theoretical continuity on the basis of political orientation

when he says that as early as 1842 Marx "was already a revolutionary

materialist in lthe] political sense although he was still using the
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language of Hegelrs idealism".l rn tt¡is way politicaL continuity is

seen to imply methodological continuity. In a somewhat looser manner

Iring Fetscher and also Gajo Petrovió have written that Marx's continu-

ing revolutionary political interest is the main r¡nifying influence

through the corpus of his work.2

Vlhile there is indeed a broad r:nifying political objective through

l'larxrs writings from the mid-1840s to the 1870s, one as general as revo-

Iutionary emancipation can be conceived to have a nunber of different

sper:ific meanings and can be supported from a number of quite different

positions' political and epistemological. It is not sufficient, there-

fore, in attempting to demonstrate a theoretical unity in Marxrs thought,

to merely show that his aspirations to a free society and his abhorrence

of human servility form a comnþn thread running throughout his work. It

wirr be shown in this chapter that although Marx's general poritical

objectives can be conceived as more or less uniform in his wriÈings, the

way in which he understood the goal of revolutionary practice, and also

the way in which he saw that it could be achieved, are significantly dif-

ferent for different periods of his work. This is particularly signifi-

cant as differences in the specific content. of political objective cor-

responds to different methodological and epistemological for:ndations in

Marxrs thought. The question of epistemolog,y will be dealt with in the

following chapter. rn ttre present chapter Marx's early theory will be

discussed in terms of his methodological development.

Marx first made his revolutionary sympathies clear in a series of

Letters written to the Young Hegelian Arnold Ruge, which were published

lKarl Korsch, Karl Marx, p. L73.
2fring Fetscher, rThe Young and the OId Marxr, p. 38; Gajo

Petrovié, Marx in the Mid-twentieth Century, p. 32.
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in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher. The third and last letter, dated

September L843, concludes

Our prograrmne must be: the reform of consciousness
not through dog'rnas but by analysing mystical con-
sciousness obscure to itself, whether it appears in
religious or political form. It will then become
plain that the world has long since dreamed of some-
thíng of which it needs only to become conscious for
it to possess it in reality. It witl then become
plain that our task is not to draw a sharp mental
line between past and future but to complete the
thought of the past. Lastly, it wiII become plain
that mankind will not begin any new work, but wilt
conscior¡sly bring about the completion of its old

.work.

!{e are therefore in a position to sr-un up the
credo of our journal in a single word: the self-
clarification (criÈícal philosophy) of the struggles
and, wishes of the age. Tt¡is is a task for the world
and for us. It can succeed only as the product of
w¡ited efforts. What is needed above all is a con-
fession, and nothing more than that. To obtain for-
giveness for its sins ma¡¡kind needs only to declare
them for what they are. I

Not only is this form of Itlarxrs rer¡olutionism "very idealistic", as

David McLelran2 says, it is arso rejected by Marx in 1845. rn The German

Ideology he writes that

Since the Young Hegelians consider conceptions,
thoughts, ideas, in fact all the products of con-
sciousness, to which they attribute an independent
existence, as the real chains of men (just as the
Old Hegelians declared them the true bonds of human
society) it is evident that the Young Hegelians
have to fight only against these illusions of the
consciousness. Since, according to their fastasy,

rKarl Marx, Early !{ritings, p. 2Og. In the same letter Marx
rejects con¡nunism as a "dogmatic abstraction", ibiq., p. 2o7. writing in
the Economic and. Phitosophic Manúscripts of the following year Mârx
a"ctä]iFñG ilro-upport for con¡nunism. This is actually less significant
than it first appears as the type of conununism he rejects in 1843 is also
e:çIicitly rejected in the Manuscripts.

2David McLellan, KarI Marx, p. 77. Referring to this letter,
George Lichtheirn, The concepG rdeologv and other Essays, p. 18, says
Èhat Marx "was already a revolutionary, but not yet a materialist".
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Èhe relationshíps of nen, all their doings, their
chains and their limitations are products of their
conscior¡sness, the Yor:ng Hegelians logically put
to men the moral postulate of exchanging their
present consciousness for human, critical or ego-
istic conscíousness, and thr¡s of removing their
limitations. This demand to change consciousness
announts to a demand to interpret reality in another
way, i.e., to recogmise it by means of another
interpretation. r

Although Marx here mentions the Young Hegelians without referring to his

own development, the position he rejects is precisely the one outlined in

his letter to Ruge two or three years earlier.

It can be seen from tJle passages qr:oted above that Marx's general

revolutionary positíon is formulated in somewhat contrary terms at òif-

ferent times. That Marx's later formulation does not include an e>cplicit

repudiation of his earlier view is inunaterial to the fact that the two

positions are dissimilar in content.2 As Marxr s earliest revolutionary

statement takes an idealist form, it can not be taken for granted that

the syrmetry between the revolutionary political perception that human

tiberation reguires the overthrow of an oppressive social order, and the

materialist methodological view, that the conditions of men a¡rd their

political institutions are based in social forms and relations, is the

content of a potitical a¡rd methodological combination in Marxr s thought.

This is not to assert Èhe absence of a political and epistemological sym-

metry in the early works, but rather to suggest that Marxrs revolutionary

politics in the period up to 1845 was not tied Èo a materialist method-

ology and epistemologry, as it was thereafter.

tMEsw, f, l8-19.
zBertell Oll¡nan, Alienation, p. xiii, on the other hand, requires

self-conscious self-criticism to confirm discontinuity of thought in
Marx.
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The discussion below will attempt to demonstrate that the theory of

revolution in the Introduction to the Critíque of Hegelrs Philosophy of

Right, which is Marxrs first staÈement of a theory of proletarian revolu-

tion, is significantly different from the revolutionary theory outlined

in the Corunurist Manífesto, written four years later. It will then be

argued that the nethodology of the earlier writings, and the 1843

Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Riqht in particular, bears li+-tle for-

mal relation to Marxrs mature 'historical materialism', which forms the

methodologi cal basis of the Communist Manifesto.

II

fhe Introduction and the Con¡nunist Manífesto, published in 1844 and

1848 respectively, were written under very different circr¡nstances, r:nder

the gruidance of different influences a¡rd for different specific purposes.

fhe Introduction was written with the first flush of revolutronary con-

tact, against the ideas of fellow philosophers, to introduce a theoreti-

cal critique which was never completed in publishable form of Hegel's

political philosophy . The Conunr¡nist Manifesto, on the other hand, was

written under the auspices of an international revolutionary organisation,

Èo present a political progranme to organised labour, and in effect

heralded the revolutions which swept through Europe only weeks after it

was first printed.

These differences aside, however, both works identify Èhe prole-

tariat as the class of rer¡olutionary transformation. This is a stronger

similarity than the mere call for revolution, which the othen¡rise dis-

similar letter to Ruge of 1843 and llhe German fd.ology. share. Thus the

Introduction and the Communist Manifesto, as they both express a theory
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of proletarian revolution, encourage cþmparison. Jean Hyppoliter goes

so far as to say tlrat the Introduction is "the gem" of the Co¡nmunist

Manifesto, a statement which both acknowledges any superficial differ-

ences between the two works, while emphasising their essential unity.

1Ítris general positíon, which postulates a theoretical unity in Marxrs

thought on the basis of a theory of proletarian rer¡o1ution, has been

advanced by a number of writers. llhe theoretico-political continuity in

Marxrs thought of pnoletarian rer¡olution has been stressed by Donald

C. Hodges and Oscar Ha¡unen in their separate accor¡rts of the different

formulations over time of Marxrs rer¡olutionary ttreor:f.2 Ítt. apparent

theoretical changes which occur in Marxrs writing, they argue, have to be

understood in terms of a need to develop appropriate means to mobilise

the labour mrvement, which, on this account, Irras the main object of

lttarxrs líterary activities. From this premise it is argued that while

the theoretical core of Marxrs thought remained the same, the formula-

tions through which it was presented changed because the concepts and

terminolog¡¡ ernployed from L842, while appropriate to the C'erman intellec-

tr¡al and social nilÍeu of the day, were tactically unfit for the condi-

tions tlarx for¡rd in Paris during 1844. 3 T'heoretical changes are thus

regarded to be reflections of merely tactical changes ín Marxrs politics.

lJea¡t H¡ppotite, Studies in Marx and Hegelr p. L22. A similar víew
is ttrat of George Lichtheím, Marxismr PP. 53-54.

2Donald ctark Hodges, '1fhe unity of Marx's lÍtroughtr i oscar J' Hanunen,
rThe Young Marx Reconsideredr. Neither ôÍscusses the Introduction and
the Oormunist l{anifesto in particular, but the general question of a dis-
tinction be Yormg and the Old Ì{arx.

3Haruoen, q. cit. r pp. I14-1I5. Hamten says that "the transforma-
tion of the rYourg Marxr into an allegedly changed product represents
Iittle nore tha¡r a shift in tactics", þ!!., P. 1lO. Hodges, 9¿- cit-,
p. 320, sÍmilarly says that the "signífica¡rce of the divergent erçhasis
in Marxrs earlier and later writings has to be sought...in a difference
of strategy rattrer tha¡r of principle". Both authors are mainly concerned
with !,[,arx's freguent early and scarce later use of the concept'aliena-
tionr, but their òiscussion has a general relevance. l[he same general
argunent is presented by Robert Tucker, Philosophy and l,tyth in l(arl @,
pp. I72-L73, and István tt6száros, @þ Theory of Alienation, p. 238.
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It is possible, as Hodges a¡rd Hanmen argue, that the different

nrobilising capacities of distinct theoretical fornrulations had some

influence on the content of Marxrs writing. However, the strong state-

ment of the claim in Hodges and Hamnen relies r4>on certain erroneous

points. Conceiving developments Ín Marx's ttrought as a result of tacti-

ca1 changes, which, by hlpothesis, are held to be sr¡bordinate to a con-

tinuing theoretically gronnded political objective faced with external

circtmstances, begs the guestion - which is really at issue - of the the-

oretical sigrnificance of such developments. r Í'ro stress the mobilising

aspect of theory does not deny a p1þrÍ the possibility of an evolution

of concept formation and substa¡rtive analysis in Marxrs tltought, it

nerely mininrises the thdretical significance of any new developments in

the face of an allegedly continuíng theoretical and political commitment

to proletarian rer¡olution.

Dífferent theoretical formulations generally represent different

theories; if they do not it is either because the difference in formula-

tíon is minor or because theoretical co¡mritment to a semi- or extra-

theoretical objectíve - such as proletarian revolution - is conceived as

a part of theory itself. It is the inplicit st¡bscription to the latter

fallacy which sr¡stains the argurænt of Hodges and Har¡unen. By placing a

primary errphasis on the mobilising asPect of Marxrs theory, Hodges and

Hammen, ín effect, reduce the relation between his revolutionary theory

a¡rd his rer¡olutionary practice to a propaganèist function of the former

to the latter at the level of for¡mrlation. This makes of I'farx a mere

theoretical opportrmist, a proposítion which ignores the strong concern

lHa¡unen's statenrent, gtþted in part in the note above, more fu1ly
reads "the transformation of the rYoung Marxr into an allegedly changed
product represents little more than a shift in tactics, coincÍding
chronologicalty with the adoption of the economic interlpretation of his-
torT, elaborated in 1845". This really suggests a new theoretical
development in l¡!,arx.
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in Marx for theoretical clarity and ¡ninimises the sigrnificance of l'larxrs

intellectual development. However, by treaÈing Marx's theoretical state-

ments in terms of his political concern of proletarian revolution Hod.ges

and Hammen add an important interyretive dimension to the study of Marx's

developmenÈ, even though it may not be one that they intend.

Marx did not employ concepts and ideas only to mobilise, but pre-

ponderantly to interpret social reatity. This cognitive aspect of theory

has considerable importance in the service of political objectives; and

it enjoys a political as well as an epistemological primacy over the

propagandist and mobilising aspects of theory. This is not to suggest

that Marx developed his theory as an instrumental science in the Baconian

sense that underlying the scientific enterprise is vested the possibility

of technical control. But in so far as a social theory analyses and

interprets structures and relations and e>çlains their historical develop-

ment, it is able to inform a political movement on the limitations of its

means of action and the nature and weaknesses of the forces to which it

is opposed. Indeed, one measure of a social theory's strength is the

extent to which it can futfil these requirements. It is in this sense

that Marxrs social theory is politically instrunental.r This cognitive

aspect of Marx's formulations returns our attention to the significance

of theoretical development in his thought.

It is the continuing prograrnmatic aspect of proletarian revolution

in Marx's thought which led him to discard the idealist interpretation of

history and historical change which he advocated in the Introduction to

rHarold Laski, Conununisßr p. 22, lnas said that Marx "$¡as the first
socialist thinker to realise that it was less important to draw up a
detailed constitution of Utopia than to discuss how Èhe road thereto may

be traversed. He was the first, also, to undersÈand that the discovery
of the road depended upon the detailed analysis of the environment about
him".
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the Critique of Hegelrs PhilosoPhy of Right. Not only were his early

writings to become polemically and tactically inept, as Hodges and Hanmen

suggest, but more ímportant, they were inadequate to Marxrs revolutionary

purposes through ttreir failure to develop a comprehensive analysis of the

oppressive social order which Marx sought to see or¡erthrown. I lltarx's

early revolutionary politícs were based upon an idealist e:çectation that

revolutionary change could be achieved ttrrough the realisation of philos-

ophy, and upon a social analysis premised upon the ethical supposition

that abject poverty and degradation nere necessarlf conditions for the

insr,¡rrectionary npbílisation of the proletariat. Marx came to abandon

these and related notions in his attempt to elaborate a theory of capi-

talist society which identified the operative varíables of social

dynanics, and the social processes which provided levers of action to the

agents of social rer¡olution.

In both the Introduction and the Conmr¡¡ist Manifesto, the proletar-

iat is identified as ttre rer¡olutionary class, as the hr¡nan agency of

social transformation. Marxrs conception of the Proletariat in the

Introduction however, is not the same as the one developed in the

Communist Manífesto. The basis of revolutionary emancipation is also

differently conceir¡ed in each work: it results from the realisation of

philosophy in the Introduction while it follows from the proletariat's

place in the production process according to the Commr¡rist Manifesto.

Finally, Marx argues in the Comnunist Ma¡rifesto ttrat proletarian revolu-

tion is to overthrow capítalÍsm, whereas in the Introduction it is argued

that revolution is to overcome Germa¡ric backwardness only. ftre theoreti-

cal significance of these differenoes between the two works is of major

importance in the development of Marx's tltought.

lcf. Lichtheim, ltarxisrn, p. 45.
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The proletariat of the Introduction, the "class with radical

chains", while seen as the result of industrialisation by tvlarx - it is

the class "of the ernergent industrial mor¡ement" - is defined by him in

moral terms: the proletariat is a class "which is the dissolution of all

classes, a sphere which has a r:niversal character because of its t¡niver-

sal suffering...which is, in a word, the total loss of humanity".l

According to the Cormunist Manifesto, on the ott¡er hand, the proletariat

is r¡rderstood strictly in terms of its place in the capitalist producÈion

process and through its relation to the bourgeois ie. 2 The corunr:¡¡ist

Manifesto, of course, does not deny the degradation of the proletariat,

which is so crucial to the analysis of the Introduction but neither does

it depict such degradation as total , nor does it accor.mt for the prole-

tariatrs "universal character'! - its ability to effect huma¡r liberation -

in terms of its suffering. Ttrese different conceptions of the proletar-

iat have generally been noted in ttre literature. !{hat has been largely

overlooked, however, is the sigrnificance of these ôifferences and their

ímplications for the der¡elopment of Marxrs theoretical system.

The dífferent definitions of the proletariat, one stressing its

abject poverty and loss of hunanity, the other its place in the produc-

tion process and class system, has usr:ally been seen as a difference of

focus and empirical content. Marxrs èiscussion in the Introduction is

concerned with the srnall and inmature German proletariat of the early

Ig4Os, whereas his account in the Conmunist Manifesto is based on an

examinatÍon of the English and French proletariats u¡r to the middle I840s.

In this way changes between the two works in the presentation of the con-

cept ,proletariatr have been seen as ttre result of differences of fact;

rEarly þ!!!g-, p. 256.
2t'{Esw, r, 119.
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differences of little or minor theoretical sr:bstance and conseguen".. I

l{hile the empirical content of the Introductíon is indeed less detailed

tha¡r that of the Co¡r¡nunist Manifesto, the difference between the two

works nxrs much deeper thafi the level of fact. It will be shown that

they are different in significant theoretical ways as well.

!{hat is most striking in a comparison of the two works is that the

Pro Ietariat of the InÈroduction bears less resemblance to the proletariat

of the Cornmrnist l,lanifesto than it does to what Marx ident.ified in the

latter work as ttre lumpenproletariat. This is not merely because of the

total nature of ttre destitution of both the proletariat of the Introduction

a¡rd the lunpenproletariat of the Co¡r¡nunist lilanifesto, but also their pas-

sivity . In the Introduction Marx makes it clear that tJle origins of the

proletariat a¡rd its total poverty both result from social dislocation:

the proletariat is not formed by natural poverty
but by artificially produced poveÉy; it is formed
nõt from the mass of people mechanically oppressed
by the weight of society but from the mass of people
issuing from societyrs acute disintegration and in
particular from the dissolution of Èhe middle class.2

In thd Commr:nist Manifesto the proletariat's origins are partly the

result of the break-up of the old society effected by the growth of

modern industry, but more importantly, its life conditions of oppression

and poyerty are determined by the e:çtoitative nature of the ongoing eco-

nonic system rather than ttre disintegration of the prior social system- 3

!{hile the proletariat of the Conmunist Manifesto is pauperised through

econonric e:çloitation, a concePt absent ín the Introduction4, the degree

tcf. for exampre,
Thought of l(arl Marx, P.

2Early !{ritings, p

Ernest Mandel, llhe Formation of the Economlc

try, r, 1r5.
qThe term 'exploitation' Ís mentioned, though,

Rnge discussed above, Early !{ritings, p. 2O5-

23.

256.

in the letter to
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of pauperisation is not at its social lowest in that class, as it is in

the proletariat of the Introduction. Below the proletariat of the

Commr:nist Manifesto is tJle sub-class of the lumpenproletariat, whose mem-

bers suffer abject degradation in the ¡nanner of the proletariat of the

Introduction and, again tike the proletariat of the Introduction the

abject degradation of the lunpenproletariat results primarily from social

dislocation and disintegration. r

1¡he notion that the pauperisation of the proletariat is absolute,

indicated in the claim ttrat it suffers "the total loss of hr¡na¡rity", is

maíntained not onlY in the Introduction at a descriptive level, but

repeated and theoretically elaborated in the Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts.2 In The German ldeolog1¡, however, Marx draws a distinction

between the proletarÍat as such and the abjectively pauperised proletar-

iat, the ltunpenproletariat of his later writings. In a polemic against

tåe Yor:ng Hegelian Max Stirner, who "is constafit...in identifying the

proletariat htith pauperism", Marx says that

pauperism is the Position only of the irçoverished
proletariat, the lowest level to which the prole-
tariat sÍnks who has become incapable of resisting
the pressure of the bourgeoisie' and it is only the
proletarian whose^whole energy has been sapped who

becones a pauper.3

Although loosely and somervhat crudely outlined here, this is an

important development ín Marxrs class analysis which already mentíons the

two essential characteristics of the lumpenproletariat, differentiating

lln the Co¡mttxt ist Manifesto the 1unpenproletariat is described as

"that passively rotting mass thrown off by the lowest layers of the old
society", MESW, I, 118. For an economic analYsis of the lumPenProletar-
iat, cf. Capital, Vol. I, pp. 602-603. Cf. the discussion in HaI Draper'

'The ConcePt of the "LumPe nproletariat" in Marx and Btgels I .
2Ttris will be discussed in detail ín Ctrapter 6 below.

3The German ldeologtl¡, p. 22O. Cf . also ÞIESW, I, 2I9-22O.
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it from the proletariat as it is described in Marx's mature writings.

Not only does fhe German ldeology distinguish between the economic pro-

files of the proletariat and the lumpenproletariat, lttarx also clarifies a

discerning political point which serves to clearly distinguish the con-

cept of the proletariat in the Introduction from that of the Co¡nmr¡nist

Manifesto. Because its "whole energy has been sapped" the lumpenprole-

tariat is necessarity a passive class, available for action only on

behalf of other classes and as a¡r instrument of other classes and social

forces.l In the Introduction l,!,arx describes ttre proletariat as a passive

element of rer¡olution, as the materiat weapon in the praxis of philosophy.

The passivity of the proletariat here is the direct political correlate

of its total pauperisation. fhis is contrary to Marxrs accor:nt of the

proletariat in the Oommunist Manífesto, which is not only cushioned from

the floor of economic destitution by the lunpenproletariat, but achieves

its revolutionary potential through its own practice and struggle; it

realises its own interest through its own rer¡olutionary efforts.2

Like the lumpenproletariat of Marx's mature thought the proletariat

of the Introduction is a totally pauperised class, passive in itself and

activated by an agency external to it, whose objective it serves. The

major difference between the early depiction of ttre proletariat and the

h.unpenproletariat of Marxrs later writings, is that in the Introduction

lMarx's classic account of this process is in lltre Eiqhteenth
Brumaire of louis BonaParte.

'Eg, r, 115-117. HaI Draper, rThe Principle of Self-Emancipation
in Marx and Engels', argues for a contrary position. He distinguishes
between two tlpes of proletarian revolution, one in which t}te proletariat
carries out its own revolution, the other in which the proletariat is
used to carry out a revolution, and notes that Marx was sensitive to the
distinction (p. 81). Draper goes on to argue, however, specifically
referring to the Introduction that Marx never held the view that prole-
tarian revolution inr¡olves that ttre proletariat be used to carry out a

rer¡o1
hand,

ution (p. 941. Lichtheim, Marxism, p. 38, note l, on the other
maintains that in the Introduction Marx was a "German Jacobin for

whom the proletariat existed primarily as the instrument of revolutíon".
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the former is described as serving a revolutionary rather than a counter-

revolutionary role, as it is in the fhe Eighteenth Brumaire, and is acti-

vated by philosophy rather than by a directly social force. It is t}te

discussion in the Introduction of the role of philosophy in proletarian

revolution which both highlights the difference between tire Tntroduction

and the Conmr:nist Manifesto and also st¡bstantiates the claim Èhat in the

earlier work Marx saw the proletariat as an essentially passive class.

It has been suggested by C'eorge Lichtheim, for instance, against

the tenor of assessment developed here, that the accormt of the relation

between philosophy and the proletariat in tÌ¡e Introduction remains impli-

cit in Marxts mature work and that its theoretical conÈent "\,r¡as never

repudiated, nor could it have been, for it is precisely what he meant by

the 'union of theory and practice"'.1 Brief1y, then, how is the unity of

theory and practice in Marx generally r¡nderstood? This notion is usr:ally

taken to mea¡l tJlat in tJ.e proletariat's practical discourse with adver-

sity, a theory of the social world is er¡olved which has an instrunental

value to the class in guiding future actions and evaluating its present

practices. These actions and practices, in their turn, affect the con-

tinuing developnenÈ of revolutionary theory. The relation between theory

and practice, therefore, is reciprocal. fhere is one qualification,

however; as the end of theory is practice and as the end of practice is

emancipation of labour, practice has an ultimate primacy over theory.

This does not undennine their reciprocíty, though, for while revolution-

ary theory is epistemologically dependent upon revolutionary practice in

this account, theory and practice nevertheless exist in a state of strong

mutual reliance in so far as the power of one depends upon the potency of

the other. This is quite r:nlike the relation between philosophy and the

proletariat develop ed in the Introduction.

rLi.htheim, ibid., p. 54
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The revolutionary potential ascribed to philosophy in the Intro-

duction derives from a particular faculty of philosophy Per se, rather

than from the practice of the proletariat. It should also be noted that

the mutual reliance of theory on practice in their unity relaÈes to the

application only of revolutionary phitosophy in proletarian revolution,

and not to its development. I rndeed, in the Introduction philosophy is

futly external to the proletariat in its development, which removes it

entirely from the concept of the unity of theory and practice as it is

understood in the description qr:oted from LÍchttrein above. The appJ-ica-

tíon of philosophy to proletarian revolution, according to the

Introduction is a demonstratíon of the writy of the theory and practice

of philosophy itself.2 Marxrs argument rests basically on the quasi-

Hegelian víew that History is a rational process which unfolds through

Èhe development of philosoPhY, for philosophy "is in the service of

history".3 lfhe revolutionary significance of philosophy is internal to

philosophy, rather than operative through some other faculty. The point

is emphasised by Marx when he claims that in contradistinction to theology,

it is through philosophy alone that hUman emancipation will ensue.f

!{ith the advent of hr¡nan liberation t}rrough philosophy' Marx argues,

philosophy itself will be transcended. s llhe revolutíonary role of the

proletariat is introduced into Marxr s díscussion with the qualification

that for philosophy to transcend itself, and for man to be thereby liber-

ated from his oppression, the practice of philosophy requires a material

rIn the Communist Manifesto, on the other hand, l,larx makes it quite
clear that he regards the development of revolutionary theory as a conse-
quence of the proletariat, MESId' I, L34.

2Early !{ritings, PP. 249, 25L.
3rbid., p. 244. Compare with ftre Holy Family, pp- 100-101, Il0'
¡Early Writings, P. 252.
scf. the discussion of practical and theoretical parties, ibid. 'pp. 249-250.
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element, a material instrument, for "material force must be overthrown by

material force". I ftreory becomes such a force "once it has gripped the

massestt.2 The masses, then, are sr¡bordinate to theory, even though

necessary. for its realisation and transcendence. For, as Marx says in

the Introduction "revofutions need a passive element, a material basis"3,

and it is at this jrmcture that he begins to refer to the proletariat,

the passive element of revolution which is gripped by philosophy and used

in its revolutionary practice as a material force. While Marx says that

"the proletariat finds its intellectual l¡{eapons in philosophy", this is

secondary to the central point that "philosophy finds its material wea-

pons Ín the proletariat".r It is as an instrunent of philosophy ttrat the

proletariat is a revolutionary force, according to the fntroduction and

hunan emancipation is achieved through the realisation and transcendence

of philosophy. fhis is a progression on Marxrs thought prior to the

Introduction, in which the instrument of philosophy was conceived as

criticism, and criticism through journalisrns, bnt it is nevertheless

quite distinct from his later conception of proletarian revolution.

It can be seen, then, that Marx's German rer¡olution of the

Introduction , r¡nlike the proletarian revolution of the Conununist

Manifesto, does not result from the development of the proletariat,

beginning in "its struggle with the bourgeoisie" and accelerated by "the

development of industry". 6 rndeed, according to the Introduction rer¡olu-

tÍon is to or¡erthrow C'erman backwardness rather than capitalisn.

rrbid., p. 25r
2tbid

ury-, P. 257.
uCf. Richard Hunt, ftre Political ldeas of Marx and Engels, VoI. I

P. 44
6MESW, r., 1r5, 166. cf. also ibid., pp. 2L3-2I4.
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Revolution must occur because it is needed - it is "a pressíng need of

the German nation"l - and it is needed because of the German staters

inability to bring about social reform. Revolution is precipitated in

the "struggle against the German political present lwhich] is the struggle

against the past of modern nations".2 rn the Conunr¡nist Ma¡rifesto on the

other hand, the necessary condition of the proletarian revolution is a

preceding bourgeois revolution, and the basis of revolutionary emancipa-

tion is the full developmenÈ of capitalism. The industrial growth which

gives rise to the proletariat also means that the "productive forces at

the disposal of society no longer tend to the further development of the

conditions of bourgeoís property...they are fettered... [and] endanger Èhe

existence of bourgeois property". 3 Th. revolution described in the

Introduction, on the other hand, is rerely against "an anachronism"[ and

has a teleological if not a metaphysical basis.

Whilst elements of Marx's mature theory of proletarían revolution,

as developed in the @mmunist Manifesto such as class and the growth of

modern industry, are Present in the Introduction the role they play in

the early theory is quite r:nlike that given to them by the later theory.

!{hile there is class polar isation in Ètre Introductions, there is no class

struggle; while there is industrial developnent it is seen to be respon-

sible primarily for the disintegration of the old society rather than

providing the basis for the development of the new social order. Marxr s

cormrents on industrialisation in the fntroduction are hardly complete,

lEarly !,Iritings, p. 247.
2lbid. Cf. also the co¡ûnents on Frederich Vüilliam IV's rule, ibid.'

p. 253.
3MESW, T, lr4.
aEarly writings, P. 247.
5"rf one class is Èo be the class of liberation g excellence,

then a¡rother class must be the class of overt oppression", ibid., p. 254.
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but there is some suggestíon of a causal link between the "emergent

industrial rnovementt' and "society's acute disintegration". I There is no

mention here, as there is in the Conunr¡nist Manifesto, of the role of the

development of industry in the organisation of a revolutionary proletar-

iat, nor of the development of industry givíng rise to tJ.e socialisation

of the process of production as the objective groundwork of socialist

revolution. In any event, the discussion of industrialisation in the

Introduction has more in connþn with the account given in the letters to

Ruge of L8.432 than to the theory outlined in the Conununist Manifesto.

fhe absence of the positive revolutionary role of industrialisation in

these works is compensated by the revolutionary role given to philosophy.

Indeed, the place of philosophy in proletarian rer¡olution outLined in the

Introduction strongly resernbles the credo of critical philosophy given in

the letter to Ruge quoted above and criticised in The c'erman ldeol-ogry.3

The differences, then, betlveen the Introduction and the Corwnunist

Manifesto can not be reduced to just a change in the empirical content of

the conception of the proletariat, nor are they nerely "minor changes in

theories and ways of presenting thern'r as Bertell Ollman, in another con-

text, suggests that they night be.a Rather, the differences are sr.¡bstan-

tial theoretical differences which raise questions of the metÏ¡odological

l"The proletariat is only beginning to apPear in Germany as a
result of the erergent industrial movement...the proletariat is...formed
...from the mass of people issuing from society's acute disintegration",
Early !{ritings, p. 256. Cf . also ibid. r P. 248.

2"...the system of industry and conìmerce...will lead much faster
than the increase in the population to a rupture within existing society
which the old system cannot heal...", s!1|.r P. 2O5.

3In the Introduction Marx says "llhe German nation must therefore
lir¡k its dream history to its present conditions and subject not only
these conditions but also their abstract continr-lation to criticism",
ibid., p. 249. The place of "praxis" (p. 25J-) in this is the practice of
philosophy, which engages the proletariat. In Marxrs earlier writings
the praxis of philosophy was through journalism.

rollmatt, Alienatiorìr p. xíii.
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development in Marx's ttrought. The morally defined proletariat and the

doninating revolutionary role of philosophy in the Introduction hark back

to the 'very idealistic' theory of the letters to Ruge rather than forge

ahead to the 'materialistic' theory of the Commr:nist Manifesto-

III

The very pronounced difference between the theory of proletarian

rerrolution develop ed in the Introduction and tlte theory outlined in the

Commr:nist Manifesto suggests that there may be significant methodological

and epistemological differences also between tlte works of the early and

Iate 1840s. However, the Critique of Hegel's Phitosophy of Right, writ-

ten soltp months before the Introduction has been regarded by some

scholars as important in showing that Marx was at this early stage of his

development already a naterialist. If this were the case l'larx's early

writings would har¡e to be seen to share a corrunon methodologl¿ and episte-

mology with his later writings. An exa¡nination of the Critique, though,

will rer¡eal that íts methodology is not that which is implicit in Marxr s

later wrítings.

The importance of the critique lies mainly in the opportunity it

gave Marx to identify his differences with Hegel and in the critical

evaluation of both Hegel's discussion of political and social institu-

tions and the Prussian political institutions thernselves. As C.J. Arthur

has noted, Marxrs "inversion of the relation between the state and civil

socieÈy as depicted by Hegel is of the highest imporÈance, for it

redirected his work from the critigue of politics to a close study of

civil society". I It is this new vision in Marx which sees political

institutions in terms of the forces in civil society which has led some

lc. J Arthur, 'Editor's Introduction' to The German Ideologry'
also Joseph O'MaIley, rMethodolog¡¡ in Karl l{arx', P, 2I9.p. I0. cf
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scholars to find evidence of materialism in the Critique. I^Ihile some

writers have found earlier starting points of Marx's materialism, it is

the Critiqr:e which l,larx identified in 1859 as the beginning of investiga-

tions which "led to the result that legal relations as well as forms of

state are to be grasped neither from themselves nor from the so-called

general development of the human mind, but rather have their roots in the

material conditions of life". r

I{hile the Critique was thus an important turning point in Marx's

theoretical development, we should be careful not to see it as its con-

sumrnation. Marx does not say in the tPreface' that he developed the

materialíst theory of history in the Critique, but nerely that he began

work on the problem to which this theory is the solution, It is possible'

of course, to perceive materialist elements in the Critique. Given ttre

tra¡rsitional nature of Èhe work and its place in Marxrs development it is

not surprising that a materialist interpretation can find textual st4>port.

However, in any evaluation of the Critique the draft must be seen as a

whole, and any materialist elements for¡¡rd in it should be understood in

relation to the text as a whole. A general enphasis on social or eco-

nonic causation is not in itself sufficient demonstfation that a theory

is materialist.2

l'Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political !99l9g¿' ,
¡,fEsw, I, p. 503. David McLellan, , p. L2, pre-
dates this by referring to an article written in January 1843 for the
Rt¡einische Zeitr.lng in which "Marx laid great stress on the importance of
economic conditions as a determinant of political action". In fact the
passage in question makes no mention of econonic conditions.

2c"orge lggers, 'Introduction' to The Doctríne of Saint-Simon: An
E:çositionr p. xiii, points out that theEint-SÍ¡noni-ans were conc.tt.ã-
with economic and social forces and looked to the interrelation of social
forces in understanding history, but their general view of history, as
the developrent of the moral conception of perfection, u¡as idealist.
Similarly, the tiberal historian Lord Acton "erçhasise [d] repeatedly the
economic factor in history" but gave supreme ilçortance to the causal
influence of ideasr G.E. Fasnacht, Acton's Political Philosophy: An
Analysis, p. 219, Chapber 'l and Appendix 1.
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The method employed in the Critique bears some relation to the

materialist theory of history for which lularx is known and which he out-

lined for the first time in llhe German ldeologyl, and while the Critique's

methodology can therefore be seen as a precursor to that which Marx

employed in later writings, it can not be regarded as identical to that

of Marxrs later writings . It is often held that the Critique's impor-

tance in Marx's theoretical development lies in the fact that it clearly

articulates the view that the form of the state is the consequence of

social and econonric forces a¡¡d relations.2 An examination of the text

suggests that this claim can not be allowed to stand without serious

qualification.

The similarity of ttre substantive theory of the state outlined in

the Critique to that of Marxrs mature writings has been widely noted in

the literature. The discussion of bureaucracy, especially, being more

extensive in the Critique than in any of Marxrs later writings, is gener-

ally held to nanifest a full materialist e¡çression in this, íts earliest

theoretical oçosition. 3 In sr¡¡nmary the Marxist theory of the state

bureaucracy, as it is widety understood, holds that in the social divi-

sion of labour the bureaucracy occupies a field quite distinct from

social classes and their ultimate economic concerns, and is largely noti-

vated to promote its own interests which ¡nay, at times, clash with the

rEngels was the first to coin Èhe term 'hístorical materialism',
which he did, with some embarrassment in tt¡e 'special Introductionr to
the 1892 English edition of Socialism: Utopian and Scientific l,lESW, III '103. llhile the term ís not Marx's there is no good reason to abandon the
established practice calling the methodology he did develop 'historical
materialismr. 1fhe term is no more than a su¡nmary of his own description
of the method outlined in Tt¡e cerman rdeology, cf . ¡æsw, r, 29-30.

2Lucio Colletti, tlntroduction' to Karl Marx, Early lfritings,
p. 45, on the other hand, says tJ:at this theory of the state pre-dates
historical materialism.

tcf., for exanq>le, Shlomo Avineri, The Socia1 and Political Thought
of KarI Marx, pp. 48-52; Henri Lefebvre, The Sociologry of Marx, Chapter 5,
especially pp. l38ff¡ Nicos I'touzelis, Organisation and Bureaucracy,
pp. 8-11.
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interests of the dominant class. Ttre bureaucracy, then, has an existence

of its o!Ín and tends to autonomy. Ttris derives from the bureaucratic

fwrction of maintaining social order. The theory goes on to argue, how-

ever, thaÈ the social order is defined by the existing production rela-

tions of society and the property relations which arise through socíal

production. In satisfying its own interests in the performance of its

function the bureaucracy, therefore, maintains the existing econorn-ic

relations of society; in doing so it satisfies the general political

inÈerests of the economically dominant c1ass. So that while the bureau-

cracy might believe itself to be above class, it nevertheÌess serves the

interests of the ruling c1ass. I

!{hile the theory of bureaucracy in the Critique is similar to the

version described above, which is drawn from Marxrs mature writings, it

differs from it in at least one important aspect. lfhile the theory of

bureaucracy in Ttre Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte and The Civil

War in France, for instance, incorçorates a notion of class rule, there

is no such notion in the Critiqr¡e. According to the Critique the bureau-

cracy serves only its own interests and protects only its own properlcy.2

In the Critiq¡e, but not in the mature writings, Marx describes the

bureaucracy as the ruling class and the property it safeguards in per-

forming the state functions is ttre state itself.3

It could be argued that this difference between the Critique and

Iater works, like the difference on Èhe definition of the proletariat

between the Introduction and what followed it, is primarily empirical

try, T, 463, 4'lB, 482-493, 494-495.
2this important point, which is appreciated by Hr:nt, fhe Political

Ideas of t'tarx and Engels, Vol. I, P. 66, escapes Avineri, oP. cit.,
pp. 23-24.

3Early lfritings, pp. 108, lO9.
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rather than theoreticat. I Such an argument could propose that by focus-

sing on the Prussian bureaucracy ttiarx exarnined a special case; for, as

he wrote in Ttre German ldeology, "during the epoch of absolute monarchy

... [the state] acquired an abnormal independence...which in other coun-

tries was only transitory.. . [although] it has lbeen] maintained in

Germany until the present day".2 We wiII see, however, that there are

significant theoretical aspects of the analysis of bureaucracy in the

Critiqr¡e which not only suggest that its sr:bstantive theory of the state

is npre or less peculiar to that work3, no matter how much superficial

resemblance it bears to later treaünents, but that these peculiarities

har¡e methodologicat ramifications which distingruish the work from Marxr s

later materialist analyses. So that while Marx can be quoted as saying

in the Critique that the "political constitution at its highest point is

thus the constitution of private property"4, it can not be assr¡ned that

the mea¡ring of this statement is equivalent to later statements of the

materialist nethod made in his mature works. It is ttrrough a critical

consideration of Marxrs concep tion in the Critique of both 'class¡ and

'property' thaÈ the materialist content of the work will be assessed.

In his mature thought Marx defined class in terms of ttre social

relations of production. Ttris contrasts sharply with Hegel's conception,

in which class is defined through objective spheres of service. In the

Philosophy of Right it is the inter-dependence and reciprocity of men in

the satisfaction of their needs which constitutes class relations.5

Hegel says that class divÍsions derive from "particular systems tf .r..d",

lTtris is suggested by David McLellan, llhe lltrought of KarI Marx,
p.183.

2The German rdeolog'y, p. 2L2.
3this will be discussed more fully in Chapter 7 below.
qEarly Vlritings, p. 166.
sHegel, Philosophy of Right, p. I29.
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means, and types of work relative to these needs".l It is generally

recognised that whereas Marx differentiated between the land-holding

class and the peasantry, Hegel specified only an agricultural class corn-

prising both lord and peasant; while Marx differentiated between tìe

class of capitalists and the proletariat, Hege1 specified only a manufac-

turing class. And while Marx shared with Hegel the observation that the

state activity is fr:nctionally specific, he did not share Hegel's view

that those drawn into the state service form a distinct governing class.2

The difference between Hegel and Marx on the concept of class is thus

well drawn.3 or so ít would seem.

In the Critiqr:e Marx's notion of class is much closer to Hegel's

than the one which he went on to develop in lltre German ldeology and later

works. It is evident in Marxrs discussion of political class, for

instance, that his ttreoretical precepts of class analysis, while composed

as an alternative to Hegel's scheme, employs a general frame of reference

which is restricted by essentially Hegelian limitations. In rejecting

Hegel,s expositíon of Èhe political role of the agricultural class as

that of representing the r:nity of the potitical state, Marx postulates

instead a primary role for "the class of private citizens".4 U"e of the

concept 'class of private citizens' indicates the Hegelian nature of

rrbid., p. t3t.
2t¡i¿., pp. 131-132. It is interesting to note that l4arx's view of

the exeffive power of the state as comprising the police and Èhe judici-
ary as well as the governmental executive is also Hegelrs and acknow-
ledged by Marx in the criÈique, Early lfritings, p. 100, to be an idea
peculiar to Hegel, wtrere ottrer thinkers have treated "the administrative
and judicial arms of governmenÈ as antitheses".

3rhe ditference between the Hegelian ãnd Marxíst theories of class
is outlined in G.D.H. CoIe Some Relations Between Political and Economic
Theory, pp. 66'67. Cole's book is largely forgotten, partly outda
but nonetheless highly stimulating. A treatment of Hegel's theory
class can be for¡nd in Avineri, Hegel's Theory of the Modern State.

aEarly lrititgs-, p. 164, and also ibid. r PP. 136, L44, L46.

ted,
of
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Marxr s class theory of 1843. The citizenry could constitute a class only

in the context of Hegel's conception of class as a fr¡nctional sphere of

service, and the idea is foreign to Marxrs mature model in which class is

conceived materially as a consequence of the relations of social produc-

tion. Similarly, while l"tarx complains that "Hegel proceeds from the

assumption that the r.¡niversal class is the class of civil servants" l, his

remarks are directed against Hegel's view of the alleged universality of

the bureaucracy and not its sr:pposed class nature. There is nothing to

show that in the Critisue Marx does not accept the bureaucracy as a

fully constituted c1ass, a position which he later rejected. The class

component of the theory of the state bureaucracy in the Critique, like

the conception of the class of private citizens, remains largely Hegelian

and pre-materialist.

The assumption that the class analysis of the Critique is material-

ist is encouraged, perhaps, by the brief discussion in ttre work which has

been identified by a nr:nber of writers as an anticipation in Marxrs

thought of the 'proletariat' as the class of historical transformation.

Although he does not use the term, Marx's dÍscussion of "the class of

inmredÍate labour", which he says is "not so much...a class of civil

society as...the gror:nd on which the circles of civil society rrcve and

harre their being"z, "^n 
be seen Èo foreshadow the discussion of the pro-

letariat in the Introduction written just after the Critique, and also

in Marx's later work. It has been shown above that the conception of the

pro letariat in the Introduction is quite unlike that of Marxrs later

thought. It should also be emphasised that the concept of the class of

immediate labour does not refer to the proletariat in the sense that

Marx later came to understand the term, for it can be more readily seen

lrbid., p. 136.
2tbid.r pp. L46-L47.
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as a category employed to demonstrate the legalistic limitations of

Hegel's class analysis, but not to initiate a materialist class npdel.

Shlomo Avinerir has said that l4arxts discussion of the class of

imnediate labour follows the Philosophy of Right 5243, in which Hegel

points out that the amassing of social wealth through demographic and

industrial expansion results in the poverty and distress of factory

labour.2 In the next paragraph Hegel goes on to argue that an intensifi-

cation of poverty results in "the creation of a rabble" 3, of the pöbel or

proletariat. In Prussia during the 1840s 'proletariat' was a term used

to signify not merely industrial workers, but a much larger social group-

ing in which dispossessed peasants and landless agricultural fabourers

predoninated. Ítris group was a numerically sigrnificant section of the

population and largely 'unincorporatedr, that is, without membership of

an estate and therefore outside the established order of civil society.

Marx's class of inunediate labour most probably refers to the large mass

of dispossessed agricultural labourers who supported the grain e:<port

industry, Germany's main economic activity during the period. It could

thus be said that the propertyless agricultural labourers ultimately sup-

ported German society, but because largely unincorporated they were them-

selr¡es outside civil society and did not constitute a class in the

Hegelian sense. Marxrs reference to the class of immediate labour there-

fore, flies in the face of Hegelrs class model and contradicts Hegel's

description of the agricultural class as the "immediate" class which "has

iÈs capital in the natural products of the soil which it cuftivates".4

The significance of Marx's cotments is in the fact that they point to a

lAvineri, The Social and Politícal ftrought of Karl Marx, p. 25.
2Hegel, op. cit., pp. 149-150.
3rbid., p. t50.
qrbid., p. t3t.
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social development for which the traditional legalistic concept of class

is inadequate, and specificatly indicates the archaic analysis of class

in HegeI.

Marx,s account of class in the critique is not, therefore, an

endorsement of Hegel. On the contrary. In an endeavour to show that

there is fuIl harmony and no disparity between political and civil reality

t'Hegel wishes to denonstratett, as Marx says, "that the classes of civil

society are the political Estates". I Marx entirely rejects this view for

the position that there is a fr¡rdamental "separation of political life

and civil societyr'2, and argues for this proposition, in part, by claim-

ing that since the French Revolution the Estates have been "transformed

into social classes, i.e. the class distinctions in civil society beca¡ne

merely social differences in private life of no significance in political

Iife".3 Marx, then, rejects the archaic content of Hegel's class analy-

sis in saying that the essentíally Medieval Estate is breaking down into

merely apolitical classes of civil society.4 However, Marx's prognosis

of the development from Estate Èo class demonstrates the extent to which

his analysis derives from an Hegelian concePtion and amormts to a pre-

materialist theory of class in the Critique.

It is clear t¡at in 1843 Marx appreciated thaÈ a change had occurred

in the reality of class and that the basis of class distinction had there-

fore changed also:

rEarly t¡lritings,

'rÞ!ll" P' :-46'
3r¡id.
fAs we have seen,

"The Medieval tEstatel

p. I44.

the bureaucracy provides an exception to this:
survived only in the bureaucracy, in which civil

and political positions are irnnediately identical", s!!'
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C1ass distinction here [in civil society] is uo
longer a distinction between autonomous groups
distinguished by their needs a¡rd their work...
distinctions are [now] variable and fluid and
their principle ís that of arbitrariness. fhe
chief criteria are those of money and education. I

But in noting the change from a rigid structure of Estate hierarchies to

a free forming order of econonrically determined social class Marx reveals

a theory of the emerging class situation which he later dismissed as one

of ",vulgar' contrnon sense"2, and shows his ambiguity and uncertainty with

the concept of rclass' itself. Money and education, while at least

partly econo¡nic criteria of class distinction imply a model of class

which is nonetheless at odds with the materialist analysis of class based

on a coltprehension of a social group's relation to the means of produc-

tion. In employing the income criteria of class difference Marx

restricts the meaning of class to the distribution through society of

attributes whích relate primarily to the individual. Not only does such

a conception of class ignore the wider context of social factors which

r¡rderlie the distribution of advantages, such as production relations, it

conceives class society as a s¡nooth gradation of income groups rather

than a structure of social cleavage isonnrphic to classes wíth antagonis-

tic interests. Marxrs class theory in the Critíque differs from his

Iater theory of class in so far as the former points to Èhe distribution

of the individual attributes income and education rather than the rela-

tions of social groups to the means of ptoduction and proposes, in effect,

a stratification scheme rather than a model of class conflict.3 Indeed,

I r¡id.
2,,tvulgart conmron sense turns class differences into differences in

the size of one's purse", Karl Marx, Selected t{ritings in SocíologD¡ and

Social Philosophyr P. 2OA.

3por the difference between distributive and relational aspects of
class, the individual nature of stratum and the group nature of class, and
the notion of stratification as a srpoth gradation and class inplying con-
flict, see respectively, André Béteille, rEditorrs fntroduction' to $þ!
Inequality, p. 13; RaIf Dahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial
Soc'iety, p. ix; T.B. Bottomore, Classes in Modern Society, pp. 25-26.
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Marxr s prognosis of social differentiation over time conceives the his-

torical development as a movenpnt from Estate to class and from class to

individual social position devoid of class determination.

Marx says that "civil society has divided within itself into class

and socíal position" and adds parenthetically ín the same paragraph that

the "civil society of the present is the principle of individualism car-

ried to its logical conclusion".l The discussion is far from precise,

but in the context it appears that Marx sees the emergence of class out

of the politically organised Estates as only a transition to individual-

isation in which class accounts for little and social difference has to

be understood in terms of individual social position rather than class

nembership. Under such conditions social "distinctions are variable and

fluid and their principle is that of arbítrariness", as \de saw Marx claim

above. This position is implied by the theory of stratification based on

an income distribution criterion of social difference and quite in oppo-

sitíon to Marxrs later theory of class, which both took accor¡nt of the

individualisation of bourgeois society and held that individual exístence

was largely conditioned by class position. And while in his later writ-

ings it is argued that there is an element of fluidity and arbitrariness

at the individual level, Marx also maintains that tt¡is leaves wraltered

the fr¡ndanental class reality.2

So far it has been shown that the concept of class employed in the

Critique is largely derived from the Hegelian terminology and that Marxrs

own theory of social differentÍation is similar to the stratification

theory of certain trends ín modern erçirical sociologty. We have also

noted that this latter position is opposed to Marxrs mature theory of

lEarly !{ritings, p. 147.
2cf . rhe cermgg rdeologrlr, pp.

sociolos¡¡ añ-a sãE-ar rñ@y, p.
69-70, and also Selected writings in
208.
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class. Marxrs divergence from class theory in the Critique is partly a

consequence of his wtcertainty as to how far the class concept can be

stretched when it retains an Hegelian form. It is only when the Hegelian

class concept ceased to dominate Marxrs thought that he was able to

develop his own characteristic understanding of the class natr:re of bour-

geois society and ceased to see civil society as comPosed of merely

"isolated monads'!, to use a term he enployed in the essay On the Jewish

Ouestion. As it is used in the Critique the concept rclass' denotes an

objective sphere of service and presupposes a functional definition of

class. r As the structurat prerequisites of class defined in these terms

were breaking down at the time of Marxrs writing the Critíque, and as

this was the only concept of class available to him, l'larx's projection of

the social developments taking place at the tine had to be described

through a declassed terminolog¡¡. Marxrs vacillation on the usefulness

of class analysis is clear in his statement that

...whether an individual remains in a class or not
depends partly on his work, partly on chance. ilhe
class itself is now no more than a superficial
deter¡nination of the individual, for it is neither
inplicit in his work, nor does it present itself to
him as an objective co¡munity, organised according
to established laws and standing in a fixed relation-
ship to him. It is rather the case that he has no
real relation to his substantive activÍty, to his
real class.2

Marx obviously accepts that Èhe concept of class refers to an objective

conununity based on subsÈantive activity of a particular service nature.

As this reality of class has lost its legal and political sustenance'

class can only be a superficial determination of the individual and this

tst.tti"l"w ossowski, Class StrucÈure in the Social
Chapter 4, provÍdes a discussion of the functional defini
which r:nfortunately does not mention Hegel.

2Early f{ritings, p. L47.

Consciousness
tion of class,
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means that the individual has no real relation to his 'real' class. That

is to say that the class concept, as it is understood here, bears no

relation to the class reality. A different class concept would define

the class reality differently.

It will be clear from this discussion of class that Marx's ideas in

the Critique are still being formed; he has not yet developed his own

conceptions and in conunenting on Hegel accepts Hegel's terms of reference.

We have also seen that lrfarx's theory and methodology of class in the

Critique could not easily be calted rmaterialist'. What is true of class

in this regard is equally true of the state. Let us return to the quasi-

methodological claims thrrough which materialism is attributed to the

Critique.

IV

It is from the general statement of manrs social nature and the

determining infh:ence of social arid econonic forces on political struc-

tr¡res and conditions, rather than from any particular theory of class or

state bureaucracy, that evidence of the Critique's ¡naterialism can best

be drawn. In the earlÍest pages of the Critique Marx takes íssue with

Heget's idealism and appears to develop an alternative model of material

determination. Marx complains that Hegel attempts "to provide the polit-

ical constitution with a relationship to the abstract ldea and to estab-

lish it as a link in the life-history of the ldea - an obvious mystifica-

tion" l, and also that Hegel tends "to dissolve the existing political

determinations into abstract ideas".2 Þlarxrs own view, on the other

hand, is that

Ibid., pp.

Ibid., p.
69-70.

73.2
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The fanily and civíl society are the precondi-
tions of the sÈate; they are the true agents;
but ín speculative philosophy it is the reverse. I

In the words of the well used phrase, Marx stands Hegel on his feeti and

he does so by claiming that the human condition is determined not by Mind

but Matter.2 Hegel forgets, says Marx, that "the affairs of state are

nothing but the modes of action and existence of the social qualities of

ment!.3 It is, no dot¡bt, the appearance of statements of ttris kind in the

Critiqr¡e which has led Shlomo Avineri, for instance, to conclude that

Marx "must thus be considered a materialist at this period, and the

dichotomy between a young, rhumanistic', 'idealist' Marx vis-à-vis an

older, 'determinist'r 'materialist' llarx has no for.urdation whatsoever in

the l,!,arxian texts themselves".f Avineri's is a very strong claim. Not

only does it assert the materialism of the Critiqr,¡e, Ít implies that Marx

Ì¡üent on to do no nþre than refine the materialist metlrod he first

employed in 1843.

1he 'materialism' Marx used in his critique of Hegel is an applica-

tion of Ludwig Feuerbachrs rtransformative methodr. This latter

basÍcaIIy consists of reversíng the primacy Hegel attributed to the ldea

or Spirit over Man and Nature, so that for Feuerbach l{ind is a function

of Natural Man. Feuerbach's critíqr¡e of Hege1 amot¡tts to his pointing

out that Man, the ProPer subject of both history and philosophy, has been

turned by Hegel into a nere Predicate. The transformative method

2Hegel did not deny the fact of social and economic forces, he
assumed that these !ùere merely the mechanisms through which the !{orld
Spirit operated.

3g"rly !{ritings, p. 7A.
bAvineri, The Social and pglitid lftrought of Karl l"larx, pp. 38'39.

Pdrbit 62
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reverses and corrects what it conceives to be a conceptual inversion. I

Avineri acknowledges the Feuerbachian nature of the Cri tiqr:e I s

materiali=*2, b.tt fails to explore or appreciate its implications for an

understanding of Marxr s methodological development'

!{hile it is legitimate to describe Marx's employment of a negoti-

ated tra¡¡sformative method in the Critique as a version of materialism'

it is at best question begging and in fact erroneous to go on to maintain

that this materialism is a genuine uniform element irr the entire corPus

of Marx's thought, as Avineri does. It ignores the real and significant

differences between the Feuerbachian inspired materialism of the critigue

and Marx's o$tn version of historical materialism which he later developed'

It also ignores the limitations of the Critique's materialism which were

criticised and corrected in Marxrs work after 1845'3

Although the Critique may be described as having a materialist ele-

ment, this is an insufficient ground from which to contést the dichotomy

between Marxrs thought in his early work and his mature thought' In the

Iatter the materialist methodology does not assume merely man's social

essence, social causaÈion or even that "the econornic sphere ultimately

determines politics"\, to mention a few phrases whích have been used to

typify the Critior¡e,s materialísm. MarxrS mature materialism assumes

rather that there is a ,,connection of the social and politícal structure

wÍth production"S, âs he puts it in ilhe German ldeology. In 1847 Marx

l"tûe need only turn the predicate into the sr:bject and thus as sub-

ject into object and principle - that is, only reverse speculative
lnitosoptry. In this ray r" have the unconcealed, pure and untarnished
truth," Ludwig Feuerbach, 'Preliminary llheses on the Reform of
philosophy,, p. L54. For Marxrs discussion of the sr:bjecL/predicate mix

in Hegel, cf. EarIY Writings, P. 80.

2Avineri, 99. cit., P. 38.
3lttis is explored in Chapter 4 below'
qAvinerí, 

9¡-. cit., P. 38.

sThe German Ideology, P. 36
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described his materialist methodology more fully when he argued that the

process of production ís at the heart of social relations and that the

specific character of different societies can be attributed to differ-

ences in the means of production employed in different societies. r His-

torical materiatism, then, argues that social and political relations

r:ndergo change in correspondence to changes in the productive forces and

relations operating in the economic base of society; that the means of

production engender particular social relations of production and that

these set the limits to the form and relations of society and polity and

have some causal connection with them. Ttre major difference between the

materialism of the Critiqr:e and l"larx's later writings is that the latter

specifies the production activity and its material concomitants as the

determinant of social forms and relations, in tÏre former there is no such

notíon.

Not only is the conceptual content of Marx's early materialism dif-

ferent from historical materialism, the theoreÈical fr:nction of each is

atso different. The materialism of the Critigue is confined to the

application of a somewhat npchanical- method which has very little value

beyond it providing a critique of Hegel's philosophy. It is a philosoph-

ícal method rather than a scientific methodology of empirical signifi-

cancei it makes a general point of principle rather than providing an

understanding of particular societies, their structure and development.

It looks very like a part of what Marx later described as "a general

historico-philosophical theory, the supreme virtue of which consists in

being super-historical".2 Marx's mature materialism , on the other

rWage Lal¡or¡r and Capitalr, MESVü, I, 159-160; The Poverty of
r pp. 95-96; 'Preface to A Contribution-. - | ' ¡{Es!{' I, 503-504'Phi

lcf .

Iosophv
2Marx to the Editoriat Board of the rOtechestvenniye Zapiski"

November L877, Selec ted Corresponde nce, p. 313. The difference between
rmethod' and 'methodology' is appreciated by Joachim Israel, tRemarks

Concerning some Problems of Marxist Class ftreory', p. 12'
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hand, is more properly a scientific methodology through which

Ênpirical observation must in each separate
instance bring out enpirically, and without any
mystification and speculation, the connection
of the social and political structure with pro-
duction. r

I,larxr s application of the materialist method in the Critique has none of

this empirical tracing of political relations to the means and manner of

material production, and is able to go no further than recoqnise in broad

and general terms that the political constitution has a social basis'

The relation postulated in the Critíque between society and polity is

quite rxrtike that assumed in Marx's mature materialist nethodology'

This last point will be sr¡bstantiated by a consideration of the

claim made in ttre Critique that

...the political state cannot exist without the
natural basis of the family and the artificial
basis of civil societY.2

The reference here Èo the family and to the difference between the natu-

ral basis of Èhe fanily and the artificial basis of civil society has the

character of a criticism of Hegel rather than an analysis of the politi-

ca! state in materialist terminology. Marx ís arguing against Hegel's

contention that ,,the natural principte of the family" 3 is sufficient to

e><plain the representation of Ianded proprietors in the Prussian legis-

lature. Hegel's position is that the inheritance of landed property,

which is carried through the fanily by primogeniture, provides a natural

basis of political entitlement. Contrary to this Marx says that birth'

and therefore the family, can only provide one with individual existence

lThe German ldeologYr P. 36

2Early lfritings, P. 63.
3philosophy of Right, p. 199, qrrcted by Marx, Early r¿¡ritings,

p.173.
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and constitute one as a natural individual, whereas "political determina-

tions such as the legislature, etc., are social products, born of society

and not of the natural individual".l Marxrs materialism in the CritÍque

takes him no further than the claim that it is social convention - "the

artificial basis of civil society" - which ascribes political entitlement

to the landed fanily, and not "the natural principle of the family"

itself. There is here no materialist analysis of these conventions and

Marx accounts for them by falling back on contract assunptions.2 It is

the social basis of the family as an institution and not the relations

of social production which constitutes Marxrs early 'materialist method-

ologyr.

It is perhaps in his discussion of primogeniture and in his cri-

tiqr:e of Hegel's postulations on the matter that Marx npst seems to

employ a materialist methodology based on the primacy of economic factors.

For it is in the analysis and critique of primogeniture that Marx deve-

lops an account of private property which strikingly resembles that found

in his later historical materialism, but which on examination reveal-s the

particular nature of his early materialisn:

Whereas according to Hegel primogeniture represents
the power of the political state over private prop-
erty, it is in fact the power of abstract private
property over the political state. He makes the
cause into the effect and the effect into the cause'
Èhe determining factor into the determined and
vice-versa. 3

This statement concludes a paragraph which opens with a comnent on the

observation that for Hegel "primogeniture is merely an exigency of

rrbid., p. L74.
2"...a particular birth can become the birth of a peer or a king

only by virtue of general agreement", ibid.
3rbid., p. L67.
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politics" in so far as the political need for social representation in

the legislature is net by the entitled Estate of land-owners and that the

mechanism by which the Estate is maintained and perpetuated is primo-

geniture. This runs parallel to Hegel's more directly central view that

the state embodies a General Interest from which derives the various

Particular Interests of civil society. Marx's response to Hegel's claim

that primogeniture is a consequence of a political cause is the counter-

claim that "In reality primogeniture is a consequence of private property

in the strict sense, private property petrified, private property (quand

même) at the point of its greatest autonomy and sharyest definition". l

An examination of the notion of 'private propertyr employed in the

Critique reveals that Marx's discussion is largely an internal philo-

sophical critique of Hegel which, while bearing some resemblance to the

concept for:nd in his mature writing2, can not be regarded as an applica-

tion or instance of historical materialism.

l4arx amplifies his notion of private property when he says that

The 'inalienability' of private property implies the
'alienability' of the universal freedom of the will
and of ethical life. Property is no longer nine in
so far as 'r put my will into it'; it is truer to
say that my wíll only exists 'in so far as it exists
in the property'. My witl does not possess, it is
possessed. 3

The distinguishing feature, therefore, of privaÈe property is that the

owner exists exclusively in terms of it. This is similar to what emerges

in the discussion of exchange in Capital, where Marx says that "persons

I rbid.
2shlomo Avineri,

pp. 9-1I, conpares the
without discussing the

3Early Writings,
tÌ¡e unlimited right of
property.

rThe HegeJ.ian Origins of Marxrs Political fhoughtr,
early and later conceptions of rprivate property',
methodological differences between them.

p. 196. This is contrary to Hegel's view in which
the will to dispose of an object defines private
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exist for one another merely as representatives of, and, therefore, as

o\dners of, conurndities...we shall find, in general, that the characters

who appear on the economic stage are but the personifícations of the

economic relations that exist between them". I The difference between the

Critique and Marx's later writing, however, is that in ttre latter private

property is seen as a product of the labour of producers or as synonl¡mous

with capital - it is understood in a materialist fashion, in terms of

production2; in the Critique private property is the object of any rela-

tionship between a¡r individual or group and a facutty to which he or it

has exclusive access rxrderstood in political and moral terms based on

t needst . 3

The conception of 'private property' in the critique is not only

different from the conception of 'private properÈyr in, say, CaPitaI, it

is also contradíctory to it. Because "the dependence lof business] upon

the government treasury has a high ethical content" the wealttr of br:si-

ness can not be regarded as "ttane private property... [for] it is condi-

tioned by its connections with the wealth of the whole society, with

property conceived as social property".4 This point is not merely an

empirical one about the dependence of Prussian industry and business on

the Zollverein and other means of government support, for in the case of

private property par excellence "the nerves connecting it to society are

severed and its isolation from civil society is assured"s, so that theo-

retically speaking capital and cor¡nodities are precluded from the

2rn the 1844 Manusc ripts, for instance, t'larx defines the sr:bjective
essence of private property as labour, and in the Co¡mnunist Manifesto
private property is synonymous with capital.

3cf. the discussion Ín Early Í,Iritings, p.
qruid., pp. l-']-o, 166.
ury" P' 166'

L66.
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category of private property as it is r:r¡derstood in tl-e Critique ' for

they require social production for their existence and ernbody a 'social

substance', tabour.r Private property in the $!!!ggg. i", therefore,

'private' in the liberal sense of being free of the 'public' sphere in

itS formation or consequence. In any event, Marxts early concepÈion of

'private property' is informed by different principles than those deve-

loped in the later writings premised on the historical materialist

methodology.

!{hile 'prívate property' has in one sense a much more limited

app lication in the Critique than in the mature writings, in another sense

its scope is much wider:

tlhen we meet primogeniture in its classicaf form,
i.e. annong the Germanic peoples, we also encorurter
the constitution of private property. Private
property is the r¡niversal category, the unir¡ersal
bond of the state. Even the general functions
appear to be privately owned, the property of
either a corporation or a class.

The various forms of trade and business are
here the private property of particular corpora-
tions. Offices at court, Po\^ters of jurisdiction,
etc., are the private proPerty of particular
classes. The different provinces are the private
property of particular princes, etc. Service for
oners country is the private property of the ruler.
Spirit is ttre private property of the clergy- Any
activities I carry out in the course of my duty
are the private property of someone else, just as
my rights are the private property of someone else.
Sovereignty, in this case nationality, is the pri-
vate property of the Emperor.2

One can not avoid noÈicing Marx's irony in all of this, an irony which

comes from extending HegeÌ's own general definition of private pnoperty

to a whole range of particular cases in order to e:çose the internal

lif . r!1lage Labour and Capitalr, MESVü, r, 16O¡ and 'v'lages, Price
a¡¡d Profit', W, II, 49.

2Early Writings, P. I78.
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contradiction of Hegel's account of primogeniture and the state. But

Marx, s ironical and critical phrasing coincides with his acceptance of

the formal definition of private property as an object to which an indi-

vidr:al or grol4) has exclusive right of access and disposal- If private

property ís ,'the universal categoryr' - a category applicable Èo all

things, including the state - the state could not enbody the General

Interest, as Hegel says it does, for "even the general fr:nctions [of the

statel appear to be privately ownedrr

when Marx says that "primogeniture represents...the power of

a-bstract private property over the political state" I, he is not advancing

a materialist proposition but extending the point he had earlier made

concerning the bureaucracy. I¡le have already seen that he argues that the

bureaucracy, conceptualised as the universal class by Hegel, uses the

state as its private property in the satisfaction of its own particular

interests. ,'primogeniture", Marx says, "is merely the particular form of

the general relationship obtaining between private property and the

political state".2 This general relationship is one in which the various

functions of the state serve particular interests as the property of

those interests and that these interests, in their turn' direct the 'wilIr

of the functionaries themselr¡es. "Primogeniture is the political meaning

of private propertY", Marx continues, "private property in its political

signíficance, i.e. in its r:niversal significance. Here then, the consti-

tution is the constitution of private property."3 The landed Estate,

whích is maintained through primogeniture, is best suited to the legis-

lative fr¡¡ction not because of its in ty, as Hegel arguesi

rather it performs the legislatíve function because that function is its

lrbid. , p.
2rbid., p.
3r¡ia.

L67.

L77.
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private property and it is its private property because private landed

property bestows a political significance and role. The constitution is

the private property of the Entitled Estate. The power of private prop-

erty over the state exists in the absence of a General lnterest in the

state. Po1itical processes are not understood here in terms of the

material processes of production in society, but in terms of the multi-

farious interest groups which hold fr:nctionaÌ positions in the state-

In formulating his critique of Hegel Marx develops a critique of

the political state. His comments on primogeniture and the state can be

interpreted as meaning both that the constitution is the property of the

Ianded Estate and that the landed Estate defends its landed property in

and through the constitution. This latter interpretation is not foremost

in the Critioue, but is certainly imptied in it and is similar to the

position Marx articulated during 1842 in Anekdota and Rheinische Zeitung

articles which condemned the advantage provided by certain laws to sec-

tional Ínterests. r These comments on the legal sanctions of material

interests do not appear as a recognition of economic determination in

political life, but are part of a crítique of the political state based

on very different premises. Unlike his mature writings, in which the

state was condemned as a force of class oppression, the overthrow of

which was the necessary condition of hr¡nan liberation, Marx argues in the

Critique (and the earlier essays) that laws such as these and the satis-

faction of such interests are contrary to the true nature of the state

which, as a rational organism, is capable of raising the true essence of

l,Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', in
Ioyd Easton and Kurt Guddat (eds.), !{ritings of the Young MarT.on
philosophy and Society; rProceedings on the Sixth Rhenish Parliament:
ñi-ra erticle', in David Mcl,ellan (ed.), lÞrl Marx: Early Texts'
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man to its fuII station.r Marx's critique of Hegel, in David McLellanrs

words, is that his enterprise "vi¡as based on subjective conceptions that

were at variance with empirical reality"2, and his critique of the state

is that the idealist vision of its potential is not yet realised. 1fttis

raises the whole question of Marx's epistenology in the Critique, which

will be discussed in the next chapter.

It wíll be clear from this chapter that Marxrs early theory of

revolution, state and society, his early conceptions of the proletariat,

class and private property, indicate a meÈhodology which is at variance

with his tater historical materialist methodologry on which is founded a

dlfferent social and political theory employing different conceptions of

the proletariat, class and private property.

lcf. Early writings, pP. L28-1-29, 185-186. Cf. also Auguste Cornu,

The Origins
Foundations
the state" P. 444.

2D"*rid Mclellan,
I rI @, p. 69.

of Marxian fhought, P.
of Marxism, PP. 106-107

78¡ rouis oupré, The Philosophical
¡ Arthur McGovern, Ilfhe Young Marx on

Marx Before Marxisllìr P. L44¡ see the same author's
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The examination of the Critiqr:e and the Introduction conducted in

the previous chapter has revealed that Marx's early thought is signifi-

cantly distinct in many respects from his mature thought. It has also

been shown that they are theoretically discontinuous in the sense that

his early and mature thought can not cohabit a single intellectual space

without contradiction. In particular we have seen that the theory of

proletarian rer¡olution in the Introduction contains not only a very dif-

ferent social analysis to the Èheory of proletarian revolution developed

in the Conununist Manifesto, but also that the two have very different

conceptions of the unity of theory and practice - one based on an appre-

ciation of philosophy's potency which is denied by the other. It has

also been shown that the method employed in the Critique is not 'material-

ist, in the sense of llarx's later materialism and that t]rese dissimilar

methods are related to quite distinct, indeed competing conceptions of

class and property. Assr,uning the synmretry of political perception, ori-

entation and objective on the one hand, and methodotog¡¡ and epistemologty

on the other, which was noted near the beginning of the previous chapter'

it would follow that there is littte likelihood of Marx's early writings

providing the epistenclogical four¡dation of his mature thought. It will

be shown in this chapter that l"tarx's epistemology in the Crítique is more

readily classified as idealist than materialist, and that I'tarx repudiated

this epistemology in his mature writings.

While it is demonstrated below that the epistemology which Marx

employs in the critique is utterly unlike that found in his later writ-

ings, iÈ is also noted that they manifest a verbal si¡nilarity in so far

as both assume a distinction between tessencet and tappearancet and both

assume that knowledge of reality is located in the conceptualisation of

t essencer .
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The first part of this chapter attempts to elucidate the idealist

essentialism of l,larx's early epistemology and the second part, the natu-

ralist or scientific nature of his mature essentialist epistemology. In

the final section of the chapter is an argument attempting to demonstrate

that contrary to some evaluations Marx's mature essentialism is indeed

scienti fic.

A crucial characteristic, which distinguishes Marx's science, is

its critical dimension. In his scientific analysis of capitalism Marx

both criticises capitalism intellectually and furnishes a revolutionary

political movement with cog{a\ive elements necessary for an insurrection-
\_..'

ary strategy against capitalism. Marxrs early idealist epistemology too

is of a critical nature. But as it is in substance so it is in this

regard quite dissi¡nilar to the matUre epistemology. These differences

between the essenÈialism of the critique on the one hand, and caPital on

the other, are also hinted at in the present chapter'

It will be attempted below to demonstrate over all that the episte-

nrology of the críÈique does not and coutd not furnish Marxrs mature

thought with an epistemological foundation, and that the epistemologry

employed in his later writings is noÈ to be found in the Critique'

It is through Marx's notion of rtrue dernocracyr and its attendant

concepLs that the critique t s epistemology can be most readily discerned,

for it is in this notion that his assrnptions concerning the intellectual

conditions of knowledge most clearly operate.

We saw above that Marx accepted, with Hegel, that the state is a

rational organism. His difference with Hegel on this natter concerns the

question of the state's democratic element:

I
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The direct participation of all individuals in
deliberating and deciding on political matters
of general concern is, according to Hegel,
Itantamount to a proposal to put the democratic
element without any rational form into the organ-
ísm of the state, although it is only in virtue
of the possession of such a form that the state
is an organism at all'. That is to say ttrat where
the state organism is purely formal, the demo-
cratic element can enter into it only as a formal
element. However, the democratic elèment should
rather be the real element which confers a rational
form on the organism of state as a whole. If
on the other ha¡rd it enters the organism or fonnal-
ism of the state as a 'particular' element, its
'rational form' will be nothing more than an emas-
culation, an accon¡nodation, denying its own partic-
ular nature, i.e. it will function purely as a

f"*f pm.ipre. r

For Marx, but not for Hegel, the denocratic element is the element of

,realityr in the state, without which the state denies its own nature,

denies its rational form. Implicit ín Marx's claim that the reality of

the rational state is its democratic element is the further claim that

r:ndemocratÍc states, while not devoid of ençlirical existence, are never-

theless 'unrealr in so far as they lack a democratic element, for such

states lack also a rational form. It is precisely in terms of their

incorçIeteness in thís regard, in their absence of democracy, that Marx

describes the state when it takes the monarchic or the republican form.2

Indeed, it is on this basis thaÈ Marx contrasts "the political state"

with "the real state", the former being deficient of the rational fonn

which is manifest in the latter.3 As an existing state may be less than

lreal', so may exisÈing democracy be less than 'true'. fhe political

state, as it is understood in Marxrs terminology, is able to attain no

lEarly !{ritings, pp. 185-186; emphasis added-
2rbid. r pp. 87, 89.
3ltre ,real state' is also calted the 'material stater and the

'r:npolitical state'i the 'politíca1 state', the 'constituÈional stater,
ibid., pp. 90, ll9, L2O, L29.
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more than a rformal democracyt, as opposed to 'real democracyt. Formal

democracy is characterised by the fact that under its regirne m¿m leads a

nerely legal rather than a fully human existence. t The condition for

existence Of rthe real stater, on the other hand, is ttrue democracyt, in

which "the constitution tisl for¡nded on its true ground: real human

beings and the real people; not merely irnplicitly and in essence, but in

existence and in reality". 2 lltre P defect of the modern age'

according to Marx, and this point sunmarises and r¡aifies his comments on

the state and democracy, is tJ:e separation of man from his objective

""=.....3 
This condition of estrangement is sanctioned, according to

Marx, in Hegel's refusal to acknowledge that the reality of the state as

the rat.ional organism is in Íts true democracy.

The full force of Marxrs account of the state of true democracy

relies upon a distinction between Íran's condition of alienated legal

existence and the associated 'existing' structure of the state on the one

hand, and the'realityr of man's hunan existence in the rational state on

the other. For Marx assunes that what exists, or appears to exist, may

be neither real nor true. Marx also assumes, and this is crucial to his

argtment, that 'realityr is immanent in 'existencer, that existing condi-

tions - r¡rdemocratic and without rationality though ttrey are - neverthe-

Iess contain unrealised 'reality'. For Marx argues that while the objec-

tive essence of man is denied its full expression when the state takes a

pgrely potiÈical form, it nevertheless abides in man as a dormant or

rrbid., p. 88; cf. also pp. I43-L44.
2tbíd., p. 87. Marx seldom refers to "true democracy" (p. 88) ' but

"democracy", although it is clear from the context when he is talking
about formal or true democracy.

3,'The modern age...isolates the objective essence of man, treating
it as something purely external and material. It does not treat the con-
tent of man as his true reality"' ibid., p. I48.
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u¡rrealised determinant.t Th" potential for reality, therefore, is in

existence itself. Marx says, for instance, that the contradiction

between civil society and the state which is manifest in the merely par-

tial participation in the sÈate "symbolise[s] the demand that this con-

tradiction be reso1ved".2 The transformation of existence into reality,

according to these tenets, is the result of a progressive unfolding of

the essence inherent in man and inherent in Èhe state as constituted by

the people in true democrary. In differentíating existence and reality

Marx is not postulating, therefore, an ideal reality of a normative

nature which is independent of empirical existence and which fr¡nctions

as an external principle of moral criticism. 'Existencer and 'reality'

are for Marx but distinct phases in the state's development as the

rational organism. In the state's phase of pre-historical existence, in

its political form, the universality proper to it is absent. At this

stage man's essence is suppressed in legal or political existence. In

the real state, on the other hand, manrs essence is realised with Èrue

democracy; the state then is a truly universal and rational organism.

The concept ,true democracy' serves three purposes in the Critique.

Firstly, in demonstrating that the political state is not the real state

it acts as a critical measure which is held against Hegelts idea of the

state. !{hile Hegel attempts to prove that the constitutional monarchy,

the poliÈical state, represents the fulfilnent of the ideal of the

rational state Marx shows the exact opposite; that which Hegel applauds

Marx proclaims illusory. Ttre idealist vísion is not yet realised. This

raises the second purpose. By showing that the real state is one of true

democracy Marx constructs the theoretical base from which he is able to

l,,...the real sr:bjecÈ, man, remains the same and does not forfeit
his identity in the various determinations of his being", ibid., p. L49-

2rbid. 
, p. 131; emphasis in original.
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itself, that this polemic is conducted. But

the Critique, and as Marx regards Hegel's ide
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engage the Prussian state in a revolutionary polemic. It is in the

letters publi shed in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher, written during

rather than in the Critique

its theoretical basis is in

al' is ¡lthoroughly Prussian,

his Crítique of Hegel's PhÍlosophy of Right serves as an implicit critique

of the Prussian state. Marx does not critícise the existing (Prussian)

state for moral default and he does not appeat to such principles as

equality and justice. Rather, he argues that a state which censors'

promutgates tendentious laws and in other ways restricts the futl parti-

cipation of the people in the state is inevitably doomed. In the pro-

gressive unfolding of manrs inherent essence the Prussian state, there-

fore, will be democratised out of existence into reality. Finally, the

concept 'true democracyr signifies an epistemological position. As

rreality' is not the same as rexistencer, but merely immanent in it'

knowledge of realitYr of what is true, can not be acquired from e:çeri-

ence. This is because one can experience only what exists. Erçerience

can not give rise to knowledge of the real state, for "in the nodern

world the idea of the state c¿m appear only in the abstraction of the

rmerely politicat state"'.1 In order to claim knowledge of the real

state, in order to know what is true and therefore what is not true about

existence, Marx requires the concept ttrue democracyr. Marxts com¡nitment

to democracy in the Critique is as much an epistemological stance as a

revolutionary political one.

These three fr¡ncÈions of rtrue democracy' are closely interrelated

and it is therefore difficult, in particular, to separate the epistemo-

logical from the other aspe'cts of the notion. Even more than his polenic

rrbid., p. rB3.
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against the prussian state Marx's epistemology is implicit rather than

clearly stated in the Critique. Its strands have to be extracted from

the text and reconstructed a-b extra. Let us recapitulate briefly. Ivtarx

argues that the truth of the state's reality cannot be known from experi-

ence of the existing state, for the idea of the real state can not be

obtained from the abstraction of the political state. Marx also main-

tains that reality is immanent in existence. It ís from this latter

point that Marx is able to surmount the difficulties presented by the

former. The empirical reality of man's essence, although denied its full

erçression in the political state, provides Marx with evidence of the

full nature of reality. The involvement of individuals in offices of the

political state, says Marx, indicates a.n essential quatity in the incum-

bent. He goes on to criticise Hegel for contending that such offices

haçe only an external and contingent link with the particular individuals

engaged in state activity. Hegel forgets, continues Marx,

...that particular individuality is a hunan func-
tion a¡¡d tJ:at Èhe activities and agencies of the
state are likewise hr¡nan fwtctions; he forgets
that the essence of the 'particular person' is not
his beard and blood and abstract Physis, but his
soeial quali-E)L, and that the affairs of state are
nothing lut the modes of action and existence of
the social qualities of mer,. I

It ís in this sense that the "politicat state ís the mirror of truth

which reflects the disparate moments of the concr.a" *.f rn=a..U ",

abstracting from the potitical state Marx develops his idea of the real

state by projecting frorn man's essence. Rather than starting with the

political state to arrive at a conception of the real state Marx claims

the empirical reality of man's essential sociality from which the facul-

ties of state derive.

rr¡id pp 77-78¡ emphasis in original.
L76¡ emphasis in original. "Concrete state" means here'rbid., p.

rreal stater.
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But in proving his conception of the real statc Marx is no more

prepared to abstract from the empirical reality of man's essence than he

is prepared to abstract from the political state in which man's essence

is evident. !{hile Marx finds evidence for the truth of the real state in

manrs sociality - it is the mirror of truth when expressed in offices of

state -the proof of man's sociality is in democracy and denocracy is ttre

form of the real state. Any apparent confusion in all of this results

from the close interdependence of true democracy, the real state and

man's essential socialityr êrny one of which must be understood in terms

of the other two. !{hat is clear, however, and what must resolve any con-

fusion, is the epistemological primacy of the concept 'true democracy'

orrer the concepts treal statet and 'mants essencet. DeÍþcracy is Marxrs

guarantee of truth, including the truth of manrs essence; it is also,

therefore, the for¡ndation of his knowledge of the state and man. He says

that "all forms of the state...are rmtrue to the extent that they are not

democracy".l And when discussing the real state, in which "the people is

itself the universal concern", Marx is "thus concerned with a will which

can achieve its true existence as species-will only in the self-conscious

will of the people".2 Marxrs position, then, can be summarised thus: It

is the self-conscious wiII of the people whÍch is denied in the political

state, as the full partícipation of the people is there prevented. The

universality of the real state is constiÈuted in the peoplers self-

conscious will, the true existence of which is for¡nd only in the real

state, and the truth of its existence can be known only in democracy.

Marxrs commitment to democracy is therefore a commitment to episterologí-

cal guarantees.

Itbid., p 89.

L28-L29; emphasis added.2r¡id., pp.
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Marxr s commitment to democracy as a gruarantee of truth is not

r:nigue to the Critiqr¡e. The same principle is found in his article rOn a

Proposed Dir¡orce Lawr , p¡blíshed in the Rtreinische Zeitr:ng of December

L842, where it ís claimed that "fhe guarantee... [that law expressl reli-

able knowtedge and universal insisht...will be present only when law is

the conscious expression of the wiII of the people, created with and

through it".l Here, as in the Critique, the assunption which inforns

Marxrs assertion is that given the opportunity of full participation in

the state the people consciously e:çress a will which is rational'2 IE

can be confirmed that this is also Marxrs position in the Critique by

recalling that when quoting from that work above vle saw Marx hold that

the condition or state of true democracy, in which popular will is con-

sciously expressed, "cÐnfers a rational form on the orga¡ism of the state

as a whole". This is the final card in l'larxrs epistemological pack- The

truth of democracy and the rationality of the state are connected

through the essential sociatity of man when fully exPressed in self-

conscious popular will. In sunrnary: Democracy guarantees tme knowledge

of man and the state because manrs essential sociality ensures a self-

conscíous popular will, expressed and proved in democraqy, which is

rational. The rationality of popular will, in turn' ensures the reality

of the state as a rational organism. This reality of rationality in

democracy, for Marx, is the final state in the development or evolution

of the state organism.

lrhis returns the discussion to where ít began, to Marx's

with Hegel that the state is the rational organism and, implici r1Y, to

Marxrs contention that the contemPorary separation of man from his

lgaston and Guddat (eds.), Writings of the Young Marx on

Philosophy and SocietY, P. I41.

P. 40

2cf. Richard Hur¡t, Political Ideas of Marx and Engels, vo1. I
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objective essence is sanctioned in Hegel's failure to acknowledge that

the reatity of the state as the rational organism is in true democracy.

In the course of making this futl circle, as it were' rtrue democracy's'

epistemological role in confirming the truth of man's nature and the

staters reality as the rational organism has been outlined to some degree.

Before going on to a fuller discussion of the Critiquers idealist episte-

mology it is necessary to say something further of the nature of Marx's

criticis¡ns of Hegel.

Vühile the dialectic of historical development in the Critique

shares the essential rationality of Hegel's dialectic, Marx is crítical

of Hegel for constructing a rationality of logical, noÈ human, develop-

ment. Marx argues that for Hegel the generative force of rational

development lies outside man and that man's institutions are merely pro-

duced by and subject to the logical development of Absolute Spirit' of

the ldea.l Mu.rx goes on to argue that this basic flaw in Hegelrs account

results from his treating m¿rn as a predicate of universal determination

rather than as its sr:bject.2 The Feuerbachian critique of Hegel allows

Marx to propose a Feuerbachian alternative to him:

Hegel proceeds from the state a¡rd conceives of man

as the sr-rbjectivised státe; democracy proceeds
from man a¡rd conceives of the state as objectified
man. 3

Rational universality - which finds its expression in the true state -

is created not in the "determinations of the Idea", according to Marx,

but through the self-determination of "man'" I4 universality", which is

essentially inherent in man and has a pre-historical form in existing

tcf., for example, @]g. $Iritings, pp. 63, 73, 98.
2rbid., p. Bo.

'rbid. , p. A7. This is immediately followed by a statement of the
Feuerbachian critique of religion.
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institutions in so far as they are "modes of man's social existence".l

Marx shares with Hegel a conception of the state's rrriversality and its

determination in the development of the rational. But whereas Hegel sees

man as predicated through this development, that is subject to it exter-

nally, Marx sees this rationality as the sr.rbject of man's self-

development, as the progressive r:nfolding of man's objective essence.

Once again we see Marx arrive at his own position in the Critique

through an internal critique of Hegel.2 Loni" Dupré, for instance, is

therefore correct to point out that while the dialectic both in Marx and

Hegel are essentially rational they are also essentially different;

Marx's is the dialectic of man as an empirical flesh and blood being,

whereas in Hegel the dialectical development is of the ldea.3 But it

would be misleading if v¡e assttrned on this basis that Marxrs internal

critique of Hegel had led hím out of the mire of idealis¡n.

llbid., p. 99¡ second emphasis added.
2Marx's internal critique of Hegel includes more than his applica-

tion of the Feuerbachian subject-predicate inversion. An important but
almost totally ignored aspect of the Critique is an elaboration of a
revolutionary interpretation of Rousseau's political theory, in op¡rosi-
tion to the interpretation of Rousseau implicit in Hegel's Philosophy of
Right. It is inappropriate to discuss this here, but the following
points, which would be central to such a discussion, may be mentioned.
A significant as¡rect of Hegel's philosophy of the state is an elaboration
of Rousseauls notion that manrs essence is in the idea of freedom, which
is expressed in the state. Marxrs critique of Hegel can be read as an
interpretation of Rousseaurs Social Contract which stresses the revolu-
tionary implications of primaffiairect democracy, namely, that any
state which is not a congress or union of people in ¿rn expression of the
General !{ill is not a¡¡ expression of a free rational will. Marx's dis-
cussion of whether "a11, as individuals" should share in deliberating and
deciding on political matters of general concern (gartry Vlritings,
pp. 185-195) shows t}tat he is much more sensible to Rousseaur s distinc-
tion between the General Í{i11 and the !{iII of AII than is He9e1.

I am encouraged to find support for this interpretation in Colletti,
From Rousseau to Lenin, pp. 185-187. The importance of Rousseau to Hegel
a"a ¡'larx is meñTi"".a in both Hunt, Political ldeas of l,tarx and Engels,
and Eugene Kamenka, Ethical For:ndations of Marxismi the latter is more
helpful than the former, although it is discussed slightly rnre by the
former. David Mclellan, Karl Marx, p. 12, note 1, sees striking paral-
lels between Marx and Rousseau, but wittr respect to one of Marx's school
essays ana ñnile. He does mention, though, lhat "during the sunrner of
1843 Marx...immersed himself in the political Èheories of...Rousseau"
among others, ibid., p. 73.

3l.ouir oupré, Philosophical Foundations of l"tarxism, pp. g2-g3.
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It is true that ontologically, on the level of what there is,

l{arx's discussion seems to imply a rejection of idealism, a rejection of

the view that ultimate and determiníng reality is the reality of ideas.

Indeed, Marx is strongly critical of the fact that in Hegel's formulation

Reality is not deemed to be itself but another
reality instead. The ordínary empirical world
is not governed by its own mind but by a mind
alien to it; by contrast the existence corre-
sponding to the real ldea is not a reality
generated out of itself, but is just the ordi-
nary empirical world. l

Marx's complaint here is that Hegel denies that reality is generated in

the empirical world through the realisation of man's essence, an essence

which in its empirical existence in political institutions demonstrates

man's potential to attain rational wriversality. For Hege1, Marx says,

argues that the 'reality' of 'existence' derives from the ldea which is

atien to the ordinary empirical wor1d, and thus Hegel conceptualises

'realityr as an epiphenomenon of what l"tarx regards to be the basis of

reality.

Marx therefore criticises Hegel's idealism in so far as it derives

reality from the ldea, from a source other than empirical existence. But

we should not assr¡ne from this that Marx wishes to identify extant exis-

tence with 'realityr as r.¡niversal rationality. On the contrary. Marxrs

wider point is that man's sociality in its rational form exists empiri-

cally only in the final phase of man's development in the state of true

democracy, and that this rationality is not e:<pressed in the institutions

of the political state, even though man's sociality is evídent in them.

In the political state, Marx argues, manrs sociality is not rational, as

it is in the real state. So that while man - as a being of sociality -

tEarly !{ritings, p. 62.
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may exist empirically in both the political state and the state of true

democracy, his empirical existence has the status of'realityr only in

the latter. r There is no suggestion in this statement of Marx's existence-

reality dualism that he accepts an idealist ontology. There is no neces-

sary succour for idealism in Marx's argument that man's sociality exists

empirically but not in a rational form at a stage of deveJ-opment prior to

its rational existence in tl¡e real state of true democracy. There is an

idealism, though, in Marx's epistemology.

llle say that the Critiquers epistemology is idealist because lr{arxrs

knowledge of man's rationality in the real state and his knowledge of its

absence in the political state derives from the concept 'true democracy',

a concept which has no empirical reference and which acquires its meaning

from a conception of the real state which, it wiII be suggested, presents

itself as an idea only. There are two issues in this matter; that Marxrs

knowledge of man's rationality and of the real state is a knowledge with-

out empirical reference and secondly, that the basis of Marxr s knowledge

of the empirícal essenÇe of man's sociality -which is the mirror of

truth for the real state - is idealist.

According to Marx manrs essentially social existence is not equiva-

lent to man's reality in the state of rational r¡niversality, ilìd know-

ledge of man's rationality can not be acquired by abstracting frommanrs

condition in tt¡e political state, for rationality is absent from the

political state. The political state can provide evidence of man's

sociality in so far as political institutions are modes of man's social

existence, but the rational content of sociality is evident only in the

state of true democracy, in Èhe real state. Marx' quite correctlyt

lM.r*, of course, is critical of Hegel's generous ascription of
rationality to empirical exístence, for the political state is rational
to Hegel. cf. Early Writings, p. 63.
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dismisses the possibility of obtaining a conception of the real state

through an abstraction of the existing political state. There j-s no pur-

pose, then, in looking for an empirical reference to Marxrs knowledge of

man's rationality and the real state.

I¡lhat is the basis of Marxrs knowledge of the empirical essence of

man's sociality? We have already seen Marx argue tÌ¡at the real state

evolves out of the empirical nature of man as a social being, through the

realisation of man's essence, and it has been briefly shown that t"larxrs

knowledge of man's rationality and of the real state is without direct

empirical reference. The characteristics of the real state, bY defini-

Èion, are its universality and its rationality. This is uncontesta.ble

for both Hegel and Marx. Marx differs with Hegel, however, on the ques-

tion of the state's bàsis. For Marx it is in the dialectic of man's

development _rather than in the díalectical evolution of the ldea. The

only hunan faculty which night give rise to the state's rmiversality is

sociality, for full sociality is universal. It has already been noted

that Marx's proof of the empirical nature of man as a social being is in

the rational universality of man in the real state. Such a proof must be

Iargely logical and could be presented in the form of a syllogism arguing

that fuII sociality is universal, the state's u¡riversality is rational,

therefore man's universality in the real state is rational. But the real

state is an enpirical possibility by hypothesis only, the hypothesis of

the rationality of the state in true democracy. It follows, Èherefore,

that the essential essence of man as a social being has an empirical

existence by hypothesis only. Marxrs knowledge of the empirical essence

of rnan's sociality is derived from his idea of the state of true demo-

cracy.
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!{hat Marx has rejected on the ontological Ievel he accepÈs on the

epistemological. Epistemologically, at least, Marx retains the idea of

the state as an ideal conception, for knowledge of the real state is

devoid of existing empirical referents. The determination of Marxrs

knowledge of reality is the concept of true democracy. Unlike Hegel's

idea of the real state Marxrs is a fully democratic state, Marx has

democratised the idea of the state. Hov¡ever, the r:nderyinnings of the

Critique's idealist epistemology seem not to be Hegelian, for textual

formulations suggest that Marx goes beyond Hegel back to Plato's doctrine

of ideas.

Certain passages in the Critique suggest that Marx's model of true

democracy bears some relation to the historical example of classical

Greek antiquity.l While this reference in Marxrs conception of the reaf

state to a Greek past has been noted in the literature, the Platonic com-

plexion of the idea of democracy described by Marx, which is central to

his epistemology, has gone unnoticed. Yet what could be more Platonic

than Marx's claim that

it goes without saying that all forms of the state
have democracy for their truth and that they are
untrue to the extent that they are not democracy.2

In his doctrine of ideas P1ato distinguishes between the rForm' or essen-

tial- nature of a thing and particular instances of that thing. OnIy the

Form or ldea is real; its particular manifestation or existence imper-

fectly represents reality and is, to that extent, r¡nreal.3 Knowledge of

lrbid., pp. 9I, 98, 113. Hunt, PoliÈical Ideas of t4arx a!4 Engels'
Vo1. I, pp. 82-84, makes this point strongly. A more sustained discus-
sion which argues for the same proposition is Horst Mewes, 'On the Concept
of Potitics in the Ear1y !{ork of KarI Marxr.

2Early lrlritings, p. 89.
3plato outlines his theory of ideas in The Repgblic, Chapter 35,

and in 'Phaedo', Portrait of Socratesr PP. 165ff.
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a thing is sound only so long as it refers to its Form. Marx's concept

of true democracy bears a strong reseniblance, therefore, to a Platonic

Form. But it is in his qualification of its Platonism that Marx most

clearly suggests a conscious debt to Plato. Marx says that

democracy is tt¡e essence of all political constitu-
tions...it is related to other forms of constitution
as a çJenus to its various species, only here the
genus itself comes into existence and hence mani-
fests itself as a particular species in relation to
the other species whose existence does not correspond
to the generic es"ence. I

Tt¡e insertion of the words "only here" after describing democracy as the

essence of all potitical constitutions which is related to particular

constitutions as a general form to its particular manifestations, indi-

cates Èhat this formulation differs from what might othen¿ise be r:nder-

stood by the formulation as it is usually presented. Ttre qualification

"only here" is taken to indicate that not all that is ordinarily entailed

in a stated position here applies. 1lhe need to say "only here" is the

need Èo differentiate between two versions of a position and the phrase

itself implies the author's debt to the usually r:nderstood version, from

which he departs. !{hereas in Plato's doctrine of ideas reality as Èhe

Form can not attain a particular existence, Marx contends that under cer-

tain specified conditions, namely when rationality is the expression of

mants species-will, true democracy as reality ttcoltps into existence".

By specifying the pecutiar attribute of true democracy in this \^tay Marx'

in effect, acknowledges a debt to Platonic epistemologry in which know-

ledge of reality and particular existence derives from the Form of a

thing.2

lEarly Writings, p. 88; emphasis added.

2Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution, p. 27I, on the other hand,
regards Marx's epistemolog¡¿ as Hegelian.
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IÈ is the Platonic backgrorxrd of the Critique's epistemology which

gives sense to lvlarxrs critical comments on Hegel's concept formation.

When he [Hegell deals with the idea which is to
acquire reality in the sovereign, he does not have
in rnind the real idea of the executive, the execu-
tive conceived as an idea; he thinks instead of
the subject of the absolute idea which exists
bodily in the sovereign

and, Marx says a little further on, Hegel's speculaÈive mystery resul_ts

from

the fact that a concept (existence, etc.) is viewed
a.bstractly, that it is not treated as somethinq
autonomous but as an abstraction from somethi ng
else... [Hegelrs confusion could have been avoided]
partly with autononpus abstractions (of course, noÈ
abstractions from something else, but ultimately,
self-abstractions) . I

Here we have in Marx a notion of the real idea which does not result

from an abstraction of existence but from autonomous or self-abstraction.

Marxrs epistemology shares with Plators doctrine of ideas the proposition

that an intelligible reality nay be without reference to empirical exis-

tence and that it take the form of the idea.

This rmderpinning epistemology of the Critique is itnplicit in

other, relaÈed writings and is a contributing element in the general

theoretical stance which Marx developed in this early period. It has

been shown that while Marxrs epistemology is idealist his dialectic of

development insists that reality is implicit in existence. And, as vre

have seen, this is where he departs from both Hegel and P1ato. Marx's

knowledge of man and the state is based on the rreal' idea of the state

of true democracy, but the reality which he knows through this idea is

rEarly Writings, pp. L54, 156; emphasis added. A very different
critique of Hegelrs concept formation is developed in The Hoty Family,
pp. 68ff.
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imnanent in existence. Marx differs with Hegel in so far as he does not

regard all exisÈence as real- or rational and differs with Plato in so far

as he maintains that under certain conditions reality may be manifest in

a particular empirical existence.r Marx's combination of these views

allows him to proclaim that the praxis of criticism, which was briefly

discussed in Chapter 1 above, apprehends the truth of autononorls¡ self-

abstracted concepts and is instrumental in the realisation of this truth

in existence as rational reality. These views incorporating an idealist

epistemology r^rere diffuse through Marx's thought from the late I830s to

at least 1843. In hís notebooks on Epicurian philosophy begun in 1839,

which \.rere preparatory to his doctoral thesis (subnitted in 1841) Iuarx

wrote that it "is criticism which measures individual existence against

essence, particular actuality against the ldea".2 In his letter to Ruge

of September 1843, in which he declared the progranme of "the reform of

consciousnesst', Marx says that

Reason has always existed, but not always in a
rational form. Hence the critic can take his cue
from every existing form of theoretical and prac-
tical consciousness and from this ideal ar¡d final
goal implicit in the actual forms of existing
reality he can deduce a true reality.3

We can see from this that the epistemology of the Critique is not a nettl

departure into a 'materialist' epistemology, but rather the culmination

of an earlier development. Marx abandoned the

his construction of a materialist epistemology.

Critiquers epistemology in

In it not possible here to retrace the steps in Marxrs thought

which took him from the theory of knowledge irnplicit in the Critj_ry to

rM"rx says that democracy "is the first true unity of the particu-
Iar a¡¡d the universal", Early 9{ritings, P. 98.

2Easton and Guddat, 9p. cit., pp. 6L-62.
3Early !{ritings, p. 2O8.
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the epistemology employed in the later writings. l We witl bc ablo to tilr

no nìore than briefly indicate that Marxrs mature epistemology amourits to

a rejection of the early idealist epistemology. It contradicts the

Critique's epistemology by denying the conflation of concepts and reality

and by recognising that concepts are the products of existing conditions

and not autonomous self-abstractions. The difference between the

Critiquers epistemology and the ep:Lstemo logy of the writings after The

German ldeology, where Marx first developed the rudiments of his material-

ism and its epistemology, is particularly sharp when their si¡nilarities

are considered. There is in a1l of Marxrs reflections on the foundations

of knowledge a continuing rejection of the positivist-empiricist account

of knowledge, which claims that sense-experience and perception is a

sufficient ground for knowledge, a¡rd a continuing critique of Hegel's

view that one can conceptualise reality in a.bstracting from existence.

However, the content of the apparenÈIy continuing themes in the maÈure

writings is contrary to the Critique's version.

II

In his r:npublished Introduction2 lularx criticises a procedure of

concept formation which points to those aspects of Hegelrs conceptualisa-

tíon criticised in 1843: in abstracting from "the real and se¡s¡sfg e1e-

ments" Hegel "attenuates ¡reaningful irnages to abstract definitions". 3

Itloyd Easton, 'Alienation and Ênpiricism in Marx's Ihought', out-
Iines the evolution of Marx's theory of knowledge, but from a very dif-
ferent point of view than the one developed here.

2The 'Introductionr Èo A Contribution Èo the Critique of Political
Economy was written in 1857. According to the rPrefacer to A Contribu-
tion-, the 'Introductionr was not published because it "anEicipatetd]
results which still have to be sr¡bstantiated", A Contribution..., p. 19.
The rlntroductionr has been published as an appendix to the A Contribution...
since the American edition of 1904 and since 1939 as the first part of
the collection of manuscripts publi shed under the title Grr.¡ndrisse.

3A Contribution. . . pp. 2O5, 206.
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But Marxrs alternative to Hegel is not now the one he proposed in the

Critique. He specifically denies the possibility of self-abstracting

concepts, concepts which are "a product of the idea which evolves spon-

taneously and whose thinking proceeds outside and above perception a¡rd

imagination". I Vühereas in the Critig knowledge of reality is conceived

to derive from such self-abstracting concep ts, in the Introduction Marx

maintains the contrary. Taking exchange-value as an example when dis-

cussing how "thinking assirnilates the concrete and reproduces it as a

concrete mental category"u, Mut* shows that the conditions of existence

of a concept could not be more different from the conditions of existence

of the things to which a concept refers. In doing this he demonstrates

the fallacy of conflating reality and concepts of reality.

In the Introduction Marx re jects the positivist-empiricist account

of knowledge, as he did in the C:ltique_. "The concrete concept is con-

crete because it is a synthesis of many definitions... titl leads from

abstract definitions by way of reasoning to the reproduction of the con-

crete situation...as a concrete mental category."3 Knowledge of reality,

according to Marx, is attained by reason rather than by the mere recep-

tion of sense-data. But the reasoning referred to here is not the rea-

soning employed in the Critique which deduces a real essence in existence

which mere abstraction from existing conditions would be blind to.

Neither is it the reason of rationalism for which reflective reason is

the for:¡rdation of certainty in knowledge.4 Marxrs position is that the

rrbid. , p. 2o7. cf
p. 116.

2A Contribution...,

also the conments in Enge ls, Anti-Dühring,

p. 206.
trbid. ; emphasis added.
aceorge Lichthein, The concept of ldeologl¡, p. 18, on Èhe contrary,

points to "the rationalist principle which Marx shared with Hegel:
namely, the belief that cogniÈion gives access to universal truths noÈ
present in immediate e)q)erience".
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concepts which provide a knowledge of reality cannot be attained through

the passive reception of sensation because not aII that constitutes

reality can be appreciated through direct sensation, for the sensuous

world is "the product of industry and of the state of society...it is an

historical product". r The historical dimension of reality is the dimen-

sion of manrs practical activity in which he relates to others r.nder

existing and given conditions. Ibowledge of these elements of reality is

only possible, therefore, when the "conceptr:al entity...is a product of

the thinking intellect".2 Reason is necessary in Marxrs mature episte-

mology to apprehend in thought the empirical conditions of the sensuous

world which arè not directly evident j-n sensation.

Reason plays a part in Marxr s account of the attainment of know-
\

ledge because realityì¡is here not a static phenomenon to be passively

received through sensatiohs,, but an historical movement of active beings

which can be known only by actively constructing a conception of reality.

In his mature materialist epistemoJ-ogry Marx argues that knowledge of

reality is produced, with the instruments of reason, by the knower.

fhis contrasts with the account in the Critique where knowledge is avail-

able to the knower through his being priw to self-abstracting concepts.

Reality itself is of an essentially historical nature in Marxrs maÈure

thought so that it can not be 'fixed' by concepts such as 'true demo-

cracy', for concepts of reality, and therefore knowledge of reality. are

ultimately the products of existing empirical conditions.3 Marxrs mature

epistemology is fulty maÈerialist in naintaining both that realiÈy is

located in material existence and that knowledge of reality is a product

of material existence.

IThe German ldeoloq, p. 57. Marx criticises Feuerbach for leaving
the historical dimension out of his materialism; cf. ibid. r PP. 59-60.

2A Contribution.. . p. 207; enphasis added.
3rbid., p. 2lO; The Poverty of Philosophy, pp. 9I-92, 95.
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Central to Marx's language of analysis in both his early and mature

thought is the distinction he draws between a thing's appearance and its

essence. this verbal continuity cuts across the theoretical discontinu-

ity discussed above, but in no way diminishes its veracity. The signifi-

cance and meaning of the appearance/essence distinction in the Critique

is entirely different to that of the mature writings. An elaboration of

this difference will further confirm the theoretical- discontinuity

between Marxr s early and mature thought. After indicating above that

Marxrs mature epistemology anìounts to a rejection of the early epistemol-

ogy an account of the appearance,/essence distinction will fill out the

wider theoreticaL context of the early and mature epistemologies and

detail the specific differences between them.

To point to tl¡e essentiall i" to indicate the determinate aspect of

reality, to isolate what ultimately defines a thing and distinguishes it

from others. In specifying an essence one has already distinguished

between the peculiar characteristic quality and the incidental, peripheral

and more variable aspects of a thing which, while important in determining

its particular appearance or manifestation, are less crucial to its

course of development and its relations with others. Given this general

statement there are at least two senses in which the concept of essence

can be conceived. One regards essence as a reality which truly exists,

as a level of reality lying behind the reality of phenomenal form, behind

the manifestation of appearance. In this sense essence is thus perceived

as a level- of real existence lying behind visible appearances, as a mode

of being superior to the being of appearance. This idealist or meta-

physical conception of essence, while primarily ontological, generally

entails a seLf-conscious critical dimension, for it rel-ates to the facts

lA useful, alÈhough not entirely reliable discussion is Marcuse,
rThe Concept of Essencet, in his Negations.
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of appearance by positing an alternative reality which reveals the defi-

ciencies of existence which is imperfect when measured against the essen-

tial reality. This critical aspect of essence serves to emphasis its

ideaLism. Its classic statement is Platonic, discussed above in relation

to l'larxrs conception of rtrue d.emocracy'. The other manner of conceiving

essence is naturalist and scientific. Here essence is discerned through

an analysis of reality which reveal-s the true nature of appearance. It

relates to the facts by bringing out their hidden internal logic, by

specifying the nature of existence. It does not posit two realms of

reality but conceptualises what exists in a way intended to bring out the

truth of reality, to reveal in reality what is not apparent to direct

experience and sr¡perficial reflection. In this sense essence is con-

ceived epistemologically rather than ontologically, as a knowledge of

reality as opposed to a being of reality.

In the Critique Marx shares with idealism the characterístic of

conceiving essences in predominantly ontological terms. He refers to

man's "objective essence", which is said to be isolated in the modern age,

and also to the essence of all constitutions as democracy. He talks of

"essence and true realisation" in the same breath, implying that essence

is a particular state of being which constitutes a fully realised reality

as opposed to an 'existing' reality and he distinguishes between "existing

reality" and "true reality". r Marx has been shown to assert that the

state and democracy can exist under conditions of being which are respec-

tively not real or true. But it has been argued that while Marx develops

an existence-reaLity dr:alism he avoids a thoroughly idealist ontology

which maintains that there are two distinct levels of reality. He does

this by arguing, in effect, for an evolutionary ontology which proposes

lEarly lrlritings, pp. 148, 88, l50, 208.
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that reality develops out of existence, that essence can be immanent,

but unrealised, in existence -

It is possible that l,l,arx's arguments for what is called here an

'evolutionary ontology' are fallacious under certain interyretations and

that his 'existence-reality' dual-ism could be stated in such a way as to

render it formally equivalent to a 'two realities' dualism. However,

such a reading of Marx would ignore the fine details of his position and

the precise way in which he distinguishes it from Hegel's. Without dis-

cussing this further it should be clear that the characterisation

advanced here is designed to render l{arx's thought in a consistent form'

There are ambiguities in the Critique and at times Marx appears to lean

more toward an idealist rather than a naturalist ontology. Ho!'/everr in

spite of these ambiguities - which are only natural in a working draft

which explores the linits of Hegelian philosophy and at the same time

tentatively puts an alternative view - the Critique overal-l does have a

general r:nifying theoretical corçleteness and it is that which the dis-

cussion has attemPted to capture.

In contradistinction to idealist ontology, then, Marx does not pro-

pose that there are tr^¡o distinct levels of reality. He argues rather

that man's essence as sociality, fot instance, exists empirically but not

in a rational form at a stage of development prior Èo its rational exis-

tence in the real state of true democracy. Ttris means that for Marx in

the Critique the essence which is ultimaÈely real already exists prior to

its full realisation; indeed, the form of existence is itself a conse-

quence of the unrealised form of mants essence. Marxrs conception of

essence, therefore, is in Some ways similar to the conception of essence

in both idealism and naturalism. In common with idealism l'larx holds the

view that a thingrs essence is the condition of its being' But unlike
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the idealist conception and in contrnon with the naturalist conception of

essence Marx assr¡nes ttrat the essence of a thing is included in its

appearance. But this is only in so far as it is implicit in'non-reall

or tpre-realt existence, and it therefore remains a special- ontological

rather Èhan an epistemological claim in the Critique. ln naturalism, on

the other hand, essence.is included in appearance in the sense that the

concept of appearance as experience of reality is incorporated in t}re

concept of essence as knor¡rledge of reality. Marxrs conception of an

ontological essence is relevant to his epistemology only in the sense

that intellectual apprehension of the objective essence constitutes know-

ledge of reality. I It has already been shown that this bears no relation

rThe position is more compticated than it is stated here. In his
Principles of the Philosophy of the Future, published in 1843, Feuerbachrs
naturalism ontologically includes essence in appearance, but in a differ-
ent way to Marx. In 542 of his Principles Feuerbach says that the
"distinction between essence and appearance...does not mean that there
are two different realms or wor1ds...rather, this distinction is internal-
to sensuousness itseIf", Principles of the Philosophy of the Future,
p. 232.

Feuerbach supports tttis claj-m with a discussion of botanic classifica-
tion and therefore suggests that tessencet is a nominal sunmary of sense
experience with classes of objects and, therefore, epistemological in
its meaning. Earlier discussion, however, ín 927 of the Principles,
shows that essence is epistemological only in so far as intellectual
apprehension of an objective essence provides knowledge of reality. For
he argues that being is inseparable from things, that essence is posited
in being and, therefore, being and essence are identical. Essence is
included in appearance. But under certain conditions, "in abnormal and
unfortunate cases...manrs essence is not \dhere his being is", ibid.,
p. 2L5. ftris is not exactly Marxrs posi tion in ttre Critique, where the:
separation of man from his essence is not the condition of particular
rcases', but is the human condition sr:bject to specific cases. Feuer-
bach's ontological essence is devoid of Marx's evolutionary aspect in
which essence, though isolated from man, is irmnanent in manrs being and
nevertheless determining in political institutions and their development.
Marxrs critique of ontological essentialism in The German Ideologry,
although phrased as only a rejection of Feuerbach, indÍcates a rejection
of his own similar position held in ttre Critique. lltris rejection of
Feuerbach and Feuerbachian inspired ontological essentialism makes the
language of essence distasteful to Marx in The German l&glggl, even
though he develops an epistemological "s=enlialism-ñ tttat t¡ork. Cf. the
critique of Feuerbach in The German ldeology, p. 55; the note by Engels
(ibid., p. 675), suggestsEat ht ratfrer ttran Marx penned the critique of
Feuerbach's essentialism, although Engels may weIJ- have got the idea from
Marxrs 6th Theses of Feuerbach which makes the same point,
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to his mature epistemology. lltris, tTren, is the content of Marx's concep-

tion of essence in the Critique.

Ttre appearance,/essence distinction is also an important part of the

language of Capital, but the concept of essence is given a markedly dif-

ferent meaning in that work than Marx gave it in the critique. The mean-

ing of tessencet in Marxts mature thought can be demonstrated in the

juxtaposition of trvo brief passages from CaPital:

all science would be superfluous if the outward
appearance and the essence of things directly
coincided

and

a scientific analysis of competition is not pos-
sib1e, before we have a concePtion of the inner
nature of capital, just as the apparent motions
of the heavenly bodies are not intelligible to any
but him, who is acquainted with their real motions,
motions which are not directly perceptible by the

Isgnses.

In Capital 'essence' refers to a knowledge of reality rather than to a

l-evel of reality; and not just to knowledge but to scientific knowledge,

a knowledge which is not directly sensual atthough full-y empirical' In

his mature thought the concept of essence is fundamental to Marxrs

materialist epistemology and to his model of science; it refers to a

particular conceptualisation of reality.

The notion of essence developed in capital is rpst obvious when it

is deployed against the conception of reality in so-called 'vulgar

economyr, which Marx alleges lacks an understanding of essences' Ttre

famous thr¡nbnail sketch of vulgar economy in the 'Aften¡ord to the Second

cerman Edition of Capital' stresses its ideological and apologetic

nature, describes it in temporal terms as the post-Ricardian schools

lcapital, III, P. 817; CaPitaI, I, P- 300
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which ernerged after 1830 and expÌains it through an historico-

sociological account of the development of capitalist relations of pro-

duction and the rise of the proletariat as a political force. r Although

this sketch has a strong polemical thrust and compresses a number of

ideas into a succinct and elegant argrxrent, it suffers certain inadequa-

cies. Not the least of these is that it does not fairLy represent Marxrs

view of the history and development of economic thought and in particular

it does not clearly articulate his key and crucial criticism of vulgar

economy.

The fundamenÈal character of vulgar economy is not its location in

time nor its ideological function. In the unfinished fourth r¡o1ume of

Capital - posthr-unously published as Theories of Surpfus Value - we find

Marxrs acclamation of the post-Ricardian Anglican clergyman Richard Jones,

who "marks a substantial advance on Ricardo, in his historical explana-

tion as well as in the economic details".2 Marxrs description of Jones

is contrary to that which woul-d be irnplied by the thr¡nbnail sketch out-

lined above, but Marx is not concerned to force Jones into the die of

vulgar economy casù in the tAfter:1,¡ordt . WhaÈ places Jones outside the

camp of his vulgar contemporaries in Marx's estimation "is that he

emphasises that the essential feature of capital is its socially deter-

mined form, and that he reduces the whole difference between the capital-

ist and other modes of production to this distinct form".3 Marx does not

praise Jones because they agree that capital is a socially determined

form. Indeed, to construe Marx's praise of classical political economy

to be the result of a satisfaction obtained from agreement on this matter

would be to misunderstand Marx's critique of the classic.¡I tradition and

rcapital, I, pp. 24-25.
2Theories of Surplus Value, fII, p. 4O2.

3rbid., p. 424; emphasís added.
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his departure from it. What Marx praises above all else in classical

bourgeois economy is the fact that it employs essentialist conceptions,

and it is this which allows Marx to distinguish Jones from vulgar economy.

In a note which explicitly makes this point Marx draws the distinction

between "that economy which...has investigated the real relations of pro-

duction in bourgeois society,... [andJ vulgar economy, which deals with

appearances on1Y". I

The defining characteristic of vulgar economy' therefore, is in its

concept formation, in its notion of economic knowledge, in its propensity

to conceptualise appearances rather than essential or real relations-

There are numerous citations available to substantiate that this is

Marx,s primary criterion for identifying vulgar economy. He says , for

instance, that vulgar economy "sticks to appearances in opposition to the

law which regulates and explains Èhem" and that it operates from the

"everyday conceptions of the actual agenÈs of production, and...arranges

them in a certain raÈional order".2 That these characteristics are the

obverse of scientific economy as such and not merely confined to an

apologetic historical development is clear from lltarx's description of

Adam Snith's scientific default as the employment of a conception of

reality which "takes the external phenomena of life, as they seem and

appear and merely describes, catalogues, recounts and arranges them under

formal definitions... [and thr¡s] expresses the apparent connections with-

out any internal relation".3 Smith, according to Marx, wrote as a

scientific bourgeois economist, not as a hired prize-fighter or shallow

lCapiÈal, r, P. 85, note l.
2Capital, I, P. 29I; CaPital, III, p- 830- A metaphor of the dif-

ference betr^teen scientific and vulgar economy can be found in the
Critiqr:e, Early Writings, pp. 158-159.

9Theories of Surplus Value, II, p. 165.
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syncretistr, bnt when his work is less than scientific it is because his

concepts merely reflect appearance.

l"larxrs critiqr:e of vulgar economy, therefore, implies that the

distinction between a thing's appearance and its essence' as it is drawn

in Capital, refers to two distinct forms of knowledge, to two different

general conceptions of reality. The distinction, then, musÈ be conceived

as epistemological and not ontological. In what follows the precise

meaning of Marxrs mature essentialism will be outlined, and the content

of ,essence', as it is conceived in Capital, will be clarified. A cen-

traf issue raised by Marxrs mature conception of essence, which will also

be discussed below, is the seeming paradox of an epistemologry which both

rejecÈs concepts formed in the direct experience of realiÈy and claims to

be materialist. In the following section of this chapter the question

which has al-ready been raised of the relation between Marx's mature

essentialism and science will be discussed.

It has been shown that Marx's persisting criticism of what he calls

tvulgar economyt is that it conceptualises the external phenomena of

economic life and in systematising and interpreting these builds a par-

ticular model of reality which is inconplete or otheru¡ise defective in

terms of Ï¡-is essentialist canons. l4arxrs own procedure begins with the

premise that Èhe scientific enterprise is possible only when the surface

phenomena have been penetrated or bypassed, for "in their appearance

things often represent themselves in inverted form" and an "exact analy-

sis of the process[es of reality], therefore, demands that we should, f.ot

a time disregard all phenomena that hide the pJ-ay of its inner

rTh""e are the terms Marx used to describe what he sees as ü^Io dif-
ferent groupings of vulgar economists, Capital, I, 25. Ttre latter is
not necessarily an apologist, cf. Marx's comments on J.S. MiIl, ibid.,
p. 572, note l.
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mechanism',.1 This is not a claim on Marx's part that appearance Ls

necessarilyfalserbutmerelyanassertionthatthebasisofafull

understanding of social reality can not be attained through an apprehen-

sion of íts directly perceivable manifestations'

Marx does not doubt the reality of appearance, but argues that

knowledgeofrealitycannotrelyuponcategoriesofappearance.Under

some interpretations, hor,.rever, there is a suggestion that Marx holds that

appearance itself ,,is nerely a delusion"2, imPlying that he disnr-isses

appearanceaSarnystificationorillusionandthereforeregardsitas

false or somehow unreal. such a view has not recogmised the highry

important distinction Marx draws between 'phenomena' on the one hand and

'phenomena}categories'ontheother.WhenHlppolitesaysthat''the

bourgeois economist deals with the phenomenon" 3 he is not following Marx'

as he believes, who maintains, on the contrary, that the bourgeois, or

rather vulgar economist deals with conceptions of the phenomenon, deals

with phenonenal categories. This clifference between a phenorenon and a

phenomenalcategoryiscrucial.Categoríesofphenonrenamaybequite

misleading in their presentation of realityr ês Marx says, but he does

not go on to adversely reflect on the status of phenomena as the constit-

uent elements of realitY.

By ,phenomenal categories' Marx means the particular conceptions of

the world which appear in the direct e:çerience of reality; that is,

categories which are generated in practical activity and employed in the

everyday behaviour and thought of the practitioners themselves' Marxrs

point that Phenomena I categories are inadequate to understand reality and'

t$5þ!, r, PP' 503, 530'

zJean Hyppolite,
Sociology of Marx, P.

Studies on Marx and Hegel, p. L37' Henri Lefebvre'
aÑae :rstañiltitis better.

'q-. cit. Ivlarxrs formulations sometimes fudge the distinction'
such as when he says, for instance, that vulgar economy "on principle
worships apPearancés only", , r, P' 504' Nonetheless' the dis-
tinction is anPly clear in Capital'
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under certain conditions, present a false conception of reality, can

perhaps best be made clear by referring to his discussion of crcnunodity

fetishism. Marx argues that to the direct producers of cormnodities "the

relations connecting the labour of one individual- with that of the rest

appear, not as direct social relations between individuals at work, but

as what they really are, material relations between persons and social

relations between things".l Marx does not deny that the conunodity

appears as it really is, for in the social act of exchange the product of

labour acquires a characteristic which makes it co¡nnensurate with oÈhers

as an article of trade. However, this conception of the comnodity,

formed in the direct experience of conunodity production, is both enig-

natic and woefully misleading, according to ltlarx.

To form a conception of cornmodities on the basis of their appear-

ance, Ivlarx argues, would be to give credence Èo the false view thaÈ the

particular properties of con¡nodities derive from their being as physical

objects. Indeed, the conception of commodities as objects which "appear

as independent beings endowed with life and entering into relation both

with one another and the hr¡nan racert2 is not only in itself fantastic, he

continues. but denies the fact that the conditions r:nder which commodi-

ties gua commodities exist is "the peculiar social character of the

labour that produces them". 3 fhe social character of the l-abour expended

in commodity production is not apparent to the labourers themselves

because of the very nature of commodity production, under which social

contact between producers is visible to Èhem only in the act of exchang-

ing their products. For in production for exchange, that is, in commod-

ity production, the labour of society is rnediated through the market so

rCapital, I, p. 78¡ emphasis added.
2rbid. , p. 77.
3tbid.
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that the relations connecting the individual labourers does not become a

part of their direct experience. l"larxrs arçJument, therefore, is that it

is in the nature of commodity production to give rise to phenomenal- cate-

gories which misrepresent reality; that under capitalist relations of

production the categories wh-ich arise in practical activity will not

reveal the reality of which phenomena are a part. Ttris is a comment

about Èhe epistemological consequences of capitalist social relationsl,

and not a comrnent on the reality or othen¡¡ise of appearance.

Given the unreliability of phenomenal categories for providing a

conception of reality Marx begins to construct conceptions of its inter-

nal logic or relations which are not apparent to the senses, the know-

ledge of which he regards as an adequate and correct knowledge of reality'

by differentiating between what a comnrodity, for instance, "appears, at

first sight... land what] analysis shows that it is, in reality".2 Marx

conceives the essence of reality by "analysing" and "criticising" phe-

nomenal categories - to use the words that he repeatedly employs when

describing his essentialist procedure. !,lhile l"larxts knowledge of capi-

talism's essential nature is the consequence of his applying critical

reason to categories of appearance it is not a deductive business of

drawing conclusions from pre-given premises or a priori axioms, nor is

iÈ a nonenological exercise of understanding the world by establishing

the mear¡ing of terms. Marx's analysis and critique of categories of

appearance is rather the result of his ascertaining what is the case in

the empirical sense, with regard to entities and the relations between

Èhem, as opposed to what merely appears to be the case. A discussion of

lllarxrs critiqr:e of the categories twagest or tvalue and price of la-bourt

rgotnp"re Marx's cornments on the invisibility of capitalisÈ exploi-
tation in everyday categories with his corunents on the stark visibility
of exploitation u¡der serfdom, Capital, I, PP.82,314-315, 505,533-

2capital, I, p. 76.
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as t'categtories for the phenomenal forms of essential relations" l will

establish what he means by 'essence', how he arrives at a conception of

essence, its function within his intellectual progra¡nme and its status as

an instance of the scientific enterprise.

After opening with the remark that

On the surface of bourgeois society the wage of
the labourer æPg as the price of labour, a

certain quantity of money that is paid for a cer-
tain quantity of labour2

and noting that this appearance gives rise to the conception of wages as

the value and price of labour as a conuþdity, l*larx inrnediately makes the

simple points of reason that such a conception is tautological, absurd

and inconsistent with received theory. Tautological because as the value

of a conunodity, in this case labour, is determined by the quantity of

social labour expended in its production, the value of a day's lal¡our

would be eqrrivalent to the quantity of the day's lal¡our it contained. A

proposition as meaningless as it is circular. Absurd because for labour

to be sold on the market as a commodity it must have an objective exis-

tence independent of the labourer, which is ridiculous. And contradictory

because the classícal labour theory of value holds both that equivalents

exchange and that capital is a residue of objectified labour retained by

the purchaser of labour after production. If the labourer receives the

full value of his labour - as he must if his wages are the value of his

labour - then the basis of capitalist production described by classical

political economy vanishes, fox there is nothing Left to transform into

capital . !f, on the other hand, the labourer receives less than the

value of his labour, then equivalenÈs do not exchange and the labour

p. 503. Marx's critique is conducted in Capital, Í-,Ilcapital,
Chapter 19.

2rbid., p 501; emphasis added.
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theory of value is thereby faulted. I Each of these points are acknow-

ledged by Marx in footnotes to be known to classical political economy,

but because the latter "borrowed from everyday Iife the category 'price

of labour' without further criticism" it was led into "inextricable con-

fusion and contradiction". 2

Ir{arxrs criticism of the concept 'price of labour' begins with a

reassessment of the situation described by the phenomenal category' which

Ieads him then to conceptualise it differently. "That which comes

directly face to face with the possessor of money on the market'r ' says

Marx, "is in fact not labour, but the labourer. What the latter sells is

his labour-power."3 This is a subtle but highly significant point.

Marx says that classical politicat economy came close to this formulation

as a result of its own analysis without being conscious of it because it

stuck to the category 'value of labour' for wages. It realised, says

Marx, that as with other conunodities the value of the commodity sold by

the labourer to the capitalist is determined by its cost of production.

The issue for classical potitical economy then became "what is the cost

of production -of the labourer, i.e., the cost of producing or reproduc-

ing the labourer himself?"4 It an earlier chapter of Capital Marx had

already argued that the me¿Lns of sr¡bsistence necessary for the mainte-

nance of the labourer is that required Èo ensr:re his capacity for labour,

his labour-po*"r. s It is the value of labour-power which is paid to the

lalrourer by the capitalist in the form of wages and it is labour-power

lrbid., pp.
2r¡id., pp.

rbid., p

501-502.

503, 504

503.
rrbid., p. 504.
uThi= is not merely biological subsistence' but sr¡bsistence under-

stood historically and morally and includes the cost of training and

education as well as the maintenance of the labourer's family, cf.
Capital, I, PP. I67-L69.

3
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which is offered by the labourer for sale as a conìmodity' "!'lhat econo-

mists therefore call value of labour, is in fact the value of labour-

power, as it exists in the personality of the labourer, which is as dif-

ferent from its function, labour, as a machine is from the work it per-

forms.,,t Although trllarxrs dispute with political economy on this matter

is conceptr.lal he has not left the realm of fact, his interest is in pro-

viding categories adequate to take full cognisance of the facts.

rurning now to the question of how his reformulation of wages as

the value of labour-power affects wider consideraÈions Marx reasons,

through an arithmetic example, that the labourer can produce the value of

his own laJrour-power in a time less than the full working-day. As the

Ia-bourer expends labour-power purchased by the capitalist for the entire

working-day, the value it produces is greater than its own value, fot

,,the value it produces depends, not on its own value, but on the length

of time it is in action".2 Marx makes the further point that whil-st the

value of labour-power paid to the worker as his daily wage is produced in

aportiononlyoftheworking-day,itappearsasthevalueorpriceof

labour for the entire working-day, a working-day which, therefore,

includes a portion of unpaid labour. "llhe wage-form thus extinguishes

every trace of the division of the working-day into necessary labour and

surplus-tabour, into paid and r:npaid labour. AlI labour aPpears as paid

labour."3 Marxrs argurnent, then, is that the money relaÈion of wage-

Iabour conceals the unrequited labour and the concept of wages as the

value of rabour obscures the real relation between the wage-labourer and

the purchaser of his labour-power. Thus he is able to form a conception

I, P.

I, P.

504.

505.
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of essential or real relations which, he says, are "beyond the cognisance

of the ordinary mind" r , by criticising and analysing categories of phe-

nomenal forms.

Marx arrives at his conception of essential relations by consider-

ing the logical flaws in phenomenal categories, by re-assessing the fac-

tual situation of which they attempt to take account, by conceptualising

that situation with more adequate categories and by generally attempting

to discover what is the case as opposed to what merely aPpears or seems

to be the case. In doing this he argues that the phenomenal category,

tvalue of labourt, for instance, is false in so far as it "makes the

actual relation [of wage-Iabour] invisible, and, indeed, shows the direct

opposite of that re1ation".2 Marx, therefore, rejects sensualist epis-

temologies which employ phenomenal categories, categories of the

directly perceivable manifestation of phenomena, on the grounds that they

do not provide the basis for an accurate knowledge of social reality.

His own epistemology entails that an adequate knowledge of reality is

attained by reason rather than sense-experience. Vühilst his method of

apprehending reality both rejects the sensualism of empiricists and

retains reasoning normally associated with rationalists Marxr s mature

epistemologry must stilt be regarded as futty empirical in that his criti-

cism and analysis of phenorenal categories never departs from the realm

of fact and attempts to grasp the factual relations necessary for the

understanding of social realitY.

The essence which Marx discovers, knowledge of which is not avail-

able to those who take appearance at face value, is the set of relations

crucial to the workings of the social system r.¡nder consideration and

I tbid p 506.

505.2rbid., p.
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which determine its primary characteristics. Conceptions of these rela-

tions, therefore, provides knowledge of social reality. It is these

essentiar or real relations which are held to be responsible for the con-

tent of direct er<perience of reality as it appears in phenomenal form and

also those categories of phenomenal forms which "appear directly and

spontaneously as current modes of thought". I Marx's essentialist analy-

sis therefore specifies the materiat conditions necessary for ttre elçeri-

ence described by phenomenal categories and also the conditions which

make possible the phenomenal categories themselves. on his own account

Marx is in a position to argue that his analysis of the "true relation of

things,' - which, as they are relations not discoverable by e:q>erience

must, he says, ,,be discovered by scíence"2 - reveals not only real rela-

Èions but also the ideological function of phenomenal categories' cate-

gories which form "the basis of all the jr:ridical notions of both

labourer and capitalist, of all the nystifications of the capitalist mode

of production, of all its illusions as to liberty, of all the apologetíc

shifts of the vulgar economists". 3 Marx's purPose in establishing know-

Iedge of essential relations is not only to discover the real situation

and conceptualise it adequately, which is the classical task of science'

but, as the obscuration in phenomenal categories is a natural consequence

of the direct e:çerience of capitalist production, his purpose is to also

provide the basis of a critique of the social system which masks the

reality of íts own operation. Before evaluating Marxr s mature essential-

ism as scientific procedure it is necessary to consider further its

critical asPects.

trbid., p. 507.
2rbi<i.

3rbid., pp. 505-506.
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9ui te r:nlike the role ascribed to criticism in the Critique and its

cogllate writings, the critical dimension of Marxrs mature epistemologry

has a largely intellectual and not a directly practical importance. Marx

has no illusions in Capital regarding the abil-ity of a knowledge of capi-

tatist relations of cormnodity production to r¡ndo comnodity fetishism and

the wage-form. Indeed, he observes with an irony appropriate in dispel-

Iing such an r:nlikely prospect that

The recent scientific discovery, that the products
of labour, so far as they are values, are but mate-
rial e:çressions of the human labour spent in their
production, marks, indeed, an epoch in the history of
the development of Èhe huna¡r race, but, by no means,
dissipates the mist through which the social charac-
ter of labour appears to us as an objective character
of the products themselves...just as...after the dis-
covery by science of the component gases of air, the
aÈmosphere itself remained r¡raltered. r

The abolition of social forms requires social and political action, not

scientific inquiry:

The life-process of society, which is based on the
process of material production, does not strip off
its mystical veil until it is treaÈed as production
by freely associated ren, and is consciously regu-
lated by them in accordance with a settled plan.
This, however, demands for society a certain material
ground-work or set of conditions of existence which
in their tu-rn are the spontaneous producÈ of a long
and painful process of development.2

Irbid., p. 79.
2lbid., p. 84. Herbert Marcuse has a different conception of Marxrs

mature essentialisn which assumes that for Marx ressence' is a reality
rather than a way of conceptualising reality and that its critical aspect
points to a defect in or potential of reality, rather than to a defective
knowledge of reality acquired through categories of phenomenal forms.
¡,larcuse says that tessence t , for Marx, t'is conceivable only as the essence
of a particular 'appearancer, whose factual form is viewed with regard to
what it is in itself and what it could be (but is not in fact) ", Neqations,
p. 74. It is true that given his conception of the essential features of
capiÈalism as its internal relations Marx would be able to hazard a con-
ception of tJre future society energing out of capitalism. Indeed, Marx
says that capiÈalism "engenders the maÈerial conditions and the social
forms necessary for ar¡ econo¡nical reãonstruction of society", tnffi, 75
But the essence of capitalism - even in an ontological and historical
sense - remains for l"larx a capitalist and not a socialist essence.
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Vfhere a scientific conception of essence does have a practical relevance'

ttrough, is in defining the relations which are the necessary conditions

of the social system and, therefore, those relations r4ron which action

has the consequence of significantly changing society. r It is in this

sense that the critÍcaI potential of Marx's essentiatism has political

consequences.

Marxrs materialist conception of history can be understood - as he

understood it - as a set of propositions at the core of which is t}re

thesis that the essential feature of a social system is the manner of

production whích it manifests. lltre difference between societies, accord-

ing to this thesis, is to be located essentíally in the specific manner

of production for¡nd in and employed by different societies.2

lItris position provides Marx with the basis of a critique of a view

comtnon to political economy and non-revolutionary Programmes of social

reform and re-construction. Þtarx derÍdes "the banality of those econo-

rnists who proclainr production as an eternal truth, and confine history to

the domain of distribution".3 For, while he concurs that all societies

must produce in order to lir¡e, Marx maintaíns ttrat the manner or mode of

production is specific to each social system and that it is thís fi¡nda-

ÍEntally historical nature of production which rnarks ttre difference

between different historical societies. h

l"In order to seek a revolution...you must assune an oVerall view-

¡nint, take up a slmthetic nethod, define the essence of a given society,
-ana reiect tfrãt ."1"tt.". " Ra¡rnoncl Aron, l¡lain Currents in Socíologícal
Tlrought, Vol. I, P. L2.

2Cf, Capital, I, pp. 85-86, note; Capital, IIIr PP. 79L-792.

3A cotttribution.. . p. 2O2.

bgat* raises this point as an objection to classical political eco-

nomy on nt¡Iprous occasions, although he did say t].at "the analysis carried
out by the classical econonists themselves nevertheless Paves the way for
therãrutationofthísconception',,@ofSurP1us.v?l"?,III,p.501.
lltre radical liberal economist Arnold Toynbee also argr:ed that classical
þolitical economy erred on thís matter, but his own critigue of it was

tlrat economic laws "express, fot the most part, facts of hunan nature,
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As he regards production relations as the essential relations of

economió 1ife Marx also argues that it is erroneous to conceive distribu-

tion as an índependent variable; distribution has to be seen, rather, as

dependent upon production. "Any distribution whatever of the means of

consumption is only a consequence of the distribution of the conditions

of production themselves. llhe latter distribution, however, is a feature

of the mode of production itself . " 
r lltre significance of these coments

concerning the historical nature of production and the evaluation of dis-

tribution as a variable dependent upon production are not confined to

economic considerati.ons alone, as ttrey have a progranmatic corollary of

political importance. Herein lies the critical dimension of Marx's epis-

tenological essentialism in Capital.

Although Marx does not name John StuarÈ MiIl specifically ín his

discussion of the econonists of distribution, he would have been familiar

with the latterrs statement that "the laws and conditions of the Produc-

tion of wealth partake of the character of physical truths" $rhereas "the

Distribution of wea1th...is a matter of hr¡na¡r institution solely".2 l/tarx

regarded this type of claim as not only false in itself but politically

objectionable in so far as it implied the view - which situates MilI as

a precursor of Fabian socialísm - that "society can sr:bject the distribu-

tion of wealth to whatever rules it thinks best". 3 V'lhen this same view

appeared in the 1875 Program¡IÉ of the German vilorkersr Party Marx felt

compelted to write thaÈ

(cont. ) which is caPab le of modification by self-conscious human

endeavourtt , Toynbee's Industrial Revolution, p. 22. Marxrs critíque of
this type of Position Ís outlined below.

r'critiqrre of the Gotha Prograrnme', W, rrr, 19. cf' arso A

Contribution.. . pp. 2OO-2O2.

2J.s. l4i11, Prin
3tbia. r p. 2OL.

ciples of Political Economy, PP. L99' 2OO'
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Vulgar socialism...has taken over from the bourgeois
econonists the consideration and treatment of dis-
tribution as independent of the mode of production
and hence the presentation of socialism as turning
principally on distribution. I

Contrary to vulgar economy and vulgar socialism lYtarx believes that the

distribution sysÈem is not so readily amenable to engineering and that

endea\¡ours for social change in general and socialism in particular are

bor:nd to fail if they confine themselr¡es to challenging the system of

distribution.2 His essentialist conception of capitalism as an hístori-

cal mode of production leads Marx to argue that it is only through the

overthrorÂ, of capitalist production that the relations between the class

of capital and the class of wage-labour can be abrogated and that nothing

short of the overthrow of capitalism itself could lead to the emancipa-

tion of labour, could lead to socialism. This conclusion ulÈimately

derives from Marx's epistemological essentialism.

III

Up to this stage Marx's own view of his essentialist procedure has

been taken at its face-value, and without discussion or dispute his

aspiration to the estate of science has been allowed to stand as he

asserted it. llhe claim that Marxrs work is scientific has been accepted

by BerteII Ollma¡r and PauI llhomas , Íot exanple, but with the qualifica-

tion that it is scientific in Marx's own sense of the term only.3 !{e will

now consider wheÈher this qualification is necessary. Ttrree general fea-

tures of science which are often held to ba¡¡ Marx from its province are

rl,Esw, rrr, 20.

2This is argued from a non-Marxist position in Richard Titmuss,

,#"í"if äJ:i*nl"'*tn' 
crass

3Bertell ollman, Alienation, p. 66; PauI Thomas, rMarx and Sciencer,

P. L4
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its formulation of permanent, universally valid general laws, its adher-

ence to the fact-value distinction ¿md its rejection of essentialism; all

ofwhich are contrary to Marxrs own positÍon. This has led to the sug-

gestion, made by ftromas, but by no means confined to him, that Marx

described his work as scientífic "for the sake of the favor¡rable connota-

tions of the word science".l Att appraisal of the general features of

science as they affect Marx wilt clarify whether Marxrs profession of

science has a basis stronger than one of self-acclamation and propaganda'

Marx explicitly rejected the brritdÍng of general universally valid

laws on a nrmber of occasions; he regarded it as tÏre pursuit of "formulas"

belonging to ',historico-philosophical theory" rather tha¡r to science.2

His reason for rejecting such l-aws, though, was not because of a¡r in

principle objection to laws as such, but to laws which spanned hístorical

epochs, as did the laws of lscience' proposed by Comte and Proudhon, for

example, who drew adverse congent from Marx for this reason' Marxrs

point against universal laws is that they ignore the fact that fr:ndamen-

tally different laws are to be deduced from the workings of different

historical societies. !{e harre already seen that he regards his essen-

tialist rethod as one which unco\rers "the inner mechanism'r of capitalist

society and discovers ùhe "law[s] which regulate and e:çIain" phenomena.3

Marx did not feel inhibited, therefore, in describing as his "ultimate

aim" in CaPital "to lay bare the economic law of nption of modern

society". I Indeed, a nr¡mber of economic laws are positively stated in

capital. Marx describes the theory of surplus-value, fot example, as the

,,absolute law of this [capitalist] mode of production", and refers to

rThomas, 9¡_. cit., P. I8.
2T,he poverty of Philosophy, p. IIO; Selected Correspondence, p. 313.

also Thomas, *-. cit., PP. 7,8, 10-11.
3cf. pp. az (note 1) and 85 (note 2) above-
u99&!]!=l-, rr P- 20.

cf
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,,the general law of capitalist accumulation". I ftre third part of the

third volure of capital etucidates what Marx calls "Ttte Law of the

Tendency of the Rate of Profit to Fall". This is a tendential law

because the conditions of its working may not be present under certain

circumstances and under others may fr.rrction as off-setting factors' Many

biological laws, for instance, are couched with sirnilar qualifications'

Marx's laws of capitalism, Iike scientific law as it is ordinarily r:nder-

stood, can be expressed algebraically and may be true or false' That the

former are not r.¡niversal but applicable only to a particular society' is

a reflection of Marxr s conception of the sr:bject matter referred to by

the laws and not a scientific default of the laws themselves' Marxrs

rejection of universal laws points to his disagreement with others who

claim to be developing a science of society, on the question of the scope

of laws and the considerations going into their formulation' It is ilif-

ficutt to see why a rejection of unir¡ersal laws on these grotmds could

itself lead to a disqualification from the scientific conununity'

Ifanecessaryconditionofscienceísthediscovery'ofregular

patterns of relations which can be expressed in such a way as to indicate

the necessary factors and variables, their causal linkages and the out-

come of their operation, tl.en Marxrs work is scientific on this criterion'

However, the view that scientific laws operate independently of hwnan

will, that is, objectively, could be regarded as a sufficient condition

of science which is absent in Marx's worki for Marx's view of the role of

hunan agency in social change could be held to r¡ndermine the irnportance

he appears to give to scientific laws. A fair statement both of Marxrs

position and of the nature of scientific law wílI show that such an

objection to Marxr s claim of engaging in a scientific enterprise is with-

out foundation.

rrbid., p. 580, chapter 25-
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IÈ is true, as Thomas says, that the "scientistic view of...a world

with its own irnmutable laws whÍch merely human agency is powerless to

deflect...has no place in Marxrs writings".l However, the significance

of this observation for our discussion can be evaluated only if two fur-

ther points are considered. Firstly, mosÈ people do e:<perience the world

as one governed by external and i¡runutable làws. Marx \,{as avrare of this

and his own formulation of the laws of capitalism took accourt of the

fact and explained it. Secondly, it is arguable that a \^tell constructed

science of society - and not nerely Marxrs social theory - has no place

for the view that social change results from the working of scientific

laws independent of hr¡nan agency. Ttre regulation of hr¡nan behaviour by

the operation of scientifically discovered economic laws imposes a

strict conformity on the actions of men, according to Marx. He talks of

the "immanent laws of capitalist production" which are "fe1t by each

individual capitalist, as external coercive laws", and says that the

'radvance of capitalist production develops a working-class, which by

education, tradition, habit, looks r:pon the conditions of that npde of

production as self-evident laws of Nature".2 ftris is quite corçatíbIe

witl. the fact that none of the laws he describes are immutable, f,or any

single law of capitalism "is modified in its working by many circum-

stances".3 Hr:man action night modify tÌ¡e working of an economic law; but

in recognising this Marx makes it quite clear ttrat he has only certain

types of action in mind. He reminds us that men can not make history

,'just as they please", although they may mistake the imperatives of law-

bor¡r¡d social relations for their own private motives. I And certain

rThomas, 
93.. cit., p. L4.

2capítal, I, pp. 555, 689.
3rbid., p. 603.
4'Tt¡e Eighteenth Brunaire of Louis Eonaparte', EE[, L' 389, 42I-
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endeavours are condenned to failure becar¡^se the econonic form of society

allows no possibility of success. I Actions which change economic laws,

in Marx's view, are those which make use of the opportunities made avail-

able to them by the working of those laws.2 So that while Marx conceives

economic laws as subject to modification through hunan intervention, he

also maintains that they function independently of the will or intention

of individuals, vùho are, indeed, subject to the working of these laws.3

lftre proposition that historical and social change, according to

Marx, is the result of hu¡nan action rather than the unfolding of scienti-

fic laws is misr¡nderstood if ít is interpreted to imply that Marx thereby

denies the veracity of scientific laws and the validity of formulating

them. No scientific law - on any acceptable account of science - ever

directs the subject matter it refers to, and can only explain the forces

of which it takes cognisance. Marxrs rejection of evolutionary laws

which entail a necessary inevitability of sequences of events is the

rejection of a false rscience', which can quite appropriately be regarded

as netaphysical. q Scientific laws never have an inevit,ability of their

ohrn. Physical laws, it is true, do appear to have an autonomous and

irrefutable determination, and because physical laws are often regarded

as the archetypical scientifíc law, it is sometimes assumed that a neces-

sary feature of scientific law is that it specify an inevitable course of

lCapita1, r, p. 86, note.

'Cf., for instance, the passage from Herr Vogt in Boris Nicolaievsky
and otto Maenchen-Helfen, Karl Marx: l,tan and Fighter' p. I29.

3It should be said that t"larxrs law cþnstruction was primarily for
the economic realm, not social . Kart l(orsch notes that for l'larx there is
"a scale of phenomena which become in proportion to their increasing
distance from the economic foundation, less and less accessible to a
strictty scientific investigation". Karl Marx, p. 234. Marx is, though,
able to use economic knowledge in making penetrating remarks concerning
religion (Capital, r, pp. 83-84), French peasant conservatism (MESW, I,
478-480) and so forth.

4cf. Thomas, 9p_. cit., p. 11; George Lichtheim, 'On the Interpre-
tation of Marxrs Thought', pp. 14-15.
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events. But the apparent inevitability of physical laws is a consequence

of the remarkable stability of matter and its invariant propertics- This

is a quality of the sr-rb ject dealt with by physical laws, not a feature of

scientific law as such. The inevitability of matter is merely repre-

sented by ttre laws which exptain physical gualities and forces.

Like physical laws, Marx's economic laws are designed to noryho-

Iogicatly represent the things they e:çIain. As the sr:bject of these

Iaws is the economic relations and forces of material production engaged

in by human actorsr âtry statement of the laws of capitalism c¿rn say no

more than is the case. In Marx's view it is the case that econontic rela-

tions are the result of relations between social classes and the laws of

capitalism he outlines merely exptain these relations as they work them-

selves out in the process of production and capital formation. lfkre out-

come of the struggle between the classes is a matter for the future, in

Marxrs view, Prophecy, not science, divines the future; and prophetic

claims are beyond the scope of Marx¡s intentiorrs. I That Marx perceived

social and historical change as a consequence of hr¡nan action and agency

can not, therefore, be construed as a reluctance or inability on his part

to develop scientific Iaws which explain the economíc structure of capi-

talism and its relations.

The guestion of objectivity in science, which has no¡¡ been answered

so far as Marx's appreciation of the role of ht¡nan agency in social

development is concerned, is related to what has too often been regarded

as another necessary element of science, nalnely the fact-value distinc-

tion; a distinction which is denied by Marx.2

rThe more secular property of prediction is sometimes held to be a
necessary feature of scientific laws. For an interesting argument to
the contraryr cf- N.R. Hansonr 'on tJle symmetry Between Explanation and

Prediction'.
2cf . Thomas, 9¡-. cit., P. 9-
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l{arxr s position on this issue actually serves to put hin in line with

current views of science, rather than disqualify him from its rea1m.

Although the distinction between facts and values is, of course, a useful

one, their radical separation is currently acknowledged to be unfeasible.

It is not only now generally adrnitted that the social sciences are not

and perhaps can not be entirely value-free, but it is increasingly being

accepted as tenable to argue that values enter into the 'objectivityr of

science, including physical science.l Marx's rejection of the fact-va1ue

distinction need not, therefore, be conceived as a barrier to his work

being described as scientifíc.

It is, though, in its critical dimer¡sion that the legitirnacy of

Marxr s science qua science has been most strongly questioned by the dis-

tinction between fact and value. lltris is because Marx's critíque of

capitalism and his advocacy of commr:nism are ethico-political and not

scientific interests, it has been claimed. It is not to be denied that

Marxrs work was largely inspired by political motives. Any view of him

which does not take stock of the importance to his writings of his par-

ticipation in the la.bour and revolutionary npvements will be grossly mis-

leading. But Marxr s socialist politics are quite distinct from his

critical analysis of capitalism2, which is not to say that tlley are

separated from it in practice. It has already been shown that in his

critique of political econorny and the categories of phenonenal forms Marx

constructs concepts of the essential- or real relations of capitalisn.

Marx uses these discoyeries in his critique of capitalism and in his

rFor a succinct argument to this effect, cf. G.J. Stack, 'value and

Factsr. On value in social science, cf. I.L. Horowitz (ed.), The New

Sociology, Chapters and 14.

, rThe Socialist Economics of KarI Marxr, p. 285,
to Marxrs own protest, tMarginal Notes on Wagnert,

p. 42. Cf. also the
ism' in Z.A. Jordan,

eneral discussion of the concept 'scientific social-

zThorstein Ve
note. Íhis is simi

Evolution of Dialectical Ma teriafism Chapter 13.
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endeavours to guide the political movement against capitalism, but, to

paraphrase David Hune, it can not be said that Marxrs work is not scien-

tific because it is of anti-capitalist cons"q,rerrce. I One can not help

feeling that those hostile to the political content of Marx's thought

feel compelled, on that basis, to deny that it has also a scientific

e1ement.2 We can not ignore that Marx's critique of capitalist society

gives a characteristic stamp to his science, but it in no vtay detracts

from the genuinely scientific flavour of his work. Ttre instrumentalíst

vein is fairty strong in the history of science, and the early scientists

were no less scientific for feeling themselves to be engaged in a

struggle with nature in their discovery of its laws. similarly, Marxrs

comnitment to the value of comnunism can not be used to show that his

work is less than scientific.

what, then, of essentialism and science. To the extent that

,essencer has a place in the positivist and empiricist vocabulary, it

refers to sumrnary statements of accunulated sense-experience' The notion

of an essence - indeed, any concept - which c¿rn not be defined in terms

of perceptual categories, is r:nacceptable to the positivist-empiricist

tradition. It was shown above that Marx rejected this tradition and

worked with essentialist categories which 'go beyond appearances', in

Capital. On thís basis it could be argued that Marx has rejected legiti-

mate science and that his o!ün version of science'is spurious' Zbigniew

Jordan, for one, suggests that Marx's mature essentialism is not

l,,ntere is no method of reasoning more contrnon, and yet more bla¡ne-

able, than, in philosophical disputes, to endea\¡our the refutation of any

hypothesis, by a pretence of its dangerous consequences to religion and

moiality. When an opinion leads to absurdities, it is certainly false;
but it is not certain that an opinion is false, because of its dangerous

consequencett, David Hr¡ne, Enquiries Concerning Hr¡nan Understandingt
p. 96.

zef.. rouis Boudin, Ttreoretical System of KarI E' P. 11- ttris is
not to say tl.at some friendly to Marx'
scientific nature, cf. Tom Bottomore,

s thought also want to denY
Marxist Sociologv, ChaPter

its
3.
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scientific. He argues that "it is clearly a metaphysical rather than a

methodological doctrine... lwhich e:çIains] the social and historical

process...by the operation of reified concepts".l Íhe reified concepts

are those Marx uses when referring to what he calls the essential or real

relations of capitalism, concepts such as rproductive forces', 'relations

of productionr and so on.

Marx's essentialist categories are metaphysical, according to

Jordan, in so far as "they are distinguíshable from each other in thought

only, not in fact. Conseguently, they have no distinct denotata in social

reality which can be fotrnd separate from one another and which provide

the concepts with an empirical sigrnificance."2 Jordan's own characteri-

sation of science is any theory containing statements which do not "9o

beyond what ca¡¡ be observed or empirically ascertained" and which are

"based on observa.ble facts".3 An empirical statement is, therefore,

r¡rderstood as an observation statement. And yet the test which Jordan

applies to Marxrs mature essentialism is precisely one which science'

including physical science, is itself bor:nd to faiI. Ttre 'massr of

matter and its 'specific aravity', for instance, can not be observed' any

more than can the 'bondsr of atoms or molecular tvalencyt. fhese are

rabstract' categories constructed by physicists and chentists for under-

standing the reality of matter which can not be directly observed, and

which are "distinguishable from each other in thought only". The most

powerful empirical statements of science, in terms of what they explain,

are not observation statements.a Brough has already been said about

tJordan, 
9p_. cit., p. 309.

2rbid. , p. 3ro.
3r¡ía., pp. 301, 3o2.
hFor an argument that Jordan's type of positivism retards the deve-

Iopment of social science, cf . David !{iIler and Murray t¡rlebster, rÍheo-
retical Concepts and Observables' .
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Marxrs essentialism Èo obviate a rehearsal of the argument that it both

goes beyond experience, sensation and the directly observable and yet

remains empirical. The function of 'relations of production', for

instance, in Marxrs theory, is analogous to, say, tmolecular valencyr in

chemistry.

It is not the intention of this argument to ProPose that essential-

ism pg se is not metaphysical, but that llarxrs mature essentialísm is

not. The difference between metaphysical and naturalist essentialism was

outlined early in this chapter. It will also be obvious t:l".at there is a

fr.¡ndamental difference between a positivist essentialism - permitting

slIûnary observation statements - and Marx's. Ttre fact that science

employs non-observation ernpirical statements, which bear a strong resem-

blance to Marxrs categories for the essential relations of capitalism,

encourages the view that Marx's version of essentialis¡n is quite consis-

tent with science and may be a part of it. The contrast between "every-

day conceptions" and the essentialist conc.eptions of science drawn by

Marx, has been similarly made by John Passmore. I Passmore approvingly

paraphrases l(arl popper when he says that "scientific explanation pro-

ceeds from the familiar to the rrnfamiliar"2, and to make his point gives

the example of an everyday account of a vase being broken, an account

which refers to the vase's being made of fragile porcelain and the hard-

ness of the floor. This is contrasted wittr a scientific explanation of

the same event, which talks of molecular structure and forces. In terms

of the everyday accor¡rt the breaking of the vase is perfectly intelli-

gible; but science, Passmore says, begins by taking as urintelligible

what seems already to be satisfactorily clear. It is the scientific

tp.g. Capital , III, p. g3O; MESI{, TT., 54. llhe Passmore article is
'E:<planation in nveryday Life, in Science and in History"

2Passnpre, 9P. cit., P. 26- 
.
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accor¡nt which aPpears unintelligible to the standards of everyday con-

cepts.r Îrhe simitarity between this statement of scientific explanation

a¡rd the account it renders of events and the description of Marx's cssen-

tialist procedure given a-bove will require no further corunent' Passmore

recognises that l,larx does for history what the physicist does for the

vase. 2

Vühile the positivist statement of what constitutes science has t}Ie

effect of invalidating the claim that l"larx's work is scientific, a more

general and accurate account of science presents no such barrier' V'Ihat

is unacceptable to a scientific view of the world is the essentialism of

Marxrs early thought which denies the status of rreality' to certain

existences. Ivlarxrs mature epistemologr]¡ accePts no such stricture'

although his use of terms such as 'essence' do carry connotations which

rnay give rise to confusion concerning his intentions and the significance

of his analysis. In accepting that tularx's mature essentialism is scien-

Èific, and scientific not merely in his own tenns, two factors which are

responsible for the unigue character of his science need to be kept in

focus. :Ihe first is ttrat it is an intentionally critical science' I'{ith

the discovery of the real relations of capitalist production Marx dis-

covers the material conditions which engender the ideology of the age,

that is, the phenomenal categories which in everyday parlance account for

ttre direct experience of life and labour and render innocuous what Marx

shovrs to be unequal relations of exploitation. In Marxrs science of

society is his critique of capitalism" secondly' Marx l^tas not primarily

a scientist, he r¡ùas above all a revolutionary intellectual and leader of

a European-wide labour movement. Marxrs science \^¡as developed in the

service of his revolutionary aspirations; in order to change the world he

lrbid. , p. 25.

30.2 Ibid. ' P.
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had to interpret it operatively, understand it scientifically. Thus one

ca¡r not say merely that Marxrs work is scientific. While it is scien-

tific in the ful] sense of the word it is rnore than that, for it is a

critical science which is an integral part of a wider revolutionary

franework.

1lt¡e course of this chapter has ranged wide. Beginning with an

examination of the epistemology of Marx's 1843 Critique and concluding

wit]l the scientific nature of his essentialism in Capital, we har¡e dis-

cwsed the different conceptions of the conditions of knowledge held by

Marx at different times in his writings. By exanining the different con-

ceptions of essence employed in his writing of the 1830s on the one hand

a¡rd the 1960s on the other, it has been possible to show that Marxrs

epístemology in the former period is quite distinct from, indeed contra-

dictory to that of the latter. An early idealist epistemology was

replaced with a materialist epistemologrl/; the one metaphysical, the other

scientific. To conclude on a negative note it can be said that Marx's

early writing does not provide the epistemological for:¡rdation of his

mature thought; more positívely, Marxrs epistemology developed from an

internal critíqr:e of German idealism to an e:çression of elçirical

science recruited to revolutionary ends.
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Any consideration of method in Þlarx inevitably leads to the ques-

tion of 'dialectics', and thus to the relation between Marx and Hegel.

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate Marx's methodological debt

to Hegel.

A number of views concerning the relation between Marx a¡ld Hegel

have been expressed in the scholarly literature. Robert Tucker, for

insta¡rce, has argued that Marx was an Hegelian in the strongest sense:

Marx for¡nded Marxism in an outburst of Hegelizing.
He considered himself to be engaged in no more tha¡t
a momentous act of translation of the already dis-
covered truth about the world from the language of
idealisrn into that of materialism. r

According to this accor¡rt the only difference between Marx and Hegel is

that the former nerely translated into another language the thought of

the latter. 16rl t(orsch, on the other hand, has claimed that the lin-

guistic similarities between Marx and Hegel constitute only an "apparent

'Hegelianism,", and that apart from certain modes of expression Hegel is

aSsent in Marx.2 A third view, more widely held than others, claims that

![,arx and Hegel enptoy what is virtuatly tJte same method, that while Marx

r¡ras not an Hegelian doctrinally nor philosophically his method is never-

theless essentially the same as Hegel's. A typical statement of this

view is Bertell Ollnan's, which claims both ttrat it is doubtful whether

Marx ',ever agreed with any of Hegel's ttreoríes" and also that Marx never

made a "break with Hegel". This is because I'larx's method - "the form in

which...sqbject matter is considered" -was "bequeattred to him by

Hegel". 3

rRobert Í\¡cker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx, P. 123.
2KarI l(orsch, Karl l,tarx, pp. 64'65.
3Berte1l Ollman, Alienation, pP. 36-37.
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Ttris last argunent, which was first formulated by Marx's collabora-

tor Frederick Engels, is tJre most meaningful and influential form of

Hegelising l,{,arx. It not only contains an implicit critique of the view

that Marx was in some substantial sense an Hegelian and accorrtts for any

linguistic sinilarity between Marx and Hegel - in particular the former's

use of Èhe term 'dialectics', but is also suggestive for an historical

urderstanding of l4arxrs thought. In claiming that l,larx olves a method-

ological debt to Hegel the dialectical method in Marx can be seen as a

consequence of Marxrs early contact with Hegelian thought and the source

of a continuing Hegelian influence. r

I{hile the argunent, that Marx developed a rdialectical' method in

the 184Os from Hegel and continr,¡ed to employ it thereafter, has wide cur-

rency in the literature and an obvious appeal it fails on two fundamental

groqnds. If it is to be a neaningful concept rmethodr will entail a pro-

cedure through which knowledge is attained. On this understanding the

claim that Marx's method is Hegelrs can not be sustained. !ùhat is often

regarded as a methodologicat similarity between Marx and Hegel is no more

than a facet of Marxrs intellectual history, namely that in developing

his method ttarx confronted Hegel, r^ras inspired by him and reacted against

him. It wilt be argued in this chapter that Marx and Hegel employ dis-

simíIar methodologies and that claims to the contrary are based firstly

upon an inadeqr:ate conception of method which, secondly, leads to the

false inference that Hegelrs inflr¡ence on Marx's intellectual development

is at the core of ¡nethodological similarities between them.

rrouir oupré, The Philosophical Foundations of l'larxism, p. 87, for
instancer says that "the Critique is one of t}re nost important writings
in the development of Marx's thought. In this first personal confronta-
tion with Hegelianism, Marx decided to accept its method and to reject
its content. This decision was to determine the entire future of Marxist
philosophy." Cf. also A. James Gregor, rMarx, Feuerbach and the Reform
of the Hegelian Dialectic', P. 66.
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lltrrough a discussion of the origins in Engels of the view tlat Marx

rescued the dialectical method from Hegel, an examination of Marxrs

alleged appropriation of the Hegeliar¡ dialectic in 1844, an inquiry into

Marxrs oÌ^rn views on his sr4>posed inversion of Hegel and' finally, a

brief accotnt of the relation between the dialectical methods of Marx and

Hegel, it witl be shown that there is no support for the proposition that

Marxrs method, in Ollman's phrase, \Á¡as "beqr:eathed to hin by Hegel"'

1.he argument that Marxism has a significant Hegeli¿m element is not

a ne$, one, of course. I In iÈs methodologicat version it was first clearly

formulated by Engels, and its acceptance by Lenin ensured that it became

axiomatic to the thought of the Conrnunist politicat movement' Broadly,

Engels and Lenin claim firstly, that Marxism is a consequence of Hegelian

thought2, and secondly, that the dialectical method of l"Iarx is Hegelrs

method stripped of its mysticism. lt \^tas B¡¡gelsr opinion, fot instance,

that not only did Hegel¡s method "serve as a point of origin"3 for

Marxism, nor merely t¡at Hegelian philosophy pointed "the way out of the

labyrinth of systems to real positive knowledge of the world"a, but that

tCf., ê.g., Engels' critical conunents on Paul Barth' Hegelrg
Phitosophy of Historv and Èhe Heqeli?+s lP- to M"Të al¡g-ïarlmannr in cor-
respond""ce-toTõffitlaugust t fBSõ, Octo¡er 27, 1890, November I,
1891; and to Mehring, JuIy 14, 1893, in Selected CorresPondencer PP' 4L5,

424, 438-439, 459.

I

2Tt¡is

Avineri, for
...be called
ptrilosophy",

view is also reP
instance, saYS
one of the dial
The Social and

ideali

resented in the scholarly literature. Shlomo

that "Marx I s materialist !{elta¡rschauung can

ectical conseguences of Hegel's speculative
Politica1 Thouqht of Karl Marx, p. 6.

3Frederick Blgels, rKar1 Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of
Economy." in IGrl Marx, A Con tribution p. 224. In Anti-Political

Dühring Engels colunents
diction in @rman
Dühring, p. 35.

qFrederick Engels,

that the "perception of the fundamental contra-
sm led necessarily back to materialism" ' Anti-

'Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical
German PhilosoPhY', MES!{, III, 342'
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Hegelrs ',conception of history was a direct theoretical pre-condition of

the new materialist outlook".r Similarly, Leninrs well known formula

describes Marxism as "the legitimate successor of the best that was

created by hr-unanity in the nineteenth century in the shape of German

Philosophy, English Political Economy and French Socialism". Lenin goes

on to say that not only are these the "sources of Marxism", but that they

are ,,at the same time its conponent parts'r. 2 Elsewhere Ienin has written

that Marxrs dialectical treatment in Capital "has taken everything valu-

able in Hegel and developed it further". 3

lftre analysis in Enge1s and Lenin of ttre relation beËween Marx and

Heget can be seen as a Precursor to the argument of modern scholars who

perceive Marxrs method in terms of its alleged Hegelian origins and

nature. It wiII be useful, therefore, to briefly state Engels' position,

as his authoritative claims on the matter have probably encouraged

scholars to be less penetrating in their conmentary on Marxrs method

than might have been the case had trgelsr views not coincided with their

own opinions. Indeed, the bare bones of Engels' argument has hardly been

added to by recent proponents of the view that Marxrs method is Hegelian.

Engels sunmarised what he saw as Hegelrs strength and weakness in

his panph Iet Socialism: Utopia¡r and Scientific when he $trote that "Hegel

had freed history from metaphysics - he had made it dialectic; but hís

Itrge1s, !KarI Marx, A

that "without German PhilosoP
Contribution. . .'
hy. . .particularlY

p.224. Engels similarlY saYs
that of Hegel, Geman

Hegelian dialectics
llhree Volumes, Vol. 3,

scientific socialism...would never have come into bein9", & Peasant war

in Germany, p. 32. Compare with Marx's connent that "!!,aterialism is the
natr¡ral-born son of Great Britain", lfhe Holy Fanily, P. 150; emphasis in
origínal.

2v.f. Lenin, Selected Works in Three Volumes, vol. 1, P' 66'
3v.r. Lenín, Philosophical Notebooks (being Collected EÞ, vol.

38), p. 319. Lenin urges "the systematic study of
from a materialist standpoint", Selected lforks in
p. 672.
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conception of history r^ras essentially idealistic". I Ttris was repeated

by Engels on numerous occasions. It is his contention that while "the

exceptional historical sense underlying Hegel's mar¡ner of reasonir,g"2

meant that "Truth...was in the ha¡rds of Hegel no longer an aggregate of

finished dogmatic statements... las] all successive historical systenìs are

only transitory stages in the endless course of development of human

society"3, Hegel rdas not able to say as much himself "with such explicit-

ness", even though these points t'are a necessary conclusion from his

nethod".4 This is because in its ""Ii-rtirg. form" s th. Hegelian method is

encased in an idealist shroud which inhibits it from being any more than

"the self-development of the concept".6 This is to say that while the

Hegelian system appreciated "for the first time the whole world, natural,

historical, intetlectual... [as] a continuous whole"7, th" contents of the

world a¡rd its processes were for Hegel "only tJ:e realized picture of the

rldea', existing somewhere from eternity before the world vras"8, rather

than the idea or conception of the world merely thought inages of actual

things and processes. Engels immediately adds that this "way of thinking

turned everything rpside down, and completely reve¡¡sed the actual connec-

tion of things in the world".

The dialectical method which Hegel developed r¡tas not in itself

flawed, according to Engels, for dialectics "corçrehends things and their

representations, in their essential connection, concatenation, motion,

r¡æsw, rrr, r32.

''K^rl Marx, À Contribution...', p. 224.

'ry, rrr, 339.
ury., p' 340'
s'Karl Marx, A Contribution...', p. 223; emphasis in original.
6MErús, rrr , 361.
Tenti-oühring, p. 34.
8tbid., pp. 34-35.
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origin, and ending"r; and this, he argues, Hegel's dialectic does'

However, the form in which Hegel',s dialectic appears is conditioned by

ttre system in which iÈ operates, and the Hegelian system' being idealist'

impinges on the method so as to render it impotent.2 From this perspec-

tive, then, the need is "to rescue conscious dialectics from German ideal-

ist philosophy and apply it in the materialist conception of nature and

history".3 rt was l'tarx who saved the essence of Hegel's dialectic'

according to Engels, bY

extractirrg from the Hegelian logic the nucleus con-

taining Hegelrs real discoveries in this field' and

of establishing the dialectical method, divested of
its ideatist wrappings, in tÏ¡e simple form in which
it became the only correct mode of conceptual
evolution. I

In removing its idealist wrappings Marx was a-ble to change the form of

the Hegelian dialectic, in Engels' account, and liberate this method from

the contradictions imposed upon it and from which it suffered within

Hegelrs sYstem.

Insunmar.]r,ÈheEngeliarrviewofferst}treepropositions:Firstly,

the dialectical method is one which comprehends the essential connection

and movement of things; secondly, 'this method reaches its highest deve-

lopment in Hegel, although the idealist nature of Hegel's system Pre-

r¡ented the method from achieving its fuIl potential. Finally, Marx stood

Heqel ron his feet' as it were, by extracting ttre nucleus of Hegel',s

trbid. , p. 33.
2Enge1s says that "the whole dogmatic cont€nt of the Hegelian sys-

tem is declared lo ¡e an absolute truth, in contradictíon to his dialec-
tical method, which dissolves alt dogrmatism. 1tt¡r¡s the revolutionary
side is smothered beneath the overgrowth of the conservative side.l'
Later Engels goes on to say that "Hegel was not simply put aside' on the

contrary' one started from his revolutionary side , ...from the dialecti-
cal method", 'Ludrvig Feuerbach " " 

, ESW, III' pp' 340'361'

3Anti- p. 15.

4'KarI l{arx, A contribution-..', PP' 224-225'
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method, freeing it of its idealist incr:mbency and establishing it in a

materialist framework. Engels does not seem to say when Marx performed

his rescue operation, but it is suggested in Ludwig Feuerbach and the End

of classical German Philosophy that it took place in the 1840s.

II

Marxrs Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts - which were written in

L844, first pr:blished in Russian and then in their original German in

1927 and. 1932 respectively, ¿r¡rd discussed only since the 1950s - provide

the Hegelisation of Marx with what is generally seen as a sustaining

text. In an extensive section of the third manuscript l"larx seems to ôis-

cuss the Hegelian dialectic and philosophy in a ma¡rner which largely

conforms to the treatment Engets later outlined, described above. Iouis

oupré's comments sumnarise the position nicely:

In the Manuscripts, Marx has entirely abandoned
Hegel|s spectrlative Logic...At the same time, the
Man ts show a definite return to Hegel...Marx
has fínally discerned what can be retained from
Hegelrs philosophy: henceforth he confidently
enrploys the dialectical method without beíng
inhibited by Hegel's idealism.l

This is different from Engels' earlier statement only in that it clearly

gives a specific date for Marx's first rescue of 'Hegel's real discoveriesr.

ft will be argued here that while Marx does Pay a debt of gratitude

to Hegel in the Economic and Phitosophic Manuscripts he owes nothing to

Hegelrs nethod. The importance of Hegel to Marxrs argument of the

Manuscripts is that the historical development of man, first outlined by

Brglish political economy and repeated by Hegel, but in an inverted form,

is enriched by the notion of transcendence developed by Hegel but al¡sent

toupré, The Phitosophical For¡ndations of Marxism, p. 134.
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in political economy. AIso, Hegel's concepts, because they are alienated

conceptions, provide Marx with an insight into the alienating process

itself. Rather than rpdify in the Manuscripts Hegel's dialectic Marx

pronounces that it is irretrievably bound to Hegel's idealist philosophy,

which he rejects. In recognising that Marx rejects Hegel's dialectic in

the 1844 Manuscripts, we are led to reappraise the particular character

of his debt to Hegel.

It is perhaps Marx's core argument in the ManuscriPts, that man's

essential nature is revealed in his activity, in producing, in labour'

which has Ied some scholars to the view that Marx adapted Hegel's dialec-

tic. For l,!,arx says that it is Hegel who "grasps labour as the essence of

man", even though he does so in a limited and one-sided way, for the

"only labour which Hegel knows and recogrnises is abstractly mental

Iabour".l Thus Marx sees in Hegel both positive and negative aspects.

!{hile Hegel shows real insight, accordíng to Marx, in appreciating the

basis of man's condition, and also, therefore, the basis of history' the

abstract and inverted form of Hegelrs revelation depreciates its true

value. Thus Marx says that Hegel "has only for:nd the abstract, Iogical'

speculative expression for the movement of history; and this historical

process is not yet the real history of ma¡r".2 Nevertheless, Marx accepts

that Hegel has conceptualised the movement of history, even though this

nþvement in its Hegelian rePresentation is inverted and abstract.

It is the concept of the movement of histcry in Hegel's dialectic

of negativity which has been at the basis of the opinion that Marx o$¡es a

methodological debt to Hegel, a view encouraged by !{arxrs statement that

tK^tl Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscriptà, PP. 140, 141.
Marx's reading of Hegel's view of labour is contested by McLellan' Marx
Before lttarxism, p. 254, and Dupré, 9p.. cit., pp. 135-136.

2Economic a¡rd Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 136.
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The outstanding thing in Hegel's PhenomonologY and
its final outcome - that is, the dialectic of nega-
tivity as the moving and generating principle - is
thus first that Hegel conceives the self-genesís
of man as a Process, conceives objectification as

Ioss of the object, as alienation a¡rd as transcen-
dence of this alienation; that he thus grasps the
essence of labour and comprehends objective maÌì -
true, because real man - as the outcome of mants
own labour. r

Here Marx pays homage to Hegel for the two conceptions which are conven-

tionally seen as the key elements of Marx's theoretical franework -the

self-genesis of man through his own labour and the historical Process as

developing out of and generated throulh a diatectical process.

The interyretation is inadequate which sees the discussion òf

Hegel's dialectic of negativity quoted above as proof of Marxrs appre-

hension of the Hegelian rethod. Such a¡¡ inÈerpretation fails to pay

serior:s attention to ttre fact that the content of the alleged debt to

Hegel had in the Manuscripts already been developed in Marx's discussion

of ttre English political economists in general and Adarn Smith in partic-

ular. fhis suggests that Marx's historical model does not rely on a

reading of Hegel, although it may have been confirmed by such a reading.2

AIso, a close examination of the text reveals that Marx has little regard

for Hegel's method - inr¡erted or othen^rise - but that he saw, rather,

sone importance in an element of Hegelrs teleology. A development of

these considerations tends to tmdermine the view that Marx inverted and

rescued Hegelrs dialectical method in L844'

It is important to remember that in the first, second and earlY

'inverted Hegelian!sections of the third Manuscripts llarx developed the

tE' P' t4o'
2ceorge Lichtheim, @, p. 41 , has claimed that while the

notion of a logic of sociaf aevefopment can be found in the Scottish
historians, the notion tl¡at history is the self creation of man c¿rme

only from Hegel.
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notionsoftheself-genesisofmaninlabour,andhistoryast}reprocess

ofsuchadevelopment,throughadiscussionnotofHegel,butofEnglish

political economy. Marx relies on the analysís outlined by political

economyfortheformulationoft}tesepropositionsar¡dconstructshis

argurient without recourse to HegeI'

Intheopeningsectionofthefirstmanuscript,'lilagesofLabourl,

whichisvirtuallyaparaphraseofpassagesfromsmith'sWealthof

Nations, Marx says that the,,political economist tells us that everything

is bought with labour and that capital is nothing but accr¡nulated labour;

but at the same time he tells us that the worker, far from being able to

buy anything, must sell himself and his hr¡nan identity". r Political

economy' therefore, ,,conceives objectification as loss of the object''.2

stirl basing his discussion on an explication of Engrish political eco-

nomyMarxdevelopsthenotionofthedialecticofnegativityasthe

movingandgeneratingprinciple_thecorçrehensionofobjectivemanaS

the outcome of man's own labour: "Tlhe worker produces capital' capital

produceshim_henceheproduceshinself,andmanasworker'asacon-

nodity, is the product of this entire cycle".3 And history is precisely

the development of man in tÌ¡ese terms:

IEconomic and PhilosoPhic

'4., p'

'4., p'
u4., p.

r40.

79.

42.

ManuscriPts, P. 29.
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WeIl might Marx re¡nark that "Hegelrs standpoint is that of modern politi-

cal econoily"l, for what he celebrates later in the Manuscripts as Hegel's

discoveries, are earlier shown to be found in a political economy which

predates Hegel.

Marxrs comments on the relations of labour and. capital, drawn from

political economy, suggest that the conception of history as class

struggle finds its expression already in the 1844 l{anuscripts.' So*.

scholars have argued that this conception of historical development is

itself evidence of Hegel's influence on Marx. By maintainíng that

Hegel's doctrine of contradiction is part of a view of the development of

history through tJ:e struggle of opposites Max Eastman, for instance, has

claimed that Marxrs notion of history as class struggle and conflict is

but a version of Hegel's dialectic of negativitYt ott as G.D.H. CoIe has

put it, Marxrs method is "built...upon Hegelr=rr.3 Ttre appearance of an

early form of lr{arx's class conflict npdel in the Economic and Philosophic

Manr.rscripts might be taken as corroboration of such an interpretation of

Hegelts influence on Marx. However, Marxrs discussion of class and the

conflict between classes deríves wholly from a discussion and critique of

political economy. This is not totally unrelated to Hegel, though, as

Marxrs critique of political economyrs conception of the antagonism

between classes bears some relatíon to Hegel's philosophy.

The "antagonistic struggle between capitalist and worker"4 is

brought Èo our attention in the very first sentence of the Manuscripts'

where Marx discusses the determination of wages. ftrere are at least

tE., p. r4o'
2This proposition will be critically appraised in Chapter 5 below
3Eastman cited in rrving Zeit1in, Marxism: A

p. 11; c.D.H. CoIe, The Meaning of Marxism, p. 272.
4Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 23.

Re-Exa¡nination
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twenty other references in the Èext to classes, their emergence and

development, ar¡d the struggle between them. We should note that the con-

ception of class employed here by t"larx is Smithian, and the class struggle

is conceived only as a consequence of historical development, rather than

as a source of historical change, as it is in Marxrs later thought.

Marx,s single objection to political economy's treatment of class is that

the latter, while recognising the fact of class struggle, has an inade-

quate view of its basis or nature and no conception of its transcendence-

Marx argues that "labour, the sr:bjective essence of private prop-

erty as exclusion of property, and capital, objective labour as exclusion

of labour, constitute private property as its developed state of contra-

diction - hence a dynamic relationship moving inexorably to its resolu-

tion".l Contrary to this prognosis is that of political economy, where

,'the way in which these two aspects [of private property] in the form of

t\,{o persons lla-bourer and capitalistì leap at each other's throats is-..

a contingent event, and hence only to be explained by reference to exter-

nal factors',.2 Marx believes that political economy's inability to com-

prehend the contradiction inherent in private property and to foresee the

resoluÈion or transcendence of this contradiction derives from its

r¡ncritical attitude to private property. Marx's own critique of private

property is taken from the Hegetian concept of 'estrangementr.

Vlhile political economy endowed Marx with the theoretical framework

of his model of history, it had no conception of man's future. Political

economy satisfactorily developed the theme of man's self-genesis through

labour, but in lacking a conception of ma-n's essential or species nature

tE., n. 92. Ttre antagonism described here has little resem-
blance õ-Marx's later model of class struggle, and is resolved not by

one class defeating the other but by the development of the property form.
2rbid. , p. 114.
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it has no understanding of the "estrangement inherent in the nature of

Iabour"l, and therefore no comprehension of the annulment of labourts

estrangement in transcending private property.2 It is in his critigue of

private property, his contemplation of man's future in the transcendence

of estrangement that Marx turned from political economy to Hegel.

Vüe have already seen that Marx believes that the "ot¡tstanding thing

in Hegel,s phenomenologT!¡...is the diatectic of negativity as the moving and

generating principle... twhichl Hegel conceives...as alienation and as

transcendence of alienation". 3 Tt¡is is crucial to Marx precisely

because Hegel postulates that Èhe estrangement of manls essence - which

is how l{arx, though not Hegel, conceived private propertya - is merely

the stage of history prior to the transcendence of mant s estrangement.

politicaf economy, being devoid of such a vision, is thereby deficient in

Marx's view. This is not to say that the critique of private property

which Marx employs is already developed in Hegel, on the contrary, but

that the Hegelian system has at least a concept of transcendence which is

lacking in political economy.

lrlhat then is the precise nature of 'Hegel's real discoveriesrwhich

Marx rescued in the 1844 Manuscripts? Firstly, it is important to repeat

that Marx has little sympathy for the actual content of Hegel's critical

thought. Hegelts conception of man, man's estrangement and its transcen-

dence are fraught with serious difficulties, according to Marx, largely

because concepts are regarded by Hegel as ultimate realities. Thus the

"annulment of alienation" in Hegel's account is regarded by Marx as

lrbid., p. 68.
2Ttre theory of alienation and man's essential nature will- be dis-

cussed in later chaPters.
3Econornic and PhilosoPh ic Manuscr tst p.140.
uonly in Èhe 1844 Manuscripts, not in his later writings.
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"nothing but an abstract, empty annulment of that empty abstraction -

the negation of the negation".l Siritarly, l4arx thought that "Èhe

settling of accounts '^rith lthe] Hegelian dialectic"2 was important not

primarily because of any hidden value in the method. He believed'

rather, that the old dialectic had to be overthrown in order to avoid

remaining ,,wholly within the confines of the Hegetian l,ogic".3

Marxrs own critique of Hegel's dialectic begins with Feuerbach's

achíevements, which he highly regards. Feuerbach, however, erroneously

"conceives the negation of the negation only as a contradiction of

phitosophy with itself - as the philosophy which affirms theologry (the

transcendence, etc.) after having denied it, and which it therefore

affirms in opposition to itself".q This is a reference to Hegel's

account of religion as the estrangement of the human essence and the

transcendence of this alienation as the critique of religion, i.e.

theology. Later in the manuscript Marx anplifies his remark on Feuer-

bach's inadequate criticism when he says that Hegel's merely apparent

criticism "has to be grasped in more general terms". 5 Marx means by this

that if one generalises the form of manrs estrangement to includer sâYr

the state and private property, an application of Hegel's method would

reveal its weakness by showing that it merely resulted in a critique of

the state and a critique of private property as the annulment of aliena-

tEconomic and PhilosoPhic Manuscripts, p.153.
2rbid., p. 20.
3Ibid., p. 133. On the previous page Marx cornments that German

criticism suffers from "a completely r:ncritical atÈitude to the method of
criticizing" and has failed to pose for itself the "really vital question:
how do we now stand as regards the Hegelian dialectic?" It has mistakenly
been suggested that this is Marx's question; cf. Herbert Marcuse, 'The
Foundation of Historical l"laterialism', gluqieq in Critical Philo¡gghyr
p. 4L.

4Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 135; enphasis in original.
srbid., p. L4g.
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tion, as the transcendence of mants estrangement in the state and private

property. This is a contradiction not sirnply of philosophy with itself,

but one of a wider significance.

In effect Marx makes three charges against Hegel's dialectic: it

does not work, or at least it does not do what it claims it can do; it is

idealist; and, it is apologetic. First, Hegel's dialectic of negativity

does not achieve a genuine transcendence of alienation, for it is no more

than "a superseding in thought, which leaves its object standing in the

real world". I Second, in postulating the transcendence of alienation in

the critique of the object of alienation, Hegel's method takes as the

object of alienation not the genuine object of alienation itself, but the

thought of that object, what Marx calls the "thought entity" - which, of

course, is transcended with its critique.2 In demonstrating that Hegel's

,Cialectic of negativity is operable only if it Èakes the 'thought entityr

as the object of alienation, Marx has sho$¡n that Hegelrs method itself -

and not merely Hegel's sysÈem - generates idealist cònceptions. It is

for this reason that Hegel therefore "stands in opposition both to the

real thing and to...the unphilosophical conceptions of this thing"3,

which is to say that Hegel's dialectic is not merely in contradiction with

itsetf, but also in contradiction with reality and knowledge of reality.

Finally, in creating the illusion of transcending alienation. while leav-

ing the object of estrangement standing in the real worId, Hegel is

effecting an acconmodation with the object of estrangement. Íhis, Marx

says, i" "E lie" of Hegel's principle, the root of "his merely apparent

I rbid. ,
2rbid.
3rbid.

p. 151.
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criticism".l Thus, with Hegel's dialectic the act of superseding also

entails a preservation and affirmation of what is allegedly transcended.

It will be abr¡ndantly clear from this that Marx has little regard

for Hegelrs rcriticalr method. This does not contradict conventional

expectations, of course, but is a part of them. !{hat is particularly

important though, is Marx's argument that the dialectic of negativity in

Hegel necessarily conceives the object of alienation as the rthought

objectr, for this indicates that Marx regards the Hegelian method as

inherently idearist - a view contrary to Engels'.2 Marx makes this quite

explicit in The Holy Family, written during the following year, when he

says that the generation of idealist conceptions "constitutes the essen-

tial character of Hegel's method".3 !{hen Marx says in the Manuscripts,

therefore, that he will "Iay hold of the positive aspects of the Hegelian

dialectic"4 he is not referring to an inversion and rescue of Hegel's

dialectical- nethod, which is without evidence in the work. Marxrs debt

to Hegel is of an entirely different order.

Marx does not'invert' Hegel's method so tÌ¡at he night apply a

reworked form of it himseÌf, rather Hegelrs dialectic is a parÈicular

datum about the world which Marx draws on in constructing his own picture

of reality and the possibiLities he sees that reality implying. The Èwo

uses of Hegel could not be more different. Marxrs position is that

Hegelrs concepts, in being strbject to alienation thereby reveaJ- something

of its nature. He says ttrat "Hegelrs positive achievement here, in his

speculative logic, is that the deterrninate concepts, the universal fixed

lIbid., p. L49¡ emphasis in original.
2Ttti" difference between Marx and Engels can be detected in their

respective writings from as early as 1842 i cf. the discussion in Lucio
Colletti, From Rousseau to Lenin, pp. 115-117.

3The Holy Family, p. 7I.
4Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 151.
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thought-forms...are a necessary result of the general estrangement of the

hunan essence and therefore also of human thought". r The discussion in

the few remaining pages of the manuscript which follow this passage is

rather more obscure than anything efse in the work. I¡Ihat is clear, how-

ever, is that Marx sees Hegel's dialectic as a consequence of estrange-

ment and also, because of a peculiarity in Hegelts concepts, a consequence

which itself indicates something about estrangement as a real historical

process. Heget's dialectic, therefore, "is the estranged insight into the

real objectification of man"; but Marx emphasises that it is an "insight

e:rpressed within the estrangement"2 .s opposed to a weII formed represen-

tation freely expressed.

Marx's account of Hegelts concept formation is almost incomprehend-

ably obscure except for a short passage in which he feels the need "to

talk a human language" and desist from Teutonic philosophysing. He says

there that

the abstract thinker Learns in his intuition of
nature that the entities which he thought to create
from nothing, from pure abstraction - the entities
he believed he was producing in the divine dialec-
tic as pure products of the labour of thought for-
ever weaving in itself and never looking outward -
are nothing else but abstractions from characteris-
tics of nature.3

Marx,s expression here is both technical and allusive. rlntuition' means

to be aware through the sensesq, the 'abstract thínker' in general is

Hegel in particular, and tnaÈuret - as it is used in the Manuscripts - is

the external condition of reality for man, Èhe fact of his objectivity.

Nature, in Marxts parlance, satisfies mants needs and therefore both

lrbid., pp.
2tbid., p.
3rbid., p.
urbid., p.

153-154.

r51.

156.

L54, editorial note.
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confirms his essential powers and is the condition of their development. I

Manrs relation with nature is therefore correlative with the estrangement

of his essential powers. Tt¡e importance Marx places on Hegelrs concepts

as "abstractions from characteristics of nature" is the same as tlre

importance a meteorologisÈ places on weather vanes.

Ivlarxrs interest in Hegel in the Econonic and Phil-osophic Manusc ripÈs

is not prinarily methodological. He objects to Hegelrs method for being

a merely apparent criticism and argues that the ideaList operation of the

method prevents genrrine criticism in Hegel. Vùhat Marx does celebrate in

Hegel is the latterrs recognition of Èhe positive side of labour, the

return of ¡nan to himself, arÈhough in Hegel this is upside down. But

because Hegelrs concepts are themselves products of alienation a study of

Hegel, like a study of alienated labour, allows Marx to draw conclusions

about the real process of estrangement and its transcendence. This is

neither a point of method nor a utilisation of Hegelrs treat¡nenÈ. Marx

had earlier in the Ma¡ruscripts made similar claims with regard to politi-

cal economy, namely that it is an intel-l-ectual consequence of the move-

ment of private property and thereby informative on the nature of private

property. 2

III

Even if it can be shown that Marx did not adopt an inversion of

Hegel's method in 1844, that is no proof that he did not do so at a later

date. Scholars have been abl-e Èo support a case that Marx did extract a

rational kernel from Hegel's dialectic in the development of his own

method by drawing on certain phrases from his correspondence and from the

famous 'Aften¡ord to the second German Edition of capitalr. They have,

Irbid. r pp. I44-L45.
2rbid., p. 87.
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no doubt, been encouraged to argue that the essential characteristics of

Marxts method are the same as Hegel's by l4arxrs own description of his

nethod as 'dialecticr, and by claims such as the one in the 'Afterr¿ord'

that Hege1 was "the first to present its lthe dialectic's] general form

of working in a comprehensive and conscious manner". I Statements like

this do strongly suggest a common method in Hegel and Marx. ltris view of

their relation, however, is not supported by the numerous but brief com-

rnents scattered through lvlarxrs work when they are read in their full con-

text. His remarks do, though, shed some light on the nature of Marxrs

allegedHegelism. Zbigni ew Jordan has conrnented that the consensus

communis that Marx derived his dialectic from Hegel includes lvlarx him-

self.2 The burden of the next few pages will be to show that t"larxrs

position is not that straightfornrard.

In three separate pieces of correspondence covering eighteen years

Marx corünents favourably, but with serious qualification, on Hegel's dia-

lectic in much the same vein as we have already seen him do in the

'Aften'¡ordt . In a letter to Engels he refers to "what is rational in the

method which Hegel discovered but at the same time enveloped in mysti-

cism", to Kugelmann he writes that "Hegel's dialectics is the basic form

of all dialectics, but only after it has been stripped of its mystical

form", and to Dietzgen that the "correct laws of the dialectic are

atready included in Hegel albeit in mystical form". 3 In tlre first ancl

last of these letters Itlarx also says that he would like to write a

treatise on dialectics based on Hegel's discoveries. In the absence of

lCapital, I, p. 29. Marxrs praise is not without quatification,
for immediately prior to this statement he talks of the "mystification
which dialectic suffers in Hegelrs hands".

22.A. Jordan, The Evolution of Dialecticat l"laterialism p. 9r.
3Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondencer pp. lOO, 199; qr:otation

in Hook, From Hegel to Marx, p. 61. Ttre letters are dated January 14,
1858, marõ-6rG6- an¿-Ï37g respectively.
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this work, which was never writtenl, \^rê have to rely on Marx's less t¡an

precise su¡nmary comments to reconstruct the general form of the dialectic,

developed but mystified by Hegel. One might reasonabl-y expect that the

'After:q¡ord', which was written in 1873, wourd have provided Marx with an

opportunity to at least sketch an outline of his diaJ-ectics, especially

as he there cl-aims to be discussing his difference with Heger on the

matter. !{hat he left, however, in the onJ-y discussion of the subject

published in his lifetime, is very incomplete and unsatisfactory.

Marx differentiates between the 'mystified form' of the dialectic

and its 'rational formr on two basic Arounds. In a nanner which resembles

his treatment in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts and also in Ttre

Critique of Hegel-'s Philosophy of RighÈ of 1843, Marx makes the political

point that in Hegel the dialectic "seemed to transfigure and to glorify

the existing state of things". In its rational form, he continues, the

dialectic is "in its essence critical and revolutionary". 2 ft is also

clear that l"larx regards the two different forms of dialectic as present-

ing two different versions of "the existing staÈe of things". In its

mysÈified form the dialectic presents the human thought process as t'the

demiurgos of the real wor1d", whereas in Marx the material historical

conditions of social existence are prirnarily responsible for the rstate

of thingsr. The mystified and rational forms of the diatectic are thus

polar opposites, although it is not clear from this what is its 'general

formt, which, l"larx says, is "standing on its head" in Hegel.3 Marxts

reference to the fact that dialectics "regards every historically

lJordan, op. cit., p. 79, says for lack of interest at least as
much as lack of time.

2Capital, I, p. 29. Ttre rest of the guotations in this paragraph
are from the same source.

3Th" 'general form' of dialectics can not be seen to incfude both
the 'mystical-t and the trationalr forms because l'larx says that thermysticalt fom is an inversion of the 'generalr form.
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developed social form as in fluid movement, and therefore takes into

account its transient nature not l-ess than its momentary existence",

although incomplete, can be interpreted as a statement of hís conception

of the general form of dialectics. On this account the general form of

the dialectic is on its head in Hegel because the causal chain is from

ideas to material conditions rather than the other way arorxrd. A1l of

this affords poor evidence for the claim that there is a significant

similarity in method between Marx and Hegel.

The proposition that things have to be understood in their connec-

tion and movement, which we take to be a sunmary statement of the general

form of dialectics, is rather less than a rrethod. A method, being the

manner in which subject matter is considered, mr:st at least imply a pro-

cedure through which knowledge is attained. The notíon of connection

and movement is itself too imprecise to be described as a method,

although it clearly has methodol-ogical relevance. At this level it coutd

be argued that Marx's method bore some relation to Hegel's in that they

share a connþn element, the notion of connection a¡d rnovement. But this

would be merely drawing attention to a fact of Marxr s intel-Iectua1 his-

toryt, rather than pointing to a significant methodological similarity

between Ivlarx and Hegel. The methodological relevance of the noti-on of

connection and movement is that a method could be for:nded upon it; it is

an idea Èhat couLd be developed into a method. The actual development

Hegel gave this notion \¡¡as, of course, wholly r¡nsatisfactory to Marx.

Marxrs comment on the dissinil-arity between his own method and Hegel's irr

the 1857 'Introduction to A Contribution to the Critique of Political

Economyr is quite illuninating. When e:çlaining that production and

consr:rnption generate one another and that production, from the standpoint

rThere is no need to dor¡bt that l"larx might have been sr:bjectively
¡fired' by Hegel, as he was by many thinkers.
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of the raw naterial is consumption and that consumption, from the stand-

point of need is production, I'tarx derisively says that "[a]fter this,

nothing is simpler for an Hegelian than to assume that production and

consumption are identical". I Marx is here not referring to the differ-

ence between his and Hegerrs ontol-ogy, metaphysics or theory of causa-

tion, l¡ut to precisely the application of the general form of dialectics

- the connection and movement of things. Ttris reference is doubry

interesting because it was written when Marx, according to some scholars2,

was most influenced by Hegel's method.

rt has already been mentioned above that the argument for the

Hegelisation of Marxrs method at reast partry depends on the type of

separation between the Hegelian system and its dial-ectical method which

Engels draws in his Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of ClassicaL German

Philosophy.3 Such a separation is necessary if Marx is to be able to

rescue the method from the system, for an extraction of the rnethod would

only be possible if method and system \^rere fundamentally discrete theo-

retical entities. Marx's own discussion, however, suggests that he sees

no easy separation between system and nethod, but assumes that a method

and its apprication is intricatety bound to the system in which it is

employed. Íthy else would Marx follow Èhe claim that his "dialectical

method is not only different from the Hegelian, but is its direct

opposite"q with a brief outl-ine of what he regards as Hegelrs system,

which is contrasted with a sr¡nmary of his own view of the causal relation

lA Contribution. . . p. 199. This is light stuff compared with
Marxrs connents in The Poverty of Philosophy where he also discusses
Hegerrs method in relation to poritical economy. see, for example, the
conments on fhe Poverty of Philosophy, p. 93.

tSee, for example, David Mclellan, 'Introductionr to D. Mclel-Ian
(ed.), KarI Marx: The Grundrisse

3rt{Esw, rrr, p.
acapitar, r, p.

342.

29.

pp. 12-13.
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between world and mind, showing that they are direct opposites. It is

because Marxrs and Hegelrs tsystemst are opposites that their methods are

not only different but direct opposites. Ì,te will return to the question

of the relation between method and system below and so will not dwell on

it here. !{hat has been sho$¡n at this point is that in the rAfterrrordr,

as in the 1844 Manuscripts and Ttre Holy Family, Marx strongly inplies

that nethod and system are bound in a way that Enge1s denies.

The argument so far makes it clear Èhat the general form of the

dialectic, which is mystified and inr¡erted in Hegel, is actually less

than a method and that its applicaÈion in l"larx - showing the connection

and movement of things - is actually different than it is in Hegel. I It

has also been shown that Marx believes that his dialectical method is

intricately tied to his theory of social conditions and social change

and therefore not only different from Hegelrs but its opposite. In

reviewing French, Gernan and Russian notices of his work - again in the

rAfter:q¡ordr - Marx further discusses his dialectical method, notes that

"the method employed in 'Das Kapitalr has been little understood"2, and

cl-arifies its nature and implicitly points to his view of its relation

with Hegel.

It is the Russian notice which most pleases Marx as ¿u1 able appre-

ciation of his method and subject. !{hereas the other two are surunarily

disnissed he discusses the Russian review seriously and quotes from it at

length ín doing so. The review differentiates between the nethod of

inquiry and the nethod. of

rJordan, 
9p_. cit., p. 9L, says that when Marx spoke of the nysti-

fying side of Hegel's dialectic he "did not necessarily mean its ideal-
istic presuppositions but simply the fact that one really does not
know to what it applies, which elernents it relates, and, consequently,
how it operates".

2capital, r, p. 26.
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presentation, a distinction Marx himself accepts.l Marx's method of

inquiry, according to the unnamed Russian reviewer, is "severely realis-

tic', while his method of presentation is "German-dialectical... [in] the

bad sense of the word".2 I'tarx does not dissenÈ from this assessment, he

rnerely apologises for his method of presentation and insists that his

method of inquiry is dialectical in the good sense of the word.

Marx says that the apparently idealistic presentation in Capital

results from the particular description of the subject-matter, Èhrough

which it "may appear as if we had before us a mere a priori construc-

tion',. 3 He does not elaborate at Èhis point but immediately goes on to

make the famous statement, discussed above, that his "dialectical method

is not only different from the Hegelian, but is its direct opposite"'

At the very beginning of the rAfterword', however, Marx conìments that the

major difficulty with Capital has been that of style. Ttre alterations

for the second edition had largely been "the clearer arrangement of the

book", and, l,larx adds, the textual changes "were often purely stylisÈic.

They occur throughout the book. Nevertheless I find now...that several

parts of the C,erman original stand in need of rather thorough remoulding,

other parts require rather hearry stylistic ediÈing...But there \¡Jas no

time for that."4 The method of presentation of the first edition of

capital was unsatisfactory to Marx, and it is still in need of improve-

ment in the second edition. It is the German-dialectical presentati..-', ín

Èhe bad sense of the word that l'larx wanted to eliminate from Cagiþ!'

I,'Of course the method of presenLation must differ in form from
that of inquiry." Cap:!!g!, r, P- 28-

2capital, r, P. 27.

3rbid., p. 28.
qr¡id.r pp. 22, 22-23.
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As to his method of inquiry, Marx is satisfied to quote the Russian

revie\^r as an adequate sunmary of that:

Marx only troubles himself about one thing: to sho$r,
by rigid scientific investigation, the necessity of
successive determinate orders of social conditions,
and to establish, as impartially as possible, the
facts that serve him for fundamental starting points. I

For Marx every social order has its own laws of development, which must

be discovered by "the confrontation and the comparison of a fact, not

with ideas, but with another fact".2 on the basis of this procedure and

the discovery of these laws Marx is able to prove "both the necessity of

the present order of things, and the necessity of another order into

which the first must inevitably pass over". 3 Accoròing to this review,

then, Ivtarx employs an empirically based scientific method with which he

is able to show the nature of capitalist development and its ultimate

breakup. Of this description Marx asks "what else is he picturing but

the dialectic nethod?"4 Sidney Hook has commented that Marx "made no

distinction between the dialectic method, as he understood it, and scien-

tific method as apptied to the historical and cultural sciences".5 It is

the dialectic method, as Marx understood it, which Hegel had contemptu-

ously called "the abstract, non-philosophical method of tJ:e sciences".6

We should note that in the rPreface' to the first edition of Capital Marx

discusses questions of method without once needing to employ the term

'dialectic', he prefers instead the word'scientific'.

I

2

3

Ibid., p. 27.

rbid.
rbid.

qrbid., p. 29.
ssidney Hook, Reason, Social Myths and Democracy, p. 256,

note l.
scited Jordan, g_. cit., p. 89
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VÍhile Marx chooses to call his method of inquiry dialectic he shows

that it bears no relation to Hegel's method of the same name, although we

have seen that he also wanÈed to say that he was 'inspired' in sorne way

by Hegel's general form of dialectics -but even in this Marx's ma¡ner of

applying the general form is quite at odds with Hegel.t Marx's method of

inquiry is scientific, in his own account and in the aÈsessment of others.

The difference between Marx's science and bourgeois science is the for-

mer's critical thrust, pretensions of which do appear in Hegel but their

abject failure $¡as the subjecÈ of Marx's devastating condemnation in his

works fron 1843 to 1846.' It wilL be clear by now that the conventional

view of the rel-ation between Marxrs method and Hegelrs is not supported

by Marx himself. Vle wilL see that Marxrs synpathy for Hegel lies in an

altogether different direction.

Hegel is referred to at least eleven times in the first and third

volumes of Capital. Most of these are what might be called'drawing

roomt references; paraphrases and quotations which support or iLlustrate

a point which is essentially independent of Hegel's general outlook, or

could have been made by Marx without recourse to Hegel. A footnote para-

phrasing Hegelrs statement that even bad and crazy things can be sup-

ported by reason following Marx's comment on the subterfuge and rational-

isation of an English businessman is a fairly typical example of this type

of refererr"..3 Marx also refers to Hegel disapprovingly - in order tt-,

make a satirical- cotttrnent against his obscure style, or to ridicule his

rKorsch, 
9p-. cit., p. 64, says that Marx started "from Hegel's

idealistic philosophy and even preserved the term'Dial-ectic' as a com-
prehensive name for the several new principles which [he] worked out and
applied in the process of lhis] scientific investigation".

2Th"se include the 1843 Critique, Economic and Philosophic Manu-
scripts, The Holy Family and The cerman ldeologrl¡.

3capital, r, p. 25o, note 2.
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account of the development of private landed property. I rndeed,

BenedeÈto croce has suggested that Marxrs Hegelian phraseology is not

evidence of Hegelts influence on lrlarx, but rather evidence of Marxts

irony against Hegel.2 Of the references to Hegel which have any method-

ological or theoretícal relevance one is a quotation in a series of quo-

tations from other authors aII making the same point, another is a quota-

tion from Hegel on property rights concerning the product of labour, and

another states that it was Heger who discovered the law "that merely

quantitative differences beyond a certain point pass into qualitative

changes". 3 onty the last of these courd remoÈery be used to support

Engels'position on the source of Marx's method, and in the context it

does not.

The significance of Marxrs references to Hegel is only indirectly

related to the relevance of Hegel to Marx. The frequent citation of Hegel

in the pages of Capital means little in itself and is similar, in fact,

to the almost as frequent reference to Aristotle, for example, who is

also subject to drawing room, critical a¡rd methodologico-theoretical

conment. Actually, Marx mentions and discusses countl-ess thinkers. His

profound scholarship and erudition come across very strongly in Capital,

a work which draws on innr¡reral¡re 
"olrrces.4 Marxrs synthesising

lCapital, III, pp. 48, 615-616, nohe 26.
2"Th"re ís ttre Hegelian phraseolog'y beloved of Marx, of which the

tradition is now lost, and which, even within that t4adition he adapted
with a freedom that at times seems not to lack an el-ement of mockery",
Benedetto Croce' Historical- Materialism and the Economics of Karl ¡"larx,
p. 49.

3capital, I, pp. 94, note I; 165, note 2; 2g2. Cf. also Marxrs
almost hyperbolic statement against one of Hegel's dialectical laws inrRevolution in China and Europer, On Colonialism p. 15.

qThis is partly tt¡e result of Marxrs keenness to pay tribute to and
acknowledge those thinkers, no matter how obscure, who first stated a
position which he went on to develop and integrate into a larger economic
and social theory. See Engelsr cortrnents in the'Preface to the fhird
C,erman Edition "f 9"pi!gJ', Capital, I, pp. 33-34.
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intellect and encyclopaedic knowledge len,il themselves to a style of dis-

course which is r¡ndor:btedly at least a part of his 'method of presenta-

tion' in Capital suggestive of HegeJ-. It is precisely tJlis quality

which Marx resembles in Hegel that the former so strongly admires in the

latter. t A.rd it is this aspect of Hegel, the exemplar of learning and

intellectual culture, for which Marx is prepared to break a Ìance.

In the lAftenr¡ordr Marx says that

just as I was working at the first volume of rDas

Kapital', it was the good pleasure of the peevish,
arrogant, mediocre EPI@NE who now talk large in
cultured Germany, to treat Hegel...as a 'dead dog'.
I therefore openly avowed nyself the pupil of that
mighty thinker, and even here and there, in the
chapter on the theory of va1ue, coquetted with
modes of expression peculiar to him.2

It is clear from this that Marx's commitment to Hegel derives not from

any sympathy with his ideas or method, but from a pique against German

philistinism which treats Hegel with disdain. The passage quoted above is

fuII of irony. Marx talks of rcultured Germanyr after describing, a few

pages earlier, German professors of political economy as "prudent, prac-

tical business folk", "most superficial", and "mere schoolboys, imitators

and follovters, petty retailers and hawkers in the service of the great

foreign wholesale concern".3 When Hegel was still popular in Germany

l"larx heaped scorn on him, when he is derided or ignored by the inferior

German thinkers of the day Marx "openly avolrred" himself "the pupil of

that mighty thinker". This is the first time that Marx makes a direct

reference to Hegel since he wrote The Poverty of Philosophy twenty-six

years before, when he treated "that mighty thinker" with open ridicule.

rsee Marx's letter to Ergels, JuIy 7, 1866; Selected Correspondence,
p. I80.

2capital, I, p. 29.

25.3rbid., p
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He can noh¡, in 1873, praise Hegel at no cost to hinself: it is made

clear that he accepts nothing from l{egel, ttrat he criticisc<l ¡r¡ rnys;t.i-

fying side of Hegelian dialectic nearly thirty years beforel, and is suf-

ficiently imprecise abouÈ the general form of dialectic and its rational

kernel to ar¡oid any methodoJ-ogical conunitment to Hegel .

IV

rt has been suggested above that Marx's dialecticar method is

intricately bor:nd up in his theory of social conditions and social

change, and it is this ttrat malces his method not only different from

Hegel's but its direct opposite. rt was also suggested that the tight

relation between system and method means that the proposition claiming an

essential similarity in the methods of Marx and Hegel is unintelligible.

lfhile these views do not enjoy a wide currency in the literature they are

not without some support. Louis Althusser, for instance, has recently

argued that the celebrated'inversion'of the Hegelian dialectic by Marx

in the construction of the latter's own method is only metaphorically

meaningful.2 Arthusser goes on to show that not only are the terms

employed by the Hegelian dialectic different "in naÈure and sense" from

rlbid., p. 29. It is unlikely that this is a reference to Marxrs
essay on Hegel's dialectic in the 1844 Manuscripts, as David McI,ellan
Marx Before l"larxism, p. 276, suggestsi nor to the draft notes of the
Flrg".llt H"qel's Philosophy of Right, as Avineri, &g Social and
Political- Ttrought of t(arr Marx, p. 40, claims. Ttris last Euggestl-on is
shared with David Riazanov, although he is not quoted by Avineri; cf.
Joseph Orl,lalley, 'Editorrs Introduction' to lrtarx's Critique, pp. xi-xii
and footnotes. In referring to the work of thirty years before Marx is
probably thinking of The Holy Family, written with Engels and published
in February 1845. Marx made use of the 1844 Manuscripts is draft ing his
part of the joint work. Hegel is caustically criticised in The Holy
Fanily and a Young Hegelian reaction against Marx and engelsÇsErong;
cf. the editorrs notes, The Hol-y Fa¡nily, pp. 249-250. According to
Nicolaievsky and Maenchen-Helfen, KarI Marx: Man and Fighter, p. LO2,
and David Mclellan, Karl Marx, p. 135, the work did not attract a wide
readership.

2l,ou-is Althusser, For Marx, pp. 89-94.
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the Marxian, but that the relation between the terms in the different

dialectic is sirnitarly different. I Although Althusser acknowledges no

precursors, the position for which he argues has been ably stated by

Herbert Marcuse and Z.A. Jordan. In Reason and Revolution, Marcuse

points out that l"tarxian theory nþves in a different totality than Hegel's

philosophy and that "this difference indicates the decisive difference

between Hegel's and Marx's dialectics". He goes on to explain that

For Hegel, the totality uras tJre totality of reason,
a closed ontological system, finally identical with
the rational system of history. Hegel's dialectical
process was thus a r¡niversal ontological one in
which history was patterned on the metaphysical
process of being. Marx, on the other hand, detached
dialectic from this ontological base. In his work,
the negativity of reality becomes a historical con-
dition which c¿urnot be hypostatized as a metaphysi-
cal state of affairs. In other words, it becomes a
social condition, associated with a particular
historical form of society.2

In much the same vein Jordan argues that the "theories of Hegel and Marx

differ entirely in their universe of discourse and the relations obtain-

ing among the individual-s which nake up their respective rxriverse", and

in moving specifically on to the question of method says that they "a1so

differ widely in their procedure of discovering regularities and of test-

ing their hypotheses". 3 Because Marx's theory of history and society is

quite different from Hegel's philosophy of universal absolutes the

Itbia., pp. 109-113. Althusser says that "l'larx did not retain the
terms of the Hegelian model of society and'inverÈr them. He sr¡bstituted
other, only distantly related terms for them. Furthermore, he overhauled
the connexion which had previously ruled over the terms. For Marx,
both terms and relations changed in nature and sense." Ibid., p. 109.

2Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution, p. 314.
3Jordan, 

9p_. cit., p. 89. Jordan goes on to say "lfheir respective
theoretical frameworks are entirely dissimilar; they are constructed on
the basis of mutually exclusive assunptions and by means of utterly dif-
ferent rules of procedure".
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dialectic method in each is also guite different. Indeed, it could not

be othen¡ise.

Not only is it a mistake to assr¡ne that there is some essential

similarity in the methods of Marx and He9e1, an error in co¡ning to grips

with the facts of the mattert it is also ur¡intelligible to do so, a

fairure of reason. The dissimilarity of dialectics in Marx and Hegel

confirms tTre truth of sidney Hookrs commonplace, but aI1 too ofÈen

ignored recognition that the "Iife of a rnethod lies in its application'

only in application can its meaning be truly grasped."l As the applica-

tion of a method is the r:nfolding of a theory2, thett it woutd indeed be

odd if two theories as different in concepÈion, construction and purpose

as those of t"tarx and Hegel had any important methodological points in

coÍunon.

lFrom Heqel to Marx, p. 6I. llhis is similar to A. Koyr6's claim

that ,,ofie isÉ-ptla ilo .ppry to methodorog¡¿ Naporeon's famous connrent on

strategy: its piinciples are very simple; it is the application that
countsJ', cited in Barry Hindess, rModels and Masks', P' 238'

2Simply stated, methodologl/ is a constituent feature of any theo-

retical standpoint. Different statements of this position have been

defended by Bernard crick, In Defence of Politics, pp. 190-198, and

Charles Taylor, rNeutrality in Political Sciencer '
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Several key issues concerning the development of Marx's ttreory of

society are dealt with in the chapters of Part II. Ttre theory of alien-

ation in Marx, his analysis of capitalist society and his conception of

communism may be mentioned as important questions which are discussed

over the following chapters. The three chapters below deal respectiveJ-y

with the influence of Feuerbach's thought on Marxrs work, his critigue of

líberal social atortism and his analysis of the capitalist labour process

and cogrnate issues.

It is shown in ctrapter 4 that the theory of alienation in the

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts significantly derives from Feuer-

bach's general theory of alienation, and also that this is sr:bjected to

a serious critique in llhe German IdeologD¡. Marx's early theory of alien-

ation, it is argued in Chapter 5, shares with liberal theory some funda-

mental presuppositions concerning the asocial character of civil society.

In Chapter 6 it is demonstrated that the empirical of Marxr s

early alienation theory is adeguate to the explanation of an early stage

of capitatist development only, and can not properly be regarded as ¿u1

analysis and critique of the capitalist mode of production in general.

It is also shown in this chapter that in Capital Marx developed a¡ alter-

native theory of alienation which replaced the earlier theory. The

mature theory of alienation provides an analysis of capitalist exploita-

tion and dehumanisation in general.

The analysis of capitalist society in Marx's early writings is

based on a philosophico-anthropological conceptíon of society as man's

essential being, which contrasts sharply with his more directly socio-

Iogical conception of society, found in the mature writings. The

Feuerbachian origins of Marxrs early social theory are discussed in

Chapter 4, and its formal content is outtined in Chapter 5. The early
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theory of society assumes that as man's essential social nature is

alíenated from him in civil society, the individual relations of persons

are asocial, and that man becomes a social being only with the transcen-

dence of civil society, with the advant of cormm:nism. It is argued in

Chapter 5 that while Marx's early social theory is devoid of sociological

content, he develops in Capital a sociological analysis of alienated

individual relations which also furnishes a sociological critique of

Iiberal social atomism. Marx's earlier social theory is predominantly a

normative critique of liberalism.

The conception of society in Marx's early writings entails that

social relations are possible only in commr:nism, and that before the

attainment of communism man is a merely asocial being. In a discussion

in Chapter 5 of Marxr s early theory of communist society it is argued

that in his early writings Marx does not regard Èhe attainment of conunun-

ism as a consequence of the social process of class struggle, but argues

instead that it is achier¡ed through the resolution of an ontological con-

tradiction internal to private property. The Feuerbachian background of

this position is hinted at in Clhapter 4, where Marxrs fater repudiation

of it, and the emergence of his class analysis is discussed. Íhe concep-

tion of communism in Marx's mature thought is briefly outlined in

Chapter 6, where the different accounts of the transcendence of alien-

ation in the early and mature theories are outlined.

The conception of class in Marx's early and mature thought, his

theoretical relatíon to Adam Smith, a¡¡d other themes also recur through

the three chapters below.

It is argued in Chapter 4 that in his writings up to and including

the Theses on Feuerbach, Marxrs critiqr:e of Feuerbach took the form of an

attempt Èo make consistent Feuerbachian naturalism, which formed the core
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' of his own thouþht'up' to' rhe @rman rdèorogy" i ' ¡'latx deveroped in Ttre

German Ideolocn¡ a total cri tique of Feuerbach, based on his awareness of

the contradictions inherent in Feuerbachian naturalism, which had been

made clear to him in his elaboration and advocacy of it. In his repudia-

tion of Feuerbachian materialism Marx outlines for the first time a

statement of historical materialism.

The different critiques of liberal individualism in Marxrs early

and mature social thought are discussed in Chapter 5. It is argued that

in his early writings Marxrs npdel of civil society is simil-ar to the

Iiberal view that society is external to the individual. Marxrs early

critiq¡e of liberalism takes the form of a normative argrrnent which

claims ttrat while man's existence in civil society is ato¡nistic, man will

attain a fully social being in commr¡nism. In his mature writings, on the

other hand, the individualism of capitalfst society is shov¡n to operate

through social causes and that even in hís alienation man's relations

with others are essentially social. A different critiqr:e of liberal

individr:alisn follows from Marxrs mature social theory.

Marxrs theory of e:çloitation and dehumanísation Ís discussed in

Chapter 6. It is argued that while the concept of alienation continues

to play an important role throughout Marx's intellectual development, the

theoretical framework in which it fr¡nctions in the early writings is

entirely different to that elaborated in the mature works. the early

theory of alienation is not nrerely lirnited to an empirical explanation

of an early stage of capitalist developrent only, but from the point of

view of the mature theory it presents a false analysls of capitalist

exploitation and of ttre production of com¡nodíties in the labour Process.
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FEUERBACH
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In tracing the developrnent of Marx's social and political theory lp

to 1846, when his materialist theory of history was clearly stated for

the first time in The German ldeologry, the ambiguous irnportance of Ludwig

Feuerbach presents itself. Ttre Feuerbachian.influence on Marx during the

period 1843 to 1845 is self evident. lts significance, however, is

entirely subject to interpretation.

lltre importance to t{,arx of Feuerbachrs rtransformative method' in

the formerrs Critigue of Hegel's PhilosoPhy of Right, which was discussed

in an earlier chapter, enjoys alnost trtiversal recognition in the litera-

ture. Tt¡e Feuerbachism of the Critique is continued in the InÈroductíon

to that work prrblished in 1844. There are also numerous acknowledgrments

by Marx and much secondary documentation of Feuerbach's irçortance to the

terminoloçry and formulations of the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. t

The influence of Feuerbach on Marx'" *""*;r* to end with TÌ¡e @rman

Ideology, a work in which Marx and Engels sr:lcject Feuerbach to an exten-

sive theoretical attack and devetop their own revolutíonary "practical

materialismrr which is at once a critique of and an alternatir¡e to

FeuerbachI s "contemplative materialism" - 
2

Several qrxistions are posed by this sketch of Marxrs relation to

Feuerbach. Initially it must be asked whether Marxrs use of Feuerbach is

nerely political, as claimed by István Uészáros and l(art lbrsch3, for

instance, or theoretical. If Marx was ín some sense a theoretical

Feuerbachian his repudiation of Feuerbach in lftre German ldeologV raises

rCf., e.9., A. JaÍres Gregor, rMarx, Feuerbach
Hegelian Dialectic', PP. 72-74, and David McLeIIan,
and l(arl Marx, pp. I07-1I0.

2t'he German ldeologYr P. 57.
3lstván uészáros, Marlþ ftreory of Alienation, p-

I€r1 Marx, pp. L73'L74.

and the Reform of the
llhe Young Hegelians

234; KarI l(orsch'
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another question. Iouis Althusserr, for instance' has argued that Ttre

German ldeology constitutes a significantly new theoretical departure J.n

Marxrs thought in contradistinction to a prior Feuerbachian position.

David Mc1ellan, on the other hand, says that it was through an adaptation

of Feuerbachrs materialism that Marx formulated his own historical

materialism.2 Sinilarly, Eugene Kamenka has said that throughout his

Iife Marx employed a conception of man which is "entirely in the

Feuerbachian spirit and consciously derived from his work". 3 On these

accounts ttre critiqr:e of Feuerbach in lltre German ldeolggy can be inter-

preted as a qrasi-political matter internal to the Young Hegelian move-

ment which did not sigrnificantly affect an enduring theoretical influence

of Feuerbach on Marx.

In addition to the Fer:erbachian influence a furt]¡er unifying fea-

ture on Marx,s work up to 1845 is the continuing elaboration of a theory

of alienation in the writings from the Critique up to Tt¡e HoIy Family.

Although the term ralienationr is not used in the Critique, the descrip-

tion of the duatism between state and civil society to which modern ma¡r

is allegedly sr:bjected is clearly an account of the alienated condition'

one which is evocativety developed in On the Jewísh Question, where it is

expticitly described in terms of atienation. Marx's analysis of the

alienated conèition is elaborated furttrer in the InÈroduction and a more

sophisticated version stitl is developed ín the 1844 Manuscripts.

lfhether Marx continued to employ the theory of alienation after 1845 is a

rloni" Althusser, For l"tarx-
29g. .it., p. l-L2.
3Eugene Kamenka, Ttre Philosophy of

also Sidney Hook, From Hegel to Marx, P.
Ludv¡ig
2?2.

Feuerbach p. 119. cf
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matter of interpretation, but he does seem to disclaim it in The German

tdeology. I

l1tre question of alienation theory in Marx, indeed, the question of

his theoretical developnent in the wídest sense uP to at least 1846, can

not be fully considered wíthout reference to Feuerbach. Not only is

Marxrs concept of alienation and his Feuerbachism contemporaneously

developed and renolnced, but a theoretical relation between Marx and

Feuerbach is sufficiently apparent to invite exploration. Marx's critique

of Hegel and his nasðent materialism, which are developed in this period,

as well as his theory of alienation, can be traced back to Feuerbachrs

writing on the sa¡e themes. His contact with Feuerbach and various

acknowledgments of appreciation leave no doubt as to Feuerbacih's influ-

ence on Marx. The present chaptef will atteÍçlt to ascertain the nature

of that influence and its sigrnifícance in Marx's development.

It wil1 be argued below that in his writing up to 1846 Marx finds

Feuerbach to be both an important political ally against those Young

Hegelians who attempt to ela-borate a'left' Hegelían position and also

that Marx's own theorising during this period leans heavily on the intel-

lectual content of Feuerbach's thought. In using Feuerbachrs theories

for his or^rn puryoses, it will be argued, Marx carrÍes Fetrerbachian thought

to its lirnits, and in confronting it with tasks to which ít is not equal,

he is led to resolve certain tensions in Feuerbach's conception of mart

and nature in such a way as to construct a critigue of Feuerbach and is

led Èo the development of an alternative theory. In exanining Marxrs use

rf,hese take the form of sarcastic allusions to the Young Hegelian
usage . In the Comnr¡rist !,ta¡rifesto, written in the following year, the
repudiation is more exPlicit, cf. W, I, p. 131. But see also the
novel interpretation of ttris by Shlonn Avine
ftrought of I(arI Marx, P. L23.

frr lltre Social and Political
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of Feuerbach's materialism and related theory we will be able Èo trace

the genesis and development of Marxrs o!Ùn theory of historical material-

1Sm

I

The argument, that Marx's relation to Feuerbach is predominantly

political rather than theoretical, has some currency in the literature'

Karl l(orsch, for instance, supports such a position by saying that Marx,

r¡nlike Engels, arrived at his materialism independently of Feuerbachrs

critiqr:e of philosophical and theological idealism "by a much longer road

through a study of Denpcritus and Epicurus, of the naterialists of the

17th and ISth centuries, and finally ttrrough a detailed criÈical revision

of the whole idealist philosophy of Hegel".r On this account Marxrs

relation with Fer:erbach must have been political , for the development of

Marxrs materialist theory had begun prior to the time of Feuerbach's

influence on him. l{hilst l(orsch is místaken in dating Marxrs materialism

from the period of his doctoral thesis' as lrre argued in chapter I above,

he does in effect correct Engels! suggestion that l¡larx fell under

Feuerbach's spell in 1841 with the publication of the latter's The

Essence of Christianitv. 2 Although some writers3 still claim that

Feuerbachrs influence on Marx began in that year or with that book, Franz

llehring's classic biography corrected "the trick which Engels' memory

played him,,r, a¡¡d David McLella¡r has shown that itwas Bruno Bauer rather

than Fer¡erbach who exercised an intellectuat influence on l'larx during

lKorsch, 99. cit., P. L72.

2prederick Engels, 'Ludwig Feuerbactr and the End of Classical
German PhilosoPhY', @, III' P. 344'

3E.G. Gregor, 99- cit., p. 68; Robert Ttrcker, Philosophy and Myth

in I(arI Marx, PP. 80, 95-
uFtatt" Mehring, Karl Marx, P- 52. Cf.. also Zbigniew Jordan, Iþ9

pp. 18-19.Evolution of Historical MaÈerialism
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this early period. I Hot.rr.r, Korsch fails to acknowledge that Marxrs

"detailed critical revision of the whole ideatistic philosophy of Hegel"

was not atterçted r:nf-il after he had read Feuerbachrs Preliminary @

for the Reform of Philosophy. Marx makes extensive use of ttris work in

his Critiqr¡e of Hegel's Philosophy of Right. It is also from about this

tine Èhat Marxts political alliance with Feuerbach begins. Ttre political

a¡rd theoretical relations between Marx and Feuerbach are not so easily

separated, as we will demonstrate below.

Marx's relation with Feuerbach has its pre-history in the relation

between Marx and Bauer. I'larxrs career in political journalism began in

early 1842 when the prospect of a uni¡¡ersity post was closed to him

through Ba¡:er's dismissal from Bonn University.2 Marx had finished his

doctorate on Bauerrs insistence with the hope that he would join Bauer at

Bonn University where ttrey would collaborate on atfieistic writing.

After Bauerr s èisntissal the two did in fact work together briefly mtil

Bauer moved to Berlin. From JuIy 1842 Marx was drawn into the organisa-

tion of the Rtreinische Zeitung, a journal of liberal reform, and was

appointed its editor in ndd-October. From the time of his first involve-

rent with the paper Marx found himself to be in increasing disagreement

with the Bertin Yor¡g Hegetians, known as the Freien, led by Bauerrs

brother, Edgar. And by the end of Novenber Marxrs break with the

Berliners was complete. Marx's differences with the Bauer brothers and

their group were both political and theoretical. lttre outlandish behavi-

our of the Berliners and their uncompromising attacks on liberal initia-

tives for reform were inimical to good relations with the progressive

movement being mounted by the Rhineland bourgeoisie, which Marx sr4rported.

rM"Lellan, 
9p.. cit., p. 72.

2For a detailed treatment of tÏ¡is period see David l{clellan, KarI
Marx, pp. 40-61.
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Theoretically, the Berliners were atterçting to work out 'revolutionary'

principles derived from Hegel, to further develop Hegel's ideas; Marx, on

the other hand, regarded such projects poorly and was himself atternpting

to develop a total critiqr:e of Hegel. I The articles which Marx wrote for

the Rt¡einieche Zeiturg show no trace of Feuerbach's influence, and the

unsigrned article which appeared in the Anekdota proclaiming Ètrat "there

is no other road...to truth and freedom except that leading through ttre

stream of fire lthe Feuer-bach]. Feuerbach is ttre purgatory of the

present times"2, which has been widely attributed to Marx, was probably

not written by him.3

The absence of Feuerbachrs influence on Marx at this time does not

mean that they had nothing in comrnon. llarx shared with Feuerbach an

interest in criticising Hege1 and Hegelism. As early as 1839 Feuerbach

published Towards a Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy in the HaIIische

Jahrbücher fur l{issenschaft r:nd Kunst, whÍch argued, ¿ìmong other things,

that Hegelrs philosophy is tautological to the extent that it assunes the

cpnclusion it claims to prove, namely, an identity of ideality and

reality, an identity which elininates reality in favour of the ideal.b

AIso, the hostility between Marx and the Berliners has its parallel in

the hostitity of the Berliners to Feuerbachrs attack on speculative

philosophy. s ftris is alt the more interesting for the fact that in 1841

Ivlarx, Bauer and Feuerbach had together planned to found a theological-

lFor a contrary view cf. Tucker, gg. cit., p. 96.

''L,rth.r as Arbiter between Strauss and Feuerbach', in Loyd Easton
and Kurt Guddat (ed.), !'tritings of the Young Marx on PhíIosophy and
Society, p. 95.

3cf . McLellan, Karl @, p. 67, note 3. Tt¡is same statement is
made, buÈ with a little reservation, in his earlier Marx Before Marxism,
p. 142, note 18.

fnnglish Èranslation in Zawar Hanfi (ed.), l*¡e Fiery Brook:
Selected Writings of Ludr¿ig Feuerbachr pp. 53-96.

sJoht Maguire, Marxrs Paris !{ritings, p. 3.
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philosophical review. r Feuerbach went through ttre same change in his

relation with Bauer as did Marx. 1fhe basis for an alliance between Marx

and Feuerbach, therefore, Iiìtas well established during L842' It was con-

solidated in early 1843. Marx had intended to write a systematic cri-

tiqrreofHegel.spoliticalphilosophyforaboutayearbeforehedrafted

the cri.tiqr.æ between March and August 1843, but it was not r:ntil he had

read Feuerbach's Preliminary Theses on the Reform of Philosophy' pt¡b-

lished in Februarl 1843, that he was able to do so.2 Íhe tynch-pin of

the Cri tique is the method developed in Feuerbach's Prelíminar]r Theses'

Feuerbach, s llheses can be summarised in four basic points which

find expression in Marxrs writing of tt¡e time. Firstly, Feuerbach cor-

rects Hegel,s speculative ideatism by "turntinSl the predicate into the

sulcject,,, thus establishing "the true relationship of thought to being' ' '

Being is the sr:bject, thought the predicate."3 He advocates the negation

or transcendence of philosoPhY, for the "philosopher must take into the

textofphilosophythataspectofmanwhichdoesnotphilosophise,but'

rather,isopposedtophilosophy...Philosophyhastobegin...withitsown

antitt¡esis; i.e., wittr non-philosophy"'h Ttris second point is a neces-

sary precondition to a third, which is an assertion of the primacy of man:

,,Allspeculation...outsideoforevenaboveman,isspeculationwithout

r:nity, necessity, sr¡bstance, ground, and reality".s Final1y, Eeuêrbach

arguesthatthetranscendenceofphilosophyandtherealisationofman

can be accomplished only through a Franco-German writy' "lrhe true

rMcLellan,

2r¡ia. r PP-
Marxism, P. 85-

3Feuerbach,

Hanfi (ed. ), Qp.
brbid., p.
stbid. , P.

I(arl l¡tarx, p. 42-

67-68i rouis Dupré' The Philosophical For:¡rdations of

'Preliminary Íheses on the Reform of Philosophy" in
cit., pP. L54, 168-

L64.

L72.
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philosopher who is identical with life and man must be of Franco-German

parentage ."I !{hile Marxrs Critique emphasises only Feuerbachrs method of

criticising Hegel's logic, his Introduction written but months later,

proposes the entire Feuerbachian progranme sunmarised in these four

points.

lfhe Introduction is not wittrout its criticisms of Feuerbach ,aswe

shall see shortly, but in posing an alternative programme to the Berlin

Yourg Hegelians and their attempts to propagate a 'revolutionar¡¿' elabo-

ration of Hegel - they fail "to realise that previous philosophy itself

belongs to this world and is its complemênt"2 - Mar* mobilises a set of

notions against them derived from Feuerbach. Marx's attack on Bauer and

his group is repeated in llhe HoIy Family. Here the themes of negating

philosophy, Feuerbachian hr¡nanÍsm and the need for a Franco-cerman r:nity,

which first appeared in the Introduction3, are again asserted.4 the

Bauer group is subjected to criticism again in ftre Germar¡ ldeology, but

this time Fer¡erbach does not provide the battering rams; he is viewed

from across the battle field and counted as merely another representative

of modern German philosophy along with Bauer and Max Stirner. s Marx's

political use of Feuerbach, therefore, ranges from 1843 to 18456, ând

abruptly ends with a theoretical critiqr:e of hin the following year.

Actually, Marxrs ¡tolitical and theoretical d.ifferences with Feuer-

bach pre-date the critique mounted ín lttre German ldeolog¡¡, but up to 1845

trbid., p. 165.
2M"r*, rCritique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right. Introduction',

Early ûtritings, p. 25O. rlll

3rbid.r pp. 25o, 25L, 257.
frhe Holy Family, pp. 109-110, L47.
sThe German ldeology, p. 19. It should be saíd that even here

Eeuerbach is defended against Bauer.
6tt{észáros, 

9P.. cit., pp. 234-237, says that Marx had only a verbal
debt to Feuerbach by 1844 and had no political use for hin thereafter.
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l4arx,s critical development of Feuerbach's tlteory forms the basis of his

opposition to the Young Hegelians. !{hile Marx vtas never a mere follower

of Feuerbacht, he did share with him a common starting point' utilised

his critigue of Hegel and adopted the Progranme outlined in the

preliminary Theses. lltre major difference between Marx's Introduction a¡rd

Feuerbach's g@ is already suggested in an acclamatory letter l'larx

wrote inunediately after his first reading of Feuerbach.s essay:

I approve of Feuerbachrs aphorisms' excePt for one

poi.i: he directs hinself too much to nature and

too little to politics. But it is politics which

happens to be lne onty link through which contem-

;;ty phitosoPhY can become true'2

To Feuerbachrs hunanism, to his pleas for a tra¡¡scendence of philosophy

and a Franco-cerman alliance, Marx adds the political dimension when he

identifiestheproletariataStheagentofsocialrevolution.Marx

attenptstobringFeuerbachhimselfroundtoacceptthenecessityofa

crÍtique of politics, but fails to do so.3 1Ítris did not lead Marx to

believe that the Feuerbachian program¡rre should be abandoned, however, fot

thelntroductionitisdescribedas''theprereguisiteofallcriti-IN

cism,,r', and is similarly depicted in lftre HoIy Fa¡nily's

whireMarxandFeuerbachdisagreedontheqr:estionofporitical

action,Marx.spolitica}useofFeuerbachwaspremisedontheassunption

that in Feuerbach's writings are "given - I do not kno\" whether con-

sciouslyornot_aphilosophicatfoundationtosocialism,andwe

rGeorge Plekha¡rov, Fr¡ndamental Problems of Marxis4lr PP. 26-43,

argues that Marx vÙas a mere

2M"t* to Arnold Ruge,

P. 10.

follower of Feuerba ch.

March 13, 1843; quoted in Avineri, 9p.' cit.'

3Cf. I,{észáros, op. cit., pp. 234ff; Mclellan, Karl E, P'78'

sthe HoIy Fanily, PP. 109-110, 147'
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co¡nmunists at once have understood your works in this sense".l It is,

therefore, difficult to sustain the claim that in using Feuerbach in his

struggle against the Bauer group Marx owed no intellectual debt to

Feuerbach, fot the political use of Feuerbach is based on an appreciatioh

of the theoretical content of his thought. Marxrs Feuerbachian refer-

ences, then, can not properly be summarised as no more than terminologi-

cal, for the potitical weapons which Marx used against the Yor:ng Hegelians

were at this time based on a particularly syr¡npathetic wtderstanding of

Feuerbach's tfteory. Nor can the influence of Feuerbach's thought on Marx

be said to end in 1844, when it was made clear to Marx that Feuerbach

would not contribute to the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher2, for the

main Feuerbachian elements of the Introduction are rehearsed in llhe HoIy

Family of 1845.

After recognising that Marxrs potitical use of Feuerbach in his

polemic against Bauer and his group entails an apprehension of Feuerbach's

hr¡nanist programme, albeit supplemented with the political dimension of

proletarian practice, it is crucial to also recognise that during this

same period Marx develops some positive criticisms of Feuerbach. To

avoid confusion and paradox in attempting to understand what is clearly a

complex theoretical relationship between l"larx and Feuerbach, it is essen-

tial that the precise nature of Marx's criticisms of Feuerbach be identi-

fied. Precision here is also important for an understanding of the

development of historical materialism. The difficulty arises because the

criticisms in the aphoristic Tt¡eses on Feuerbach, written in the spring

IMarx to Feuerbach, August L844; quoted in tUlszárosr oP. cit., p.
235, and a slightly different version in McLellan, KarI Marx, p. L24.

2peuerbach regarded Marx and Ruge too impatient for action and held
that "the time was not yet ripe for a transition from theory to practice,
for the theory had still to be perfected", Mclellan, Karl Marx, p. 78.
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of 1845, are often regarded as a drawing together and sunnary of points

made against Fer¡erbach during the period from 1843, and also as tìe basis

of the arguunent wtrich when elaborated becomes tJle first part of The

German ldeolog¡¡. In this latter work Marx's full length critique of

Feuerbach is the obverse side of his theory of historical materialism.

If both of these views of the Theses are true Ít follows that the theory

of historical materialism was nerely enutciated in lfhe @rman Ideoloqy

but developed in the writings of 1843 to 1845. Ttris interpretation of

the fheses generates a serious paradox, however. It maintains tåat

Marxrs historical materialist repudiation of Feuerbach, elaborated in

Ttre German ldeoloqy, but already formulated in the ftreses which draw on

earlier critÍcisms of Feuerbach, !ùas developed at the same tine as and

co-existed with Marx's incorporation of Feuerbachrs ttreory when poleni-

cally engaging the Young Hegelians. lltris paradox is resolved when it is

demonstrated that, firstly, Marxrs critique of Feuerbactr during the

period of his accepting Feuerbachrs progranme, which is indeed sun¡narised

in the Theses on Feuerbach, is a critique of Feuerbach only in so far as

it attempts to make Feuerbachism consistent with itself. Second1y, the

main points againsÈ Feuerbach which when positívely stated aÍÌowlt to ttre

exposition of historical materialism found in lltre German ldeologY are

absent in the Theses on Feuerbach. l

The eleven Theses on Feuerbach make three broad criticisms of

Feuerbach which can also be for¡nd variously in the Introduction in the

Economic a¡¡d pÞi@. Manuscripts and, to a lesser degree, in E Holy

rFor a contrary view, cf. Althusser' 9P. cit., p. 34; Maurice
Godelier, Rationality a¡rd lrrationality in Economics, pp. 115, 118'
note 18; Mclellan, Karl Marx, P. 140.

II
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Family. The first three Ttre?es make the point that materialism up to and

including Feuerbach has igrnored the practical side of man. Marx very

briefly indicates how materialism is better able to accor¡nt for knowledge

and historical change by incorporating into its system the concept of

rpracticer. The second general point relates to the social nature of

man. In the llheses IV to VII various aspects of Feuerbachrs default in

this area are noted. llhese two points, of practice and society, are brought

together in a third criticism which faces materialisn with the conse-

quences of realising that social life is itself practical. The details

and ra¡nifications of this are rendered in the lllreses VIII to xI . lthe

particulars of these criÈicisms of Feuerbach can be made clear by exanin-

ing Marxrs co¡runents on these matters in his writing qp to the ilheses on

Feuerbach.

The factor of practice or praxís, which remained an essential part

of Marx,s mature theory of history, vtas noted to be crucial in itself and

absent in Feuerbach when Marx first read the Prelidna{_ Theses on the

Reform of Philosophy. r Ttt. need for praxis is affirmed in the Introduc-

tion, man is described as essentially a consciously active being in the

Economic and Phi c Månuscrípts, and in The HoIy Fa¡nily it is

observed ttrat ideas I'cannot carry out anything at all. In order to carr"y

out ideas men are needed who can exert practical force."2 And yet, when

Marx paraphrases Feuerbach in the Introduction by saying that "Man makes

religion, religion does not make manr3, he acknowledges that Feuerbach

does indeed appreciate, in a sense, that man is not nerely a product of

circumstances but also actirre in making thenr. More sígrnificantly, Marx

lMarx's letter to Ruge, qr:oted in Avinerir 9p-' cit', p' 10'
2Early Writings, p. 25I; Economic and PhilosoPhic t{anuscriPts,

p. 71; The Holy Family, P. 140.
3Early writings, P. 244-
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seems to suggest that Feuerbach's hunanism, and especially his demand for

the negation of philosophy, implies that nan has an active side.

Although Feuerbach is not specifically mentioned in this context in the

Introduction , Marx's comnrents on what he ironically calls tJ:e "practical

political party" are pertinent. The practical party, says Marx, is

"right to demand the negation of philosophy", but such a demand can be

achieved only when philosophy is first realised, and the realisation of

philosophy is possible only "through practice [Praxisl".r Marxrs criti-

cism that Feuerbachrs materialism is defective in failing to recogmise

that man's sensuousness exists as "hl¡nan sensuous activiÈy, practice"2

is not primarily concerned to chide him for igrnoring practice. Marx's

complaint, rather, is tl.at Feuerbach has not sufficiently drawn out the

implications of his theory of man as a sensr¡ous being, a tlteory which

Ieads, Marx claims, to the recognition that man is an active, practical

being.

Marxrs argument that Feuerbach's hunanism, and especially the

observation that man is a sensuous being, implies ttrat man has a practi-

cal nature, takes three different but related forms or stages. One of

these is that there is a practical imperative in intention. !{e have

already seen Marx argue that the intention to negate phitosophy can be

approximated only through practice. Marx returns to this question in the

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts when he says that "the resolution of

the theoretical antitheses is only possible in a practical way". 3 Ttte

view that Feuerbach's prograntrne engenders or reguires a practical itçera-

tive is not a consequence of Marx attempting to apply a moral and external

rr¡id., pp. 249, 25o, 25L.
2tT'heser on Feuerbach, rr r !lEs!{, rr p. 13.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. LO2-
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principle to Feuerbach's hr-unanism, such as one claiming that a person

must act upon what he believes. On the contrary, it follo\¡ìIs from a prin-

ciple internal to Feuerbach's anthropology. The practical resolution of

theoretical antitheses is possible, Marx continues, only "by virtue of

the practical energy of manrr. I This is the second form of the argument

that man is an active being, the sensuous nature of man anthropologically

entails that man is by nature active-

The argument that it is in manrs nature to be practical because it

is in man's nature to be sensuous is taken directly from Feuerbach- Marx

says that

I'tan as an objective, sensuous being is therefore a

suffering being - and because he feels what he suf-
fers, a passionate being. Passion is the essential
force of man energetically bent on its object.2

It is because man suffers that he is active. lltre idea that suffering is

a niddle link in a chain of sensuous man and his activeness had already

been suggested in the Introduction where religious suffering is dis-

cussed.3 In the Economic a¡¡d Philosophic ManuscripÈs the argument is much

nore general when it is explained that man's capacity for suffering is

directly related to his sensuous nature.4 "To be sensuous is to suffer"5

because the obiects and forces external to man in nature which stimtllate

his senses also provide for the satisfaction of his needs. This senti-

ment is Feuerbach's: "A being without suffering is nothing but a being

without sensuousness, without matter".6 While suffering, and especially

lr¡id.
2r¡ia p. L46.
3Early I'lritings, P. 244.
acf. Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, pp. 99, I44-L45.
sEconomic and Philosophic t'tanuscriPts, p. L46.

9..
6'preli¡ninary Theses on the neform of Philosophy', in Hanfi (ed-),

cit., p. 163.
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suffering through attempting to satisfy needs, somehow proves man's sen-

suousness, it is in the satisfaction of man's needs, and especially his

species needs, that man is active. r Marx develops this point by rigor-

ously applying Fer:erbach's notion of man as an essentially natural and

sensuous being. ftre principle of praxis is not unknown to Feuerbach, and

he argues that it is a conseguence of sensuous existence when he says

that all reality exists in space and time, "the primary criteria of

praxís".2 Feuerbach, however, does not so closely tie his concept of

praxis to human sensuousness. Marx, on the other hand, holds that

Feuerbach's conception of man's sensuousness entails hr¡nan praxis, that

a developed Feuerbachian anthropology is an anthropology of praxis.

fhere is a third form of argument employed by Marx which criticises

Feuerbach for not developing the notion of man as a practical being but

at the same time suggests ttrat this notion is inherent in Feuerbachism.

Marxrs position is that it is in r:niting the ¡naterialist doctrine of

objective sensuousness wi.th tt¡e idealist doctrine of man's mental activ-

ity tJ:at the concept of man as a sensuously active or practical being

emerges. Marxrs treatment of Feuerbach in relation to this issue is on

the surface contradictory. In lltre Hoty Fanily he says that "the old

antithesis between spiritualism and materialism has been...overcome once

a¡rd for aII by Feuerbach"3, whereas it is denied ín the firsÈ T'hesis on

Feuerbach that Fer¡erbachrs materialisn has incorporated idealism's dÍs-

coverlf of manrs "active side".b The resolution of this paradox is found

in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscrípts where Marx concludes that

man "is an active natural being" after developing the Feuerbachia¡r themes

lEconontic and Philosophic Manuscripts, pp. 102-104.
2'Preliminary Theses...', g_. cit., p. L62.
3Ttre Holy Fanily, p. 111.
qtTheses ori Fetærbach, Ir, MESW, r, p. 13.
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ofmanasaSpeciesthroughhisconsciousnessofothersandofmanaSan

objective sensuol¡s being. I "H"r" we see how consisÈent naturalism or

humanism distinguishes itself both from idealism and materialism' consti-

tuting at the same time the unifying truth of both"'2 It is "consistent

naturalism,, which, in unifying the truth of materialism and idealism'

shows man to be a practical being. Feuerbach himself is inconsistent'

according to Marx, in so far as there remains in his writing a vestige of

idealisn.3 Th. neglect in Feuerbach of man's practical activity as a

constituent part of sensr:ous reality is not merely criticised by Marx'

He argues that it is only through t]"e further development of the pro-

granüÊ of hr.una¡rist naturalism, which Feuerbach established, that such a

concept can be advanced. Marxts comments, in effect, amount Ço the claim

that while Feuerbach hi¡nself does not grasP the relevance of man's prac-

ticalactivity,theconceptisneverthelessintegraltoFeuerbachian

theory.

rn his third fhesis on Feuerbach Marx employs what is the revised,

corrected and consistent Feuerbachian principre of man as a practically

active being to show that society is a unified whole rather than a dual-

ist arrangenent in which the source of historical change would be exter-

nal to the circumstances of men. a Thi" consideration raises the qr:estion

of manrs social nature, and this issue is central to Marxts second

general criticism of Feuerbach'

ThecriticismsofFeuerbachinthellheseslvtovllarewidely

regarded as Ern attempt to confront Feuerbach's phitosophical anthropologry

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, P. L44-

2r¡id. ; emPhasis added.

'cf. Hook, æ.. cit., PP' 279-28I'
['Theses on Feuerbach, rrrr, MES!{, I, PP' 13-14' cf' also ftre Holy

Fanily' P. 153.
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with a materialist sociology. r The evidence for this view in the fL¡eses

themselves is rather slender, however. Apart from the general impression

created by the claims that Feuerbach's treatment of man is deficient in

that it does not sufficiently recogrnise that he is a social being, there

is little indication in the Íheses that Marx has a 'sociological' vision

of man. Marx does, of course, assert that mants human essence "is the

ensemble of social relations"2, and that religious alienation must "be

explained by the self-cleavage and self-contradictoriness of [itsl secu-

Iar basis".3 It will become obvious, though, that these propositions are

not equivalent to lr,larxr s conception of social man developed in The German

fdeology, where it is argued that manrs social nature is explicable in

terms of his material production. a ftris is a qualitatively different

category from that of "practical, hr¡nan-sensuous activity"s, arrno.rnced in

the fifth Thesis on Feuerbach and apparently invoked Èo serve the same

fr:nction as the former, namely, to account for the basis of manrs social

relations. White the discussion in the fourth fhesis, of what is

required to explain religion, can be regarded as parallel to the account

in The German ldeology, stating that the "phantoms formed in the hr¡nan

brain are also, necessarily, sr:blimates of [man'sl material life-process,

which is empirically r¿rerifiable ar¡d bound to material premises"6, the

absence of anything but the general a¡rd non-empirical categories of self-

cleavage and self-contradiction prevent us from seeing the two as anything

like equivalents. The argument that the Theses, do not comprise a sumtary

tcf ., ê.9., Hook, op. cit., p. 293¡
p. 56¡ ceorge Lichtheim, llarxism, p. 42.

Joachim Israel, Alienation,

2tTheres on Feuerbach, vrr, MESW, r, P.
3tTh"se" on Feuerbach, IVr, MEsw, r, P.
ucf ., e.9., The German Ideolog'y, p. 32.
Sttteses on Eeuerbach, Vr, gry, r, P. l.4.
6The c,ermatr ldeolog¡¿, p. 38.

t4.
L4.
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of The German Ideoloqv will be taken up later in the chaPter, at this

point it is intended to indicate no more than that the materialist soci-

ology, first developed in the latter work, is not particularly indicated

in the former.

llhe argunent that Marx's discussion of nanrs social nature in his

criticisms of Feuerbach in the Theses is devoid of a rmaterialist' con-

tent does not itself deny that he develops a sociological critique of

philosophical anthropolog¡¡. But an anbiguity in the term 'society' and

the special meaning Marx gives to the conc€pt in his writings prior to

The German ldeolocrv, a discussion of which is developed more fully in the

next chapter, does raise the question of whether there is anything that

can be regarded as sociologicat in these lftteses. !{hat will be argr:ed

here is tþat Marxrs criticisms of Feuerbach's conception of man do not

constitute a radical departure from philosophical anthropology, but, like

the criticisms of the first three Theses, attelçt to make consistent and

develop further a¡r essentially Feuerbachian notion of manrs 'social'

essence.

A prima facie case that Marx not only developed a sociological

critique of Feuerbach in his Theses, but also that this critique was begur

soon after his reading Feuerbachrs Preliminarv lltreses on the Reform of

Philosophy, could be argued by showing the similarity between Marxrs

seventh Thesis and certain passages in the Introduction. Marx claims ín

his ftreses that Feuerbach "does not see that the 'religious sentiment'

is itself a social product, and that the abstract individual whom he

analyses betongs in reality to a particrrlar form of society". I A si¡nilar

Passage in the Introduction stating that "man is no abstract being

rtTheses on Feuerbach, VrIt, W, I, P. L4.
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squatting outside the world. Man is the world of man, state, society"l,

has also been regarded in the secondary literature as a sociological

crítiqr:e of Fer¡erbachrs anthropolog¡¡ of religion.2 And yet it is prob-

able that Marx was not criticising Feuerbach at all in this latter pas-

sage. A little later in the Introduction when Marx returns to the

question of abstracted treatments of man, his target is explicitly Hegel,

not Feuerbach. lttre discussion there of "the German conception of the

modern state, which abstracts from the real man, was only possible

because and in so far as the modern state itself abstracts from real

man',3 is reminiscent of the Critique. Before going further into Marxrs

criticisms in the Critique of Hegelrs abstraction of man, in order to

show its relevance for an r¡rderstanding of the Theses, let us briefly

consider the notion of rsociety' as it is used by Marx in his writings of

this period.

One meaning of the term 'societyr is the anthropological notion of

society as manrs "species-life itself"q, as Marx expresses it in his

essay On the,Jewish Question, written just before the Introduction and

pqblished with it. fhis conception is not part of a sociological argu-

ment about man's condition, but one concerned with the qrrestion of the

nature of man's hunan essence. It is precisely thís anthropological

meaning which is ascribed to Feuerbach when his great achievements are

listed by Marx in the Economic and Phitosophic Manuscripts: "Feuerbach

also makes ttre social relationship 'of man to man' the basic principle of

the theory". s This social relationship is that derived from man's

rEarly Writings, p. 244.

'cf., ê.9., Drryré, gg. cit., p. I13; Israel, gp-. cit., p. 32.
3Early !{ritings, p. 25O.
qEaston and Guddat (eds.), oP. cit., p. 237.

sEconornic eind PhilosoPhic Manuscripts, p. 135.
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,species-beingr in which self-consciousness is the source of man's

natural conmgnicative sociality. It is possible, therefore, to see the

assertion of the Introduction that man is not an abstract being outside

the world but a social being, as an affirmation of the Feuerbachian

critique of Hegel's conception of man as a predicate of mind. There is

no need to assr¡ne that Marx's considerations of society in the seventh

fhesis on Feuerbach departs from this conception of manrs social nature

in the anttrroPological sense.

As we saw ín Chapter 2 above Marx criticises Hege 1 in the Critique

for not regarding nan as a being of essential sociality in an anthropo-

logical sense, for the social qualities of manrs nature are e)<Pressed,

even though in an alienated form, in the political state, according to

Marx. !{hereas Hegel regards ttre state as an entity quite external to

man,s nature, Marx contends that the political 0ffices of the state'

whilst not an expression of manrs full universality, for the political

state is not rational, are nonetheless a fr:nction of human sociality

r¡nder particular conditions. It is this critiqr:e of Hegel whích seems¡

to inform the discr¡ssion in the Introduction referred to above, of the

abstraction of real man in the German conception of the modern state' A

perfectly coherent interpretation of the seventh lltresis on Feuerbach can

show that Marx is there making cormnents against Feuerbach which are simi-

lar to those he made against Hegel in the critique. !{hile in the critique

the state is regarded as a "mode of, manr s social existence as the reali-

sation and objectification of his essence" I, ttre retigious sentiment is

analogously conceived as a social product in the lfhesis. This is to say

that not only is religion an asPect of mants alienated condition, as

Fer¡erbach correctly shows, but, as Marx maintains, that retigion is a

lE"trv s!!!rrg,
bach, comPare ibid., P.

. gg. Marx no doubt got this notion from Feuer-
78, with 'Preliminary llheses-.. r, P. I72'

p
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pherþmenon which reveals something of the state of man's essential nature

in a wider sense. Feuerbach, in seeing the alienation of individual men,

ignores the fact, stressed by tlarx, that the general condition of man's

species-nature under religious alienation implies that all men rrbelong in

reality to a particular form of society'rl, ot, as he more graphically

puts it in the Critigr:e, the "modern age...isolates the objective essence

of man, treating it as something purely external and material".2

These comnpnts of Marx relate to two points, namely that the alien-

ation of essence is not a merely individual predicament and that in the

alienation of essence man's species-nature is given a limited and partic-

ular expression. Feuerbach's conception of manrs anthropologically

social essence and its alienation is such that individuals may lose their

essence under adverse circunstances. Marx's criticism of Feuerbachts

individualised essentialism amounts to the assertion that as the social

essence of man is a facutty of his species-being or species-nature -

which is also Feuerbach's point of departure - any factor which interferes

with the full expression of that nature, such as the state or religion'

affects the species as a whole and determines a general condition of man'

not merely the individual condition of particular men' For Marx man

renains a species-being under religious or political alienation, even

though his essential nature is without full etçression. :ft¡is is because

Marx regards religion and the state as being themselves a conseguence of

man's species-being in a limited and incomplete sense' Feuerbach' on the

other hand, sees religious alienation as a complete denial of man's

species-being. These points are develop ed in the sixth Thesis on

Feuerbach where Marx argues that "the hunan essence is no abstraction

Itltreses on Feuerbach, VIIt, W, I, P. L4

2Early !{ritings, P. I48.
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inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of

the social relations."l In this Marx again attempts to introduce con-

sistency into Feuerbachian thought.

!{arx does not charge wittr denying that the human essence

"is the ensemble of the social relations", but with failing to "enter

upon a criticísm of this real essence".2 Feuerbach's ohtn general view,

sumnarised in 559 of Principles of the Philosophy of the $!ure, is

remarkably similar to Marxrs critical formulation:

The single man in isolation possesses in himself
the essence of man neither as a moral nor as a

thinking being. The essence of man is contained
only in the com¡nunity, in the r.míty of man with
marr.3

Hovrever, in not criticising or understanding fully tJ:is real essence

Feuerbach, according to Marx, perpetrates tÏ¡e dor¡b1e mistake of abstract-

ing from the historical process and thereby presupposes an abstract'

isolated individual and, secondly, of assr¡¡ting that the hunan essence

naturally r:nites these individuals.a The introduction of 'history' as a

counter to what appears to be a manifestation of methodological individu-

alism on Feuerbach's part, and the condemnation of Feuerbach's alleged

claim that man is r¡nited naturally, â condemnation usually associated

with the sociological repudiation of the view that man has a pre-social

nature, gives the ínpression that l"tarx is sociologically criticising

Feuergachrs anthropologism. And yet these criticisms can be shown to be

quite consistent with the anthropological concept of man outlined by Marx

in his Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right.

l'Theses on Feuerbach,VIr, MESW, r, p.
2rbid.
3Hanfi (ed. ), op. ciÈ., p. 244.
btnreses on Feuerbach, vrr, ¡4Eslil , r, p

L4

L4.
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According to Marxrs early evolutionary ontolog'y, which was described

in Chapter 2 above, manrs essential nature of universal and rational

sociality attains its fuIl potential through an historical process of

development. Prior to manrs fuII apprehension of his essence, when man

is isolated from the ful] sociality of his species-being, his essence is

nonetheless inunanent in his being and detenninate in his institutions and

their development. In these early stages of his human development man is

isolated or alienated from the r:niversal or rational form of his essence

even though it exists empirically in a partial form as the political

state or even as religion. The point that man exists as a species-being

even in his alienation is very important to Marxrs analysis and has often

been misunderstood in the literature t : it is crucial to Marx's argunent

that although man may be isolated from his objective essence, from his

essence in its fully developed form, his essence exists empirically in

the partial form of alienated institutions. ltre historical process of

manrs essential developrnent described by Marx assumes that mants essence

is ever present but in different forms at differenÈ times. It is in the

culmination and conclusion of this historical process that man's full

essence is realised "in the comnunity, in the r'urity of man with man", to

use Feuerbach's words which Marx paraphrases throughout the Economic and

Phi c Manuscripts. It is probable that it is this historical pro-

cess to which Marx refers in the sixth llhesis on Feuerbach. An inter-

pretation based on this assumption shows ttrat on the one hand Marx shares

Feuerbach's notion of the human essence as the ensemble of social rela-

tions and, on the other, that he criticises Feuerbach's misunderstanding

of this concePt of social man.

tn.g., Bertell ollman, Alienation, p. 116.
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Marxrs argument is that Feuerbacfr abstracts from the historical

process in two senses, in an ahistorical naturalism and in an individu-

alisation of man. He posits the social essence of man's species-being

ahistoricalty by considering that it unites men naturally without con-

sideration of the historical development which leads to the full realisa-

tion of manrs species-being in a wriversal form. For Feuerbach the datum

of manrs essential sociality, his species-being, is the self-

consciousness of man which exists here a¡rd now. Marx implies that

Feuerbach holds to a more or less idealised view of manr s social essence

in so far as Feuerbach suggests that essential species-being exists only

in its full form as man's comnunity with man, even though man is demon-

strably without full community in religion and the political state- His

conception of man,s essence as species-being in communicative sociality

has no regard for the fact, postulated by Marx, that its empirical rup-

ture through religion is not a mere loss of essence, but itself an

alienated form of man's essential nature which wiII be surmounted in

manr s historical developrnent. fhus for Feuerbach the hunan essence is

"comprehended only as a rgenust"l whereas Marx comprehends it as a

developing and evolutionary form. Because Feuerbach regards ¡tlanrs

essence as an idealised reality of man rather than as an aspect of his

historical development, he regards the loss of essence as a misery which

befalls unfortunate individuals rather than as a general condition of the

hr¡nan species under specific conditions:

OnIy in human life does it happen, but even here only
in abnormal a¡rd unfortunate cases, that being is
separated from essence; only here does it happen that
a man's essence is not where his being is.2

t t Theses on Feuerbach, vr' , ¡æ¡¡!{, r, P. L4-
2'Prl-nciples of the Philosophy of the Futurer, Hanfi (ed.), oP'

cit., p. 2L5.
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This is the second sense in which Feuerbach abstracts from the historical

process.

!{hat Marx appears to be doing in those Theses on Feuerbac*r which

argue his case for mants social nature is to reveal an inconsistency in

Feuerbachrs treatment of man and correct that inconsistency by develop-

ing the Feuerbachian presuppositions which he regards as fundamentally
i

correct. His discussion in the lllreses of man's practical nature and

man's social nature is a criticism of Feuerbach's actual formulations

from the point of view of Feuerbachian premises. Marx thereby develops

a consistent Feuerbachism in a way ttrat Feuerbach failed to do. We know

that Marx at this time regarded Feuerbach as rrone who has made genuine

discoveries" and as "the representative of materialism coinciding with

hr¡nanism in the theoretical domain". I In breaking new gror:nd for the

first Èime it is quite explicable that Feuerbach would have retained

vestages of the old system of thought he overthrew and would not have

been able to follow his original discoveries Èo all their ramifications.

In those Theses on Feuerbach discussed above Marx attempts to complete

the task Feuerbach began. ftris certainly constitutes a critique of

Feuerbach, but the content of the critiqr:e is decidedly Feuerbachian'

The third general criticism which Marx raises in the fheses on

Feuerbach VIII to XI, sigrnifyinq that social life is itsetf practical and

that in being practical it is subject to change, brings together his

previous discussion of the practically active and the social nature of

man. In this criticism of Feuerbach Marx again, in effect, attempts to

sÈrengthen the Feuerbachian programne, but in doing so introduces into it

an element of inconsistency which, when npre fully developed, leacls hím

lEconomic and Phi
p. I47.

losophic Manuscr ipts, p. 134; Ttre HolY Family,
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to abandon Feuerbachism itself. In arguing that "Socia1 life is essen-

tially practical" and that "the point. . . is to change" the worldl, M"t*

introduces into his Feuerbachian anthropology a new concept which it can

not bear. In developing a fully consistent Feuerbachism he paradoxically

brings out a fundamental contradiction internal to it.

The aphoristic nature of the Theses gives them a somewhat crlzptic

quality, but we may be reasonably sure that when l'larx refers to the "human

practice" which gives the "rational solution" to atl the "mysteries which

mislead theory to mysticism"2 he is discussing the practice which is part

of the historical process leading to the full sociality of man's essence

described above, the practice in which men engage in order to overcome

their mystifying alienation. lltris interyretation is borne out in the

tenth llhesis where the standpoint of Marx's nel¡v materialism is said to be

that of "human society, or socialised hr¡nanity".3 "Human society" in

this context can only be ttre condition of unalienated man, the condition

in which his fully social essence is completely realised, especially as

it is contrasted with the standpoint of "contemplative materialism" or

the "old materialism", vthich is thaÈ of "civil society". h Civil society

is the association of men who exist for each other through their intrin-

sícally individual needs and interests and is by its nature, therefore,

alienated society in which men can not exist as full species-beings.

Hunan society or socialised hunanity, then, is what Marx elsewhere

describes as communism.

Feuerbach, too, develops the notion that man is a specÍes-being in

communism, fot he saYs that

r'Theses on Feuerbach, VIII and XI', !s, I, p. 15.

2tTh.="" on Feuerbach, VIrrt, þ!!.
3'Theses on Feuerbach, x', iÞi9-
þ'Theses on Feuerbach' IX and x', ibid.
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in essence what he is in the senses - he is Man or,
rather - since Feuerbach transports the essence of
Man only into his cormnunity - he is social Ma¡r,

comrnr¡nist. r

We have already seen that Feuerbach's appreciation of man's essential

sociality is based on the assumption that there is an existing common

human condition of self-consciousness which constitutes this essence.

Íhe condition of essential being, for Feuerbach, is achieved through love,

which is its content.2 Feuerbach, therefore, sees the achievement of

communism, the social r:nity of man with man, as coming about ttrrough love.

Marx, on the other hand, argues tt¡at it is achieved with practice; an

argì.ment he develops from Feuerbachian premises. this is the point of

the eleventh Thesis, which requires that the world be changed, and Èhis

itself is an extension of the postulation that manrs alienation is a con-

dition.of partial sociality suffered by the species as a whole, an alien-

ation which is within the spectrum of manrs historical evolution. Although

Marx does not specify ttre class nature of practice and change in the

Theses, his introduction elsewhere in writings of the period of political-

class action as the agent of change brings with it the Political role of

the proletariat as a class which is inevitably led to confront other

classes in achieving change. From the point of view of Feuerbach's insis-

tence that full species-being is achieved with tove the class aspect of

cirange is inhuman; it is also inconsístent with the Feuerbachian view of

nan as a species-being with a comnon a¡rd r:niform nature, fot class con-

flict is both unlovely and contrary to the concept of a shared and common

human nature. It is at this point that the Feuerbachian system refined

by lvtarx must begin to break down.

I'on the "Essence of Christianity" in Relation to "The Unique ar¡d

His Property"', quoted in MESltl, I, P. 536, notue 22.

,Cf.. 5¡¡ of 'principles of the Philosophy of the Futu¡€r, Hanfi
(ed. ) , op. cit. r PP. 225-226.
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It would be a mistake, however, to gain the impression that in the

Iast four fkreses Marx r¡rdermines Feuerbachian thought while he attempts

to elaborate and develop it in the others. The last four Theses_ really

do no more than draw out the imptications of those an.a ""* 
-*re them'

and the contradiction inherent in his extended Feuerbachism is not here

manifest. Neither do we want to suggest that Ì'larx is aware of the con-

tradiction in his development of Feuerbachian thought in the Theses. In

fhe HoIy Fa¡nily, for instance, Marx says tJ:at the concept of man's con-

sciousness in English and French materialism is one in which the develop-

ment of consciousness is the result of forces external to it, and, there-

fore, is a concept of passive rather tÏ¡an of practical consciousrr""". I

He then inmediately goes on to argue that this form of materialism can be

used to stryport the case for commr:nism.2 The first point of this argu-

nent is in the ninth fhesis on Feuerbach. What we have deduced of the

meaning of the other Theses might suggest that the second part of the

argu¡nent would still be accepta-ble to lvtarx at the time of his writing the

Theses some five months later, namely, that atthough the position as

stated by Feuerbach is inadequate there is in it a germ of truth acces-

sible to a fuller development. Such a development is to be for¡nd in the

tenth and eleventh Theses.

It is clear from writings of the period that Marx enÈertains both

sides of the conÈradiction inherent in his extenrled Feuerbachism without

being anrùare of the anÈagonism between them. lrfith class political action

coexists the principtes of love and a comþn human nature. Although Marx

does not elevate love to the determining position Feuerbach gives to it,

love is listed with the five senses and other facultíes as essentially

The Holy Fa¡nily, pp.

Ibid., p. I54.2

152-153.
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,,human relations" in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. r Simi-

l-arly, his description of fully developed humanism and naturalisrn as com-

munism in "the genuine resolution of the conflict between man and nature

and between man and man"2, while wider than Feuerbachts notion of love,

clearly c-ontains this Feuerbachian element.3 To cite a third example,

Marx, s expression of distaste for the political economists who strip "the

individual...of all determinateness so as to class him as capitalist or

vrorker"4, while not a tittle odd in a book which discusses class and the

class condition at some length, can be explained by the fact that Marx

shares Feuerbach's disquiet at attempts Èo divide men and thereby

obstruct the possibility of love between fellow men. Here we see the

class concept a¡rd the concept of love coexisting nonethel-ess. Altttough

class struggle is described in this works, it is not yet conceived as t:l.e

motor of communist revolution.6

In Thc Hol-y Fanily class struggle does appear as the mechanism for

attaining communism, or at least as the means of abolishing private prop-

erty, but even then Marx maintains the assumption of a co¡nmon, a-class or

non-class human nature. The proletariat a¡rd the so-called class of

wealth suffer "the same hr¡nan self-estrangement't, according to I'tarx, even

though they experience it differently. T There is in tJ.is the notion of a

singular, rmiversal and essential huma¡r nature which is fundamental to

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 99. The role of love in
sociality is more directly Feuerbachian in Marxr s ¡nanuscript notes on

JaÍìes Mills' Elements of Political Economy, cf. Ear1y Writings, P. 277.

2Economic and Philosophic l"tanuscripts, p. 95; emphasis ín original .

3cr. i¡ia. r p. r3r.
brbid., p. rt9.
tcf . , ê.g. , ibid. r pp. 92, 1I4.
6Marx talks vaguely and not a little obscurely of "commur¡ist action"

which will arise out of history in the form of a developing need. Cf.
ibid., pp. 106, I15.

7Th" Holy Family, p. 43.
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the anthropotogical view of man. In The German ldeoJ-ogy and the writings

thereafter, where conununism is fully understood as a consequence of class

upheaval, the concept of an essentialist human nature is removed. In

these writings man is defined basically in terms of his relation to the

producÈion process and the means of production. In fact Marx no\^t

describes the class nature of man in a manner similar to that of the

political economists who were criticised in the Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts for precisely this reason. r For it is largely tnintelligible

to talk of an essential hunan species-being common to all men in the con-

text of a situation in which the individual condition is detennined by

oners class location and where the major classes are mutually antagon-

istic.2

III

'¡.he most complete statement of l*larxrs early alienation theory is

elaborated in hís Econontic and Philosophic Manuscripts, which fall in the

middle of what might be described as his Feuerbachian period.3 A

Feuerbachian influence is fairly self-evi dent in the lvlanuscripts; but as

there is also in them concepts absent in Feuerbachrs own writing' as ¡4arx

goes beyond Feuerbach's own formulations and as he outlines criticisms of

Feuerbach, some scholars regard the theoretical content of the work as

non-Feuerbachian. b Such a position gains support in tt¡e fact that many

of the thenes discussed in the Manuscripts can be traced through all of

Irhe German Ideoloqv, pp. 69-70.

'cf. the discussion concerning the conseqr¡ence of Èhe rise of the
potitical working class rnovement on the liberal theory of human nature in
C.B. Macpherson, Democratic lltreory, p. 202.

3tt rill be argued in Chapter 6 that while there is a theory of
alienation in I'l¡arx's mature work it is fr:ndamentally different from the
theory of alienation developed in the Manuscripts.

alucio Colletti, rlntroductionr to Marx, Early !{ritings, pp. 48,
56¡ uêszâros, 99. cit.
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Marx's writings subsequent to his theoretical repudiation of Feuerbach.

A concern with the labour process, class relations, private property,

political economy, the emancipation of labour and communism, which

strongly emerges in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, is both

absent in Feuerbach and characteristic of Marx's later work. I It will be

shown, however, that the Feuerbachia¡¡ influence in the Manuscripts is not

merely verbal and apparent but theoretical and central, and that while

many of the themes discussed in the work are continuous with the content

of Marxrs later writing they are accounted for with significantly differ-

ent theories.

It may appear precipitous Èo claim that the Manuscripts are

Feuerbachian when the intellectual sources on which Marx drew in writing

them are numerous and varied, as Ernest Mandel reminds us.2 The French

economists Eugène Buret, Constantin Pecqueur and Jean Baptiste Say and the

Swiss-German economist Wilheln Schulz contribute to Marxrs discussion of

the wretchedness of the workers' condition, for instance. fhe British

Classicaf Economists Adam Smith and David Ricardo are fundamental to

l"larxrs accor¡nt of the relation between capital and labour. The importance

of Enge1s'Outlines of a Critique of Politicat Economy3 to Marx's own

critiqr:e of political economy should not be forgotten. In his rPreface'

Marx describes Engels and Moses Hess as the authors of the "only original

lrt i" for this reason that the Manuscripts are often seen as a

'bridge' between Marxrs earlier philosophical writings and his later
econornic works, and also as the starting point of the later thought; cf.,
ê.g., Daniel 8e11, 'The Debate on Alienatiorì'r P. 201; McLellan, KarI
Marx, p. I28.

2Ernest Mandel, fhe Formation of the Econo¡nic Thought of Karl Marx,
p. 158.

3pubtished in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher of 1844 and
appears as an appendix to the Moscow edition of the Manuscripts. For a

discussion of the ímportance of Engels' essay in Marxrs writing of the
Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, cf . I!,aguire, 9p. cit., pp. 55-58.
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German works of sr:bstance in this sciencerr. I Attd yet Marx suggests that

although he has made use of many writers in drafting the Manuscripts,

their theoretical core is largety Feuerbachian, for he goes on to say

that "positive criticism as a whole...owes its true foundation to the

discoveries of Feuerbach". 2 While l"larx crossed out this line it was not

because he wanted to revise his opinion, for the subsequent claim that it

"is only with Feuerbach that positive, humar¡istic and naturalistic criti-

cism beings" is left intact3, and repeated in the body of the text.q

Feuerbach is sr:bjected to criticism in the Economic and Philosophic

Manr¡scripts for the limited nature of his critigue of Hegels, but these

are internal criticisms, similar in form to those of the lfheses on

Feuerbach and do not interfere, as we will see, with Marx's appropria-

tion of Feuerbach's theory of alienation in the Manuscripts.

The theory of alienation in Feuerbach is qualitatively different

from Marx's theory in so far as one accounts for religious alienation and

the other for the alienation of labour. But while Marx addresses himself

to an area of life ignored by Feuerbach he nevertheless seems to regard

the theory he develops in the Econonic and Philosophic Manuscripts as an

application of Feuerbach's theory.6 !{e have already seen Marx co¡tunent in

the Introduction that the "criticism of religion is the prerequisite of

all criticism"; he goes on to say that

rEconomic and Philosophic Manus cripts, p. 19; enphasis in original.

'ry., n.

'ry., n.
at¡id., pp.
sr¡id., pp.
6Cf. also Dirk Struik,'Marx's Economíc'Philosophicat Manuscripts',

292-293¡ Murray !{olfson, A ReaPpraisal of Marxian Econonicsr P. 27-

19; enphasis added.

20.

133,134.
135, L49.

PP
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It is ttre irunediate task of philosophy...to unmask
self-estrangement in its unholy forms once the holy
form...has been unmasked. Thus the criticisrn of
heaven turns into the criticism of earth, the criti-
cism of religion into the criticism of law and the
criticism of theology into the criticism of politics. t

In the Economic and PhilosoPhic Manuscripts this prograÍme is extended,

partly r¡nder Engels' influence, to include the criticism of the political

economy, for I',tarx now regards alienated labour as the key to all human

servítude.2 This does not nullify Feuerbach's critique of religion, but

builds upon it. Marx does argue that manrs alienation in religion is

different in content from his alienation in labour and that the fatter is

causally primary in so far as "its transcendence...embraces both

aspects,'.3 He also says, however, that formally they operate in much

"the same hray".u A= religious and economic alienation are formally the

same the same formal aspects of the theory which deals with each of them

need not be different, the difference lies in the sr:bject to which tt¡e

theory is applied.

The Feuerbachian context of the l{anuscripts' theory of alienation

is evident in the particular nature of its philosophical framework. The

Econornic and Philosophic Manuscripts has been described as both a

"philosophical critique of the economy" and an "empirically based

criticism". 5 Ernest Mande1 argues that the work is neither one nor the

other, but both.6 While this is in a sense true it is also unsatisfac-

tory, for it fails to make clear the fr:r¡ction of empirical data in Marx's

rEarly !{ritings, pp. 243, 244-245.
2Econo¡nic and Philosophic I'tanuscripts, P. 77

3rbid., p. gG.

{t¡id., pp. 69, 75.
soupré, 9p. cit., p.
6M"ttd"1 , op. cit., p

12I; l'laguire, 99. cit. ' P. 7.

158; but cf. also Ibid. r P. 154
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critique of political economy and the particular nature of that critique.

Herbert lvlarcuse' formulation, quoted by Mandel, which states that

aII the philosophical concepts of !'f,arxian theory
are social and economic categories.--Even Marxts
early writings are not philosophical. They
express the negation of philosophy, though they
stitt do so in philosophical language'

offers a merely verbal solution to the question of the nature of the

Ivl,anus cripts, even though it does aPpear to accord wiÈh Marx's own descrip-

tion of them as a negation of philosophy, "the settling of accounts with

Hegelian dialectic and Hegelian philosophy as a who1e".2 Marx's claim

that his "results har¡e been won by means of a wholly empirical analysis

based on a conscientious critical study of political economy" 3 also seems

to be a denial of philosophy. But it is in the details of his "critical

study" that Marx's Feuerbachian philosophy is to be forxrd.

On one level Marxrs anatysis is fully empirical, indeed he begins

with the facts analysed by political economy and says that he accepts its

language a¡rd laws. He does not dispute the description of empirical

reality presented by potitical economy, but argues that its erçIanation

of these facts is inadequate.4 As we sa\¡¡ in chapter 2 above Marx later

rejected outright the empiricism of political economy, but here he merely

criticises it a¡rd explains its facts from the point of view of a "science

of man" which stresSeS mants "true anthropolOgiCal nature"'5 Marxrs

Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Rer¡olution p. 258. Marx makes a

claim in The German Ideology, p. 259. The philosoPhical nature
Manuscripts is stressed iri Marcuse 's earlier rThe Foundations of

Historical Materialism ' , pp. 3-10.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, P- 20-

3rbid. , p
rr¡id. r pp.
trbid., pp.

cit., p. L72.

I

similar
of the

18.

64-65.

104, r03. cf.
oP

also Feuerbach, 'Preliminary Thes€s... I r
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onpiricism and his naturalis tic "science" in the Econonic and

Philosophical Manus cri ts are directly related in beíng equal parts of

the Feuerbachian philosophical anthropology. For Feuerbach philosophy

begins with an empirical reality indicated by tJle senses, its procedure

is to organise that reality by subjecting it to 'criticisrn' , a criticism

or philosophy premised on the proposition that man is a natural being' r

ftre critique of political economy in the Manuscripts, like the critique

of politics in the Introduction is still a "task of philosophy". Not

Èhe specglative philosophy of Hegel, certainly, which is an autonomous

and autonomously confirming reality, but rather the naturalistic philos-

ophy of Ludwig Feuerbach.

To briefly recapitulate: In elaborating further the Feuerbachian

notion of man as a species-being Marx was able to argue that man is an

active and social being historicatly tending toward the full realisation

of his essence in communism. Ttre function of the theory of alienation in

this schema is to account for the hr¡nan condition in the pre-communist

stage of the evolutionary unfolding of his essence. !{ith Feuerbach's

transformative method Marx is able to Prove that man is the subject of

history. Vtith the Feuerbachian notion of species-being he is able to

specify what is manrs essential nature. fhe concept of 'alienation', for

both Feuerbach and Marx, is a derivative of the conceptrspecies-being'

in so far as the meaning of alienation can be understood only in terms of
..'..

man, s ,$evest{d species-being. Feuerbach had shown that religion is an
'. ,/\-.-,-/'

intellectual and emotional creation of ma¡¡ which comes to operate inde-

pendently of its creators and stand over them as an oppressive force.

Stated generally, it is in alienation that man's own products acquire an

independence from him and becone agents of his oppression.

PP

rl(amenka, 99. cit.r pp. 71 , 76; Marcuse, Reason and Revolution,
269-2'lO.
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Religious alienation, which became alienation par excellence for

the Young Hegelians, is the alienation of consciousness. Marx argues

that man is not merely a conscious being but a practically active being'

The basic form of alienation for Marx, therefore, is the alienation of

his activity, of his labour. Ttre difference between Marx and Feuerbach

in this is parallel to the way they each differentiate man from the

animals. In his 'Introductionr to the Essence of Christianity Feuerbach

says that "the essential difference between man and the animal"'is con-

SciousnesS". I Although animals do possess consciousness in the sense

tha.t "the animal experiences itself as an indivídua1.--it does not do so

as a species". 2 Í-L is consciousness of species which Feuerbach regards

as consciousness in the fuII sense, for "!{here there is consciousness in

this sense, there is also the capacity to produce systematic knowledge or

science. Science is the consciousness of species."3 Marx accepts this

view when he says in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts that it is

"in his knowing" that man proves himself to be "not merely a natural

being... tbutl a human natural being".4 But Marx also adds to Feuerbach's

position when he employs an extended Fer:erbachism similar to that sunmar-

ised in Èhe Theses on Feuerbach. He says that

conscious life-activity directly distinguishes mart

from animal life-activity- It is just because of
this that he is a sPecies being. s

As Feuerbach admitS that a¡rimals in a sense possess consciousness llfarx

admits that they too produce, but they produce one-sidedly, rmder the

rn.nfi (ed.), 99. cit., P. 97-
2l¡id., pp. 97-9a.
3rbid., p. 99.
qEconomic and Phi
srbid., p. 7L

Iosophic Manus cripts, p. 146; emPhasis in original-
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compulsion of imÍìediate physical need. Man, on the other hand, produces

universally and in freedom, and it is in this type of production'

directed by conscious life-activity, that man is proved to be a species-

being, according to Marx. I

Using a Feuerbachism largely drawn fron the Prelirninary Theses on

the Reform of PhilosoPhy and the PrinciPles of the Philosophy of the

Future Marx develops an alternative to the definition of man outlined in

Feuerbach, s earlier Essence of Christianity to show that production as

conscious rife-acti";; an..r *"t" consciousness is the essence of

man,s species-being. It fs important to notice that in the Economic and

Phi losophic Manuscripts labour and production are equivalent to praxrs in

the fuII sense as it emerges in l4arx's revised Feuerbachism a¡rd that the

terms have a wider meaning than they do in Marx's later writing. In the

ManuscriptS Marx says that man's involvement in institutions such as

religion, the fanily a¡rd the state and in cultural areas such as law,

morality, science and art is each a manner of production, and even in

being sensuous, in exercising the five senses, man labours.2 While

labour and production are not narrowly confined to material objectifica-

tion in Capital, for instance, ¿my more Èhan they are in the l"tanuscripts,

in the former work labour is specifically r:nderstood as an activity which

augments capital.3 In the Economic and Philosophic Manu.scripts the con-

cept r labour' goes beyond this precise econornic criterion in covering Lhe

exercise of alt hr¡nan faculties. Any activity engendering a consequence

which may become independent of man and oppress him is a labour which may

be alienated.

lr¡ia., pp.

'r¡ia. r pp.

7L-72.

96, 101.

Capital, I, P. 477.tcf ., e.g
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In the section of the first Manuscript, however, where 'Estranged

Labour' is most thoroughly and continuously dealt with, the labour with

which Marx is concerned is the labour of material production. r For in

his critique of political economy Ivlarx must first confine himself to the

industrial form of labour as that is the subject of political economy.

Marx begins his discussion of alienated labour and his critique of politi-

cal economy by stating a paradox which he deduces from the premises of

politicat economy. He says that on the one hand

The product of labour is la-bour which has been con-
gealed in an object, which has become materíal: it
is the objectification of labour. Lahour's realisa-
tion is its objectification.

while on the other hand,

In the conditions dealt with by political economy

this realisation of la-bour appears as loss of reality
for the workers; objectification as loss of the
object and object-bondage; aPproPriation as estrange-
,r*rrt, as alienation. 2

Marx is not contending that labour is inherently oppressive; there should

be no confusion between "objectification" and "alienation". Objectifica-

tion is merely tÌ¡e creation of objects, that is, production. It is cen-

tral to Marxrs theory of alienation that objectification be expressive of

man's species-nature. I'taff's point is that in certain circumstances,

those dealt with by political economy, the realisation of labour takes

the form of a loss of realíty for the labourer. In production r-¡r¡der

these conditions "the life which lthe worker] has conferred on the object

confronts him as something hostile and alien". 3 Marx says that political

economy does not explain this paradox and that it actually "conceals the

rEconomic a¡¡d
2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.

66.

67.

Philosophic ManuscriPtsr PP. 64-78-
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,l

estrangement inherent in the nature of labour by not considering the

direct relationship between the worker (labour) and production"'l

Marx identifies four basic aspects of the alienation of labour which

indicate what he regards to be the content of the relationship between

labour and production concealed by political eqcnorly. ftre first two

aspects relate to the loss of labour as a product and as an activity'

Marx says that in alienation neither the fruits of labour nor the activ-

ity of labour belong to the labourer, the one appears "as an alien object

exercising powerrr over the labourer, while Èhe other appears t'as an alien

activity not belonging to him".2 From this statically conceived loss of

objects and this dynamically conceiveá loss of activity in alienation

Marx deduces a third aspect of estranged labour which he conceives as a

total loss. l"lan's "species characterrr is ttfree, conscious activity".3

In losing the object of his production and the freedom of his activity in

productign man is estranged from his own species-being, from his ",þg

being".\ Finatly, and as a consequence of his loss of hr¡nan essence in

alienation, "one man is estranged fron the other"s, that is to say, each

man regards every other by the criteria of his own alienation, man is

alienated from his fellows who appear as mere means. In these different

aspects of estranged labour is the source of manrs alienation.

Marx argues that not only does political economy har¡e no faniliarity

with the direct relationship between the worker and production, but tli.rt

it is also incapable of revealing the source of estranged labour. The

fact of estranged labour is known to political economy and Marx suggests

I r¡id.
2rbid.
3r¡id.
q r¡id.
stbid.

p.

pP.

p.

P.

p.

68.

69-70.

7r.
72¡ emphasis in original.
73.
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that for political economy alienated labour has its basis in the movement

of private property. Political economy is mistaken, however, for although

"private property apPears... [as] the cause of alienated labour, it is

really its consequence".l Political economy's error is in its ignoring

the whole man, for it sees man as having "no other need either of activ-

ity or of enjoyment" than those available to the wage-Iabourer.2 8".",t""

it understar¡ds estranged labour as "human life and existence" 3, it is

sinilarly led to see the division of labour as the "social character of,

labour", which it is not.q "The examination of the division of labour...

is of extreme interest" to Marx "because [it is a] perceptibly alienated

expression of hunan activity and of essential hunan power as a species

activity and power'i. s In failing to perceive the division of labour as

an expression of estranged labour political economy fails to perceive the

source of estranged labour. The key fact in the relationship of the

worker to production, for Marx, is that it is an incomplete relationship,

it is divided. It is in the division of labour that manrs labour is

estranged. It is in estranged labour that man is divided from nature and

it is in this division of labour, which separates man from nature, that

Marx finds the source of manrs alienation.

The first and third aspects of alienation mentioned above account

for man,s alienation explicitly in terms of his separation from nature.

The relation of the worker to the product of his labour is his "relation

to Èhe sensr¡ous external world, to the objects of nature as an alien

world antagonisticatly opposed to him".6 And in being estranged from his

It¡i¿.
2ruid.
3r¡id.
4r¡id.
sruia.
6tbid.

p.

pp.

p.
p.

p.

p.

76.

109-110; cf. also ibid. r P. 80.

110; enphasis in original.
L20.

t24.

70.
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species-life manrs "inorganic bodyr nature, is taken from him".l Marxts

argr-ment for this general position moves through two stages. He univer-

salises from the specific instance of the appropriation of some objects,

those produced on the production line, to the appropriation of all

objects, the universe of nature. He argues thus because he maintains

that nothing can be created without the sensuous externaf world of nature;

to have labourrs products appropriated is to deprive man, therefore, of

the sensuous external wor1d.2 Itt losing nature in th-is sense, in losing

the natural objects with which man produces, man loses nature in a more

fr¡ndamental sense. As manrs own species-nature is free and universal

activity in production, the appropriation of natural objects and. the con-

sequent loss of nature means that his life is no longer a species-life,

for production under such circr¡nstances can be no more than a means to

individual existence and species-life is turned, therefore, into indi-

vidual Iife.3 Man's estranged production "transforms his advantage over

animals into the disadvantage that his inorganic body, nature, is taken

from him". I rn losing the product of his labour man loses his direct

nexus with external nature and in losing his direct nexus with external

nature man loses his species-nature.

In the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts Marx understands the

term tnaturet in thre" senses.5 External nature is the sensuous world

external to man, nature as opposed to ¡nan, what Marx calls "mants

inorganic body". There is also nature in the sense of htunan nature,

man,s "species-beingt', his "true anthropological naturet'. Íhe content of

trbid., p. 72.
2rbid. , p. 67.
3tbid. , p. 7r.
brbid., p. 72.
scf. rsrael, g. cit., p. 77.
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nature in these two senses are connected in a third notion of nature,

which is nature in general, external nature united with hr¡nan nature, for

Marx says that the link between nan and nature "means simply that nature

is linked to itself , fot man is a part of nature". I Man and nature are

consurtrnated into a single unity, however, only when man exists as full

species-being. It is in the breaking of this nexus with nature that man

is alienated.

The notion of alienation in the Economic and Phi losoPhic Manuscripts

is dependent, therefore, upon a prior notion of man's fr¡ndamental- unity

with nature under the 'social' conditions obtaining in cormm¡nism.

...the human essence of nature first exists only for
social man; for only here does nature exist for him
as a bond with nan...only here does natr¡re exist as
the foundation of his ovtn human existence. OnIy here
has what is to hirn his natural existence become his
hr¡nan existence, and nature become man for him. Thus
society is the consumnated oneness in substance of
man and nature - the true resurrection of nature - Èhe

naturalism of ma¡r and the hrmranism of nature both
brought to fulfilment. 2

Marx is encouraged by his analysis of man in nature and nature in man to

comment that with communism the natural and hunan sciences will both sub-

sune into a single r¡nified science, 'rthere will be one science" only.3

What is significant about this, apart from its bearing on Marxrs ttreory

of al-ienation, is its Feuerbachian origin.

Feuerbach's conception of man entails tÌ¡at man is a part of nature

in a way which is similar to thaÈ described by l"larx:

rEconomic and Phi c Manuscripts,
2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.

97¡ cf . al-so ibid., P. 95.

I03; enphasis in original.

p. 7L
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Nature is being that is not distinguished from exis-
tencei man is being that distinguishes itself from
existence. The being that does not distinguish is
the ground of the being that distinguishesi nature
is, therefore, the ground of man...the thinking nan

[i.e., man at one with his essence]...knows himself
as the self-cpnscious essence of nature. . - I

Feuerbach also argues for a unified science "grounded in nature".2 We

might add that Ùlarx follows Feuerbach in his criticism of Hegelrs 'defec-

tiver appreciation of nature.3 typically Feuerbach's position is not as

clearly worked out as Marxts, but equally typical is the obvious inspira-

tion of Feuerbach in Marx. The parallels between the two are uncontest-

able. Not only is Marxrs ttreory of alienaÈion formally the same as

Feuerbach,s, Marx's explanation of the basis of alienation in the separa-

tion of man from nature derives from a Feuerbachian notion which holds

that man in essence is a part of nature-

Earlier it was shown that Marxr s development of the Feuerbachian

conception of man as a practically-active being led him to develop the

notion of class struggle in opposition to Feuerbach's programme of human

Iove. Marx's development of Feuerbachrs notion of nature in terms of

productive life activity similarly leads tilarx to e)q)ose an inherent weak-

ness and contradiction in Feuerbachr s thought. From essentially

Feuerbachian premises Marx initiates tlte formation of his own conception

of historical materialism. An extension of Feuerbach's naturalism into

the sphere of economic activity and the definition of nature in terms of

production leads Marx to initiate the transition from a Feuerbachian

materialism to his own historical ¡naterialism. frle should be aware,

r'Preliminary Theses. ..' , 9p-. cit. , p. 169. Cf - also Kamenka,

op. cit., p. 86.
2'Preliminary fheses...', oP. cit., p. L72- cf. also 554 of the

'Principles of the Philosophy of the Future', 9g.- cit., p. 243.
3Economic and Philosophic l4anuscripts, p. L37¡ 'Preliminary Theses

...' , op. cit., p. 164.
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however, that while the gror:nd work for this transition is prepared in

the Economic and Philosophic I'tanuscripts, it is not yet completed. The

theory of alienation in that work remains Feuerbachian rather than his-

torical materialist.

IV

The asstunption that in his objective essence man is united with

nature, an assumption which permits Marx to explain alienation in the 1844

Manuscripts as the result of man's estrangement from nature, is rejected

in 1846. In his criticism of Feuerbach's contemplative materialism in

The cerman ldeology Marx illustrates his argunent by saying that

the important question of the relation of man to
nature.,.out of which all the 'unfathomably lofty
works' on Isubstancet and Iself-consciousnessI t{ere
born, crunbles of itself when we understand that
the celebrated 'r:nity of man with nature' has always
existed in industry and has existed in varying forms
in every epoch according to the lesser or greater
development of industry. .. I

These comnents must be read as a criticism not only of Feuerbach but also

of ¡4arx's ordn earlier account of the celebrated r:nity of man with nature.

According to the EconomÍc and PhilosoPhic Manuscripts man's nexus wiÈh

nature is broken in industrial production, whereas according to The

C,erman Ideology there exists in industry a unity of man and nature, a

unity which the Manuscripts claim is attained only when man returns to

his objective essence in conmrunism, when he is "social mantt. l\¡o views

could not be more oPPosed.

In his discussion in the Economic a¡rd PhilosoPhic Manuscripts Marx

says that industry "is the acÈual, historical relation of nature...to

lThe Germar¡ Ideoloqv, p. 58.
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manrr.r Bot in man's alienation it is a relation of estrangement not

unity, for

the historlf of industry and the established objec-
tive existence of industry are the open book of
mant s essential Po\i/ers

only in the sense that

...the objectified essential powers of man in the
form of sensuous, alien, useful objects, in the form
of estrangement, displayed in ordinary material
industry...c¿rn be conceived as. ..activity estranged
from itse1f.2

The relation, then, between nature and man in industry r:nder pre-

cormnunist conditions is not one of unity, but the negation of unity, the

relation is one in which man loses nature. Industry proves mants essen-

tial powers, his natural potì¡ers, but onty by removing them from him.

This is similar to Marxrs earlier proof of man's essential being in the

political state which exists as a partial and, therefore, alienated

expression of manrs species-being. lrle saw in the Critique of Hegel's

Philosophy of Right the historical development of man in the movement

from the political to the rational state. In the Economic and

Philosophi c Mânuscripts man's historical deve Iopment in industry is the

movement from manrs relation of estrangement from nature to mants rela-

tion of r:nity with nature. But while industry is conducted with estranged

Iabour mants relation to nature remains estranged.

Tl¡e different relations in industry between nan and nature, of

separation a¡rd unity, which correlate with the alienated and 'sociall

conditions of man's species-being, have no place in Capital-, for insta¡rce.

lEconomic and Philosophi
2rbid p. l-O2.

c Manuscripts , p. 103.
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The question of man being estranged from nature does not arise in that

work any more than it does in The German Ideologry. lVhile man "opposes

himself to nature" in labour, he does so "as one of her own forcest'.1

Labour's unity with nature in changing nature to "a form adapted to his

own urants" is "not changed by the fact that the labourer works for the

capitalist instead of for himself".2 Manrs relation with nature in pro-

duction is, therefore, r:naffected by the form of man's own essential

nature. Indeed, Marx says in Capital that by "acting on the external

world and changing it, [man] at the same time changes his own nature".3

1[t¡e fr¡ndamental differences indicated here between the analysis of man's

relationstr-ip with nature in industry found in the Economic and

Philosophi c Manuscripts on the one hand , and in Ttre German Ideolog'y and

Capital on the other, must prevent us from accepting David McLellan's

view that Marx's sketch of industry in the Manuscripts "anti cipated his

later and more detailed accounts of historical materialism".4 In fact

the accor¡nt of industry in historical materialism removes from the theory

of alienation outlined in the Ma¡ruscripts Marxrs erçlanation of alien-

ation as the separation of man from nature in industrial production'

removes from it its Feuerbachian content.

It is not only the Feuerbachian inspired assumption concerning

man's refation with nature that is r¡ndermined in The Germa¡ Ideology. The

largely Feuerbachian essenÈialist anthropological conception of man,

which is correlative with tfie conception of nature outlined in the 1844

l4anr:scripts, is also repudiated in llhe German ldeo'logy. Marx argues i-n

the latter work that his approach methodologically entails the need to

rCapital, I, p. f73.
2tbid., pp. l-73, 180.
3rbid., p. tz3.
qMclellan, KarI E, p. I22.
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apprehend the empirical and factual reality of man's circr¡nstances, and

needs to posit the primaq/ of martrs productive activities in shaping

that reality. !!,arx says tJ:at he begins from the premise of men in their

productive I'activity and the material conditions under which they live",

premises wtÉch can be "verified in a purely empirical way". I lltris is not

entirely new in Marx. The role of empiricism and the crcncept of 'pra:cis'

in the consistent Fer¡erbachism he had developed earlier has already been

discussed. What is new, and absent in tÌre Theses on Feuerbach, Ís his

outright rejection of any essentialíst conception of man. Rather than

refer to the 'speciesr of man Marx confines his discussion to "the real

individuals", to "living human individuals".2 He says that it is

'tdefinite Índividuals who are productively active in a definite way [whoJ

enter into...definíte social and political relatíons", relations which

are predominantly of a class nature.3 Marxrs point is that what the

philosophers have mistakenly conceived as the 'essence of manr is really

the "sr¡n of productive forces, capital funds and social forms of inter-

course, which every individual and generation finds in exl-stence as sonte-

thing girrenf'.4 These social forces are not here regarded as the conse-

quence of man's alienation, as they are in his Feuerbachía¡r writings, but

the cause of estrangement. s fhis rer¡ersa1 of the causal chain, more than

anything else, indicates that Man< has abandoned his previous essential-

isÈ notion of man in The cerman Ideollgfr and replaced it with a material-

ist sociology.

lThe Gernan rdeology, P.31.
2rbid.
stbid. r pp.
aruia., p.
sr¡id. r pp.

36,96-97.
51.

43-44, 46, 49
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The conception of 'history' in fhe cerman ldeology is quite differ-

ent from the one for:r¡d in his writings prior to The German ldeology,

including the Theses on Feuerbach. It hlas argued above that Marx had

previously regarded history as an evolutionary unfolding or development

of man's essential species-nature. In The German ldeology historical

development is conceived as a process in which the development of produc-

tive forces shift the social power held by one social class to another,

previously sr:bordinate social class. The discussion of class action in

historical change is completely absent of any account of a¡ a1fiance

between philosophy and the proletariat, the realisation of the philosophy

of man or the transcendence of philosophy with its realisation' In the

llheses on Feuerbach and elsewhere Marx postulated the empirical social

relations and their historical development within a framehlork of the

development of manrs essential nature, and social relations and history

were categorically rather than materially conceived. In The German

Ideologv historical development is refative to the development of social

forces. The social forces are not seen as erçressions of the form of

manrs essential nature, as they are in Marxts Feuerbachian writing, but

themselves deterrnine the conditions of relations between men'

Marxrs critique of Hegel and the ilçortance he gave to the impera-

tive for social change were derived from or sustained by the revised

Feuerbachian programme he developed. $Ihat is not available in Feuer-

bachism, a¡¡d what Marx's political interpretation of Feuerbach required'

is a theory of social and historical change. The theory of social change

in Feuerbachism, to the extent that one exists, affords no possibility of

an approach which could develop a concrete and material analysis of

social forces and factors which initiate and realise historical change.

lr¡id. , pp. 86-87.
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The notion of man as a species-being, while sufficient for the critigue

of Hegel, inhibits the development of a positive and programmatic theory

of class action in historical change. llhe class reality, which Marx

first began to conceptualise in his Feuerbact¡ian writing, could have no

genuinely positive e>c¡rlanatory role while it was part of a Feuerbachian

theory of history. And while Feuerbachism entails a conception of social

relations, it does not lend itself to empirical investigation' t It tas

only by developing a critique of Feuerbachism, and therefore his own

earlier position, a critiqr:e which fully repudiated its ttreoretical core'

that Marx could begin to develop a theory of history and society which

could be recruited to the service of a politícal progranrne of proletarian

re\rolution. It is for ttris reason that Marx describes himself as a

,,practical materialist"2 in sharp contrast to Fer¡erbach and the theory of

Feuerbach which Marx had adopted and then rejected'

Marx was initially attracted to Feuerbachrs thought because of its

political utility in criticising the Yotmg Hegelians who attempted to

develop the 'revolutionary' side of Hegelian phitosophy and who depreci-

ated the role of rthe massesr in political change. The strength of

FeuerbachÍsm was demonstrated to Marx through its critique of Hegel' In

using Feuerbach for his own PurPoses Marx extended the competence of

Feuerbachian thought, but in developing it to its limits its inadequacíes

vrere revealed to hin. Þlarxrs early acceptancè of Feuerbachrs Programme,

wtrich he sympathetically developed, had an enduring ínfluence upon his

work in so far as it provided hin with tTre concept rpraxis'. The notion

of man as a practically active being was taken from Feuerbach' But the

meaning the concept acquired in Marxrs mature historicat materialism'

while deriving from Feuerbach and his own extended Feuerbachism of the

lr¡id pp. 54, LO2' 105.

p. 57.2rbid. ,
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I84Os, is not identical with nor does it operate in the same theoretical

framework as ttrat of the earlier materialism. Nevertheless, the impor-

tance of lvlarxrs development of Feuerbachian materialism to the develop-

ment of his own theory of historical materialism should be appreciated,

although David Mcleltan's claim that historical materialism in general

and the base,/superstructure model in particular was directly derived from

Feuerbachl, has been shown above to be true only in the sense of a

literary allusion. The importance of Feuerbachism to Marxrs theoretical

development is partly in the form of a negative example to which he

reacted and which provided hin with the opportunity to resolve inportant

questions of social analYsis.

Marxrs critical development of Feuerbachian theory during the

period of 1843 to 1845, while of relatively short duration, arlounts to a

genuine intellectual accomplishrent. His subsequent critigue of

rco'nsistent' Feuerbachism in The German Ideotogy, a critique which forms

the basis of historical materialism, is a significant theoretical achieve-

rent. Our understanding of Marxr s thought during this period can be ade-

quate only when we appreciate the nature of his relationship to Feuer-

bachia¡r thought.

lMcLellatt, The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx, P' TL2.
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The consequences of European capitalist developnent can not be

underestimated. Not only did it profoundly affect the human landscape of

habitation and labour, it also provided the impetus for socialism and

Iiberalism to energe as movements of change. In sharing this common his-

torical beginning both socialism and liberalism drew their inspiration

and ideas from a conìrnon inheritance of the thought and erçerience of the

Enlightennent, the English Industrial Revolution and the French polítical

Revolution. To the extent that there is a cormþn thene in the movements

and their doctrines it can be said that each addresses itself to the

problem of the relation of the individual to the wider society. lltris

gr:estion necessarily arose with the collapse of stable and definite feudal

relations wrought in the advance of capitalisn. Socialism and liberalism

diverge, as different reactions to political and econo¡nic change, in their

guite different visions of man's place and role in the social world.

In its Marxist form socialisml developed a thorough epistemological

and theoretical alternative to the líberal conception of the relation

between the individual and society. Society, according to liberal

thought, is a¡r aggregation of autonomous individual beings for whom 'the

other' ís essentially exter'nal. Society, for liberalism, therefore,

exists as an abstraction external to the individual. Marx is generally

seen to have rejected this liberal duality of the individual a¡rd society

by arguing that the individual has no atÈributes which are independent of

the social conditions of his existence. According to this view Marx

claims that the individual is inseparable from society, he is both soci-

atly determined a¡¡d in his activity generates social consequences. Marxrs

thought has been readily characterised, then, as a rsociologicalr critique

of liberal individualism.

IFor a discussion of Marxrs use of the terms 'socialist' and
rcommu¡ristr cf. Paul llhomas, 'Marx and ScienCerr PP. 4-7, and Engels,
MESW, I, pp. 103-f04.
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The adequacy or othervrise of this su¡mnary statement of classical

Marxism aside, it can be noted that a nrmiber of writers have recognised

that a major component of Marxr s thought is his sociological critigue of

atomistic liberalism. It is of particular interest that the passage fre-

quently quoted in support of this observation is the one from the Economic

and Philosophic Manuscripts which reads

What is to be avoided above all is the re-establishing
of 'Society' as ¿ìn abstraction \¡is-è-vis the indi-
vidual. The individual is the social being. His life'
even if it may not appeaf-iiltfre aire"t rort of a com-
munal life carried out together with others - is there-
fore an e:çression and confirmatíon of social life.
Manrs individual and species life are nõTlilrrõt,
however much - and this is inevitable - the mode of
existence of the índividual is a more partict¡l-ar, or
nþre general mode of life of the species, or the life
of the species is a more particular or more general
individual life. I

Not every interpretation of this passage which assunes its sociological

content sees ít as a critique of tiberatism. Irving Zeitlin, f.or

instance, and also Tom Bottomore and Maximilien Rubel, suggest that this

passage demonstrates that Marx's socioloçry is a critique of the Comtea¡¡

or Durkheimian notion of society as a reality sui generis above the indi-

vidual.2 Attoth"r interpretation of the quotation, superior to the others

in that it conveys Marx's intended meaning, is advanced by Shlomo Avineri,

who says it shows that Marx believed the fuIl sociality of man is attain-

able only in conmrunism.3 Through ttris meaning the quotation is derroid of

rEconornic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 98; emphasis in oríginal.
ttris paGffi reaa que of tiberalism by Isaac
Balbus, rfhe Concept of Interest in Pluralist and Marxian Analysis',
p. L67¡ Joseph O'MalIey, rlntroduction' to Marxrs Critique of Hegel's
Philosophy of Right, pp. xliii-xliv; Paul Walton and Andrew Gamble, From
AlienatÍon to Surplus Value, pp. 2-3.

2lrving Zeitlin, Marxism, p. 34¡ T.B. Bottomore and M. Rubel,
rlntroduction' to Marxrs Selected wr!!!¡g, P. 33.

3sh1o.o Avineri, The Social and PoliÈical lltrought of Karl @,
p. 88.
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sociotogical content. But the frequency with which this passage is

quoted for its sociological interpretation highlights the assumption held

by many scholars that l'larx had developed a sociological theory of civil

society in his Paris lVritings of the 1840s.

In his early critique of Hegel Marx implicitly challenges the

liberat view of man when he argues that man is essentially a social being.

This becomes explícit by 1844 when Marx criticises classical political

economy, a discipline which founds the architecture of the liberal tradi-

tion by advancing the general doctrine that the relations between indi-

viduals are purely external relations, market relations. In his manu-

script notes on James Mill's Elements of PoliÈical Economy Marx compares

his own position with that of polítical economy. He says that economics

conceives the relations between men as commercíal relations. Adam Smith'

for instance, sees "Society... [as] a corn¡rercíal society. Each of its

memberS is a ¡nerchant." Man'S essence, aCcording to economics, Says

Marx, is conceived as "the mutuality of men, in terms of exchange and

trade", so that each man is distinguished from the other in his autonomy

and they relate through an external mediu¡n of the market. r Against this

Marx says that "the essence of man is the true conunr:nity of man" and that

"by activating their own essence [men] produce, create this hu¡nan commun-

ity, this social being which is no abstract, universal power standing

oyer against the solitary individual".2 In contrast to the liberal con-

ception of man as Éu:t individual trader Marx postulates that ma¡¡ is essen-

tiatly a social producer. In contrast to the liberal conception of

society as a faculty external to the individual, whÍch he enters for

I'Excerpts from James Mill's Elements of Pelitical Economyr, Ear1y
Writings, p. 266.

2rbid., p. 26s.
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PurPoses of trade, Þlarx cpnc-eir¡es society as the creation and cormnrl,itl'

of ¡ren.

llhere are tr¡{o possible responses to liberal doctrine. One is to

argue that liberal theory fails to recognise ttrat society can not be

reduced to its individual members a¡rd that Èhe web of social relation-

ships is greater than the market relations of individuals. This we might

call the sociological critique of liberal inðividualism. Another response

night argue that liberal theory adequately describes civil society, but

refuse to accept it as a description of a necessary sítuation. ttrings

may be like this now, but need not always be thus, nor wiII they be.

lÍhis we can call the normative critique of liberal individualism. $lhile

the theory of historical materialism at least includes the first of these,

it seems that Marxrs early critiqr:e of liberalism is largely of the

second type. Marx says in his notes on Mill , f,or instance, that politi-

cal ecpnomy's conception of individual relations corresponds to "the

process of reality itself". t He goes on to say that

exchange or barter is tÌ¡e social species-activity, the
comrnunity, social comrnerce and integration of man
within private property, and for that reason it is
external, alienated species-activity. . . By tJ:e same
token it is the very antithesis of a social relation-
ship.

lltrus the more der¡eloped and important is the power
of society within private property, the more man is
egoistic, un-social and estranged from hís own essence.2

Thus Þlarx holds that in alienation manrs relationships are not social and

that the power of society, based on private property, confronts man as a.lr

external force with which he has no community save that of con¡nerce.

rrbid., p. 266.
2l¡id. ¡ pp. 26'7, 269; emphasis in original.
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I"larx therefore shares with liberal political economy tlre description of

man in civil society as a being isolaÈed from society.

It can be seen from the above comments that Marxt s early notion of

man as a social being is not a direct sociological challenge to the image

of asocial man described by liberal political economy. Rather it assumes

that given "hrtrnan" conditions, conditions in which man can reaÌise his

"htünan, conmunal nature", m¿ìn will live as a fully social being, but that

in his alienation society is lost to man and in his individuality he

exists in isolation from others. I rn his writings after L846, with ttre

development of the theory of historical materialism, Marx broadens his

critique of liberalism to include the sociological dimension. Familiar-

ity with Marx's later sociological critiqr:e of liberal individualism and

the superficially similar early assertíon that man is essentially a social

being has led some scholars to gloss over the dominantly normative nature

of Marx's early discussion. Tt¡e transposition of Marx's IaÈer sociologi-

cal vision to his early writings amounts to a backward reading of Marx

which prevents hím fron speaking for himself in his formative period.

l{hat he says is interpreted in terms of a pre-formed expectation of what

he might mean based on a reading of his later work. llhe actual sense of

his early wriÈing is thereby misunderstood. The concept 'society' in

Marx's 1844 writings Ís not equivalent to the concept rsocietyr enployed

in the theory of historical materialism, and the early meaning is partic-

ularly interesting for what it conveys of Marx's pre-socÍological thought.

The content of Marx's early concept of rsociety'will be examined

in the present chapter. It will be shown that in 1844 Marx had not

deyeloped a theory of man which operates through purely social terms, but

that he sees civil society as nrerely an aggregate of isolated individuals.

rr¡id. r pp. 277-278.
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It will be shown that Marx concurs with liberal political economy that
(

the relations between individuals are basically exchange relations between

isolated monads. There is no sociological alternative in the early writ-

ings to the liberal image of man in society. Marxrs early critique of

Iiberal atomism, it will be argued, operates through a philosophico-

anthropological concept of 'society'. 'Society' in tÌ¡is sense is con-

ceir¡ed as manrs species-life, so that Marx regards society as an attri-

bute of hunan nature, an attribute which is lost in the alienation of

manrs essence. lltris particular conception of society, therefore, fr¡nc-

tions as a nornative principle against which civil society is measured.

lltre truly social situation, according to Marx, is the human community of

commr:nism which is attained only when the power of private property,

which determines the nature of civil society, ceases to estrange man from

his real social essence. This early concept of rsociety'will be con-

trasted in the dÍscussion with the sociological concept developed in

historical materialisn by Marx after rejecting the earlier notion. llhe

significantly different critigues of liberal individualism advanced by

Marx at different tímes indicates the danger inherent in assr:ming that

Marxrs theoretical development followed a linear progression of elabora-

tion and revision. Marx's writíngs of 1844 must be appreciated in theír

own terms to be fullY r:nderstood.

In his writings of. La44 Marx develops an empirical account of civil

society which largely corresponds to that developed by liberal writers.

In his essay On the Jewish Questionl Marx says ttrat the conditions of

civít society and its constituent members are founded on the princÍples

tAct,tally written in late 1843, but published in 1844.
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of juridíca1 liberty and the right of property. These are described by

Marx as ttre right of man to be separate from his felÌows and the rÍght of

self-Ínterest. r Ttte implementation of these rights constitutes the full

substance of civil society, according to Marx, in that through tlem civil

society "appears as a framework extraneous to the individuals".2 l{ar:r,

therefore, does not challenge the enrpirical description of man in civil

socíety ag a rrself-sufficient monad", and in fact agrees wittt political

economy when he says ttrat ín clvil society the "only bond which holds

[men] toget]rer is natural necessity, rieed and prívate interest, ttre con-

servation of theÍr property and their egoistic persons".3 He differs

with political economy, though, on the qrrestion of how civil society is

to be regarded, and dísagrees that the þonds of private intenest are

sqcial bonds. Marx rejects tìe view, held by political economy, that

man's individual existence in civil society is tÌ¡e condition of ¡mnrs

essential existence, f,ot he maintains tllat it is in the alienation of his

essentially socJ-a1 being that manrs existence is individr¡alh, for accord-

ing to Marã( man is r¡nnaturally rrseparated fro¡n his fellow rren and f¡¡om

the comnrnity" s in civil society.

l|hile man is regarded by both Marx and liberal writers as a private

Índívldual who confronts cívil society externally Marx go,es beyond

lÍberal thought Ín argruing that comnercial society is no society, it is

the alienation of socÍety frorn man. 1[lre liberal argruncnt that indÍvidual

relatíons ín civÍl society are social relations is contested by Marx.

tPg+J. !{ritinss, p. 229.

'4" P' 2go'
3lUid. llhe notíon that in civil society the individual is a "self-

sufficÍent nþnadil corresponds to Robert PauI l{olffrs description of the
lÍberal theory of socíety as "a systern of independent c€ntres of con-
sciousness"¡ rBeyond Tolerancet, p. 37.

qEconomlc 
a¡rd PhilosophÍc l,lanuscriptsr pp. 7L, 73.

tryu. Ei!lng., p. 23o-
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Adan Smith, for instance, says that society exists in the social reci-

procity of exchange and in the social bond of syrçathy. In a passage

from The Wealth of Nations, quoted by Marx in the Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts, smith argues that self-interest, or self-Iove, as he calls

it, is the basis of society, the basis of man's social reciprocity in

exohange.l Marx argues that, on the c.ontrary' Smithrs claim is itself

contradictory in that it attempts to establish "society through ursocial,

particular interests".2 lltris position is sustained by l,larx's argument

that the means of exchange, money, is esdentially the currency of self-

interest, and is therefore inherently unsocial. Exchange iÈself can not

be other than an unsocial relationship. Marx's discussion of money as

the agency of man's estra¡tgement from society is developed in On the

Jewish-Question, ín his notes on Millrs Elements and in the Economic and

Philosophic Manusc ripts. 3 He argues tJ:at money facilitates individual

possession in such a way as to preclude the possibility of hunan social

relations. Money, says Marx, actually creates a "world of atomistic

individuals confronting each other in enmity".4 ¡4oney, and through it

exchange, is not the basis of society, but the basis of society's disso-

lution.

Smith's argument concerning Èhe social bond of sympathy is not

directty discussed by Marx. It is argr:ed in the former's The ft¡eog of

Moral Sentiments a work to which l4arx does not refer. Synpathy ís ttre

social sentiment in man which is responsible for the fellow feeling

rEconomic a¡¡d Philosophíc l'lanusc ripts, p. L2O.

2rbid., p. L24.
3Early !{ritings, pp. 236-24L, 259-265¡

Manuscripts, pp.126-13I.
rEarly Writings, p. 24O.

Economic and Philosophic
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between individuals.l Sympathy, at the core of liberal man's social

norality, prevents injury to others in the pursuit of individual ends by

subjecting such actions to social restraint, or at least the sanction of

prrblic opinion.2 rn his discussion of self-interest in civil society

Marx implicitly reasons that self-interestetl action would be entírely con

rosive of sentiments such as sympathy. For it is precisely the natural

and hr¡nan qualities, on which sympathy is based, which are conforx¡ded in

the money relation.3 Marx rnight argue academically that even if syrnpathy

remained intact in civil society it would be irrelevant to and overruled

by the relations of civil society. Money creates a situation in which

individual relations operate "beyond and above mart"4, manrs sentiments

are extr¿rneous to his relations so ttrat synpathy would be without a

medium through which it could fr¡nction. Marx does describe something

like sympathy when he sketches a picture of conununist worknen' who, in

their association, acquire a need for society. s But the circr¡nstances

created in their conmon enterprise, where this social sentiment is

exhibited, is so removed from the relations of civil society that it is

an example of sylçathy which is the exception proving Marxrs rule of its

impossíbility in the atonistic relatíons of corunercially dominated inter-

course.

For Marx, as for tiberal political economy, civil society is reduc-

ible to the relations of individuals, reducible to exchange relations

rAfter Snith the concept of 'sympathy' became integrated into
liberal thought generallyr cf., ê.9., John Stuart MÍlI' Utilitarianism
Liberty, Representative Goverruttent pp. 29, 31.

2Adam SmÍth, llt¡e Theory of Moral Sentiments, p. l2O. It is inter-
esting to note that frorn the 1890s liberat tlreory has paradoxically held
that such naturally social sanctions require state stryport.

3Economic and Philosophic tl,anuscripts, P. I3O.
aEarly writings, p. 260.
sEconomic and Philosophic lrlanuscripts, p. 115.
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between what are empirically egoistic individual beings. ln his early

writings, then, Marx cÐmpletely endorsed the eighteenth century view of

civil society as a conglomeration of individuals defined by their partic-

ular and personal interests, by their Ineedsr. Marx goes beyond classi-

cal liberalism in his contention that the relations of need are non-

social relations which exclude social relations. There is no place for

social man in the empirical world Marx describes, for the basis of civil

society, individual self-interest, can not be the for:ndation of society

but is its negation. This theoretical proposition is given an historical-

dimension in the
to On the Jewish

argument that the
Oreetion and the

centralisation of the state, according
growth of inclustaT a,ccording

to the Economic a¡rd Philosophic Manuscripts, in bringing about the col-

Iapse of feudalism, were responsible for the destruction of society.

In his writings of L844 Marx developed separately these two differ-

ent but related accounts of the historical emergence of the individual

bereft of social bonds. In On the Jewish Question the dissolution of

feudalism is described as a conseguence of the political revolution in

which the modern, centralised state comes to monopolise the authority and

power which had been vested ín the autono¡rpus feudal institutions of

estate, coryoration and guild. Feudal society was itself "ðirect.ly

political", says Mam, in that the relations of individuals were hier-

archically structured on a syÈtem of authority and privilege which denoted

directly social relationships. l Ítte political revolution, bY destroying

the feudal institutions which supported these relations, allowed the

"political spirit" to be "gathered together" into a single, central state

structure.2 Marx described the same process eight years later when he

said that

IEarly Writings, p
2rbid., p. 233.

232.
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The seignoral privileges of the landowners and towns
became transformed into so many attributes of the
state po$rer, the feudal dignitaries into paid offi-
cials and the motley pattern of conflicting mediaeval
plenary powers into the regulated plan of a state
authority. I

The consequence of this political revolution was not merely to draw Èhe

political aspects of the separate feudal institutions into a single

polítical institution of the modern state. llhe political revolution also

dissolved feudal society "into its foundation...into egoistic man".2 lrt

destroying the political relationships of feudalism Èhe political revolu-

tion had at the same time deprived the individual of the social bonds of

the hierarchical relationships.

An economic event parallel to the political revolution, and which

had the sane consequence in the generation of asocial individuals, is

described in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts where Marx says

that in the historical development of the economy movable private prop-

erty, or capital, came to replace the la¡rded property which had dofninated

feudalism. fhe effect of this development, contínues Marx, is that "the

slave of the soil" becomes the "free rnorker", the hireling of capital.3

In similar Èerms the abolition of the "privileged exclusivity" of feudal-

ism, through the development of trade and industry free of the feudal

strictures, a process outlined in Ttre Holy Fanily, is seen to be respon-

sible for the fact that the individual is "no longer bor¡nd to other men

even by the semblance of a common bond".b This general argunent, that

the directly social and dependent relations of feudal production become

unstuck in the development of capitalism and the individual emerged as a

r'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparter, MESW, Ir p. 477.
2Early Writings. p. 233.
3Economic a¡¡d Philosophic l4anuscripts, P 82¡ cf. afso ibid.,

p.60.
4the Holy Family, p. L3?¡ emphasis in original.
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free, independent a¡rd isolated being, is central to Marx's later disct¡s-

sion of the transition from feudalism to capitalism. In Marx's mature

writings, however, this argunent does not carry the extra baggage of the

claim that this process is one of social dissolution. we will return to

this betow. In his 1844 writings the demise of feudalism entailed that

manrs existence was to become individual a¡rd asocial in the strong sense'

V{hile t}re political rer¡olution, the advent of ttre modern state' and the

economic revolution, the preponderance of capital over land, are differ-

ent causes they converge in their consequence - they dissolve society into

a confusion of isolated individuals and simultaneously deprive the indi-

vidual of any meaningful social contact'

AlÈhough \^¡e are arguing that t"larx's Paris vlritings maintaln that Ín

comnercial society the individual is an asocial being - Marx insists on

Èhe ',asocial nature of civil life" r 
- and that historically this is the

result of man's loss of feudal social relations, it is important for an

understandingof}larx'searlyconceptof'society'torecognisethat

feudalism is not regarded as fully social in his early use of the term'

He says in on the Jewish Question that property and labour are not e1e-

vated ,,to the level of social elements" in the feudal 0rder, rather they

are compartmentali sed into "separate societies within society"'2 rhis

separation of the individual of labour from the individual of property

through relations of servility obstructs the full realisation of man's

social nature. But while Marx says that the individual is not a fully

socíal being in feudalism he makes it clear that the individual is not

entirely without social determination. In contrast to the relations of

comrrErce the feudal relations of indivíduals are social in being direct

r,Critical Notes on the Article "The King of Prussia ar¡d Social

Reform"', $!¿Writ'ings, P. 4L2'
2Early !{ritings, p. 232¡ emphasis in original'
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and close. What is important for Marx is that the relations of feudalism

"held in check the egoistic spirit of civil society". l In so far as

feudal relations prevent the do¡nina¡rce of self interest in the intercourse

of indíviduals they are social relations. The interdependence of rights

and privilege and the functional relationship between political and eco-

nomic factors which did not regard the individual interest as conclusive

Íreant that for Marx the relations between feudal individuals were social

relations.2 The feudal rein on self interest was its social endowmenÈ,

according to Marx, and when this went so too did society. This theme

will be developed below.

Marx's argument that the loosening of the feudal restraint on self

interest leads to the individualrs loss of social relations is evident in

the contrast he draws between the feudal ctraracter of labour, with its

"seemingly social significance", and free labour, which has the mark "of

indifference to its content, of complete being-for-itself".3 Feudal

labour is directed by its significance for the comnr:nity, Iabour for com-

nerce has no determination but the individual end. With the eclÍpse of

feudalism ¡4arx saw that the individualrs "particular activity a¡rd situa-

tíon in life sank to the level of a purely individual significance".4

Marx is quite explicit that the unfettered weight of individual interest

and significance, made possible Èhrough the annulment of feudal

restraints, extinguishes all mea¡ringful social relaÈions.

rrbid., p. 233.
2For 

" discussion of the exclusion of self interest from feudal
relations, cf. Harold Laski, lfhe Rise of EuroPean Liberalism pp. 25-26
and passim; R.H. Tawney, Religlon and the Rise of Capitalism, Chapter 1,
Part ii.

3Econornic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 82.
rEarly writings, p. 233.
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The relations of private property contain latent
within them the relations of private property as
labour, the same relations as capital, and the
mutual relation of these two to one another.
There is the production of human activity as
Iabour,..the abstract existence of man as a npre
workman who may therefore daily fall from his
filled r¡oid into the absolute void - into his
social, and therefore actual, non-existence. On
the other hand there is the production of the
object of human activity as capital - in which
all the natural and social determinateness of the
object is extingruished; in which private-property
tras foslits "attüa1 and social qr¡ality. I

Here Marx claims that with the collapse of feudalism labour, capital and

the relations between them become e:q>ressions of merely private interest

and as such are devoid of social content and effect. Vùithout conum:nal

significance labour and capital have no social quality. Ttris assertion

is particularly interesting because the same objective situation is

described in the Grundrisse, but with a contrary evaluation. ¡ltarx says

that "private inÈerest is itself already a socially determined interest,

which can be achieved only within the conditions laid down by society and

with the means provided by society".2 Not only does private interest

here have social determinateness, but the relations of self interest are

seen to take place in society. Ttre objective situation described in

these two quotations is the sa¡ne, the meaning of the term'society' is

different.

I{hen Marx says in the Paris Writings that the relations of indi-

viduals in civil society are unsocial a¡rd that the individual is without

a social existence he is reserving the term lsocietyr to indicate a net-

work of organic or co¡nmunal relations which imply a reciprocal nexus of

social partnership. Tt¡is he contrasts to con¡nercial relations in which

lEconomic and Philosophic l,lanuscripts, p. 8I; erphasis added.
2Grundrisse p.156.
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the social bonds, in ttris sense, are absent. Historians might write in

this fashion to differentiate pre-industrial from industrial societies. r

Karl Polanyi, for instance, forcefully employs this usage when he says

that the dominance of the "market mechanism...result[s] in ttre demolition

of society", and complains that in the market ec.onomy man suffers a

"letha1 injury to the institutions in which his social existence is

ernbodied". 2 Society in this sense is the commr:nity of hunan individuals

whose relations are intentional, visible and reciprocal. It is certainly

true, and this is Polanyirs point, that capitalist development does not

take existing social organisation for granted, but sr¡bverts customary

society by establishing the impersdnaL power of the market. rf the term

rsocietyr is confined to the description of what capitalism destroys, as

with Polanyi, or of what capitalism denies, as with l"larx in his early

writing, then 'society' can be only a normative concept demonstrating

that in a market environment man is alienated from society.

When describing market society or I cívil societyr Marx regards

society as a power which exists independently of the individual and out-

side him, society exists as an alien force to which ttre individual is

sr:bjected. The relations of individuals under the conditions of civil

society are therefore non-social relations. Marx says in On the Jewish

Question that "in civil society... [¡nan] is active as a private individual,

regards other men as means, [and] debases himself to a means".3 He goes

on to say that man becomes a social being only when

tcf ., e.g., David Thomson, England in the Nineteent.h Century,
p. 57, and Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution p. 27.

2Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation, pp. 73, L57.
3Early !{ritings, p. 22O¡ cf. also Economic a¡¡d Philosophic

Manuscripts, p. 73.
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as an individual man has become a species-being in
his empirical life, his individrral work and his
individual relationships, only when man has recog-
nised and organised his forces propres as social-
forces so that social force is no longer separated
from him. I

Man has a social existence, according to this accornt, when he ceases to

be separated from society, and this occurs onty when manrs species-being

is empirically manifest, genuinely realised, rather than merely inunanent

in man's nature. Man as a species-being in this sense is man in free,

reciprocal activity with others. ft was noted above that Marx regarded

the individual in feudal society as only a partially social being. Ítris

is because the relations of feudalism are servile relations and therefore

unfree, a point well made in the critique of Hegel's philosophy of Right

where the Middle Ages are said to be "a democracy of unfreedom".2 But in

restraining private interest feudal relations retain for the individual

a social dimension.

It can be seen that there are two distinct concepts ,society'

employed in Marxrs early writing. One implies that society is external

to the individual and that individual relations are therefore unsocial

relations. The other meaning of the term 'society' is 'human society',

inplying that individual relations are social relations and that ma¡r is a

social being. In Marxrs early linguistic usage the individual is a

social being only when he has transcended his self-estrangement. On this

criterion the social man of rhuman societyr is conmr¡nist man.

This argr.unent is most clearly expressed in the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts. Alienation is conceived as tJl.e process through

which the individual is divorced from society, the transcendence of

rEarly Writings, p. 234.
2rbid., p. 90.
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alienation isttthe return of man...to his hr¡na¡r, i.e., social mode of

existence". I The individual attains his social being in conuntmism, for

conununism is

the positive transcendence of private property, or
human self-estrangement.. .the complete return to
himself as a social (i.e., hunan) being.2

This postulation of man's social beíng is teleological rather than socio-

logical, ít assunes that the indivídual will ultimately become a social

being after he has surpassed his non-social existence in civil society.

It is based on the premise that social relations are attributable to

human nature and explicable in philosophico-anthropological terms rather

than in empirical sociological terms.

rI
Marxrs discussion of the individual's social relations in human

society is conducted in the manuscript where he outlines the development

of communist theory. After describing earlier and archaic conceptions of

commrxrism, wÌ¡-ich he criticises, Marx says that it is "easy to see" Èhat

"the entire revolutionary movement necessarily finds both its empirical

and its theoretical basis in the movement of private property - in that

of the economy, to be precise".3 The argument which follows this claim

e:çlains why it is so. It is mounted in decidedly non-economic a-r¡d non-

sociological terms.

The account of communismrs empirical basis in the movement of pri-

vate property is designed to show that early utopian conceptions of com-

mr¡¡ism in the thought of Fourierian publicists such as Etienne Cabet and

rEconomic a¡rd Philosophic Ma¡¡uscripts,
2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.

95.

96.

p. 96.
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Francois Villegardelle are faLse. They argued that cormu:nism could be

established by setting up co¡nmlrnist settlements in opposition to an

existing reign of private property. Marx criticises such programmes for

attempting to "ltear] single phases from the historical process".l

Communism can not be founded, contends Marx, on the formation of utopian

pockets in the stream of history, as it r,vere. He says that private proP-

erty pervades an entire historical period of manrs development as it is

the material expression of al-ienated human life. Marx's point is ttrat

commu¡¡ism can be founded only after the transcendence of private property

as ¿ìn historical phase of ma¡r's development. The overcoming of private

property through communism, therefore, has its erpirical basis in the

historical transcendence of private property, not in the disengagement by

particularly motivated individuals from existing private property. These

'empiricalr corunents are given significance and meaning in Marx's discus-

sion of the theoretical basis of the "revolutionary [þvement".

Marx reminds us that in the non-alienated situation the basic and

primary nature of production is in the sociaL character of labour, for

under these conditions a person's products are "the direct embodiment of

his individuality"2, and hence man produces himself a¡rd his fellow man in

being socially productive. While this ís obscurely stated in the Econornic

a¡¡d Philosophic I'{anuscripts, the same point is made with more clarity in

the notes on Mill's Elements.3 The text of the Manuscripts goes on to

say that

Likewise, however, both the material of labour a¡rd
man as the subject, are the point of departure as
well as the result of the movement (and precisely in

I tbid
2tbid
3Earty vlritings, pp, 277-278.
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this fact, that they must constitute the point of
departure, Iies the historical necessity of private
;ãp"rtyt. I

Again the sense of this statement is partly concealed, but it seems to

indicate that although the social character of labour is realised in com-

munism - it is "the result of the movement" - it is also connected with

the genesis of the movertent - it is its "point of departure". To claim

both that social labour is the achievement of the mor¡ement towards com-

munism and that it is the point of departure of the movement is prima

faqie paradoxical. The corollary of the statement ttrat social labour is

realised in cormnunism woutd seem to be that social la.bour is u¡ravailable

to the process of attaining conmunism. Indeed, Marx says that in civil

society, the historical stage prior to con¡nunism, labour is r:nsocial.

However, the theoretical basis of the rer¡olutionary nþvement devetoped by

Marx contains an account of its logic and locomotion which shows that the

paradox is rerely apParent.

Firstly, the logic of the theory. Marx tÍes the claim that the

social character of la-bour is the point of departure for the movement

towards communism to the claim that private property is historically

necessary to this movement. llt¡e necessity of private property to the

attainment of com¡nurism lies in the fact that the latter is the transcen-

dence of private property only. The sequence of stages in historical

development assuried by Marx is such tìat conmrunism is ttre historical

phase of man,s hr¡nan history which necessarily follows the historical

phase of private property. It can logically fotlow no other historical

stage. This is because in private property social labour is most fully

alienated. Private property is the material expression of alienated

rEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 97¡ emphasis in original.
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human life; the alienation of man in religion, the state and so forth are

merely particular aspects of the total alienation of man in material

production. In the transcendence of private property, of alienated

social labour, man has returned to hin his sociat labour. I This is what

Marx mea¡rs when he says that conrnunism is

the negation of the negation, and is hence the actual
phase necessary for the next stage of historical
development in the process of human emancipation and
recovery. Comnrmism is the necessaq/ pattern and the
dynamic principle of the inmediate future.2

Iogically, then, social la.bour is the point of departure for the movement

towards communism because communism is the obverse of private property

and private property is the denial of social labour. The negation of

social labour as an ernpirical äbsence is the logical prerequ-isite of com-

rnunism and in this sense social labour as the negation of private prop-

erty is the point of departure for the movement towards conununism.

If social labour as a negative principle, as the alienation of

social labour, is at the beginning of the historical movement towards

communism, through what process is the negatÍon negated? Ttris is the

quesÈion of locomotion, of dynamic. In his later writing Marx is explicit

that comrnr¡¡rism is the consequence of a proletaria¡r victory in the class

struggle. fhe discussion of commr¡r¡ism in the Manuscripts, however, is

devoid of a reference to class struggle. When Marx does mention some-

thing like the victory of one class over another, as in his account of

the "victory of the capitalist over the landowner[ in the movemenÈ from

feudalism to capitalism, it is regarded as the result rather than the

cause of Èhe "real course of developmentrr. What Marx holds to be

lrbid., p
2rbid., p

96.

106.
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responsible for this historical movement is the suppression of a previ-

ously dominant form of property by another form of property. r hle have

already seen that in his explanation of the revolutionary novement

towards co¡rununism the basic term is property, not class. Here too the

historical movement is conceived as a consequence of the movement of

property, the transcendence of private property, rather than as a conse-

quence of the class struggle.

According to l,tarx's argument the importance of property, and the

basis of its efficacy for historical change, is its relation Èo labour.

It is important to remember that for llarx private property is alienated

social labour. In his discussion of the theoretical basis of the move-

ment towards communism litiarx gives no rþre than a hint of this dynamic

mechanism when he says that

the social character [of hr¡nan labour] is t]¡e general
ch.rãFof the whole movement ltowards commr:nism]:
just as society [cormunism
man, so is society [commun

I itself produces man as
2isml produced by him.

I,rle interpret Marx to mean that manrs social character, even when alien-

ated in civil society, plays a dynamic and not a merely logical role in

the revolutionary movement. The reference to t'the whole movement" is to

the period which includes the historical phase of manrs unsocial being in

civil society as well as his social existence in corunu¡rism. lrlhen Marx

says that "society lisl produced by" man he IIEans that the social charac-

ter of labour, although empirically absent in civil society, ultimately

produces man as a social being, ultimately produces conmr¡nism. Basically

Irlarx is here claiming that manrs social nature, his essential sociality,

even when estranged from him, is the motor of the movenent towards

lrbid., p. 85.

97¡ emphasis in original.2r¡id
P
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conmunism. T'here is slender basis for this elaboration of the above

quotation in the passage itself, but such an interpretation is supported

by various ottrer co¡nnents made by l"Iarx in the Manuscripts.

Marx opens his discussion of communism with an attempÈ to show that

there is an internal relation of antithesis between l-a-bour and capital-.

He identifies rabour as "the sr:bjective essence of private property as

exclusion of property" and capital as "objective labour as exclusion of

labour". on this basis private property is seen to be in a "developed

state of contradiction" and hence, the argument continues, there is a

"dynamic relationship moving inexorabty to its resolution". I Ttrere are

several things to notice here. Firstry, capital is defined in terms of

l-abour and labour in terms of private property, so that the basic r¡nits

of explanation are ra.bour and private property. Secondry, the contra-

diction described here is not a class contradiction between labour and.

capital, but an ontological contradiction internal to private property.

rndeed, l'larx says that the "active connection" is not grasped by those

comprehending only "the antithesís of labour and capital".2 Ttrirdly, the

dynamic relationship moving inexorably to its resol-ution is the dynanic

of the contradiction within private property. As private property is

estranged social labour the dynamic of the movement must derive'from

alienated social labour.

The picture beco¡res even crearer some pages later when Marx says

that

The nature which comes to be in hr¡nan history -the genesis of hunan society - is man's real nature;

Cf. also ibid. r p. 88
rrbid. , p. 92
2tbid., p. 92
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hence nature as it comes to be through industry,
is true anthro-

In other words, even when man's essential nature is alienated from him it
is his true anthropological nature nonetheless. Earlier Marx had said

that "the history of industry and the established objective existence of

industry are the open book of manrs essentJ-al powers", and earlier still,

that " [in] creating an objective world by his practicar activity...man

proves himserf a conscious species-being".2 rndustry, and mutatis

mutandis property, demonstrate manrs social nature even though it might

take an unsocial form in them. I'tarxrs statements that it "takes actual

conmunist lsocial] action to abolish actr:al private property" and that

the process wirl be t'a very severe and protracted onett3, which, from the

perspective of his rater thought, appear to be references to class

struggle, are in this context references to man's productive activity as

a species-being. Thus manrs essential nature is productive of particular

consequences in its estranged form as well as in its realised form. !{hat

is produced is hunan society, and this ttrrough the resolution of the con-

tradiction inherent in labourrs unsocial form as it exists in private

property. For the contradiction wíthin private property is fundamentally

the contradiction of the unsocial form of manrs essential socialiÈy.

As Maff argues tt¡at the contradiction within private property fur-

nishes its own dynamic and resolution he envisages a sort of entropic

process in reverse in which the tendency of the system is to attain a

state of society. At the centre of the system is ¡nan's social nature.

The system is dynamic when labour takes a¡r unsocial form in private

lrbid., p. 103; enphasis ín original.
2rbia.r pp. Lo2, 7L.

even though in an estranqed form,
porogical nature. I-

3Economic and PhilosophÍc Manuscripts, p. I15.
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property. The telos of the system is rnan's species existence as a social

being. The movement toward this end is a consequence of the inherent

propensiÈy in the nature of manrs rabour to realise its social form.

In surttnnr'l/ then, the concept of 'society'as huna¡r society in

Marxr s early writings entails that social man is in a state of becoming

in civil society. I'lan is an unsocial individual in civil society and his

relationships are unsocial. Inherent in manrs nature, though, is an

essential sociality. In its ur¡social form the individualrs labour is

manifest in private property, but within private property the empirical

unsocial form of labour is in contradiction with its essentially social

form. The resolution of this contradiction is the realisation of man,s

true anthropological nature as social man. Society and social relations

are, therefore, available to the individual at the end of an historical-

process and ultimately attributable to the essential- faculty of human

nature postulated by Marx and explicable in philosophico-anthropological

terms. rhis conception of sociar man is clearly non-sociological. rt

does function as a critical element in Marx's account of civil society

and provides a critique of the liberal conception of the relation

beÈween the individual and society. But because it equates social man

with conununist man ¿rnd argues that ma¡r's sociality is a fr:nction of human

nature it can not be regarded as a sociologicar arternative to the

Iiberal image of man in society.

III

lfhat is perhaps surprising in Marx's early conception of society is

the degree to which it shares a connþn formal grorrnd with riberal

thought, even in its critique of the latter. Socíal m¿ut as a conceptual

entity is premised on a notion of hunan nature and a noÈion of harmonised
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comnunity in both Marxrs early thought and liberal theory. fhere is no

need to restate Marx's position here as it has already been adequately

outlined above. Adam Smith, as a typical representative of theoretical

J-iberalism, argues that the structure of society has a pre-social origin

when he accounts for the division of labour ,r, a"rrn" of a disposition in

hunan nature to truck, barter and exchange. I In a more general vein John

Stuart Mill has written that "Human beings in society have no properties

but those which are derived from, and may be resolved into, the raws of

the nature of individual men".2 this tendency of thought is inherent in

the liberal conception of socieÈy as an aggregation of individuals, for

if society is a conglomeration of individual beings it must be reducible

to its individual- members.3 As society is deduced from the individual in

liberar theory, the nature of society is deduced from hunan nature.

Marxr s own account of civir society is precisety in terms of the objec-

tive condition of hunan nature in its self-esÈra¡gement, and his accor:nt

of hr¡nan society is in terms of the full realisation of man,s essential

sociality.

Analogous to Marxrs prenúse of the social nature of conununism is

the liberal premise of a harmonised community of social interest. Accord-

ing to Adam smith, for example, human action is a consequence of self-

love. The same concept, although r¡nder a range of different names, is

forxrd in all liberal writing where individr:al motivation derives from

individual interests and needs. According to liberal theory the indi-

vidr:al- is the sole source and proprietor of his faculties and powers. As

society is understood as an aggregation of such òiscrete units, the basis

of human action Ín liberal theory is the endear¡our of seLf to satisfy its

lguoted in ibid., pp. I2O-L2I.
2Joht Stuart MilI, A System of Logic, p. 573.
3cf. L.T. Hobhouse, Liberalism, pp. L25-L27.
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needs. The social relations described by liberalism are, therefore, the

set of external relations between the individual- members of civil- society.

As these social relations are externat to the social individuals they can

be accor¡nted for only in terms of rnetaphor, such as the 'invisible handr

of the market, or through natural law metaphysics or some other basically

non-social factor. Marx writes with a measured irony in Capital that "in
accordance with the pre-established harmony of things, or rxrder the aus-

pices of a¡¡ all-shrewd providence" the self-interested individuals of

liberal theory "ü/ork together to their mutual advantage, fot the common

weal- and in the interest of a11".1 As the social commr:nity of liberal-

theory is external to the allegedly social relations of individual- inter-

acÈion, it is actually a non-social phenomenon. fhe common interest of

civil society is a hypothesised capacity standing above the relations of

civil society which brings order to them. It is only by introducing the

concept of a comnon interest into its model of society that the liberal

image of social relations between self-intereðted. inclÍvitluals carr be nain-

tained; such a concept is no more than what has been called a "commr¡nist

fiction".2 The 'common interestr as a harmonised community of sociaL

interest functions in the liberal explanatíon of civil- society in much

Èhe same way that Marx's rsocial relations of communismr functions to

explain human society.

Marx, of course, argues against the craim in riberar poriticar

economy that self interest gives rise to socÍal relations by showing that,

on the contrary' self interest is responsible for the rrnsocial relations

of antagonism between competitors. Marxrs critique of the liberal affir-

mation of the harmony of interests in civil society is contained in the

tCapital, I, p. I72.
2Hannah Arendt, The Eqmaq conditionr pp. 43-44r cf. arso Erten

Wood, Mind and PoliticJ, pp. fSZ-fS4.--
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statement, made in another context, that " [s]ociety is t]ren conceived as

an et'stract capitalist".l Ivlarxrs alternative to the liberal position is

not, however, a sociology of conflict but an alternative conception of

the harmonised corununity of social interest. The co¡rununist fiction of

riberarism is replaced with Marx's com¡nunist fact, "the first rear

coming-to-be, the rearisation become real for man, of mants essence".2

The absence in liberal political economy of this type of dialectic appre-

ciation of man's imnanent social essence is criticised by Marx3, but his

own tcommunist factr contains a tsocial fictiont analogous to that in

liberalism. Manrs essentiar sociality, as it is conceived by Marx, does

not derive from the individual's commr¡¡al participation, it is merely

precipitated in commr¡nism while remaining a factor inherent in the indi-

vidualts human nature.4 Marx's social comrnunity of conununism is a con-

ception of realised human nature, it describes the situation in which man

"submit[s] hirnself to his true essence".5 Thus human society is expli-

cable in terms of the properties of human nature, of the human species

and its individual members. Marx's accormt of hrrman society therefore

functions through a concept which is ontologically and methodologically

prior to social rel-ations. From the sociological point of view Marxrs

commur¡ism, like liberalism's social interest, in non-social, for it is an

attribute of the individual rather than of inter-individual social

relations.

The model of social man developed in Marxrs early writing is more

consistent than the liberal model it criticises in so far as its premises

rEconomic and Phi losophic Manuscripts, P. 77.
2rbid., p.
3r¡ia., pp,
qrbid., p.

L52.

109-110,1I9.
98.

sThe phrase is from Maurice Gode1ier,
in Economics, p. L23.

Rationality and Irrationality
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of human nature and hunan society are conceptually related. Ttre liberal

premises of human nature and social harmony are not internally connected.

The critique of the liberal position found in Marx's alternative vision

of hr¡nan nature and the comnunity of social man acquires a compelling

force in the fact of its consistency alone. But while Marxrs version of

social man is more successful than that of the political economists on

one level, they both share a comnon flaw. fhere is developed in each a

sr¡b-social or pre-social conception of hr¡nan nature i man I s nature is

prior to his social being and devolves on the individual essence. In

liberal theory manrs social nature is e>çlained through ttre psychological

concept of a propensity to truck, barter and exchange, whereas in Marx

the philosophico-anthropological- concept of an essential trans-subjective

reciprocity in manrs nature accounts for the individual's social being.

Both of these concepts have a narrovrer range than the social concept of

an ordered interaction of individual actors, neither postulate the social

faculty as something intrinsic Èo social relations themselves.

The conception of society in liberalism and in Marx's early writ-

ings, as they presuppose a human nature prior to social relations, a htunan

nature which accounts for the social existence of the individual, must be

regarded as defective from the sociological perspective. A more adequate

depiction of society than that of either liberal theory or Marx's early

writings would recognise that society exists in its ol,rn terms, as it h/ere,

and must be accounted for in something other than individual terms. The

properties of society, as Marx demonstrated in his mature writings, are

quite different from the properties of its individual members. Society

is irreducible Èo its individual members, and must, therefore, be explained

in social and not individual terms. Tt¡e locus of society is in the

ordered pattern of interaction between the individual members of society
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and the social relations thereby constituted. It has been argued by Alan

Dawe, however, that our preferred conception of society is only one of

two possible sociologies.r As well as the rsocial system' perspective,

in which society is ontologically and methodologically prior to its par-

ticipants, there is the 'social action'perspective, in which the indi-

vidual social actors create society and the operative element of social

action is the subjective dimension of the participants. On this second

conception of sociology it is arguable thaÈ the liberal and early Marxian

concepts of society are indeed sociological and that Marxrs early critique

of liberalism is mutatis mutandis a sociological critique of liberalism

and not, as it was suggested above, a merely philosophic-anthropological-

critique.

Indeed, Adam Smith, for insta¡rce, while arguing that society is

ultimately reducible to the individual, goes on to show tJ.at the "differ-

ence of natural talents in different individuals is not so much t]¡e cause

as the effect of the division of labour".2 Thus in their interaction

individuals create a social- world which, in turn, has a causal effect on

the individuals and their relationships. This constitutes an account of

the individual condition in terms of social causation. A general state-

ment of the sociology of social action derived from líberal premises is

enunciated by John Stuart Mill:

In social phenomena the elementary facts are feelings
and acÈions, and the laws of these are the laws of
human nature, social facts being the results of human
acts and situations...The human beings themselves, on
the laws of whose nature the facts of history depend,
are not abstract or universal but hístorical human
beings, already shaped, and made what they are, by
human society.3

lAlan Dawe, 'fhe T\¡¡o Sociologies' .

,Quoted in Economic a¡d Philosophic Ivlanuscripts, p. L20.

84.3John Stuart Ì4i11, Auguste Comte and Positivism, p.
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A theory of society constituted along the lines suggested by MilI does

not resolve the difficulties of developing a liberal sociologry, which can

not be gone into herel, but the pretensions of such a sociology are

clearly set out.

Marxr s early model of hr¡nan society can similarry be seen as an

instance of social action sociology in which the subjective and objective

erements are mediated through action, the consequence of which is "the

social fabric":

my o\ârn existence is social activity, and therefore
that which I make of myself, I make of myself for
society and with the consciousness of myself as a
social being.

My general consciousness is only the theoretical
shape of that of which ttre living shape is the real
community, the social fabric.2

Perhaps even more important to our discussion than an arguable social

action sociology of hr¡nan society is the concept of social causation

which some scholars have for:nd in I'larx's earry discussion of civil_

society.

Ernest Mande1 has argued that in the paris Manuscripts Marx explains

alienated labour as "the product of a particular form of society", namely

class society in which the cormnodities produced by one cLass are appro-

priated. by another.3 He continues, however, that the manuscript then

goes on to attribute the origin of alienated labour to human nature, and

this, he says, is alr "anthropologicat concept of arienation... [which]

tCf., ê.g., Leon Bramson, The political Context of Socioloqy.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 97.
3Ernest Mandel, P:- Formation of the Economic Thought of KarI Marx,

P. 160; emphasis in original. ¡¡andelrsf-ers specltic-affy t"-ncãnomic and
Phi losophic Manuscripts, pp. 65-66.
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remains largely philosophical and speculative".l The conclusion which

Mandel draws is that there is a "contradiction within the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts" in so far as Marx ascribes the cause of alien-

ation to both social and philosophico-anthropological determination.

This contradiction is resolved in The German Ideologry, where the former

mode of causation only informs Marx's discussion.2 The important point,

though, is that a sociological account of alienation is already developed.

in the Economic and Phitosophic Manuscripts. Marxrs argument that the

class appropriaÈion of the products of labour is generative of alienation

is a sociological account of the alienation of labour. Another facet of

the social cause of alienation is suggested by John Maguire when he says

the Economic and PhiI ic Manuscripts show that the wealth created in

industrial production is the product "of hunan co-operation, of intelli-

gent organisation of the capacity of the species, raÈher than of each

individual acting in isolation".3 Th" causal role of the division of

Iabour in man's alienation is also an e>çlanation of Èhe individual's

condition in sociar terms.q Even before writing the Economic and

Philosopic Manuscripts Marx had stated a.n apparently sociological propo-

sition in On the Jewish Question with the claim that the unsocial aspect

of the individual in civil society is a consequence of "the entire organ-

isation of our society".s There is ample textual evidence, therefore, to

support a sociological reading of ¡4arx's early writings, even if it does

run parallel to a philosophico-anthropotogical interpretation.

lMandel, 
9p.. cit., p. 161.

2rbid., p. 162.
tJohn Maguire, Marxrs Paris Vùritings, p. L25. Maguire refers to

Economic and Phi losophie Manuscripts, pp.70-74.
ucf., e.9., Anthony Giddens,

pp. 19, 23, 229.
sEarly Writings, p. 226.

Capitalism and Modern Social Theory,
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A sociological reading of Marxrs early writings has been used to

show not only that alienation is a consequence of social causes, but that

the route to hr¡nan society is also explained by Marx through the social

interaction between alienated individuals. In his discussion of lfarx's

early naturalism Zbigniew Jordan, for instance, interprets ',the hypothe-

sis that man rdevelops his true nature only in society"' to mean that

"men acqrrire the means of cultivating their gifts in atl .firections a¡d

of becoming ultimately free individuals" only in the social context. I

In their social relations prior to the atÈainment of communism men begin

to develop the faculties which, when fully realised, constitute the

advent of human society. ftris is similar to Magtrirers claim that the

operative capacity of the species for co-operation in production, under

conditions of alienation, demonstrates the "potential for the creation of

new wealth", presrmably in communism, which amounts to an argument for

"an empirical basis for the notion of species-being" in Marx's 1844

Manusc Tt¡e difficulty with this general account of a social- pro-

cess which leads to conÍnunism is that it is inconsistent with the social

e>q>Ianation of alienation.

As the alienated individual is rnan robbed of his social gifts, the

argument that alienated labour is the consequence of social causes is one

which proposes that there are social obstacles to the development of

species capacities. Thus a sociological accot:rrt of the movement to corn-

munism which focuses on the development of social capacities in man is

inconsistent with a sociological accour¡t of alienation, for the latter

explains the impossibility of the former, not its veracity. A socio-

logical account of Èhe revolutionary movement, which Marx describes as

rz.A. Jordan,
2Maguire, 

9p..

The Evolution of Dialectical Materi-alisn
cit., p. 125.

p. 43.
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the negation of the negationl, would have to interpret this dialectic in

class terms such Èhat communism was the outcome of class struggle rather

than the incremental development of the capacity in individuals for free

interaction between men. But this understanding of the movement toward

corunrxrism does not furnish evidence, empirical or othen^¡ise, of mants

species being.2 It does not necessarily deny the notion of a human

species nature, it functions independently of such a notion or its denial,

but it removes from the explanation of the movement towards commrurism any

supposition concerning the development of social capacitiès in civil

society. In our earlier discussion of the movement towards conmrunism we

interpreted Marx's claims regarding the necessity for the transcendence

of private property to imply that the contradiction which, when resolved,

gave rise to human society, was a contradiction internal to private prop-

erty itself, the content of which r^¡as the contradiction between alienated

labourrs empirical unsocial form and its essentially social nature. It

$¡as argued that Ì,!,arx did not regard this contradiction as fr:ndamentally

one between labour and capitar, and that his argrmrent constituted a

philosophical rather than a social prognosis of manrs movement towards

commr¡nism. The significance of this philosophical interpretation is that

it is consistent with the sociological explanation of alienation in so

far as it proposes that alienated labour is labour which has become

estranged through private property.

rEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, pp. 106, 114.
2Jordan, g.. cit., p. 405, note 87, offers an ingenior:s explanation

of t'larxrs use of the term rspecies'when referring to social life. He
says that Marx probably acquired the expression from Saint-Simon, who
wished to esta-blish sociology as a generalised physiology. This account
ignores the fact that Marxrs terminology is self-consciously Feuerbachian.
A physiologisation of t'larxrs notion of 'societyt would make it no ¡nore
sociological than does its philosophical anthropology.
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Rather than there being a contradiction in the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts between the socioJ-ogicar and phirosophico-

anthropoJ-ogical explanations of alienation, the two are quite corçatible.

Ttre basis of their consistency lies in the fact that the sociological

explanation is reducible to the explanation of alienation in philosophi-

cal terms- The passage in the Manuscripts which Mandel had quoted to

show that alienation is a consequence of social causes, the consequence

of the appropriation of the products of labour by the non-labourer. must

be supplemented with Marx's comments a Ìittle later in the same manu-

script that the relation between worker and capitalist is the resul_t of

alienated rabour and that private property, which appears as the source

of alienation, is really its conseqr:en.". I rn anticipation of this point

and in answer to it Mandel- says that Marx "is not dealing here with the

problem of tt¡e historical origin of private property but rather with the

problem of its nature, of how it reappears daily in a mode of production

based on alienated labour".2 Actually the passage in question can be

interpreted as a statement concerning both the historical and everyday

genesis of private property. But the important thing, which renders

l4andelrs objection redundant, is that it is an accounÈ of alienation which

is based on the assumption that what is alienated is human nature. The

anthropological interpretation is reinforced by Marxrs discussion of the

division of labour. ûthile the division of labour empirically fgnctions

as a sociar cause of alienation, it is prinarily, Marx says, the alien-

aÈed form of the social- character of labour.3 rn both of these examples

the social cause of alienated labour is itself a consequence of human

nature in it,s alienated form.

rEcono¡nic and philosophic Manuscripts, pp.
2Mandel, 

9p_. cit., p. 161, note 19.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p.

75-76.

L20.
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The apparent antinomy between Mandelrs identification of two dis-

tinct explanations of alienation in the Economic and phirosophic

Manuscripts and our argunent that one reduces to the other, can be

resolved by a few words about historical- car¡sation in general. rt is

important, in any causal explanation of historical or social events, to

differentiate between what have been carred 'internal, causes or 'pre-

conditionsr or the one hand, and rexternalr causes or,precipitantsron

the other. r Roughly speaking, the precipiÈants or external causes are

the agents which actually give rise to the empirical occurrence of an

event or condition. The pre-conditions or internal causes, on the other

hand, are responsible for the effect, for the precise nature of the event

or condition. Applying this model- of causation to Marxt s explanation of

alienation in the Manuscripts it can be seen that the references to a

social cause of alienation are those which describe the precipitation of

alienation. The effectivity of the social precipitant derives from the

philosophico-anthropological pre-condition of manrs species-nature. I{hat

l4andel has isolated are merely two levels of a single e>çlanatory modet.

The social action sociolog'y of the Manuscripts is the derivative of a

philosophical anthropolog'y. fhe identification of social causes in the

l"lanuscripts which account for man's alienation should not I ead us to

depart from the view that Marx regards the individual in civil society as

an unsocial being alienated from his social nature.

It has been argued, though, that in a description cf civil society

written some four or five months after the Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts, l/tarx did acknowl edge that alienated individuals engage in

sociar relations, and therefore that in 1844 Marx disagreed with the

lMao Tse-tung, Four Essays on Phitosophyr pp. 26- rry Eckstein,
fOn the Etiolog¡¿ of Internal Warr, p. L24. Cf. also re and
Geoffrey Nowell Smith (eds. ) , SelecÈions frorn the pris

ton

Antonio Gramsci, p. 178.
books of
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liberal position that the individual was external to society. Zbigniew

Jordan says that for Marx civil society is not merely an aggregation of

unrelated individuals, but rather "the totality of various social bonds"

through which individuals mutually interrelate. t Jordan substantiates

this with a quotation from The He:ry Farnily:

it is natural necessity, the essential_ human proper-
ties however estra¡rged they may seem to be, and
interest that hol-d the members of civil society
together.2

The sentence imrediately preceding the one quoted here shows, however,

that I'tarx is actually reaffirming the liberal position rather than repu-

diating it, as Jordan maintains. It states tÌ¡at

since the need of one individual has no self-evident
meaning for another egoistic individual capable of
satisfying that need, and therefore no direct con-
nection with its satisfacÈion, each individual has
to create this connection; it thus becomes Èhe inÈer-
mediary between the need of anoÈher and the objects
of this need.3

This passage, of course, does not deny that individual-s rerate to one

another in civil society, but it does demonstrate that Marx believed that

the relations were not the result of social bonds. It is a restatement

of the liberal position that civil society is a net of relationships

between individuals defined by their personal interests and particular

needs. The point is, and Marx has not gone beyond it here, that the

relations of civil society are entirely reducible to the relations of

discrete individuals, exchange relations between egoistíc individual

beings. The passage can be read as a paraphrase of Adam Smith's discus-

sion of the functionar division of trades in the satisfaction of

lJordan, op. cit., p. 39¡ cf. also Avineri, op

'Th. Holy Family, p. L42, quorced by Jordan, gg
tTh. Holy Family, p. I42.

cit., p. 88.

cit
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individual needs l, and certainly does not advance on the depiction of

civil society in On the Jewish Ouestion which argues that civil society

appears as a frarnework extraneous to the individuals
...The only bond which holds them together is natu-
ral necessity, need and private interest.2

!ùhaÈ Marx is describing in both works is the unsocial nature of man's

relations in civil society.

IV

The two concepts tcivil societyr and rhuman societyt are co-

existent in Marxrs early writings. The latter is society in a condition

of becoming, an as yet unrealised reality in which manrs relatíons are

fully social. The notion of human society is the critical measure against

which is held the unsocial man of civil society. Ttre anthropological

essence of mants species-being, according to Marxts argtunent, is alien-

ated from him in civil society, the corollary of which is that it is only

through the transcendence of his alienation that man's species-nature is

realised. Only then does Èhe individual exist as t-lre social being.

Marxts account of mants anthropologÍcally irunanent social- nature is

absent from The German ldeology, where it is argued that the market eco-

nomy is not the result of man's alienation, but that manrs al-ienation is

the consequence of the market "ooromy.3 Rather than an explanation of

society based on an anthropology of specíes being, we now fínd an account

of the condition of man in terms of social structure.

Marx introduces a new meaning of the concept rsociety' into his

work when he says

lAdan Smith, The Wealth of Nations, p
2Early l{ritings , p. 23O.

'Thu Get an rdeologry, p. 49.

481.
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By social we understand the co-operation of severaL
individuals, no matter under what conòitions, in what
manner and to what end. It follows from this that a
certain mode of production, or industrial stage, is
always combined with a certain mode of co-operation,
or social stage, and this rnode of co-operation is
itself a 'productive forcer. Further, that the
multitude of productir¡e forces accessible to men
detennines the nature of society. I

According to this definition all rel-aÈions between individuals which

effect a common end are social relations. The relations between indi-

viduals who rneet to sati$fy merely their private interests and individual

needs through exchange are thus arso sociar rerations. Secondly, this

definition contains the proposition that the form of society is a conse-

quence of the ¡nanner in which production is conducted. This entails that

under all conditions of production, alienated or othenrise, the relations

between individual operatives are social- relations; although the form of

the social relations will vary with the mode of production. Society in

this sense, with the corresponding notion of the causar primacy on the

nature of society of the mode of production, remains at the core of

Marxrs methodology in all of his research after The German ldeol-ogy.2 Lt

stands in stark contrast to the earlier philosophico-anthropological con-

ception of tsocietyt.

It was stated earlier in this chapter that historical materialism,

and what has just been outlined is a sun¡nary statement of historical

materialism, includes a sociological critique of liberal individualism.

That is to say historícal materialism demonstrates that society can not be

reduced to its individual members and that the web of social relationships

is greater than the market relations of individuals. The question of

rrbid., p. 4L.
2similar statements making the same points can be found in The

Poverty of Philosophy, p. 95, and Capital, III, pp. 79L-792.
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whether the theory of historicaL materialism can be regarded as a socio-

logical theory is in many hrays controversial.

The relationship between historical materialisn and sociologry has

been evaluated on many revels, although they all seem to resolve into

either political or methodological considerations. Historical materialism

has often been regarded by its advocates and detractors alike as provid-

ing an alternative scheme of interpretation to that of sociology; the one

depicted as a revolutionary ideology, the other a bourgeois ideology. I

This political squabble is almost entirely fruitless for even polemical

purposes. Joan Robinsonrs point, that the best defence of capitalism carr

be made on the basis of Marx's analysis and that Arfred Marshall's

attempts to represent capitalism favourably can be used to show the

necessity of socialism, demonstrates the irrelevance of superficial

poriticar asides to the resolution of theoretical questions.2 This

example from economics has a pararlel in Leninrs debate with the ,regal

Ivlarxists', showing that Marxrs social theory can not be adequately

described in merely political terms. It follows that it can not be ade-

quately differentiated from other theories of society on poritical

grounds, either.

On the methodological plane, it has been argued that whereas his-

torical- rnaterialism has rthe mode of production' as a fundamental cate-

gory and assumes the primacy of economic sÈructures in its analysis of

society, sociologry necessarily holds the assumption that rsocietyr must

be distinguished from'economy', and that only tl:e former is its

lcf. Karl Korsch, Karl Marx, pp. 17-18.
2Jout, Robinson, tMarx, Marshall and Keynest, pp. 8, IO.

Engels' conunents in Capital, III, p. 10, and E. preobrazhensky,
Econornics, p. 49.

Cf. also
The New
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Iegitimate provinee. r The disjunction between historical materialism

and sociolog:y on this basis has been resolved in a nunber of ways. Eric

Hobsbawm has said that it is erroneous to think of historical materialism

as a socioJ-ogical interyretation of history, but goes on to suggest that

historical materialism sr¡bsumes socioJ-ogy.2 Atoth"r view, which recog-

nises the importance of the economic factor in historical materialisrn,
l' )\

but is equally coy'gis{nt of the possibility of understanding the term

'sociologyr to mean 'empirical social theory', holds that historical

materialism is part of a particular field of sociology, namely econonic

sociology.3 While it would concede too much to eclecticism to say that

historical materialism is merely a sociologiqal theorya, it would be no

more than sectarian to deny that its social theory is a general sociofogy,

not ¡nerely an economic sociology, f.or it has important things Èo say about

the sociology of knowledge, stratification theory, political sociology

and so forth. s Th. most intelligent consideration, then, and certainly

the fairest intellectually, is to accept that Èhe theory of historical

materialism, while methodologically distinct from most current schools of

sociology, includes in its domain what can be generally understood as a

sociological theory. 6 It then remains to identify the specific character

of an historical materialist sociology.

tlo,-,i" oupré, The Phitosophical Foundations of Marxism pp. I77-L78¡
Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution, p. 375.

2Eric Hobsbawm, rlntroductionr to Marx's Pre-Capitalist Economic
FormaÈionsr p. 17.

3Donald Clark Hodges, 'On Marxrs Contribution to Economic
Sociologry' .

uJoht C,oldthorpe, 'Class, Status and Party in Great Britainr,
p. 371, remarks that Marxism loses its particular character in being
treated "as no more than an intellectual public utility".

slt should not be understood that Hodges, 9g.. ciÈ., denies this
last point, for he does not.

6cf. Bottomore and Rr¡bel, 9p.. cit., and references therein.
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ft should be said at this point that not all post-classical Marxism,

i.e. self-designated Marxist interpretations of Marxism, concedes that

historical materialism contains a sociological theory. r However, that

which does, more of less follows the perspective of Leninrs statement

that

Marx put an end to the view that society is a mechan-
ical aggregation of individuals...and was the first
to put sociology on a scientific basis by esta-blish-
ing the concept of the economic formation of society
as the sum-Èotal of given relations of production.2

\
The prinq'ip1e) distinguishing feature of Marxr s sociology is the emphasis

\/\,/it places-on the fundamental role of the production process for an under-

standing of the structure, and, one might add, dynarnic, of society.3 As

the process of production is fundamentally tJle labour process, and as

la-bour is the value-creating activity, there is a sense in which ltltarx's

sociology can be said to gravitate aror¡nd the concept of labour-value.

Marx himself has written that

It is always the direct relationship of the owners of
the conditions of production to the direct producers
- a relation always naturally corresponding to a
definite stage in the development of the methods of
la-bour and thereby its social productivity - which
reveals the innermost secret, the hidden basis of the
entire social structure. 4

The social structure, therefore, is r¡rderstood through tt¡e relaÈions cf

production, and these are essentiatly value relations, the relations of

lCf. the discussion in Bottomore, Marxist Sociology, Chapter 3.
2V.I. Lenin, 'Vfhat the "Friends of the People, Are and How They

Fight the Social-Democrats', P. 84.
tcf., e.g., Ljubomir Zivkokió, rÍhe Structure of Marxist Sociology',

pp.108-112.
acapital, III, p. 7gI.
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the creation and appropriation of value. I It is on this formdation that

Marx, in his mature writings, differentiates between feudalism and capi-

talism, e>çlains the emergency of individualístic society a¡rd develops a

sociological critique of liberal individualism. He shows that the indi-

vidual- of commercial or capitalist society is a social being whose social

bonds are not in the relations of the market place, in human sympathy or

in species being, but in the social relations of sociaf production.

It r^ras shown above that in his early writings t"larx conceived^ the

difference between feudal and capitalist labour as a difference between

Iabour which was directed by its significance for the community and labour

which was directed by its significance for the individual. In capital-ism

labour and capital were held to be devoid of social content arrd meaning,

and the relations between individuals were regarded as r¡nsocial relations.

The asociality of civil society was explained in terms of the individual's

w¡tra¡mnelled egoism, and this was seen as a consequence of the al-ienation

of man's social species being. In his later writings Marx differentiates

between feudalism and capitalism in terms of the nature of social produc-

tion, and rather than regarding the relations of man in civil society as

r¡¡¡social, he now says that they are merely a particular form of social-

relation, different in content from the relations of feudal society. The

difference between these two types of society, Marx argues, is the dif-

ference between a society in which production is predominantly for use

and a society in which production is for exchange. In Marxrs later work

the relationship of individuals is explained in terms of the social

l"M.rx...starts from labour in its significance as Èhe constitutive
element in human socieÈy, as the element whose developmer¡t determines in
the final analysis the development of society. In his principle of value
he thus grasps the factor by whose quality and quantity, by whose organi-
sation and productive energy, social l-ife is causally controlled", Rudolf
Hilferding, 'Böhm-Bawerk's CriÈicism of Marxr, p. 133.
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structure within which production takes place, rather than through a

teleologícal concept of human nature. Human nature and the individual's

social relations are now seen as dependent upon the structure of social

production, whereas in the early writings hr¡nan nature is an independent

variable, itself consequential upon the relations between individuals.

The distinction between feudal and capitalist socicty is succinctly

expressed in the Grundrisse when Marx says that "the dissol-ution of the

servile relationship which binds the labourer to the soil, and to the

lord of the soil" is essentíally the dissolution of "relations of produc-

tion in which use-value predominates".l Und.r feud.al conditions the

la-bour of the serf and its producÈs is divided into that which is

directly provided to the lord of the land, and Èhat consumed by the serf

and his famity.2 In neither case is production separated from consumption

by a corunercial intervention and labour, therefore, produces only use-

values. Such production requires that labour be combinecl with the means

of labour, "the instrument of La-bour is...intimately merged with living

labour"3, and that the social relations through which it operates be close

and direct. The dissolution of labour relations productive of use-value

is therefore firstly "the historical process of divorcing the producer

from the means of production".4 TLre labourer is thus freed from the

close and servile relaÈions of manor and guild and from his means of pro-

duction: he emerges as the free individual of capitalist society.s The

newly free l-abourer is available to be freely hired and set to work for a

lPre-Capitalist Econo¡níc Formationsr pp. LO4, 1O5i Grundrisse,
p. 5O2. The forner is a translated section of the latter. References to
both will be given, buÈ the quotation will be from the former only.

2capital, r, pp. 82-83.
3Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, p. 108; Grundrisse p.505.
qcapital-, I, p. 668.
srbid. 

;
Grundr asse p.

cf. also Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, p. 111;
507.
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wage by an independent owner of means of production. What is produced

under these new conditions is physically the same as what had previously

been produced, but, Marx says, "a new social soul has popped into its

body" l, for it is a commodity, produced not for inunediate consr:mption by

either the labourer nor the owner of the means of labour, but a product

which exists soJ-ely to be placed on the market for sa1e. What is pro-

duced by free labour is not a use-value but an exchange-value.

As the basis of capitalist production is the production of exchange-

values rather than use-vah:es2, so its relations are spatial rather than

direct. The production of an exchange-value or commodity is separated

from its use or consrmrption by the excÌ¡a¡rge relation. Exchange is a

relation between private and mutually independent proprietors who neet

solety to fulfil a particular transaction.3 Production for exchange is

similarly conducted between mutually independent persons.h Not only is

exchange itself an interaction between independent individuals, but it

"is a major agent of this individualisation"s, so that the process is

self-reinforeing. Thus the image of the isolated atom of commercial

society, the individual bereft of social relations, does appear to be a¡

apposite description. But in his Introduction of 1857 Marx criticises

such a suggestion in liberal political economy, and, incidentally, his

own forner view, when he says that

the epoch which produces this standpoint, namely that
of the solitary individual, is precisely the epoch of
the (as yet) most highly developed social...relations.

rcapital, I, p. 698.

477.

.88-89,550.

2 rbid., p
3 Ibid., pp
ar¡ia. r pp. 165,
sPre-Capitalist

L66, L72.

Economic FormatÍons, p 96; Grundrisse, p. 496.
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Man is...not cnlir a social animal, but an anirnal that
can be individualised onty within society. I

Marx argues, therefore, for a very strong correspondence between the

degree of individualisation and the advanced state of social relations.

The connection between the two is irnplicit in the nature of exchange-

value.

r-
Before looking at the social context let us úeinq'pith ttre indi-

\vidual particle. Ttre basic r¡nit of the capitalist mo-<ie of production is

not the individual labourer, according to Marx, but the single commodity.2

The commodity is both a private thing, in so far as it is always in the

possession of a particular individual; and a social thing, it is produced

for anotherrs consumption. Private labour, in the production of commodi-

ties, bestows upon them an exchange-value. In the realisation of that

value in the market place, in the sale of the commodity, the social char-

acter of private labour is confirmed. Engels catches these complex

interrelations nicely :

What are com¡nodities? Products nade in a society of
npre or less separate private producers, and therefore
in the first place private products. Íhese private
products, however, become commodities only when they
are made, not for consumption by their producers, but
for consumption by others, that is, for social consump-
tion; they enter into social consumption through
exchange. The private producers are Èherefore socially
interconnected, constitute a society. 3

Thus the privaÈe production of commodities by individual labourers is the

social production of exchange-values for sociaf consumption.

lA Contribution to the Critique of Politicat Economy, p
2Capital, r, p, 43.
3¡nti-oi:hring, pp. 363-364.

189.
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The social character of exchange-value lies in the fact that it

registers the quantity of social labour allocated to the production of a

corrnodity. The value relation is not a natural property pertaining to

material objects, but "something purely sociaI".1 As l4arx e>ç1ains in

his pamphlet on !{ages, Price and Profit, the production of a cornmoCity is

not merely the production of "an article satisfying so¡re social want",

for the labour expend,ed in the production of commodities "must form part

and parcel of the total sum of labour e:çended by society".2 And herein

is the advanced nature of the social relations of society based on

exchange-value, for the social relations of exchange-value function inde-

pendently of Èhe will of the social actors themselves. Marx conunents

that "the behaviour of men in the social- process of lcommodity] produc-

tion is purely atomic" and goes on to say that "their relations to each

other in production assume a material character independent of their con-

trol and conscious individual action". 3 Thus exchange-va1ue "develops a

whole network of social relations spontaneous in their growth and entirely

beyond the control of the actors". I Ttris spatial society contrasts

sharyly with the directness of feudal social relations in which individual

Iabour is the consciously applied labour of the conununity in the produc-

tion of use-values. While commodity society is individualised it "does

not consist of individuals, but expresses the sum of interrelations, the

relations within which these individuals stand".5 The structure of pro-

duction corresponds to a particular form of interrelations, which are

essentially and wholly social relations, even though they are not

rcapital , f, p. 63.
2¡,tEsw, rr , p. 49 ¡ emphasis in original .

3capital, r, p. 96.
\capitaI, I, p. LL4.
scrundriss€r p. 265. Cf. also The Poverty of Philosophy, p. 87.
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relatiúnships willed by Èhe individuals themselves. Here is Marx's

sociological analysis of individualised society. !{hat of his critique of

liberaL individualism in social terms?

A crucial feature of commodity produc.tion, and a consequence of the

separation of production from consumption through exchange, is that com-

rndities exist independently of men a¡rd assume a life of their own.

Exchange-values, Marx says, t'vary continually, independently of the wiII,

foresight and action of the producers. To them, their own social action

takes the form of the action of objects". r fhus "producÈion rel-ations

are converted into entities and rendered independent in relation to the

agents of production".2 A phenomenal effect of commodity production,

therefore, is that "the relations connecting the labour of one individual

with that of the rest appear, not as direct social relations between

individr:als at work, but as...material relations between persons".3 Thus

the com¡nodity form is not only the basis of individualised society, it is

also at the root of the view that the individual is without social rela-

tions. Marx calls this the fetishism of commodities, which was discussed

in Chapter 2 above.

It is through the fal-lacy of commodity fetishism that the liberal

political economists, and Marx in his early writings, reduce the social

rel-ations of individuals to the exÈernal relations of independent and

unsocial beings. $tith his Èheory of conunodity fetishism Marx socio-

logically demonstrates that social relations only appear as things under

the conditions of commodity production, in the production of exchange-

values.

I

2

3

I, p. 79.

III, p. 83I.

I, p. 78.
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More than any other single topic of 'marxologicalr interest the

problem of alienation in Marxrs writing has occupied a cerrtral place in

discussic>n a¡'rd scholarship since the late 1950s. In the elucidation of

other matters in previous chapters it has been necessary to refer to

Marxrs early theory of alienation a nr¡mber of times. The present chapter

is wholly concerned with Marxrs theory of alienation as a theory of man

in capitalist society. The focus of the chapter will be the economic

aspects of alienation. Political alienation will be discussed in the

following chapter.

Tt'¡o broad and mutually excJ-usive positions on the concept of alien-

ation in Lilarx can be identified within the critical literature. Some

have argued that although Marx developed the concept of alienation in his

early works, he abandoned it in his mature writings. r Others have held

that the concept of alienation is not only developed in the early writ-

ings, but is also central to Marx's later thought, and hence constitutes

the common thread which unifies his work.2 This chapter will attempt to

resolve the controversy of whether Marx abandoned or continued to employ

the concept of alienaÈion. It will be shown that the concept of alien-

ation, while employed by Marx throughout his work, is part of a theoreLi-

cal fra¡nework in his early work which is significantly different from the

one in which it functions in the mature writings.

It will also be shown in this chapter that the theory of alienation

in the Economic and Philosophic Manr¡-scripts is empirically verifiable for

a particular stage of capitalist development, but inadequate - indeed

implausible - as a theory of capitalism in general. Marxrs own mature

rlouis Althusser, For Marx; Sidney Hook, From Hegel to Marx, New

Introduction.
2shlotto Avineri, The Social and Political Ttrought of Karl Marx;

István ¡,l6száros, Marxrs Theory of Alienation; Bertell Ollman, Alienation.
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analysis of the differences in the conditions of labour and the division

of labour for different phases of capitalist development shows the limi-

tations of his early theory of alienation as an empirical theory of

capitalism.

The following comrents, which are of necessity brief, wiII largely

be confined to a discussion of primary sources rather than an examination

and critique of the enormous secondary literature. Any discussion of the

Iatter in the space of a single chapter would be inadequate. In any case

such a discussion would be irrelevant to an attempt to de¡nonstrate the

existence of different theories of alienation in Marx, and to show that

in his lâter writings Marx outlines the grounds on which the early theory

can be shown to suffer limitations.

Although Marx began to advance his early theory of alienation in

the Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right jt is most highly developed

and most clearly outlined in the 1844 Manuscripts. Unlike o.ther early

writings the statement of the theory of alienation in the Econo¡nic and

Philosop hic Manuscripts is more directly conrnensurate with the matr¡re

theory of alienation as it provides an account of the alienation of

labour. Thus in the discussion below the Manuscripts will be taken as

representative of Marx's early Èheory of alienation. Representative of

the mature theory of alíenation wítl be that found in Capital. Most

accounts of Marx's mature theory of alienation have focussed on the

Grundrisse, where the term 'alienation' appears with much frequency.l

The reasons for virtually ignoring the Grr¡r¡drisse in our argument are two-

fold. Firstly, we agree with Michael Evans who argued in a review of

David McLellan's work that whatever is of interest in the Grundrisse can

tDavid Mc1,ella¡r, 'Introductionr to The Grundrisse, and 'The
Grundrisse in the Context of Marx's lrlork as a Wholer; Martin Nicolaus'
rThe Unknown Marxr; Iring Fetscher, rThe Your¡g ar¡d the old Marx'.
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be found in Capitall; secondly, it is clearly more important to show that

the theory of alienation appears in a work which Marx wrote for pr:blica-

tion, rather than in working notes which he l-eft in a drawer.

Four basic propositions will be advanced below. It will be shown

that the concept of alienation is current throughout the entirety of

Marxrs thought. Any argunent for an 'epistemological break' based on an

alleged absence of the concept of alienatíon in Marxr s mature writings

ca¡ therefore be regarded as untenable. Secondly, it will be shown that

the concept of alienation in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts is

part of a theory which is quite different from the theory of alienation

developed in Capital. Thus the argument of theoretical continuity errs

in failing to notice that there are two theories of alienation in Marx's

writings, one of which supersedes the other. fhirdly, it will be shown

that the empirical content of the early theory of alienation is linited

to a particular phase of capiÈalist development. The theory of the

Manuscripts is not a general theory of capitalism. Finally, it will be

shown that from the perspective of the mature theory of alienation the

early theory ís false.

Not only is Marx's interest in the theme of alienation manifest

throughout his intellectual career. He also continued to employ the word

'alienation' after writing the l"lanuscripÈs. It appe ars in the Grundrisse,

as we har¡e already noted, and also in 'Ihe Povert¿ of Philosophy, in A

Contribution to the Critique of Political Econony, in Capital a¡d in the

lMichael Evans, '1\rro Translations of Marxt.
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Theories of Surplus Value. r It is used in afl of these works as part of

Marx's e:çlanation of the conditions of labour in conunodity production.

Two basic facets of alienation can be differentiated in Marxrs

mature usage, what Daniel BeII calls "dehuma¡isation" and "exploitation".2

BelI believes that Itltarx "glossed over" the first of these in Capital-

because he was concerned wíth the consequence of capitalist social rela-

tions, and therefore e:çloitation, rather than with technolog'y in general ,

which BeII says Marx saw as the basis of dehumanisation. Actually, Marx

regards the capitalist application of technolog'y rather than technology

neuÈrally conceived to be the cause of dehr¡nanisation3, and his treatment

of the problem in the rather lengthy chapter on 'Machinery and Modern

Industryr in Capital indicates that he accorded the matter some impor-

tance. Perhaps nindful of this fact Fredy Perlman distinguishes in Marx

not dehr¡nanisation and e>çIoitation, but qualitative and quantitative

aspects of e>çloitation:

Thus when l"larx speaks of the capitalist's appropri-
ation of tsurplus valuet or tsurplus labourr, he
refers to the quantitative aspect of exploitation,
not the qualitative aspect. Qualitatively, the
labourer alienates the entirety of his creative
poh¡er, his power to participate consciously in
shaping his material environnent. 4

This conveys the sense of l"tarxts erçlanation, lost in Bellts account, of

both dehunanisation and exploitation in terms of capitalist production,

rather than in terms of technological development on the one hand and

capitalist development on the other.

lThe Poverty of Philosophy, p. 29, \ Contribution to the Critique
of Political Eco¡gmf_, pp. 42-52; Capital, I, pp. 9L-92, f10, 115, L7O,
535-536, 547¡ Theories of Surplus Value, Part III, pp. 259, 276, 466-467,
502-503.

2Daniel 8e11, rTtre Debate on Alienation', p. 2O4.
3Capital, I, pp. 398, 4O7, 455.
aFredy Perlman, tEssay on Cormnodity Fetishismt, p. 260 and rlntro-

ductionr to Isaak Rubin, Essays on Marx¡s Theory of Value, p. xxv.
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It is convenient to deal here with the general question of the dis-

tinction between ralienationr and 'exploitation', as the comrents above

may have been read to suggest that the two can be treated as equivalents,

which they can not. According to Marx alienation occurs in conunodity

production only. Under such conditions the exchange relations of market

society separate production from constunption, and the product acquires a

life of its own, independent of the producer, artd comes to oppress him as

an arien force. Exploitation, on the other hand, is not confined to

situations of commodiÈy production, in Marxrs accor:nt. The serf is

e:çloited by the feudat lord, even though he produces only use-values.

Sinilarly, the slave owner e:<ploits his slave and the orientaL Despot his

peasants when no conmodity is appropriated. Exploitation, for Marx, is

the appropriation of the surplus labour of one class by another class.

Only in corrunodity production does surplus labour take the value form. l

Thus exploitation is a category with a wider scope than the category of

alienation. AlI alienating relations are relations of exploitation, but

not all exploitation is alienating. A description of the relations of

commodity production - which is a description of the alienating relation-

ship - is found in both the Manuscripts and Capital, as was shown in the

previous chapter.

Marx seldom uses the term'alienationr in Capital when he refers to

man's dehr¡nanisation' to his loss of creative power, to the situation in

which man is mutilated, crippled, becomes a mere appendage to the

¡nachine.2 The use of the word is generally confined in the rnature writ-

ing to refer to the situation in which things, including the many

Capital, f,
Ibid., pp.

pp. 482-483.

34O-34L, 344, 604.2
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attributes of labour, become objects of exchange. r But when he describes

the "sine qua non of capitarist production"2 Mar* shows how the two

aspects of alienation, that of capitalist exploitation and dehumanisa-

tion, are related to a single process. Marx says that before entering

the production process the workerts "o\.¡n labour has already been alien-

ated" in the sale of his rabour-power to the capiÈalist.3 The rabour

power thus appropriated by the capitalist is realised in a prod.uct

beronging to the capitalist, not the labourer. Here is the process of

quantitative alienation. But, Marx continues, not only is the prod.uct of

labour consumed by the capitalist converted into commodities, it is also

converted into capital, "into me¿rns of production that corunand the pro-

ducers".4 Here is the alienation of the workerrs creative por{ers, for

the "Labourer therefore constantry produces material, objective wearth,

but in the form of capital, of an alien power that dominates and erçloits

him".t It naking available his labour power to the capitalist, in alien-

ating his labour power, the worker creates the means of his further

alienation by creating a force which does not belong to him but which, by

taking from him his power to control production, becomes an agent in his

exploitation. For capital is not merely a physical and technical rela-

tion, according to Marx, it is a coercive social relation which dict.ates

the regularity, intensity and magnitude of la-bour.6 Her. in capital- is

riescribed the condition of alienation first outlined by Marx in the

Economic and Phi c lvlanuscripts which corres ponds to Feuerbachts

IThe Poverty of Philosophy, p. 29¡ A Contribution to the Critique
56-57.

5 36.

of Political Economy,
2capital, I, p.
3rbid., p. 535.
q r¡id.
st¡id.
6Capita1, III, pp. 814-815;

p.161.
r!{age Labour and Capitalr, MESVI, I,
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account of alienation, discussed in Chapter 4 above,

is the consequence of man producing an effect which,

dent of him, comes to be a force in his oppression.

in which alienation

in becoming indepen-

ßiro things have been estabrished so far: that Marx uses the term

ralienationr in Capital as well as in the Economic and Philosophic

Me4uscripts, and furthermore, that he uses it to describe those processes

to which he refers when apptying the sare term in the Manuscripts. How-

ever, the appearance of the concept 'arienation' in a description of

labour's objectification as hostile phenomena can not itself prove that

the theory of alienation deveÌoped in t]¡e Manuscripts is continued in

CaPital. There is no doubt thät the idea of alienation is enduring in

Marxrs thought. But the mere statement of a con¡non theme in the two

works and the fact that they share a description of man's condition as

alíenated, does not entail nor constitute the statement of a single

Èheory. hlhat this shows, rather, is that they both accor:nt for a contrnon

empirical situation. TL¡e question which remains is whether there is a

theoretical explanation of alienation which is conunon to both works. In

order to prove theoretical continuity it must be shovm that the concept

of alienation is part of a conmon system of concepts in the two works,

and that the role of Èhe concept of alienation in the sÈructure of

explanation has not changed between the Economic and Philosophic

It{anuscripts and Capital.

II

There is, in fact, a large disjuncture between the theoretical

accounts of alienation in the two works. There are significantly differ-

ent conceptions in the l"lanuscripts on the one hand, and in Capital on the

other, of the workersr impoverishment in alienation, of the nature of the
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loss incurred in alienation and of the process by which alienation is

transcended. These differences indicate that there are tr.¡o quite differ-

ent theories of alienation in Marx,s work.

The first of these differences between the two works relates to the

guantitative aspect of alienation. The theory of alienation in Capitat

is derived from the labour theory of value and the concomitant theory of

surplus value. rn sunmary, these craim firstly, that the varue of arl_

conunodiÈies, including labour power, is determined by the socially neces-

sary labour time required for their production; seocndly, that the worker

is paid the full value of his labour power when he sells it to the capi-

talist; and thirdly, that when the already purchased labour por,ver is con-

sr¡ned in production by the capitalist it creates, in addition to its own

value, a surplus value which constitutes a nett gain to Èhe capitalist.

!{hile Marx had explicitly rejected the classical labour theory of value

at about the tine he wrote the Economic and Philosophic Manuscr ipts r 
,

some scholars have found a genn of the labour theory of value in the

alienation theory of the Manuscripts.2 Nevertheless Marx's erçlanation

of quantitative alienation in the Manuscripts is based on a different

theoretical foundation than that of Capital. and it carries with it dif-

ferent implications.

On the assumptions of the labour theory of val_ue, that labour

power, like a1r commodities, is sold at its vaLue, and that its varue is

determined by the labour time requíred for its production, it follows

tltat an increase in labour productivity, that is, a decrease in the labour

time necessary to produce a conmodity, decreases the share of income going

I t Excerpts
Irlritings, p.260.

from James Millrs Elements of Political Economyr, Early

2Per1man, rlntroductionr to Rubinr op. cit., p. xxiv; paul Walton
and Andrew Gamble, From Alienation to Surplus Val_ue, pp. 39-43.
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to labour a¡rtl increases the part approprÍatetl by the capitalÍst. r¡r

other worcls the labour theory of varue inpries a relativs Ínpover

ishnent of the working class. Relative Ínpoverishnent is a d.ecrease

in the shale of the national income going
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to the working class as opposed to an absolute decrease in the income of

labour. Relative impoverishment may occur when the real income of labour

rises. Marx had already arrived at this conclusion by 1g47. t The propo-

sition that under conditions of capitalist development the working class

suffers a relative impoverishment is assimilated into Marxts 'General Law

of Capitalist Accumulatic¡nr in Capital.2 The concept of alienation in

its quantitative form in Capital implies the concept of the relative

impoverishment of labour.

The alienation theory of the Manuscripts entails not a rel_ative but

an absolute impoverishment of labour. Marx argues here that an increas-

ing appropriation of labour's products requires an increasing absolute

loss to labour, for

the greater this [productivel activity, the greater
is the worker's lack of objects. lrlhatever the pro-
duct of his labour is, he is not...Therefore the
greater the product, the less is he himself

and,

The worker becomes all the poorer the more weal_th he
produces, the more his production increases in por^rer
and range...Vüith the increasing value of the world
of things proceeds in òirect proportion the devalua-
tion of the world of men. "

Marx arrives at this general conclusion through two routes. The earty

alienation theory has no conception of an increase in labour productivity

which results from an apptication of less labour time to more technolog-y. q

I'vüage Labour and Capital', MESW, I, pp. 163-167.
2Capital, I, Chapter 25, Sections I and 2.
3Economic and Philosophic l4anuscripts, pp. 67, 66.
aalthough the notion is not entirery foreign to the Manuscripts,

as we will see below.
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An increase of productivity is seen in the I'lanuscripts only as a conse-

quence of more labour being consuned in prod.uction. Marx says that

The product of la-bour is labour which has been con-
gealed in an objecÈ...So much does labourrs realisa-
tion appear as loss of reality that the worker loses
reality to the point of starving to death...the more
objects the worker produces the fewer can he possess
... [These] consequences are contained in the defini-
tion that the worker is related to the product of his
Iabour as to an alien object. l

As the product of Ia-bour is congealed labour, it follows that an increase

in the volute of products created increases the loss of labour to the

labourer himself. ftris is an absolute, not a relative loss of labour and,

therefore, an absolute loss of the products of labour.

The second route to the concept of absolute impoverishment is in an

e:çlanation of Èhe price of labour. Vlhereas in Capital wages are more or

Iess equivalent to the value of labour porder expressed in the money form,

in the Economic and Philosophic luLanuscripts the price of labour is

accounted for purely in terms of Èhe laws of supply and demand. This

comes out in Marx's discussion of the conditions which he says give rise

to the growth of capitals and revenue. The first condition states that

as capital is accr¡nulated labour the growth of capital is in "the accumu-

lation of much Iabour".2 This is the argument claiming that the ireater

the product the less the labourer. The other two conditions of capital

accumulation are an increase in the division of labour and an increase in

the concentratíon of capital, both of which are held to result in an

increase in the size of the working class.3 Marx says that an intensifi-

cation of the division of labour increases the number of labourers in

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p.

'rbid., p.
3rbia., pp.

26.

26-27.

66.
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production and that an increase in the nr¡mber of lal¡ourers intensifies

the division of labour. The concentration of capital, which is seen as

an outcome of the competition betweên capitals, is regarded, as having the

consequence of swelling the ranks of the working class with ruined capi-

talists. blhat is important for our argument in all of this is that tvlarx

says that an increase in the size of the working class intensifies t1.e

competition between workers and this has the effect of depressing wages

- which is tantamount to an absolute impoverishment of the working class.

The position is not quite as sinple as it has been described above,

although in introducing the complicating details there will be no need to

amend our conclusions. We have already mentioned Marxrs discussion of

relative impoverishment in Capital. Marx also shows that the process of

capital accr¡nul-ation leads to an a-bsolute impoverishnent of the reserve

army of labour, unemployed workers who can be called rpon by capital when

it requires them in production. I Th.re is in the Manuscripts an analo-

gous concept of "a section of the working class [which] falls into the

ranks of beggary or starvation".2 The argument of Capital is that while

the reserve arîny of labour is forced into an absolute impoverishrnent

through the accumulaÈion of capital, productive labourers are only rela-

tively impoverished. Ttris latter concept is not entirely rnknown to the

Manuscripts. Marx does mention the possibirity of wage rises, but says

that "for every wage that rises, one remains stationary and one falls".3

l,lore significantly Marx says that "the capitarist is more than compen-

sated for the raising of wages by the reduction in the amount of labour-

time"4, which is clearly a reference to increases in labour productivity

lCapital, I, Chapter 25, Sections 3 and 4.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts,
3rbid., p.
+rbid., p.

25.

29.

p. 27.
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offsetting a rise in the price of labour by decreasing its val-ue. Such

a proposition is part of the argmment of relative impoverishment. A

little further in the same manuscript Marx quotes !{iLhelm Schulz on the

relative impoverishment of labour. r Marx seems not to grasp the sj-gnifi-

cance of Schulz's remarks, however, and from them observes onry that

"political economy knows the worker only as a working-animal - as a beast

reduced to the strictest bodily needs"2, thereby demonstrating that the

point has escaped him. His own comment on the reduction of labour time

in production is not even a¡r "intuition", as Mander had put it3, but u.r,

idea paraphrased from schurz, the meaning of which Marx had not grasped

in 1844 and which he failed to integrate into the theory of wages or

alienation developed in the Manuscripts.

The general thrust of the discussion of capital accumulation in the

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts is clear1y biased toward the view

that an absolute inpoverishment of the working class is a necessary con-

sequence of the accrmtulation process. This is quite contrary to the view

expressed in Capital. The relation between the theory of wages and the

theory of alienation in the Manuscripts is not direct. But given that

all wage labour is estranged labour and that "the more objects the

[estranged labourer) produces the fewer he can possess"4, it seems quite

conclusive that the Manuscripts in general and the theory of alienation

in particular imply the concept of an absol-ute impoverishment of labour.

Related to different treatments of the quantitative aspect of

alienation in the two works is a fundamentally different conception of

rrbid., p. 32.
2rbia.
3Ernest l,Iandel, The Formation of the Econorcic thg-ught of Karl l4arx,

4

p. 32.

Econonr-ic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 66.
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its qualitative aspect' the loss of Labour's creative power in alienated

production. A dual consequence of capitalist exploitation, according to

Marx in CaPital, is the advent of an authority function of capital itseÌf

and the fact that in increasing the efficiency of labour, the capitalist

division of labour and industrial form robs labour of its creativity.

Marx argues that the organisation of labour within a factory context has

its precondition in the capitalist property relation of private ov/nership.

Labour is necessariry subjected to the authority and rule of capital,

which dictaÈes the actions of l-a-bour in production. That this is a

direct effect of capitarist exploitation is made quite clear by Marx

when he says that

The control exercised by the capitalist is not only
a special function, due to the nature of the social
Iabour-process, and peculiar to that process, but
is, at the same time, a function of the e:çloitation
of a social labour-process, and is consequently
rooted in the r¡r¡avoidable antagonism between the
exploiter and the living and labouring raw material
he erçloits. I

Under this "autocracyr!2 of capital the labourer is prevented from exer-

cising any contror over his productive tasks. The loss of power in

labour activity is intensified by virtue of the industrial division of

labour which, in increasing the labourer's efficiency, removes totalry

the creativity of his labour and deforms him into a mere adjr¡nct of the

machine.3 Thus in Capitat the qualitative alienation of labour is the

Ioss of labourrs pol^¡er for creative activity, the exercise of which the

labourer is capable but prevented by social restraints. This concept of

quaritative alienation therefore implies the alienation or loss of

labourrs potential for creative activity.

lCapital, I, p. 313.
2rbid., p. 4oo.
3t¡id.r pp. 336, 341.
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In the Economic and Philosophi c Manuscr ipts qualitative alienation

is also conceived as a loss of potential for creative activity. rn

alienated production man loses his capacity for creative activity, for it

"does not develop freeJ-y his physical and mental energy but ¡rprtifies

his body a¡d ruins his mind".1 The more the needs of wealth are satis-

fied the more must life and human needs be denied.2 Daniel BeIl is per-

fectly correct, therefore, to say that alienation in the Manuscripts is

the "failure to realise one's potential as a self".3 vÍhile the Econornic

and PhilosoPhic Manuscripts share with Capital the view that in alien-

ation man loses his potential for creaÈive activity, Èhere is in the

former a further dimension of qualitative alienation which has no part of

the conception of the latter. In the Manuscripts Marx argues that man's

loss in alienation is not only a loss of potential creativity but also an

ontological loss of self. a

Marx says that the object of tabour is

the objectification of man's species life: for he
d,uplicates himself not only, as in consciousness,
intellectually, but also actively, in reality...
In tearing away from man the object of his prod.uc-
tion, therefore, estranged labour tears from him
his species 1ife, his real species objectivity. s

The alienation of rabour, in being the arienation of man's "rear species

objectivity", is therefore an objective loss rather than merely a loss of

the potential for creative activity. It is true that there is a sense in

which this objective alienation relates to the question of man,s potential,

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts rP.69
2rbid., p. lto.
38.11, op. cit., p. 2O3. Cf. also George Lichtheim, Marxism, p. 43.
aThis is denied by John o'Neirl, rThe concept of Estrangement in

the Early and Later Vtritings of Karl Marxr , p. 77.
sEconomic and philosophic Manuscripts, p. 72.
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for even in alienation ma¡¡ has the potential to attain his full species

being in the historicar deveJ-opment of his essential nature. But

against this merely rpotentialistt interyretation Marx suggests that the

condition in which man's full essence is only a potential (rather than an

actual) reality is the cond.ition in which the alienation of labour

"appears as a loss of reality for the workerstt. I under these circum-

stances man's objective essence itself is lost to him. ft is not the

potential for creativity which nìan especially loses in alienation, but

rather that in alienation man has the historical possibiliÈy or potential

of acquiring his objective nature which is lost in alienation. Ernest

Mandel accepts this interpretation of the concept of alienation in the

Manuscripts, but adds that it is contradicted by another conception

developed by l"larx in the same work.2 Rather than being contradictory on

this point the Manuscripts are quite consistent in so far as the concept

of qualitative alienation, which entails the concept of an objective loss

to man's anthropological nature, is implied by the notion of quantitative

alienation developed at the same tine by ¡{arx.

!{e have already seen that the theory of elçIoitation or quantita-

tive alienation, in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts postulates

that the appropriation of products is the appropriation of objectified

labour. The more man produces the less he has. The alienation of l-abour

in exploitation is, theref.ote, a devastation of the labourer because the

"product of labour is labour which has been congealed in an object, which

has becone material: it is the objectification of labour".3 As labour

is "congealed" in the product of labour the l-abourer and his product are

objectively, indeed, ontologically linked. Marx says that the "worker

rrbid., p. 66.
2Mandel, op. cit., pp. 16I-162.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 66
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puts his life into the object; but now his life no longer belongs to him

but to the object". r The appropriation of the fruits of rabour is,
therefore, the appropriation of the labourerrs life, that is, his objec-

tive species life. rt is for this reason that Marx says that the

l-abourerrs products are torn from him when they are appropriated. rt is

in the argunent concerning the exproitation of labour, therefore, that

Marx first demonstrates that the concept of alienation in the Manuscripts

inplies a concept of objective loss rather than a ross of potential.

The theory of exploitation which is part of Marxrs mature theory of

alienation has a conception of appropriation which is different from the

one of the Manuscripts and which irnplies an entirely different conception

of what is lost to labour in qrralitative estrangement. ltre value theory

of exploitation maintains that in production the l-abourer does not merely

congeal his rabour in the product appropriated by the capitalist, but

rather sell-s his labour power, his capacity for labour, to the capitalist.

As Marx says in Wages, Price and profit,

lfhat the working man sells is not directly his labour,
but his labouring por^¡er, the temporary disposal of
which he makes over to the capitalist.2

This account is similar to the one of the Manuscripts in so far as both

maintain that the product of labour is appropriated from the worker and

that labour goes into the production of objects, or commodities. The

labourer loses control over his activity and time and is subjected to the

rule of capital in both Marxrs account of the worker selling his la.bour

po\^/er to the capitalist and in the account of the capitalist appropriat-

ing labour. According to both the early and later theories work is not a

means of self expression and it does not directly satisfy ttre labourerr s

rrbid. r pp. 66-67.
2MEsw, rr, p. 55.
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needs. But in conceiving the worker's relation to production as a tempo-

rary disposar of his capacity for labour to the capitalist, it follows

that the labourer has forsaken not his labour, which is inextricably con-

nected with the labourer, but only his potentialities for human develop-

ment.

It is through their different conceptions of the worker,s relation

to production that the 1844 theory of alienation and the mature theory

differently conceive the nature of the qualitative loss to 1abour in

alienation. According to the Manuscripts man's creative capacity is

inherent in his objective nature, and in production man objectifies his

species life. Appropriation of the product is therefore the estrangement

of his "real species objectivity". His loss is ontological. According

to capital and other mature writings, on the other hand, man's capacity

for labour is al-ienated in appropriation and what he loses, therefore, is

his potential for free creative development. The basic difference

between the two works in this is that whereas in the Manuscripts the

"worker...[is] a commodity"l, ir capital it is labour power which is the

cormodity.2 Ttre appropriation of the conunodity in the former is the

objective loss of the worker himself rather than the loss of his capacity

or potential for labour.

All theories of alienation entail a concept of the transcendence of

alienation, of the negation of alienation, for all theoríes contain negat-

able propositions. The concept of alienationrs transcendence, or conmun-

ism, implied by the theory of the Economic and philosophic. Manuscripts is

again quite different from that contained in Marxrs mature theory of

alienation. rn the l"lanuscripts Marx describes commur¡ism "as the real

lEconomic and Philo sophic Manuscripts,
2 Capital, I, pp. 164-165.

p. 24¡ cf. ibid., p. 66.
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appropriation of the hr¡nan essence by and for man". He goes on to say

that conununism is "the complete return of man to himserf as a social
(i.e. hr¡nan) being"r érrìd that it is

the true resolution,of the strife between existence
and essence, between objectification and self-
confirmation, between freedom and necessity, between
the individual and the species. r

In overcoming alienation manrs nature or species character, which, after

all, is what he is alienated from, is fulry and objectively rearised; he

is returned to his own free and conscious activity.2 conmrmism is "the

first rear coming-to-be, the rearisation become rear for man, of man,s

essence".3 Thus the concept of objecti.rl to"" in qualitative alienation

implies a concept of a resurrectionary transcendence of alienation in the

realisation of mants true essence.

In his mature writings Marx is, regrettùIy, reticent in describing
.¡t

communist society as it might be. As he quips in capital, he prefers to

confine himself to "critical analysis of actual facts, instead of writing

receipts (comtist ones?) for the cook-shops of the future".4 But as the

concept of the transcendence of alienation is the concept of the negation

of alienation, the one can be inferred from the other and checked

against the obiter dicta on conmunism in the mature writings. Marx's

mature theory of alienation holds that a surplus created in production is

appropriated from the tabourer and that the conditions of production

doninate labour and detract from the freedom and creativity of which the

labourer is potentially capable. In the transcendence of alienation,

rEconomic and Philosophic Ivlanuscripts, p.95.
2rbid., p. 7L.
3rbid., p. r52.
acapital-, I , p.

especially MESW,

26.
II'

Engels explains why in rThe Housing euestion',p. 373.cf.
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therefore, labour controls the su4glus it creates and conÈrols the condi-

tions under which it produces it. Ttris is roughly Marx's meaning in the

Communist Manifesto when he says that

ln bourgeois society, Iiving labour is but a mea¡rs to
increase accr¡nulated labour. In Commr¡nist society,
accunulated Labour is but a means to widen, to enrich,
to promote the existence of the labourer. In bourgeois
society, therefore, the past doninates the present; in
Corununist society, the present dominates ttre past. I

Under comnunism labourrs control of the surplus it produces and of its

conditions of production is attained by "socialised man, the associated

producers, rationally regulating their interchange with nature, bringing

it under their con¡non control, instead of being ruled by it".2 Ihis is

similar to Marx's depiction of commr¡nism in the Manuscripts. But whereas

man attains total freedom in his attainment of essence in the early con-

ception of transcended alienation, here the strife between freedom and

necessity is not truly resolved, for socialised production "nonetheless

still remains a realm of necessity". 3 Whil" man is able to realise his

potential in creative activity after transcending his alienation,

according to CapitaL, his freedom is not complete in the manner of the

Manuscripts.

The mature conception of tranrscended alienation does not imply a

total freedom, the full termination of necessity. The realisation of

man's full potential, in his control of the surplus he produces and the

conditions of production, is a diminuation of necessity, the minimisation

of its domination over man. But it is not a sitr¡ation of entirely "free

rl4Esl,rl, r, p. I2L.
2capital, III, p.
3Capital, III, p.

820. cf.
420.

also Ttre German Ïdeology, p. 93.
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conscious activity" in production, as it is in the Manuscriptsl, it is

rather "a greater reduction of time d.evoted to material labour in

general".2 According to Capital the transcendence of alienation is not

itserf the negation of necessity, but it is the necessary condition of

such a negation. Marx says that "the true realm of freedom...can blossom

forth onty with this realm of necessity as its basis". 3 !{hereas in the

Manuscripts the act of transcending alienation is itself the negation of

necessity and the realisation of freedom, in Capital total freedom is not

rearised through the mere transcendence of alienation, although the

material basis for the attainment of total freedom is achíeved with the

transcendence of alienation. The difference between the two works is not

merely in the different conceptions of the transcendence of alienation,

but also in their different accounts of the process of attaining total

freedom. In the Manuscripts the attainment of total freedom is identical

with the transcendence of alienation. It is only the drastic reduction

of necessity rather than its negation which is equivalent to the trans-

cendence of alienation according to Capital, although the transcendence

of alienation is seen as the basis of the process through which "the true

realm of freedom" can be obtained.

The mature concept of alienation impries, therefore, a concept of

transcended alienation which is a large increment of freedom, but not the

total abrogation of necessity. This latter, according to l'larxrs mature

theory, is a goal attained by a process which can be set in motion only

after the transcendence of alienation has itself occurred. The early

concept of alienation, on the other hand, as it postulates an alienation

of ma¡rts essence, entails a concept of transcended alienation which, in

rEconomic and Philosophic
III, p. 819.

a20.

Manuscripts, p. 7r
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being the return of man to his essential nature, is a fulI reversal of

his loss of freedom in alienation.

The foregoing discussion has shown that Marx's early concept of

alienation belongs to a system of concepts which is rnarkedly different

from the system of concepts entailed by the mature theory of alienation.

!{e saw thaÈ the concept of quantitative alienation in the Economic and

Philosoph ic Manuscripts implies a conception of worker's impoverishment

in alienation which is contrary to that developed it Cap:iþ] . t Sirnilarly,

the concepts of qualitative estrangement and transcended alienation

entailed by the early concept of alienation are contrary to the analogous

concepts entailed by ttre mature concept of alienation. Not only does the

concept of alienation belong to different system, of concepts which

explain the alienated condition differently, but the role of the concept

of alienation in the structure of explanation is also different in the

two theories,

In the Manuscripts private property and the division of labour are

Seen aS a cgnsequence of mants alienatiOn2, whereaS in MarxtS mature

theory of alienation they are the causes of alienation.3 Thit reversal

of the chain of causation is strictly deducible from differences in the

conception of alienation. In the Manuscripts the division of labour and

private property, as partial e:çressions of mants essence' as e)çressions

of the alienation of his essence. are necessarily the result of alienation.

In the mature account of al-ienation mants loss of his capacities result

from dominating social relations, which when absent allow ¡nan to realise

llichthei¡, op. cit., p. t97, is aware of this fact but not its
signi ficance.

2Economic and PhilosoP¡¿q Manuscripts, PP. 75-76, L2O.

3Th. Gertn.rt Ideoloqv, p. 49¡ A Contribution to the Critique of
; Capital, I, pP. 108, 34O-34L, 4O7-Political Economy, pp. 5I-52
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his full potential. We must conclude, then, that while Marxrs earty and

mature writings both make use of a theory of alienation, the same theory

is not found throughout hís work. There are, in fact, two different and

contrary theories of alienation in Marxrs writing, the basic contours of

which have been outlined a-bove.

III

The theory of alienation developed in the Econornic and Philosophic

Manuscripts was displaced by a different theory of alienation in Ivlarxr s

mature writings, most completely elaborated in Capital, although not in

a compact and easily discernible form in the manner of the Manuscripts.

The reasons for Marxts theoretical change of course can be traced to

various sources. In Chapter 4 above the Feuerbachian background of the

early theory and Marxrs repudiation of Feuerbach in The German ldeology

was examined. These factors provide part of the explanation. Another

important consideration which led to the development of a second Èheory

of alienation is in the empirical limitations of the early theory as a

theory of capitalism.

I'tarx identifies the historical advent of capitalisn with the pro-

cess of tprimitive accunulation', "an accumulation not the result of the

capitatist mode of production, but its starting point".l This development

began, he says, with the usurpation of feudal property by the feudal lord

and the expropriation of the serf from the soil, thus giving rise to pri-

vate property and free labour.2 The historical sÈarting point of this is

the fourteenÈh and fifteenth centuries.3 By the sixteenth century, with

lCapitaI,
2rbid., p.
3rbid. , p.

I, p. 667.

685.

67L.
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"the creation...of a world-embracing conmerce and a world-embracing

market", Marx says that the "modern history of capital" had begun. r The

capitalistic labour process, which is r:niform for the entire capitalist

epoch, has two basic characteristics; firstly, "the labourer works under

the control of the capitalist" and secondly, "the product is tJle property

of the capitElist and not that of the labourer, its inunediate producer".2

This model of the Ìabour process is assimilated into the early theory of

alienation as well as into the mature theory. The only difference being

that in the Manuscripts l4arx splits the first of these characteristics

into two aspects, the externality of labour and its forced nature.3

!{hile these characteristics of the labour process are uniform for the

whol-e of capitalism, Marx says in Capital that the method of production,

of which the labour process is only a single part, is historically vari-

able within the capitalist mode of production. The theory of the

Manuscripts has no such conception.

Ivtarx divided capitalism into the historical periods of manufacture,

on the one hand, and machinofacture or modern industry, on the other; the

watershed separating them is the industrial revolution. Marx says that

the first period, "roughly speaking, extends from the middle of the l6th

to the last third of the lgth centuryrr4, while the second became estab-

Iished "only during the decade preceding 1866". s Although this may

appear to be an all too precise periodisation, Marx does say that manu-

facture and machinofacture are " [not] separated from each other by hard

1rbid., p. 145.
2rbid., p. lgo.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 69.
+capital, r, p. 318.
srbid. , p. 363.
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and fast lines of demarcation".l vühat is important, though, is that the

method of production in the two periods is qualitatively different. "In

manufacture, the revolution in the mode of production begins with the

labour-power, in rnodern industry it begins with the instruments of

labour."2 According to Marxrs own periodisation he wrote Capital, pub-

Iished in 1867, just inside the period of modern industry, a theory of

which is developed in that work. The theory of the Manuscri ts on the

other hand, takes no cognisance of modern industry. Three el-ements of

the early theory of alienation are the claims of an absolute impoverish-

ment of labour, that labour is the essence of the historical sr:bject and

that labour productivity is increased through an intensification of the

social division of labour. !'Ihile each of these propositions is true, or

implies another proposition which is true3, for Èhe period of rnanufacture,

they are each false for the period of modern industry, as Marx's discus-

sion in Capital demonstrates. In what follows these will be dealt with

in turn.

The majority of accounts dealing with Marx's early writings erçIain

his theoretical development in Èerms of his reaction to and relation with

other theorists, most notably Hegel and Feuerbach, in the way that previ-

ous chapters of this thesis have attempted. The theoretical climate in

which he worked obviously has some importance for the content of Marxrs

own theoretical derrelopment. But the empirical nature of Marx's theoris-

ing must also be given an important place in any explanation of his

intellectual development. Running throughout Marxrs early writings is an

rrbid., p. 351.
2rbid.
3Th" proposition that the essence of man is labour is an anthropo-

logical rather than an economic claim, but it inplies that the l-abour
process is dominated by the activities of the labourer rather than by the
instruments of Labour which he uses in production.
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aÈtempt to erq>lain poverty theoretically, and the philosophical aspects

of his theoretical apprenticeship must be tempered, therefore, with the

recognition that Marxrs initial problematic was the problem of poverty,

as Heinz Lubasz's important paper u.rg,r"".l As well as the articles from

the Rheinische Zeitung, discussed by Lubasz, Marxrs Paris writings

Iargely concern themselves with the problem of poverty. The entire

thrust of the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts is in its attempt to

explain the absolute poverty of capitalist labour.

The discussion of alienation in the Manuscripts begins with the

contradiction between the growing weal-th of society and the growing

poverty of the immediate producers of this wealth.2 Th. facts of the

matter are uncontesta-bl-e, accepted by contemporary political- economy -

the Malthusians as wefl as their opponents - and by modern historians.

The French historian Jacques Droz opens a chapter of his book dealing

with the period in a strikingly si¡nilar fashion to Marx:

Seen from an economic point of view, society during
the first half of the nineteenth century was afflicted
with a terrible contradiction. Taken as a whole it
grew richer; the value of agricultural production,
and above all of industrial producÈion, rose. And
yet the majority of the population grew poorer: wages
fell, and at certain times dropped steeply.3

David l"Iclel-lan notes that between 1830 and 1847 the wages of the German

factory worker dropped by forty-odd percent and that "most industrial

workers lived aÈ well below subsistence leve1".4 Droz provides statistics

which show an overall decrease in the incomes of French, German and

tHeinz Lubasz, 'l'larx's Initial Problematic: The ProbÌem of
Poverty'.

2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p.
3Ja"qr.ra" Droz, Europe Between Revolutions

64.

p.62.
qDavid Mclellan, Ir1arx Before Marxisrn, p. L7.
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English workers between t82O and l-850.1 It is Marx's intention in the

Manuscripts Èo explain this poverty with the theory of alienation.

The poverty of the early nineteenth century can be e>q>lained from

various points of view. It has been attributed to circumstances external

to industrialisation, such as agrarian failure. Eric Hobsbawm echoes

this position when he says that the first industrial crisis occurred only

in 18572, although Marx puts the date as early as 1825 in Capital.3

Another external cause held to be responsible for the poverty of labour

is the growth of population. Marx explicitly rejects this view in the

Manuscripts when he says that the "demand for men necessarily governs the

production of men, as of every other comnndity".4 Rather than in adverse

external circumstances Marx identifies the source of industrial poverty

as one internal to the industrial system:

when soci-ety is in a state of progress, the ruin and
impoverishrnent of the worker is the product of his
labour and of the wealth produced by him. The misery
results, therefore, from the essence of present-day
Iabour itself. s

This is an improvement on the diagnosis proposed in the Introduction to

the CrÍtigue of Hegel's Philosophy of Right' written just a few months

before the Manuscripts, where the poverty of the proletariat is seen as

a result, not of the structure of society, but of its "acute disintegra-

tion".6 In the l4anuscripls the proletariatrs poverty is a result of the

method of labour employed by society in creating its wealth

'Dro", op. cit., pp. 64-65. Cf. also Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of
Revolutionr pp. 2O5-2O8.

'Hob"b.r., ibid., p. 168.
3capital , r, p. 24.
qEconomic and Philosophi
srbid. , p. 30.
6Ear1y Writings, p. 256.

c Manuscr ts p. 24.
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The issue of poverty is related to a number of different factors.

In stating that there is a direct relationship between the ruin, impover-

ishnent and misery of the worker and "the essence of present-day labour",

Marx confines his argunent to the nature of the labour process. I^le shall

move onto a full discussion of the Manuscriptsr conception of the labour

process shortly, but before we do it can be pointed out that the nature

of the workers' ruin discussed in the Ma¡ruscripts is a cons equence of a

particular form of the labour process, pertaining to a particular phase

of capitalist development rather than Èo the capitalist mode of production

as such. fhe sitr¡ation described in the Manuscripts is one in which the

"worker becomes all the poorer the more wealth he produces... [and] loses

reality to the point of starving to death".l There are two issues here,

the absolute impoverishment of labour and its mortality. Ttre question of

absolute and relative impoverishment has been considered above, and there

is no need to go over it again here. But there is another factor, ger-

mane to the physical exhaustion and death of the labourer, which has not

yet been touched upon, and which shows that the dimensions of the workers'

misery outlined in the I'lanuscripts are empirically confined to a limited

historical period of capitalist development.

In Capital Marx differentiates between absolute and relative surplus

val-ue, the one is surplus value which results from a¡ increase in the

length of the working day, the other from an increase in the productive-

ness of la-bour within a fixed working d.y.' Ttre moral consequences of

absolute surplus value are "not only the deterioration of human labour-

po\Árer... [but] also the premature exhaustion and death of this labour-

power itself". 3 lts historical context is largely confined to the period

lEconomic and Phitosophic Manuscripts, p. 66

2Capital, I, p. 299¡ cf. ibid., pp. 478-479.
3rbid., p. 253.
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prior to the second half of the nineteenth century, when statutory limi-

taÈions on the length of the working day were enacted. The regulation

of the working day did not decrease the exploitation of labour, in fact

alienation was intensified with the introduction of machineryl - which

went hand in hand with the move from the appropriation of absolute to

relative surplus value - but it did remove the abject rnisery of índus-

trial l-ife. Before this Parliamentary action, which coincided with the

transition from manufacture to machinofacture, when modern machinery was

available to only a few capitalists, the conditions of labour deterio-

rated where the new methods of production were employed. The "exceptional"

profits available to the capitalist led him to " lprolong] tne working day

as much as possible"2, thus proportionately increasing the misery of

labour. But this began to cease as ttre use of modern machinery becarne

more widespread. Indeed, with the development of capitalism in the his-

toric phase of modern industry, and as a consequence of the increasing

productiveness of capital, the "natural necessity lof labour] in its

direct form has disappeared; because a historically created need has

taken the place of the natural one'r.3 In the period of modern industry

.the worker is not forced to a subsistence existence and premature death,

the val-ue of his Labour povrer is næasr:red in historical and socially rela-

tive terms, rather than in terms of basic and physiological needs.

The total poverty which Marx exp lains in the l4anuscripts is that of

the period of manufacture and the transition from manufacture to modern

industry, that is a condition of poverty and nr-isery empirically confined

to labour in a particular phase only of capitalist development. V,Ihen in

1892 Engels wrote the 'Preface to the English Edition' of his The

Itbid., pp. 398-399.

'rbid., p. 383.
3crundrissêr p. 325.
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Condition of the Working-Class in Engla¡d, originally published in 1845,

he felt compelled to inform his readers that the impoverishment and

wretchedness of labour described in the book was a consequence of "the

juvenile state of capitalist erçloitation" l, and that civic and welfare

conditions had improved since L844. Sirnilarly, in the Econornic and

Philosophic Manuscripts, Marx discusses an ab ject poverty and physical

extinction of labour, which in the early theory of alienation he con-

ceives as the natural state of labour under capitalist production, which

is historically specific to a limited period of capitalist production.

As a general analysis of the condition of l¡bour within the capítalist

mode of production the discussion of the Manus cripts is inadequate. The

analysis of labour's poverty in the Manuscripts is false for the period

of capitalist development which is called in Capital the period of

modern industry.

The poverty of labour discussed in the Manuscripts is conceived as

a result of the capitalist labour process. The role of labour in the

production of private property is regarded by Marx as the key to human

alienation, and the labourer's misery is seen as a direct consequence of

his alienation. It has been noted above that the difference bet\^¡een

absolute and relative surplus value - which marks the different qualities

of la-l¡our's poverty - can partly be attributed to whether there is an

absence df þresence of machinery in the production process. The differ-

ence bet\^reen the periods of manufacture and machinofacture is also

related to this aspect of the labour process. Marxrs discussion of the

Iabour process in the Manuscripts indicates further that his analysis is

relevant for the period of manufacture, but inadequate for the period of

modern industry.

p.28.
rFrederick Engels, The Condition of the !{orking-Class in England,
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The major prenise of the theory of alienation in the Economic and

PhiJ-osophic lttanuscripts is the proposition that labour is the essence of

the historical subject, man. Marx celebrates Adam Smith as the Luther of

Political Economy for bringing man "within the orbit of private property,

just as in Luther he is brought within the orbit of religion"l; political

economy does this by "elevating labour to the position of its Eol" pritt-

cip1e".2 Hegel is praised for accepting the standpoint of modern politi-

cal economy, for he too "grasps labour as the essence of man -as mants

essence in the act of proving itself".3 Marxrs apprehension of the idea

that man is not merely a conscious being but a consciously active being

in production allowed him to make rnre profound the Feuerbachian concep-

tion of alienation, by arguing that the alienation of manrs essence is

the alienation of his activity, of his labour. Man's estrangement in

production, therefore, "is that of real life", and when it is trans-

cended man's alienation in religion, in the state and so forth, is also

remedied. h Thus labour and the alienation of labour is at the centre of

Marx's analysis of man's condition in capitalism. By incorporating the

concept of lalcour as the "sole principle" into his philosophical anthro-

pology, Marx also took from Smith a particular model of the labour process.

In Capital Marx says that the basic factors of the lal¡our process

are three-fold: man's labour itself, the subject of labour on which he

works, and the instruments of labour wiÈh which he works. s Tkre importance

of the fast of these is that they "not only supply a standard of the

degree of development to which hr¡tan labour has attained, but they are

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 88

2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.
urbid., p.
scapital,

81;

l-4O ¡

96.

I' P.

emphasis in original.
emphasis in original.

L74.
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also indicators of the social conditions under which that labour is car-

ried on". I According to the Manuscripts man's alienation in production

has its basis in "the essential relationship of labour", which is "the

relationship of the worker to production".2 This is a depiction of the

alienating labour process: "The direct relationship of labour to its

produce is the relationship of the worker to the objects of his produc-

tion".3 It is significant that Marx here reduces the labour process to

an application of labour to the subject of labour, there is no mention of

the instruments of labour. Actually, this onission is not terribly seri-

ous if what is described is taken to be a sunmary of production within

the contexÈ of manufacture, for there the workman is predorninant in the

labour process, the instruments of labour are subject to the labourer and

production is "dependent on the strength, skill, quickness, and sureness

of the individual workman in handling his tools".4 In this sense labour

is the "sole principle" of production, fot the labourer is the dorninant

factor in the production process. Under different social conditions,

however, the instruments of la-bour assune a different role and the labour

process takes on a different configuration. In machinofacture the instru-

ments of labour dominate the labour.rs, and the Smithian model of the

labour process as it is understood by Marx in his early theory of alien-

ation is thereby shown to have no application for this stage of capital-

ist development.

The economic component of Marxr s philosophical anthropology which

relates to the labour process indicates that Marx, following Smith - whom

rr¡id. r pp. L75-L76.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 68¡ emphasis in original.

I, p. 32O.

398.
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he later describes as "the political economist par excellence of the

period of Manufacture" t - t." working from an empirical assumption valid

for the stage of capitalist development in which variable capital - or

living labour - was significantly dominant over constant capital - or the

instruments of producÈion - in the la-bour proce=r.2 ftre predominance of

labour over its instruments in production is a qonsequence of the organi-

sation of lahour typical of the formative period of capitalist develop-

nent, prior to the introduction of machinery as the instrument of labour.

Marx says in Capital that the organisation of co-operating labour "is the

machinery speciarly characteristic of the manufacturing period".3 Any

mention of machinery in the description of the rabour process in the

Manuscripts would have been redundant , therefore, if we r:nderstand Marx

to have been discussing the manufacturing labour process. In the period

of modern industry, on the other hand, the machine "supersedes the work-

man" in the labour process4, and its productiveness is "measured by the

human labour-power it replaces".5 under these conditions "machinery

really plays a far more inportant part in the business of production than

the labour and skill of the operative". s In failing to inctude the

instruments of labour as a separate category in his nrodel of the labour

process in the Manus s , and by insisting on the primacy of labour in

the process of production, Marxrs account of production in the early

lrbid., p. 329, nolue 4.

'¡4..* had not developed the concepts rconstant' and rvaria-blet cap-
ital in the Manuscripts, but working from the vocabulary of classical
political economy refers to rfixed' and ,circulating' capital,
and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 44. Cf. Maguire, Marxrs laris

I, pp. 329-330.

35 5.

369.

399.

Economic
Vtritings,

p. 55, for a discr¡ssion of the important difference between the two sets
of categories.

3capital,
urbid. , p.
trbid. , p.
5rbid. , p.
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theory of al-ienation is too narrow to adequately explain the capitalist

process of labour as such. Basing his analysis on the experience of an

early stage of capitalist development Marx faltaciously reduces produc-

tion to lal¡our and fails to develop a theoretical comprehension of the

instruments of labour and the historical variability of their importance

in the labour process. These flaws of the early theory are corrected in

the later writings.

Marx does not entirely ignore machinery in the Manuscripts, however.

He observes that

the division of labour renders lthe worker] ever more
one-sided and dependent, bringing with it the compe-
tition not only of men but of machines. Since the
worker has sr:¡rk to the level of a machine, he can be
confronted by ttre machine as a competitor. I

Marx was made especialJ-y a\^tare of this type of situation by the Silesian

v¡eavers' reberlion of L844, an advanced Luddite-type movement against

machines which, Marx says in his Von¿ärts! article of that year, are the

"competitors of the workers".2 The competition between labour and

machinery is a recurring theme in Marxrs writing thereafter, the replace-

rent of labour with machines being described by him as the weapon of the

capitalist in the class struggre against the worker.3 rn the Manuscripts,

though, the confrontation between labour and the machine is a function of

the division of la-bour, a topic to which we shall move shortry.

Marx also refers to machinery when describingr the degradation of

life in the early industrial towns:

rEconomic and Phj-losophic Manuscripts , pp. 27-28.
hlritings, p.415.

'cf ., e.g
15, Section 5,

., The Poverty of philosophy, p.
especially pp. 4O7, 410-41I. Cf.

122; Capital, I, Chapter
also Engels, Anti-

Dähring, pp. 324-325.
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tr'tachine rabour is simprified in order to make a worker
out of the hr¡nan being still in the making, the com_pletely imrnature human being, the child - whilst the
worker has become a neglected chil¿-fh" machine
accomrnodates itserf to the weakness of the human being
in order to make the weak human being into a machine.l

Again' Èhis is not a general account of machinery in the labour process

of capitarist production, but a description of the introduction of
machinery for the employment of child labour in the early phase of the

industrial revolution. It is likely that a reading of Irtilhelm Schu1z,

Die Bewegung der Produktion and other literature informed l4arx of this
English practice, for a description of it quoted from Schulz is included

in the first of the Manuscripts.2

Ivlarx also quotes other tengthy passages on machinery from Schulz's

book. schulz in fact anticipates Marx,s own developments; he distin-

guishes between men working through machines and men working as machines3,

a metaphor which summarises Marxrs discussion in Capital.h schulz al_so

notes that changes in the method of production, as a result of the intro-

duction of machinery, changes the capacity of production, which in iÈs

train carries a new prospect of stagnation and crisis. s This is a pre-

cursor of Marx's discussion of the industrial cycre.6 rt is perhaps

against this background that Auguste Cornu says tJlat Schulz provided Marx

with the primary el-ements of historical materialism. T T.t is true that

Marx quotes from Die Bewegr¡r¡g der Produktion in Capital, where he warmly

lEconomic and philosophic Manuscripts, p. I09; emphasis in original.
2 Ibid., p. 33.
3guoted in Economic and philosophic Manuscripts, p.33.
qcapital, I, Chapter 15, Section l.
sQuoted in Economic and philosophic Manuscripts, p. 46.
Gcapital, I, pp. 425-427.
7cit"d in Maurice codel-ier, Rational-ity and rrrationari

Economics, p. LLA, note L2.
ty in
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reco[trnends the book to his readers. I But no further reference is made to

Schulz in Capital- nor in any other of Marxrs writings except the I'Ianu-

scripts. There is no evidence that Schulz's discussion of machinery had

a theoretical influence on Marx at the time of his writing the Manuscr ipts.

Marx's discussion of the dehumanising effect on labour of machinery is

clearly derived from Schulz, but, as David Mcl.el-lan has said, the analy-

sis "inspired" Marx's "moral judgements".2 fhe theoreticar analysis of

the Manuscripts h¡as not taken from SchuJ-2, but from the classical politi-

cal- econornists.

$fhile Marx says that "the worker has sunk to the level of the

machine"3 the reduction of the worker is e:çlained primarily in terms of

the appropriation of labour under conditions of private property, rather

than in terms of machine production. The theoretical account of the

worker's impoverishment through production of wealth by his labour is

devoid of a reference to machinery. It is relevant to mention here,

though, that when discussing the theory of the political economists Ivtarx

says that the " [d]ivision of labour and use of machinery pronote wealth

of production".4 It is not clear from the context whether Marx accepts

this idea as his o\¡¡n or whether he is merely paraphrasing James Mill.

On the same page, in a paraphrase of Jean Baptiste Say, Ivlarx drops the

reference to machinery when he says that " [w]ealth - production - is

e>çIained by division of labour and exchange". !{hat is interesting in

this is that here and elsewhere in the Manuscripts lytarx ac cepts the view

of early political economy that the production of wealth and increases in

productivity can be accounted for strictly in terms of the division of

lCapital, I, p. 352, note. 1.
2David Mclel-Ian, Karl Marx, p. 116.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts,
qrbid., p. L24.

p. 27.
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la-bour. It is evident from this that Marx's economic npd.el of 1844 is

strictly confined to the period of manufacture rather than to the capi-

talist mode of production in general.

The concept I division of rabourr has an extremely important func-

tion in the theory of alienation in the Manuscripts. Basically Marx

argues that man is alienated through the production of weal.th which is

appropriated from him. As it is the alienation of man's labour which

produces private wealth, huma¡ l-abour is therefore the essence of private

property. once this had been recognised, says Marx, "the division of

labour had to be conceived as a major driving force in the production of

wealth" , for the "divisi<¡n of labour is the e:çression in politicar

economy of the social character of labour within the estrangement". I

Here the philosophico-anthropological notion of man's alienation and the

economic notion of labour productivity are r:nited in the concept rdivision

of labour'. An increase in the division of labour increases man's alien-

ation by increasing the wealth he produces:

!{hilst the division of labour raises the productive
power of labour and increases the wealth and refine-
nent of society, it impoverishes the worker and
reduces him to a machine.2

It can be seen from this that the concept of the division of la-bour is

central to Marxr s account of the mechanism of alienation and also his

analysis of the productivity of labour. The two are directly related in

Èhat an intensification of the division of labour, which raises the pro-

ductive power of labour and therefore the quantity of wealth appropriated

from it, intensifies labour's alienation.

lrbid., p.
2rbid., p.

L20.

30.
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The theory of alienation in the Manuscripts entails, therefore, the

economic proposition that labour productivity is raised through a¡ inten-

sification of the division of rabour. The econornic argunent is not

original to Marx, of course, and he acknowtedges Adam Smith as its sorrtce. I

But Marxrs analysis is not merely taken over from political economy as

such, it is drawn from cl-assical- economyts erçlanation of manufacture.2

Marx says in CapitaL that the division of labour is "the distinguishing

principle of manufacture". 3 He exprains that this is because in manu-

facture

[t]he quantity of [raw material] consumed in a given
time, by a given amount of labour, increases in the
same ratio as does the productive power of that
labour in consequence of its division.4

the productir¡e consumption of raw material, and, therefore, the volume of

production, is proportionate to the intensity of the division of labour.

lfhile this is true for manufacture, when the organisation of l-abour is

the 'machinery' of productions, it does not hold for production under Èhe

conditíons of modern industry. I¡Ihen machinery is introduced into the

labour process it "sweeps arâray by technical mea¡rs the nanufacturing divi-

sion of labour". 6 The manufacturing division of labour becomes redund.ant

under these new conditions because machinery itself is the "most powerful

means for increasing the productiveness of l-abour". 7 The theory of

alienation advanced in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscri ts which is

lrbid., p.
2capital,
3tbid., p.
urbid., p.
urbi¿. r pp.
6rbid.,
trbid. 

,

L23.

I, p. 329, note 4.

325.

340.

329-330.

454.

380.

p

p
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incompetent to deal with modern industry, is unable to explain labourrs

productivity and alienation for the stage of capitalist development sub-

sequent to the period of manufacture.

In proclaiming the demise of the manufacturing division of labour

with the advent of modern industry Marx does not propose that the divi-

sion of la-bour disappears, for "the capitalist form of that industry

reproduces this same division of labour in a still more monstrous shape". I

But Èhe function of the division of labour is now altered. Rather tha¡¡

directly affecting the productivity of labour, the division of labour in

modern industry rerely deploys the operatives within the factoq/ to where

they are sr:bjected to the machines which increase their productivity.2

The division of labour remains, in Marxts analysis, an importar¡t feature

of the social structure. In fact Marx develops in Capital a characterisa-

Èion of the division of labour which corrects a confusion in Adam Smith's

writings on the subject and implicitly demonstrates the implausibility of

his own early theory of aLienation.

I"tarx differentiates between the division of la-bour in general , or

the social division of labour on the one hand, and the division of labour

in particular, or the detail division of labour on the other.3 while the

fonrer "arises from the exchange between spheres of production"4, th.

latter results from the organisation within the workshop which distrib-

utes the operatives Èo their separate tasks in production. s M"r* 
"u.y"

that the two forms of the division of labour, while practicalty linked

and similar in nany v/ays, are nevertheless different "not only in degree,

lrbid., p.
2rbid., p.
3t¡id. r pp.
uIoiu., n.
s¡bid., pp.

455.

396.

331- 332.

332.

332, 336.
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but also in kind". I rhe differences which lr{arx identifies are many-fold,

relating to the nature of the object exchanged, the deployment of the

means of production, and the authority relations of exchange, each of

which presents itself differently in the different types of division of

Iabour"2 Adam Smith's discussion of the division of labour does not

recognise the differences in kind between its social a¡d detail- forms.

Marx points out that this is quite plausible. During the period of manu-

facture the detail division of labour does appear to be a replication,

in miniature and within one locaÈion, of the social division of labour

which occurs between the various industries in society at large. Vùhile

Smith was rnistaken to regard the differences between the social and the

detail divisions of rabour as subjective, in the mind of the observer

rather than in reality, Marx says that this is an understanda-ble mistake.3

The plausibility of an error is no corrective, however, and a failure to

be aware of the distinction he makes in Capital has serious ramifications

for Marx's early theory of alienation.

In the Manuscripts Marx follows Smíth to a faul-t when he too fails

to distinguish between the social and detait divisions of labour. In his

díscussion of the concept 'division of labour' in the writings of politi-

cal economists Marx moves from a consideration of the social division of

labour, in which Èhe products of divided labour are exchanged socially in

the market, to a consideration of the division of labour within produc-

tion. which impoverishes the rabourer, without being aware that he is

dealing with two different kinds of divisions of rabour. u Thu faurt

primarily lies with political economy, of course, and Marx had not yet

rrbid.,
2rbid. 

,

3rbid. 
,

334.

336.

335.

p.
p.

p.
aEconontic and Philosophic Manuscripts, pp. L23-L24.
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picked it up in 1844. But in duplicating smith's lack of discrimination

in this matter the early theory of alienation is null-ified from the point

of view of Marx's later correction of Smith on the division of 1al¡our.

In the Manuscripts Marx discusses the class e>çerience in terms of

its individual members: alienating production is "the relationship of

the worker to production", "the product of labour...belongs to some other

man than the worker". t So that when he says that the worker produces

commodities a¡rd himself as a comnþdity2, Marx is referring to the indi-

vidual activity of labour under the conditions of alienation. It has

already been shown above that at the centre of the l4anuscripts' argument

is the claim that each worker, in producing a commodity with his labour,

is alienated from his labour through the appropriation of the commodity.

This is the claim that in the manufacturing division of labour the indi-

vidual's alienation is a consequence of the appropriation of a comnodity

he has produced with his labour. The difference between the social divi-

sion of labour a¡rd the detail division of la-bour described in Capital is

prinarily in the fact that while prod.ucts of the former are conmodities,

in the latter "the detail labourer produces no commodities,'.3 Íhus

according to Ivlarxrs position in Capital , the explanation of alienation

provided in the lrÍanuscripts is mean ingless.

As we saw above, in Capital the workerrs alienation is a conse-

guence of the sale of his labour-power to the capitalist, rather than a

result of his labour - in the form of a commodity - being appropriated by

the capitalist, as it is in the tltanuscripts. By focussing on the alien-

ation of labour-povrer as opposed to congealed labour the theory of

lrbid., pp

'rbid., p.
3Capital,

. 68, 74¡ emphasis in original.
66.

I, p.335.
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alienation in Capital is concerned with conunodities only at a second.

remove. Labour's alienation is the alienation of the capacity to labour,

it is not directly the alienation of labour itself. This is not to say

that t"larx'r; mature theory of alienation is unconcerned with conunodity

production, but that the process is much more complex than the theory of

the Manuscripts assumes. In his discussion of the detail division of

Iabour in manufacture Marx says that

the connexion between the detail operators in a work-
shop is due to the sale of the labour-power of
several workmen to one capitalist, who applies it as
combined labour-po*"r. I

Here is the process of alienation. It is posterior to the labourer's

initial alienation that commodities are produced. For it is "the common

product of all the detail l-abourers that becrcmes a conunodity".2 !{hile

the individual's alienation is a consequence of commodity production,

according to Capital, it is not the individual's own production of com-

npdities which accounts for his alienation, for the individual labourer

does not produce commodities. The individual's alienation is located in

the alienation of his labour-power. This latter, in conjunction with the

la.bour power of others in manufacture, is productive of commodities.

The proposition that labour's productivity is raised by an intensi-

fication of the division of labour, which Marx adapts from Smith a¡d

incorporates into his early theory of alienation, demonstrates that the

Ivlanuscripts contains a theory relevant for the period of manufacture

only, which is inadequate for an analysis of the capitalist mode of pro-

duction as such. In failing to differentiate between the social and

detail divisions of labour, and erroneously accepting that the latter is

trbid., p.

'rbid., p.

336.

335.
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merely a version of the former, Marx operates from an assumption concern-

ing the manufacturing labour process which he shows in Capital is without

foundation. Tt¡e function of the division of labour in labour productiv-

ity aside, this last point raises a further question concerning the

theory of alienation in the Manuscripts.

The argunent of Capital, that the individual labourer is not him-

self Èhe producer of conmodities, but that commodities are the product of

a collective labour power, does not relate to the question of whether the

theory of alienation in the Manuscripts is empírically valid for one

phase of capitalist development but not another. It shows, rather, that

from the perspective of Marx's later theory the early theory of alien-

ation is formally false, irrespective of any historical difference

between the stages of capitalist development.

It has been shown ín this chapter that although the concept of

alienation is current throughout Marx's writings his mature account of

alienation can be regarded as belonging to a theoretical framework which

is different from that of the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. The

theory of alienation presented in Capital superseded the early theory for

basically two reasons. Not only is the alienation theory of the 1844

Manuscripts linited in the scope of its empirical e>çlanation, but from

the perspective of the mature theory its formal content is false. The

conclusion to be drawn from the argument of this chapter is that while

the claim of an epistemological break around the concept of alienation in

l4arxr s work fails to take account of his continrring endeavour from the

1840s to the 1860s to e>çlain alienation empirically, the presence of two

utterly different theories of alienation in the Econo¡nic and Philosophic

Irlanuscripts on the one hand and Capital on the other, points to an absence

of theoretical continuity in Marxrs work.



PART III

POLITICS
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Many of the themes dealt with in earlier chapters continue to

occupy the attention of the argumenL of Part III. There is a continua-

tion below of the discussion initiated in earlier chapters of alienation

theory, the development of the class concept in l{arx, the relation

between Marx's early theory and liberal democratic theory, and the influ-

ence of Adam Snithrs thought on Marx's early writing. Some new questions

also are broached in the discussion of Marx's political theory and its

development, which is the central focus of the two final chapters of the

dissertation.

It was shown earlier that there is a marked distinction between

Marxfs early and mature theories of alienation. In Chapter 7 iE is argued

that the early theory of alienation itself underv¡ent several stages of

development from the Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right to the

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. During this period the conception

of the cause of alíenation and the process of emancipation from it were

modified by Marx, although the theory of the state as alienated social

powêr is comnpn to all of his early writings irrespective of variations

on these other matters. A dimension of alienation not discussed in

earlier chapters is outlined and evaluated in Chapter 7. It is shown

that Marx's early conception of man's alienation in the state resembles

the early liberal democratic theory of state sovereignty. The argunent

that there is a connection between lvlarx's early theory of alienation and

classical liberalism is enhanced by the claim that the theory of the

state as alienated social power is sustained by Marxr s adaptation of a

notion of social class drawn from Adam SÍúth. !{hen he rejecÈed Smith's

class model, l'larx rejected also the early theory of the state and

developed an alternative to it.
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As it was shown in Chapter 6 that the econornic dimension of the

early theory of alienation ís not a-bsorbed by the later theory, but is

transcended by it, so it is shown in Chapter 8 that Marx's theory of the

state as alienated social power has no place in his mature theory of the

state as a class instrument. The chapter goes on to argue that as Marxrs

analysis of class relations becane more sophisticated so too did his

mature theory of the state. !{hereas in its first erçression in The

German ldeology the mature state theory tends to assume that the capital-

ist state is the capitalist class in politics, he argues in later writings

that social classes and the political state occupy different fields of

operation. The later development of Marx's mature theory also demon-

strates that the state, as part of the social formation, plays a role in

the developÍEnt of social classes, a factor which escapes his early for-

mulation of the mature political theory.

The final chapter concludes where the first chapter began, on the

influence of revolutionary theory on Marxr s intellectual development. It

is shown that his political a¡d social thought derive from conceptíons of

political and social reality which are formed in the e:çerience of, or

through a study of revolutionary upheaval. Ttre intellectual origins in

Enlighterurcnt and later revolutionary democratic thought of Marxrs

mature theory of the state is discussed briefly and his original contri-

butions to the revolutionary tradition of political theory are noted.



Chapter 7

DE¡4OCRACY
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In the Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right Mar:< first clearly

formulated the view that man is alienated in civil society arrd that his

alienated social power constitutes the political state. This theory of

the state, as an alienated social po\^¡er which is fundanentally separated

from civil society, continued to inform Marx's discussion until it was

significantly nodified in The Ge¡man ldeology, written three years later

between 1845 and 1846. In the latter work the state is described as an

instrument of class rule. The political theory of The German ldeology

will be discussed in the next chapter. The present chapter is concerned

with Marxrs earlier political theory.

Marx's discussion of the political state in all of his writings

prior to 1845 is largely a re-affirmation of the position first outlined

in the Critique of 1843. Ttris fact is perhaps responsible for Èhe ten-

dency on tl¡e part of some scholars to ignore or underplay significant

differences in other aspects of Marx's political theory which energe

between the works of the period 1843 to 1845. A nturiber of writer"l h".re

regarded the Critique as a work which furnished Marx with a political

theory which continued to be the stable core of his later reflections on

politicat matters. Such a position ignores Èhe elçloratory and tentative

nature of Marxrs thought at the time. During this early period Marx's

ideas were held with some uncertainty2, and his research should be seen

as the endeavour to discover an adequate theoretical foundation on which

he could brrild a critical and revolutionary analysis of society and

politics.

rshlono Avineri, Ihe Sociaf and Political Thought of Karl Marxi
,fean Hyppolite, Studies in Marx and Hegel; Tom Kerç, lAspects of the
lrlarxist Theory of the State'; Henri Lefebvre, llhe Sociologry of Marx¡
Joseph o'Malley, rEditor's Introductionr to Marx, Critique of Hegel's
Philosophy of Right.

2louis oupré, The Philosophical Foundations of l{arxism p. 87.
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It will be shown in what follows that despite some verbaL similari-

ties between certain passages of the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of

Right and formulations in Marx's subsequent works, in a nr¡riber of

respects the Critique is a far from reliable guide to the political theory

which emerges in Marxr s writings irnmediately after the Critique. The

analysis of democracy, for instance, and also the means and process of

emancipation from aIíenation presented in the Critique are irmnediately

revised in On the Jewish Question and the Introduction to a Critique of

Hegel!s Philosophy of Right. Similarly, different accounts of the cause

of alienation are offered in the different works of the period 1843 to

1845. At the sane time, however, the theory of the state as alienated

social power is continuous in all of the writings of the same period.

After discussing the development of Marx's political theory of

alienation in the wriÈings from the Critique to the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts, the chapter presents ¿m argument concerning the

theory of the state as alienated social power. This begins with a full

erçosition of the theory as it is stated in Marx's writings, and then

proceeds to an evaluation of the theor¡¡ in terms of its democratic affin-

ities. Finally, an explanation of Marx's transition from this theory of

the state to Èhe theory that the state is a class instrument is advanced

through a brief discussion of the evolution of the class concept ín

Marx's early writings.

The Critique can be differentiated from the works which follow it

in a number of vrays, some more insightful than others. It has been said,

for instance, that whereas the Critique attempts to "refute philosophy

with philosophy", Marx's later writings bring out that "the main question
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is not how to understand reality, buÈ how to bring it to its own perfec-

tion,'.1 This is an inadequate appreciation of the particular nature of

the Critique vis-à-vis the later works, and also a misunderstanding of

"the main question" to which Marx later addressed hinself. While it is

true that the Critique, as an internal discussion of Hegelian philosophy,

is in that sense philosophical, Marr<'s other writings up to and including

The German Ideology could similarty be described as philosophical. For

they too lack the detailed concrete analysis of, say, The Poverty of

Philosophy, Wage Labour and Capital and the Commr:nist Manifesto. In

these later panphlets tt¡e social and economic development of capitalism

is analysed and systematised without recourse to 'philosophical' argunent

in the nanner o f Marxr s Deutsch-franziisische Jahrbücher contributions and

the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. Marxrs 'philosoPhicalr dis-

course continues after the Critique

The distinction between understanding reality, which is the alleged

focus of the Critic¡ue , and ctranging reality, is also less than a satis-

factory sun¡nary of the difference between the Critique and what followed.

Ì{hile the subsequentlY written Introduction is a strongly programmatic

work, it should not be forgotten that the Critique also offers a pro-

grarrrfne for change in its advocacy of true democracy as a means to realise

hr¡nan freedom. It should be added that when Marx wrote in 1845 that the

point is to change the world, whereas philosophers have only inteqpreted

it2, he was not conmitting himself to the view that interpretation should

cease. The necessity of an adequate and correct interyretation of the

social world is the basic premise of Marx's injunction that the world be

changed. The works after the Critique, such as the essay On the Jewish

Irbid., p. 93.
2Thesis on Feuerbach, xI , I\'lES!ìl , I , P. 15.
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Question, the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts and especially

Capital, would be seriously misunderstood if it is not recognised that

they are before all else attempts to understand reality. It is Marx's

Iater estimation of the inadequacy of the Critique's understanding of

reality which led him Èo abandon the idea of publishing it.

Rather than a difference of intention it is a difference in theo-

retical content which separates the Critique from Marx's later writings.

It is significant that these ðifferences predominantly lie in the realm

of political theory . The Critiquets central categories, for instance' are

freedom and democracy, rather than the concepts of community and social-

isml, which are essential to his later thought. As a pre-conrnunist

statenent the Critique advocateß neither the abolition of the state nor

private property2; the rejection of both is at the basis of Marxrs later

normative politics. It has been suggested, though, that while the al¡oli-

tion of the state and private property are "e>çIicitly formulated in sr¡b-

sequent writings", the groundwork for this position is "prepared in the

Critique". 3 Th" critique can be inte ryreted in this way, but such a back-

ward reading of Marx interrupts any serious comprehension of the develop-

ment of his political thought and tends to misconstrue the theoretical

importance of the Critique to his later thought. Before turning to a

discussion of the differences in Marx's political thought between the

Critique and the works which directly follow it, we will briefly consider

the status of the Critique in Marx's intellectual development.

The intellectual autobiography outlined in the 'Preface' to A

Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy e>çlains that as a

IJohn Maguire, l4arxrs Paris !{ritings, p. L2.
2Dupré, op. cit., p. 106.
3o'Ma11ey, op. cit., p. lii; cf. also Avineri, oP. cit., p- 34-
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result of the collapse of the Rheinische Zeitung, of which he was edítor,

Marx took the opportunity provided by rrnemployrment to return to the study.

The Critique is clearly identified as the "first work which r undertook

to dispel the doubts assailing me". I lts importance to Marx therefore

Iies in the fact that it \^¡as the chronological beginning of his systema-

tic criticism of prevailing contemporary doctrine. The manuscript avail-

able to us today is a very rough first draft in which passages from

Hegelrs Philosophy of Right are followed by Marx's coÍmentaqf. The

Critiquers American editor has described the draft as being uneven in

style, shifting in tone and spontaneous in its statement.2 This is not

to underrate the quality of Marxrs thought in the piece, but it does

indicate the rud.imentary and undeveloped nature of the work.

Marx had originally intended immediately to redraft tl¡e manuscript

for publication, but this did not occur. Instead, he used some ideas of

the draft for his essay On the Jewish Question and wrote an Introduction

to the proposed revised draft. These vrere both published in the Deutsch-

Französische Jahrbücher in 1844 after Marx had moved from Kreuznach

where he wrote the Critique, to Paris. In many respecLs these essays do

summarise parts of the earlier work. However, as vre shall see below,

aspects of On the Jewish Question are quite different to the rough m¿¡nu-

script from which it was drawn, and the tenor of the Introduction is

totally different from that of the Critique. Marx erçlains in his

rPrefacer to the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts that the style of

the draft CriÈique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right made it "utterly

unsuitable" for publication.3 He goes on to say that he intends to

tM.r*, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, p. 20
20'M.11.y, op. cit., p. x.
3Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, p. 18.
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issue instead a series of pamphlets on the critique of law, ethics,

politics and so forth. The series is to conclude with a work which was

to draw the threads of the earlier pieces together and present an over-

view of all the material. I This project, too, Iapsed. It is likely that

with his residence in Paris, where he moved in socialist circles and read

a literature largely new to him - including Engelsr Outlines of a

Critique of Politica1 Economy, published in the Jahrbücher - Marx began

to settle some of the uncertainty which had initially led him to write

the Critique and he began to rethink various positions stated ín that

work. This suggests that Marx did not pr:blish a version of the Critique

because his ideas took a new turn of development almost immediately after

he had drafted it. Tt¡is rendered the Critique an inadequate, indeed, an

impossible basis for the elaboration of his later ideas.

The tentative nature of Marxr s thought during the period 1843 to

1845 is indicated in his reluctance to publish his research. In early

1845, before moving to Brussels in February, Marx signed a publisher's

contract and received an advartce of 11500 francs to produce a book

entitled A Critique of Economics and Politics, for which ttre Econornic and

Philosophic llta¡rus cripts was a first draft.2 At about the same time he

drew up a plan of a work on the modern state which suggests that he

intended to rework the themes of the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of

Right and on the Jewish Question.' N"ith"r project was carried out. In

spite of strong encouragement from Engels, Marx abandoned the contracted

book because of his dissatisfaction with the proposed rewritten Ma¡u-

scripts of 1844.4 Instead of corpleting work already begun he embarked.

I t¡i¿.
zDavid l4clellan, Karl Marx, pp.
3Thu G"rm.n ldeology, p. 669.

r 38-I 39.

uBori" Nicolaievsky and Otto Maenchen-Helfen, Karl Marx, p. 108
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upon an entirely new project with Enge1s which was, he explained in a

letter to his publisher, "to prepare the public for the point of view of

my Econo¡nics which is diametrically opposed to the previous German intel-

lectual approach". I Whereas he had deemed his earlier writings, for one

reason or another, to be inadequate foundations on which to develop his

ideas, Marx believed that he had found his intellectual feet with The

German Ideology. When recalling this work some years later he cavalierly

dismissed the fact that it remained unpr:blished with the remark that he

had willingly "abandoned the manuscript to the gnawing criticisms of the

mice" as its main purpose - "self-clarification" - had been achieved.2

But in fact Marx and Engels tried very hard to get the book to press.

They recruited friends to negotiate on their behalf and sent the manu-

script to at least eight publishers, but fear of the censor and of

financiat risk prevented any of them fron publishing it.3 Marxrs keen-

ness to har¡e The_ Germen Ideology published clearly distinguishes it from

the Critigue of 1843 and the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. It

also reveals something of the respective status of each work in his theo-

retical development.

It has been argued above that Marx did not publish the Critigue of

Hegef's Philosophy of Right because his ideas continued Èo develop imme-

diately after it had been drafted. It could be said that the Crjjiqte_,

more than The German Ideolog'y' \¡tas writÈen for its author's self-

clarification, for it showed Marx what he had yet to do. The value of

the Critique is that it allowed Marx to develop for Èhe first time the

lquoted in McLellan, g.. cit., p. 143.
2A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, p. 22. Cf

also Engels' reminiscence in tOn the History of the Communist League',
I'{ESW, f II ' p. L79.

3McL"llan, 
9p_. cit., p. 151; Nicolaievsky and Maenchen-Helfen,

gg. cit., p. LL2.
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Feuerbachian insight that man is the subject rather than the predicate of

history. In his elaboration of this noÈion Marx saw that the history of

the state must be understood in terms of the history of man. This is a

remarkable discovery which became, as Marx said in another context, "the

guiding principle" of his later studies.l l4arxrs apprehension of this

insight and the particular interpretation he gave to it was without

precedent in the Hegelian context from which it emerged. Ttre inplica-

tions of the discovery made in the Critique could be expected, therefore,

to be quite different from the other ideas which surrounded it at the

time of its first statement. The many changes which l"larxrs thought r:nder-

went during this early period between 1843 and 1845 can be seen, there-

fore, as his endear¡our to remove the heriÈage of old conceptions from his

new formulation, to develop an original ídea into an entirely new theory

of history and politics.

I

The theory of alienation in Mal:<rs early writings has been dis-

cussed in previous chapters of this thesis. In Chapter 4 the Feuerbachian

background to the theory was indicated and in Chapter 6 its economic

dirension and the differences between it and the mature theory of aLien-

ation were discussed. ft may have been assuned from a reading of these

accounts that Marx took over the Feuerbachian conception of alienation

and merely elaborated it to serve his own polemical and theoretical pur-

poses. What emerges from a close study of Marx's thought of the period

1843 to 1845 is that the theory of alienation, which is the critical core

of these writings. undergoes significant development in the short period

of time between the Critique of Hegel's PhilosoPhy of Right and the

IA contribution to the Critique of Potitical Economy, p. 20.
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Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. As the theory of alienation

changes in these writings so does Marx's evaluation both of the state's

potential as a liberating factor and of the nature of democraqy. Marxrs

understanding of the agenry and process of human emancipa+-ion also

changes significantly during this period.

(a)

Although the concept of alienation is seldon referred to by name in

the Critique, the work constitutes Marxrs first full treatment of the

problem of estrangement. The question of man's alienation pervades the

work as a whole, is fully defined in itl, and a proposal is outlined for

the rectification of the alienated condition. According to the Critique

manrs alienation is a consequence of the division between the state and

civil society:

Civil society is separated from the state. It follows,
therefore, that the citizen of the state is separated
from the citizen as a member of civil society. He must
therefore divide uE- his ovùn essence...Íhe separation
of civil and polÍ tical society appears necessarily as
the separation of the political citizen, the cítizen of
the state, from civil society and from his own empirical
reality.2

Marx argues against Hegel's claim that there is no tension between the

private sphere of civil society and the public or social sphere of the

state by maintaining that man is indeed estranged from the state in his

private or individuat tife. Ttre substance of the individual's alienation

is constituted in political representation, according to Marx, in the

represenÈation of the legislative function by particular bodies, f.or

loupré, E_. cit., p. IO8, agrees that the Critique "turns on" the
concept of alíenation, but goes on to say that the concept "remains r¡nde-
fined" in the work. But the Critique as a whole is an at
the concept of alienation in use.

2EarLy Vilritings, pp. I43-L44; emphasis in original.

tempt to define
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the fact that civil society takes part in the political
state through its deputies is the expression of the
separation and of the merely dualistic unity. r

On this basis Marx is a-ble to propose that alienation can be overcome

through the a-bolition of the representative function, in the institution

of fuII or direct democracy in which "all as individuals...take part in

the legislature".2 Marx differentiates, therefore, between the political

state, in which man is alienated, and the democratic state, in which he

is not.

Marx,s basic complaint against the political state in the Critique

is concerned with its failure to a1low man to achieve his full nature.

The political state is not able to carry its social or communal content

beyond the merely political sphere and can not infuse itself through the

whole of society and of man's life.3 The ind.ividual is deserted by the

politicat state, and left to an atomistic existence in civil society. a

On the other hand the democratic state, according to Marx's argument in

the Critique, is the condition of man's fully human existence. Denncracy,

Marx says, is founded on "real human beings and the real people; not

nerely implicitly and in essence, but in existence and in reality". s

Rather than suffer a divided life ancl a divided essence, as with the

poliÈical state, all of man's aspects are realised in unity within the

democratic state. The democratic state e¡nbraces all spheres of life.

Marx warns against confusing the Republican state, in which democracy is

merely formal, with the democratic state, in which the form and content

lrbid., p.
2r¡id.
3t¡id., pp.
atbid., p.
srbid., p.

189; emphasis in original.

88- 89.

145.

87-
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of democrasy are unified. t Ottly in the democratic state is man's alien-

ation overconE.

Marx argues, therefore, that the attainnent of full human freedom

ultimately rests on the development of the state. The division between

the political state and civil society, and the alienating division in

mants own essence, is overcome only through the radical democratisation

of the political state, in which aII of the separate spheres of civil

society are absorbed into a single rational organism. In the Critique,

then, lutarx offers a political solution to the problem of alienation, and

the mechanism of this solution is electoral reform.

Only when civil society has achieved unrestricted
active and passive suffrage has it realfy raised
itself to the point of abstraction from itself, to
the political existence which constitutes its true,
universal, essential existence. But the perfection
of this abstraction is also its transcendence. By
really establishing its political exístence as íts
authentic existence, civil society ensures tJ.at its
civil existence, in so far as it is distinct from
its political existence, is inessential. And with
the demise of the one, the other. its opposite, col-
Iapses also. Therefore, electoral reform in the
al¡stract politicat state is the equi-valent to a
demand for its dissolution and this in turn implies
the dissottaiot @.'

The politicisation of civil society, through electoral reform - the r¡ni-

versal suffrage, breaks down the separation of political and civil life.

In do doing both civil society and the political state are transcended

and the differences between them become r:nited into a single whole which

is the democratic state.

It will be cl-ear from the above discussion that in the Critique

Marx conceives of alienation primarily as political rather than economic

It¡id., pp. 89-90.
in Econorúcsr p. 108, does

2Early Writings, p.

Maurice Godelier,
confuse them.

Rationality and lrrationality

L9I¡ emphasis in original.
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alienation, as in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. The resolu-

tion to man's alienation, as we have seen, is in the democratic state,

which comes into being through the democratisation and therefore politi-

cisation of civil society. It was shown in the first two chapters of this

thesis that Marx's arguments in the Critique, regarding man's de-

alienation, bear some resemblance to Hegel's position. Both Marx and

Hegel regard the state as the agency of human emancipation. This is not

to say that their positions are identical, of course. Hegel sees the

state as subject to the moving force of universality in the ldea, whereas

Marx maintains that the rational state, in achieving its true social

nature, brings man to the perfection of his essence. But Marxrs insis-
.i)

tence upon a political solution to alienationlinlunique to the Critique.

T\¡o features of Marx's consideration in the Critique which distinguish

that work from those inwrediately following it are that while he is opposed

to the separation of politics from the rest of lifel, h. is not opposed

to politics as such. In the later works he is. Secondly, unlike his

later writings the Critique does not argue for the abolition of the state'

but only for the abolition of the non-denpcratic state. Marx regards the

democratic state to be very much a state.

In the Critique Marx r:nderstands the concept 'the state!, like

Hegel, to refer to an organic state, the state in this sense is politi-

cally organised society. Ttre claim that "Marxrs call for democracy and

universal suffrage...is equivalent to his demand for the abolition of the

state"2 f.its to appreciate that democracy in Marx's sense is not the

abolition of the state as such, but the universalisation of the state.

The political state, although claiming universality for itself - it

rrbia., pp. 88-89.
20'M.ll.y, g_. cit., p. lxiii.
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"assumes the significance of the universal" l - exisÈs as a particular

institution separate from civil society. Man's existence in the politi-

cal state is divided from his existence in civil society, and his essence

is therefore sinilarly divided. This is the basis of man's alienation,

according to the Critique. Democracy, on the other hand, says Marx, "is

the first true unity of the particutar and the universal". He goes on to

say that

In democracy the state as particular is only partic-
ular, and as universal it is really universal; i.e.
it is not something determinate set off against
other contents.2

That is, in democracy the state is the whole, it is really universal,

embracing all of society and therefore aII of man.

It is not even clear that Marx saw the advent of the democratic

state as implying the abolition of the political state. Vlhen comnenting

on the French revolutionary view that the universality of democracy ¡ne¿ìns

that the political state disappears he says that " [this] is correct in the

sense that the political state, the constitution, is no longer equivalent

to the whole".3 I¡lhen Èhis is taken in conjunction with Èhe statement

quoted above, that " [in] democracy t]re state as particular is only par-

ticular", Marx appears to be saying that while the political state is no

longer the whole of the state in democracy, it may remain as a particular

institution.a In so being, of course, it is no longer the political

state that it was. !{e saw Marx argue above that unrestricted suffrage,

in potiticising civil society, Ieads to the dissolution of both civil

rEarly writings, p. 88.
2tuid
3rbid.

p. I51
hFor another interpretation cf. Ir,lclellan, Marx Before Marxism,
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society and the potitical state. But the dissolution of the political

state seems to imply, in this context, no nore than the abol-ition of its

pretension to a false universality, not its institutional a-bolition. The

reference is obscure, however, and Marx does not return to this tlteme

again. But what is clear is that Marxr s call for democracy is a call for

the democratic state, which he considers to be the real state.

The political solution to alienation, in the caII for universal

suffrage, assumes that man's essential nature is realised in the full

development of the state. Inmediately after writing this in the Critique

the notion is rejected in the Introduction where Marx describes as a

"utopian dream...the partial, merely political revolution, the revolution

which leaves the pillars of the house standing". l The rejection of the

position of the Critique is even more thorough in Marx's 1844 polemic

against Arnofd Ruge, 'Critical Notes on "The tLing of Prussia a¡d Social

Reform"', published in Von¡ärts! In this piece Marx describes the

organic conception of the state, in which "the state and the organisation

of society are not two different things. The state is the organisation

of society", âs "a political point of View".2 He goes on Èo assert the

epistemological and practical limitations of poliÈics when he says that

"political understanding is [inadequate] to the task of discovering the

source of social- need" 3, and that

tthel more developed and the more comprehensive is
the political r:nderstanding of a nation, the more
the proletariat will squander iÈs energies. - -in
senseless, futile uprisings that will- be drowned in
blood. a

lEarly Writings, p. 253.
2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.
qrbid., p.

411.

4L7.

418.
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Marx's break with the solution of universal suffrage after the Critique

is total. After 1843 he saw it only as a Republican and not a revol-u-

tionary instrument.r Marxrs attitude to politics in his l-ater thought is

more complex, though. In the Communíst Manifesto his major criticism of

utopian socialists is their rejection of political action.2 In the

Inaugural Address of the I¡Iorkingmen's Internationaf Association Marx says

that "the great duty of the working classes" is to "conquer political

power". 3 But the proletariatr s engagement in legal politics is important

for its educative va1ue, it raises the class to a social force. Marx

never again proposes a political solution to the liberation of the prole-

tariat. Even the educatir¡e role of political action has the dangerous

possibility of leading to opportunism and reformism.4 In the C$iq"e-

Marx not only begins a new search for revol-utionary theory, he concludes

an earlier development to which he does not return.

The difference between the democratic road to de-al-ienation described

in the Critique, and the commr:rrist road first ful1y outl-ined in the

Economic and Philosophic lt{anuscri ts is far-reaching. s The differences

between the two can be sinply enumerated: democracy overcomes political

alienation, communism overcomes econornic alienation; democracy is the

realisation of the authentic state, communism is not the full universali-

sation of the state but its negalion; democracy amounts to the citizenry,

as opposed to the bureaucracy, becorn-ing the universal class, in communism

tcf . the remarks in rThe Class Struggles in Francet, l4ES!ì1, f ,
pp. 222-223, 29L.

2MEslv, r, pp. 135, r36.
3MESW, rr, p. r7.
ucf. Marxrs letter to Vlilhelm Liebknecht, February 11, l.378,

Selected Correspondence, p. 3L4.
sThe contrary is asserted by Avineri, op. cit., p. 34¡ cf. also

lvlcl,ellan, op. cit. r pp. 150-151.
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the proletariat is the universal class which liberates mankind through

its transcendence of econornic alienation. But I'larxr s later position is

not reached in a quantum leap. While still in Kreuznach he wrote a

criticism of Bruno Bauerr s articles on Jewish emancipation and published

it in the Jahrbücher as On the Jewish Question. This work can be seen as

a sunmary of the Critique, for it restates the discussion of the dichot-

omy between state and civil society, and carries the argument further.

However, to say this alone inadequately describes the relation between

the two works.

(b)

The ideas elaborated in On the Jewish QuesÈion which are taken from

the Critique are easily traced. Marx erçlores tJ.e abstract nature of the

potitical state and the consequent dualism which it generates in the

Iives of its ciÈizens in a way that is clearly a development of the

analysis begr:n in the Critique. r Th" historicat beginning of the politi-

cal state is in the political revolution, according to I'larx, a revolution

which led to the dissolution of feudalism, an "orgranisation of the life

of the people... [in which] property [andl Iabour... [were separated] from

the state as a whole and constituted...as separate societies within

society".2 The potitical state vras t! restore a r:nity denied in feudalism

by gathering up "the political spirit which had, as iÈ l^tere, been dis-

solved, dissected and dispersed in the various cul-de-sacs of feudal

society...and constitute it as the sphere of the conununity".3 But the

political rer¡olution which brought about the political community of the

state also freed "egoistic man", who is without community, from the

lEarly lVritings, pp. 2Lg-222, 225-226.
2 rbid. , p. 232.

p. 233.3rbid. 
,
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fetters of feudalism, and made him the foundation of the civil society on

which the political state rested: "The constitution of the potitical

state and the dissolution of civil society into independent individuals

...are achieved in one and the same act". l Because the political state

is separated from civil society it in fact failed to r:nify society, and

its universality remained a merely theoretical phenomenon: "Political

emancipation was at the same time the emancipation of civil society from

Pol itics, from even the appear¿mce of a r:niversal content"¿ 2 AII of this

can be found in one form or another in the Critique3, b,rt the implica-

tions Marx now draws are new ones.

The politicisation of civil society in tJ.e movement from the politi-

cal to the democratic state, which in the Critigue is seen to lead to the

emancipation of man from his alienation, is regarded to be impossible in

On the Jewish Question. Marx's reasons for this are three-fold: the

politicisation of civil society is r:nable to lead to its dissolution,

there is no difference between the political and democratic states, and

political enancipation is a limited form of emancipation, which is not

able to overcome man's alienation. It will be seen that each of these

propositions logically follows from the preceding one. In On the Jewish

Question Marx says that the equality of man in the political state

derives fron the fact that each person "is an equal participant in popu-

Lar sovereignty".a It is on this basis that the political state can lay

claim to its supposed universality, for it is an equal community of all

citizens. But Marx points out that the politicaJ- state creates the

equality between citizens by declaring the real inequalities of civil

I rbid.

'r¡id.; emphasis
3cf. ibid., pp.
qrbid., p. 2L9.

in original.
145-148, r58.
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society "to be non-political distinctions"; indeed, its existence presup-

poses them. I The universalisation of the suffrage is not sufficient to

abolish private property, and therefore private interest, on which civil

inequality and the political state rest. Marx does cite a situation in

which "political life attempts to suppress its presupposition, civil

society and its elements, and to constitute itself as the real, harrnoni-

ous species-life of man".2 But it does so "in violent contradiction to

the conditions of its own existence" and "the political drama necessarily

ends up with the restoration of religion, private property and aII the

elements of civil society".3 Marx holds this view beca,r"eii" iecognising

that "the political annulment of private property does not rnean the abo-

IiÈion of private property"4, he recognises that an extension of politics

into civil society could not lead to the dissolution of civil society, it

must remain essentially the realm of private interest. It follows from

this that the political state and the democratic state are not fundamen-

tally different.

In the Critique the democratic state is the organic r:nified state

in which man's essence is whole rather than divided, as it is in ttre

political state. In On the Jewish guestion Marx continues to describe

rhe democraric srare ;;t;e srate,,S, b,rr he also says rhar ir is

"the state which relegates religion to the level of other elements of

civíl society"G, which is to say thaÈ it recognises religion as non-

political, but has no interest in abolishing it any nþre than it has an

rrbid.
2 rbid.
3r¡i¿.
q rbi¿.
srbia.
6r¡id.

222.p.

p.

p.

p.

2I9.
223.

222.
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interest in abolishing private interest. Thus the democratic state is

the political state. In the Critique Marx differentiates between the

form and the content of democracy. The Republic, for instance, has a

democratic form, but in lacking the democratic content it remains a

political state, and on this basis is distinguished from the true demo-

cratic state. In On the Jewish Question the democratic content of the

state is the same as its democratic form, both are merely political and

founded upon the dualism of civil society and political life. I Thus

according to On the Jewish Question, and in contradistinction to the

Critique, political emancipation in democracy is not able to overcome

man's alienation, which is the third point.

The key to the political theory of the Critique is the proposition

that man atÈains his freedom in political emancipation through the full

development of the democratic state. In On the Jewish Question Marx

argues that human freedom is not identified with the fully developed

state, and that political emancipation is an incomplete form of libera-

tion for man:

The limitations of ¡:olitical emancipation are immedi-
ately apparent from the fact that the state can
Iiberate itself from a restriction without man him-
self being truly free of it, that a state can be a
free state without man himself being a free *an.2

Marx does not deny the importance of political emancipation, f.or he says

that it "is certainly a big step fonrard"3, but he cloes argue thaÈ it is

of an intrinsically limited nature. It is especially relevant to his

later thought that Marx regards political emancipation as "the last form

rrbid., pp. 225-226.

p. 2L8.

p. 22I.

2 rbid. ,
3rbid. 

,
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of human emancipation within the prevailing scheme of things" l, for this

implies that full hr¡nan emancipation requires the overthrow of "the pre-

vailing scheme of thíngs", the overthrow of an order partly characterised

by the existence of the state itself.

Marx makes it clear in On the Jewish Question that nothing less

than a fundamental re-organisation of civil society is the necessary pre-

condition of human emancipation, and that the fuII abolition of the state

is part of such a re-organisation. In call-ing for " [an] organisation of

society that abolishes the basis" upon which money and corrunerce existz,

Marx calls for an abolition of the preconditions of egoisÈic man, the

individual dominated by his private needs and by private interest. As

the state finds it own precondition in egoistic man, htunan emancipation

requires the abolition of the state.

only when real, individual man resumes the abstract
citizen into himself and as an individual has become
a species-being in his empirical life, his individual
work and his individual relationships, only when man

has recognised and organised his forces propres as
social forces so that social force is no longer
separated from him in the form of political f.orce,
only then will human emancipation be completed.3

This is precisely the reverse of the process described in the Critique.

It is not the democratic state's absorytion of civil society, but rather

the absorytion of the state by society. It is the resumption of the

abstract citizen into the individual person, rather than an extension of

citizenship to all areas of civil society. The liberation of man is

realised in the annulment of the state; it is not a consequence of the

highest form of the state, as it is in the Critiquq, but the abolition of

I tbi¿.

'rbid., p.
3rbid. , p.

236.

234.
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the highest form of the state. But it is not the abolition of the state

iÈself which liberates man.

In the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, when describing earì-y

theories of communism, Marx criticises commr¡nism "of a poJ-itical- nature

still - democratic or despotic" and communism based upon "the annulment

of the state". I On the Jewish Question repudiates the first of these and

avoids the second, for although it assumes that in his liberation man

must abolish the state, as l'larx does in the Manuscripts2, man's emancipa-

tion is not the result of the staters abolition, but a consequence of

social emancipation. It is this latter which leads to the abolition of

the state. Marxrs first full accor¡nt of the agency of social emancipa-

tion is to be found in the Introduction rather than in On the ,Jewish

Question, but the need for social emancipation as opposed to poJ-iticat

emancipation is sufficiently clear in On the Jewish Question to distin-

guish the theory of alienation outlined in that work from the one of the

Critique.

(c)

It has been shown above that in the Critique Marx expJ-ains that

man's alienation is a result of the division between state and civil

society. The programme for de-alienation in the Critique is based on

this diagnosis. As well as arguing that the d.emocratisation of civil

society leads to its ultimate dissolution, he also says tlrat a mere

politicisation of civil society can not achieve denocracy. Marx says

that for civil society to be politicised in order that it be recepÈive to

democracy, it is necessary that it first be changed. But lrlarx only

lEconomic and Philosophic Manuscri
2rbid., p. 96

ts p.95.
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vaguely points to the need for changes in civir society without saying

specificatly what they might be. I overall, and irrespective of changes

in civil society prior to its potiticisation, the Critique maintains t-hat

the fulI universalisation of the state is fr¡nda¡rentally responsible for

the emancipation of man from his alienation. lltre dichotomy between state

and civil society is central to the discussion of On the Jewish Question

also, but this does not mean that Marx proposes in this work that man's

alienation is a result of the bifurcation between civil- and political

life.2 Mar* now takes the argument that the state is a consequence of

civil society to imply that the agency of man's alienation is in the

nature of civil society itself. In On the Jewish Question the dualism of

state and civiL society is regarded as a consequence or ma¡rifestation

of man's alienation, rather than its cause, as it is in the critique.

According to On the ,Jewish Question manr s alienation is a conse-

quence of the nature of civil society, and emancipation from alienation

therefore requires tTre total tranqÉormation of civil society, which its

democratisation is incapable of ".nr"rrrr,n. on the ,Jewish euestion dif-
fers from the Critique in the way that it. identifies specific features of

civil society in its e>çlication of the alienating condition. rn the

Critique man is alienated in his particular existence and emancipated

when his essential nature becomes universal. Ttre philosophical cate-

gories rparticularr and runiversal', while noÈ wholly a-bsent from On the

Jewish Question, are replaced in the e:<¡llanation of alienation by con-

crete categories. Marx says that " l¡n]oney is the estranged essence of

manrs work and existence; this alien essence dominates him a¡rd he worships

it".3 It follows, therefore, that ,'le]mancipation from haggling

rEarly !{ritings, p. 188.
2Avinerir op. cit., p. 18, naintains the contrary.
3Early l{ritings, p. 23g.
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[commerce] and from money...would be the self-emancipation of our age". I

The identification of money as the cause of alienation is, in a sense, a

refinement of the position adopted in the critique. rt could be argued

that the root of alienation identified by each work is the same, only the

language has changed in becoming more concrete.

v'lhile the basis of alienation in each work bears some relation to

the other, the difference between the Critique and on the Jewish euestion

is greater than their similarity in so far as the accor¡rt of ema¡rcipation,

based on the conception of alienation, is in On the Jewish gr¡estion con-

trary to that of the Critique. The simil-arities in the cpncept of alien-

ation does not prevent the theory of alienation, which includes proposi-

tions concerning man's emancipation from al-ienation, from being signifi-

cantly different in the two works. This is analogous to the differences

between the theory of alienation in tÌ¡e Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts and that of Capital, discussed in Ctrapter 6 above. It was

shown there that atthough the concept of alienation in each work is simi-

lar, the system of concepts in which it operates is quite different in

each work.

Marx's account of the basis of a-rlienation in the critique, which is

generarly sinilar to, but not specificarly the same as that of on the

Jewish Question, changes again, but more significantly, in the Economic

and Philosophic Manuscripts. In a manner simi Iar to On the Jewish

Question, Ivlarx points to the need to appreciate "the connection between

this whole estrangement and the money-system".2 In the third Manuscript

he says that "money transforms tt¡e real essential powers of man and

rrbid., p. 236.
2Econornic and Philosophic l'lanuscrip,ts t P. 65.
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nature into what are merely abstract conceits,'1, for what a person is

"is by no means determined by thisl individuality"2, but by his posses-

sion of money. In mants atienation money becomes the r¡niversal- bond of

society, and it arone possesses "trury creative power,'.3 rn its opera-

tion money supersedes mants own facurties, and becomes for him,'the

other person".q r,larx shows, then, that in his alienation man is domi-

nated by noney, which sr¡bstitutes for him. All of this has previously

been stated in On the Jewish Question. s

The difference between the two works is that whereas in on the

Jewish Question money is the cause of alienation, in the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts it is the phenomenal form of alienation. Vthite

money is the "object of eminent possession"5, and exalted by man in his

alienation when he hi¡nsetf is hr¡mbled, it is itself a consequence of

afienation. In the Manuscripts the basis of man's alienation is not in

conmerce, but in labour. "Private property is thus the product, the

result, the necessary consequence, of alienated labour, of the external_

relation of the worker to nature and to himself."T Thus the causal chain

of alienation described in On the Jewish Ouestion is reversed in the

Manuscripts. I Ttre discussion of money is similar in the two works, but

its rore in the expranation of man's alienation is quite different.

lrbid., p. l30.
2rbid., p. t2B.
3rbid., p. r2g.
qrbid. , p. r27.
sEarly Writings, pp. 239-24I.
sEconomic and Philosophic Manuscr ipts, p. L27.
7rbid., p. 76¡ emphasis added.
sDupré, g-. cit., p. 129, says that this "signars a nev¡ departure

in lMarxrs] thought".
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rt can be seen that during a short period of time Marx advanced in

the Critique, On the Jewish Question and the Econornic a¡rd Philosophic

t'lanuscripts three different specific causes of alienation; the division

of mants essence between the state ar¡d civil society, money and labour

respectively. In a sense each explanation is a refinement of the one

which precedes it, but it is also clear that with each modification in

the account of the basis of alienation, the theoretical formulation of

the alienated condition also changes significantly. The different con-

ceptions of the root of alienation in each work is designed to not merely

strengthen the preceding conception, but to replace it with another.

TÏ¡-is indicates the degree to which Marx was dissatisfied with the conclu-

sions of his inquiries during this period and the relentless nature of

his research in attempting to develop the foundation of an e:çIanation of

the hr¡¡nan condition and of a progranme of emancipation from alienation.

It has been shown above that in the Introduction to the proposed

redrafted Critique Marx forcefully rejects the poJ-itical solution to

alienation proposed in the Critique. He introduces the proletariat into

a theory of human emancipation for the first time in the Introduction,

and gives it a key role in bringing about the emancipating social- revolu-

tion intimated in On the ilewish Question. Some writers have argued that

apart from the new emphasis on the proletariat, all of the elements of

the Introduction "are already contained" in the Critiqr:e. l Others har,e

seen the formulations of the Introduction as demonstratin g that Marxrs

ideas have evolved in a neh¡ direction.2 Certain features of the

Introduction can be found in the Crit igue, but the new emphasis on the

proletariat carries with it a political Èheory which is fundamentatly

different from that of the earlier work.

lM.L.lIatt, op. cit., p. 185.
2Duprér op. cit., p. IL2.
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(d)

A discussion of the concept rproletariatr in the rntroduction and

its difference from the concept in Marx's later writings can be found in
chapter I of this thesis. Although there is no need to raise this issue

here, some related matters already discussed will be mentioned in the

brief outline of the political theory of the rntroduction which fol-lows

In the Critique Itlarx introduces the concept of the proletariat,

arÈhough not the word, when argrring that a consequence of the French

Revolution was to complete the transformation of feudal- estates into

social classes. The former, he says, are characterised by their politi-

cal significance, whereas the latter are distinguished by the "criteria
...of money and education".l A personrs civil and political positions do

not coincide in modern society, therefore, as they do in feudarism, save

for members of the executive.2 Th. principle underlying civil society,

and the division of society into classes, is fundamentarry arbitrary.3

The only determinate factor which Marx can identify is t1.at the class

which satisfies the material needs of society is constituted through its

absence of property:

The only noteworthy feature [of the fluid division of
massesl is that the absence of property and the class
of inmediate labour, of concrete labour, do not so much
constitute a class of civil society as provide the
ground on which the circles of cívil society move a¡d
have their being. a

This is clearry the proletariat which Marx is to later name in the

Introduction.5 BuÈ in the Introduction it is seen to not merely exist,

lEarly lrlritinqs, p. 146.
2rbid., p. L47.
3rbid., p. L46.
arbid.r pp. L46-L47.
sc_f . orMalley, 9P-. git. r pp. li-lii, Iiii; Avineri, op. cit.,

But see also Èhe discussion in Chapter I above.p. 57.
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it exists to actualise philosophy in the attainment of fuII hr¡nan ernanci-

pation. r T'he anticipated emancipation of man has a very different agency

in the Critique.

Shlo¡ro Avineri has argued that in the Introduction the con cept

rproletariat' takes on the Hegelian identity of the r¡niversal class.2

The proletariat is the class which in overcoming its particular suffer-

ings represents the general interests of society by abolishing suffering

per se and in toto. This is a position quite dissimirar to the one

adopted in the Critique, where Marx identifies the whole of civil society

as the class of private citizens which has the capacity to become the

universal- class in the democratic state. Marxrs argr.rment is directed

against Hegel's assumption that "the universal class is the class of

civil servants".3 The civil service, which Marx pejoratively calls the

bureaucracy, ê word not used by Hegela, is shown in the critique to be a

particular class with particular interests which uses the state as its

own private property. s Thus the universal class must be found eLsewhere.

As the state and civil society are separate a¡d as the individual's civil

and political positions are distinct, in order to attain political sig-

nifj-cance in the political state the individual "must discard his class,

civil society, the crass of private citizens; for it is precisery Èhis

class Èhat stands between the individual and the poritical state".5

This highlights the absence of universality in the political state, but

rEarly Writings, pp. 251-252, 256-257.
2Avineri, Ë.. cit., pp. 57-59; Avineri, 'Hegelian Origins of Marxrs

Political Philosophyr. This position had been argued earlier by Bertrand
de Jouvenel, On Power, pp. 50-5I.

3Early !{ritings , p. 136.
uPi"rr. Naville, Le Nouveau Leviathan, cited in Martin Albrow,

Bureaucracyr p. 69.
sEarly Writings, pp.
6rbid., p. L44.

107-109.
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in the democratic state it is precisely in the class of citizens that

universality resides. "I{hat is crucial in the true state is...the capac-

ity of the universal class to be really universal, i.e. to be the class

of every citizen."l In place of Hegel's bureaucracy, Marx identifies in

the Critique the democratic state's real universality in the class of the

citizenry, not in the proletariat as he does in the Introduction.

The notion of the universality of the class of citizens described

in the Critique does not appear in any of Marxrs later works. First, the

claim that the citizenry constitutes a class, which is r¡ncritically taken

from Hegel, is quite foreign to Marx's later usage of the term'class'.

Second, it is a wholly different class, the proletariat, which is the

universal class in the Introduction. But much ¡nore important still is

the fact that the rrtiversality of the citizenry is meaningful only in an

etatist solution to alienation, in which the development of the state is

responsible for manrs emancipation. The alienation suffered by ttre

proletariat described in the Introduction can not be comprehended by an

account of alienation in terms of the division between state and civil

society, between citizen and bourgeois, for the proletariat is outside of

this systemic division. lfarx hints at this last point in the Critique

when he says that the class of labour "do[es] not so much constitute a

class of civil society"2, but it has no place in his explanation of man's

alienation and emancipation. In the Introduction the revolutionary

nature of the proletariat derives from the fact that it is not a class of

civil society and is a class without even political citizenship. Its

universality can not be a consequence of the universalisation of civil

society nor the state. It is the exclusion of the proletariat from civiL

society and the political state which gives it its insurrectionary

rrbid., p.
2rbid., pp

LI2.
L46-L47.
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potential. Ttre proletariat strives neither to enter civil society nor

democratise the state, but to emancipate man from both. The difference

between the Critique and the Introduction is not merely that the universal

crass is different in each. The whore approach of the critique to the

foundation of universality in the analysis of alienation and emancipation

is replaced by a significantly different series of generalisations in

the Introduction.

The notion of a universar class of citizens roses aLr meaning for

Marx when in On the Jewish euestíon he realises that the democratic state

is still the state and that a political solution to alienation is no

solution at all. But while the universality of citizenship is no more

than an illusion after the critique of Hegelrs philosophy of Right, Marx

is aware of the political importance of ciÈizenship and of its denial.

During the nineteenth century nuch political writing was motivated by the

dual fear that exclusion from the political corununity of the state would

lead the proletariat to rise up, and that an extension of the suffrage to

the working class would destroy liberal democracy. V'lhat vras a frightful

direnma for liberal writers was cause for Marx,s optimisn. He accepted

that the proletariat would "strive to obtain" citizenship where it did

not have it, and use it to advantage where it did. r rn the Von^¡ärts!

article Marx says that isolation from the community is the root of al-l

rebellions2, and in the draft plan for a work on the mod.ern state, wriL-

ten a few months later, he identifies the suffrage wiÈh "the fight for

the abolition of the state and of bourgeois society".3 But Marx arso

maintains tt¡at such a fight would not lead to the emancipation of the

proletariat. In the Vorv¡ärts! article he says that the community from

lThe Get*an rdeo logy, p. 237.
2Early Writings, p. 418.
tTh. G.r*u.n ldeolog.y, p. 669.
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which the proletariat is isolated, ahd toward which it is led in revolu-

tion - in attaining its emancipation - is not the poritical community,

but Èhe community of hunan nature. I rhe attainment of citizenship,

according to Marx, can provide no more than membership of the political

state. In achieving citizenship man does noÈ achieve emancipation from

alienation, for citizenship is itself a manifestation of alienation, of

political alienation. After the Cri tique Marx re jected the notion that

alienation results from the representative function of political suf-

frage, but he continued to argue in subsequent writings that poJ-itical

alienation is manifest in citizenship. This forms the basis of the con-

ception of the state as alienated social power.

rII

t'lhire Marx constantry revised his expranation of the cause of

alienation and of its tra¡¡scendence, the analysis of political democrary

remained more or less the same duringt"the period 1843 to 1845. Marx per-

ceives that in civil society, where man l-eads an atomic existence as an

egoistic being, isorated from his ferlows in the pursuít of private

interests and the satisfaction of particular needs, man loses his essen-

tiar sociality, his natural faculties and powers. The theory of alien-

ation which attempts to explain how man loses his essentiat nature, and

how he might regain it, takes various forms in the different writings of

the period. They alr acknowledge, however, that Èhe political state is

an exPression of man's alienation, that it is the political form of his

alienation. Politicar alienation is a special form of arienation.

!{hereas the alienation of labour in its econornic dimension robs man of

his true commr:nity in creating objects which are wholly independent of

him, in his political alienation rnan creates the state in which his

Early !{ritings, pp. 4I8-4L9.
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alienated social po\Àter resides and where he exists in some form of com-

munity. In being a political conununity the state is only a p;rrti.rl com-

nunity, an alienated conmunity, but nonetheless mants existence in the

state is quite distinct from his existence in civil society where he is

devoid of commr:nity. lltre state as alienated social power can be charac-

terised by three funda¡rental features, then. As a consequence of alien-

ation it derives from or is based upon civil society. Ttre distinct

nature of political alienation means that the state is strictly separated

from civil society. And as man's social power, which is alienated in

civil society, comes to form the political stat€r rnErnrs political life

takes tl¡e form of a communal life. In what follows the concepÈion of the

state as alienated social power will be elaborated and examined.

Marx took from Feuerbach the notion that manrs alienation is a con-

sequence of those things produced by men which become independent of

them. This is very clearly expressed in the Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts when Marx says that

The alienation of the worker in his product means not
only that his labour becomes an object, an external
existence, but that it exists outside him, indepen-
dently, as something alien to him, a¡rd that it becones
a power of its own confronting him. I

It is Marx's intention that the products of alienation be understood as

not only material objects, but also the institutional consequences of

the alienated relation. On Èhe page before the one on which the above

sentence appears lvlarx describes religion as one such product, and he

might have added there, as he did later in the Manuscripts, that the

state is a¡other consequence of man's alienated situation. This view is

also e:çressed in the Critique when Marx says that the state is a function

lEconomic and Philosophic lvlanuscripts, p. 67.
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of the individual's social capacity and that this capacity is alienated

in the state. I Lik" alr products of manrs alienation the state is a

consequence of his situation in civil society and comes to be a factor in

his oppression.

As an alienated phenomenon the political state is conceived by Marx

as the negqtion of man, that is, the negation of man's hr¡nan social being.

The argr:ment that the state is both the result of alienation and a¡r

instrument of alienation is analogous to the discussion of private prop-

erty in the Manuscrípts where it is held that although private property

appears to be the cause of alienation it is really its effect, but that

once actualised it comes t¡ be a supporting cause of man's alienation.2

However, unlike private property the alienating magrnitude of the state is

two-fold a¡rd it is in this that its special nature lies. The state func-

tions to preserve the egoism of civil society, and therefore reinforces

the econornic and social alienation of man. rn its form, on the other

hand, as the political commr-rnity of man, the state itself crcnstitutes a

second, different type of alienation, political alienation per se.

In the Economic and Philo sophic Manus cripts Marx describes the

state as one of a number of "particular nrodes of production" which fall

under the general law of manrs self-alienation.3 'Mode of productionr is

not understood here, as in Marxrs later works, as the generar form of

sociaL production' but rather as the facility productive of a particular

function. The specific characteristic of the state is that it produces

the means of preserving manrs arienation in civil society. This is

stated more directly and broadly when the fr¡nction o, an. state is out-

lined in On the Jewish Question Itlarx says that the political conununity

lEarry Writings, pp. 78, L43.
2Economic and Philos
3rbid. 

, p. 96.

ophic Manuscripts, p. 76
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is a "means for the conservation of tthel so-called rights of man". l

Ttre rights of man are distinguished from the rights of the citizen ín so

far as the former are the rights of the member of civil society only,

thus strongly differentiating them from political- rights.2 the rights

extended to civil man by ttre state are predoninantly the rights of prop-

erty, of self interest, the right to be without community.3 Ttre state

therefore functions to preserve the primary basis of man's egoism and

alienation, according to Marxts argument. In sunrnary, the state is an

alienating institution in the sense that it provides juridical support to

the economic and social alienation which characterises man's existence in

civil society. The state functions to maintain prinary alienation, and

thus contributes to it.

In its function the political state is not the cause of primary

alienation, its contribution to man's estrangement in this respect is the

degree to which it sr4>ports alienation by legally sustaining private

interest. But in conjunction with its function, the form of the state

directly produces a secondary alienation, political alienation. Before

examining fully the nature of man's politlcal alienation in the state it

will be necessary to consider the afienating dualism of the division

between the state and civil society.

Þtarx argues that alienated man suffers a fundamental division in

his life and being because as a member of civil society on the one hand,

and of the state on the other, he is forced into two distinct and con-

flicting identities which must be held simultaneously. Man's political

Iife, in which he exercises political rights, is conducted "in community

tEarly !{ritings, p. 23l- .
2rbid., p. 22a.
3t¡i¿., pp. 229-230.
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with others". l Indeed, Marx adds that "participation in the conmrunity,

in the political commr.mity or state" is the very content of politicar

rights. The political community exists in conjunction with civil society,

so that while man is and regards himself to be "a communal being" in the

state, he is at the sane tirne, as a member of civil society, "active as

a privaÈe individual".2 fhese are not merely different spheres of man,s

being, but in vital respects contradictory spheres. Civil society is the

sphere of "egoistic man, separated from his fellow men and from the com-

munity"3, whereas the state is itself community, the political community,

in which man "is considered to be a species-being".4 Thus Marx regards

alienated nan as a being rendered into two contradictory parts which

exists side by side in the one person. But the political cornrnunity and

civil society are not simply parallel in Marxr s account , for the state

functions to serve civil society: "political life... [is] a mere me¿¡¡s

whose goal is the life of civir society".s Manrs communar life in the

state is not only in contradiction with his rife in civil society, but

subordinate to it.

The alienation of man is evidenced in and partly constituted by the

dualism of the state and civil society, the division between the citizen

and the bourgeois in the single person. Not only does the state directly

fr¡nction to preserve civil society in safeguarding the rights of property

and private interest, but the form of the state itself perpetuates tl-e

dualism. Marx explains that in the modern state man achieves political

emancipation, for the modern state is sufficiently powerful to free

Itbid. , p.
2rbid., p.
3rbid. , p.
arbid., p.
srbid., p.

227.

220.

230.

220.

23r.
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itself from religion, private property and so forth. Man is not impeded,

therefore, by his station or individual endowments from participating in

the business of the state. The modern political state, unlike the

feudal state, is the business of all the people, for the political state

is ,,constituted...as a concern of the whole people".l But this is pre-

cisely the point that Marx wishes to emphasise. Ttre state "only experi-

ences itself as a political state and asserts its universality in opposi-

tion to these elements". 2 Rather tha¡¡ liberate m¿rn from the forces

which oppress him the political state merely declares them to be non-

political. In this way it is able to provide a form of universality for

aII its citizens which must exist outside, indeed, in oppositíon to the

tethers on manrs freedom which confront him in civil society. It is the

political form of the state, which establishes itself after stepping

aside, as it were, from civil society, in which mants conÍnunal life takes

an alienated form. For the political state is incapable of fulfilling

its promise of universality. It gives nan a universal existence, but

only on the basis of an atomic, isolated and non-communal existence in

civil society, which contradicts and dominates the political co¡tuttunity.

It is the merely political form of mants co¡mnr¡nity in the state that con-

stitutes his political alienation.

It has been shown that the state and civil society are not merely

separate and distinct phenomena to Marx, but opposites: the "political

state is by its nature the species-life of man in opposition to his

material life".3 Because the state can not carry into effect its promise

of universality the opposition between the state and civil society is not

simply institutional but ontological. Manrs real tife, says Marx, is

trbid p
2rbid., p.
3rbid. , p.

232.

2L9.

220.
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conducted in civil society, in the state his political life is airy and

unactual. fhis view is e>çressed in a1l of his early discussions of the

state. Irr amplifying Marx's conception of the state as alienated social

power, it specifies what he regards to be the content of the political

state. In the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right l{arx says that the

political state exists "alongside the real life of the people", that in

civil society man "stands in material opposition to the state", and that

"political life is the airy life, the aetherial region of civil society".I

In On the Jewish Question it is similarl y claimed that in civil society

man is "in his im¡nediate reality" 2, and that

m¿ìn as he is a n¡ember of civil society is taken to
be the real nan, man as distinct from citizen, since
he is man in his sensr:ous, individual and immediate
existence, whereas politically man is simply abstract,
artificial man, man as an allegorical, noral per"on.3

Ttre proof of man's reality in civil society is precisely in the fact that

civil society is the foundation of the political state, its material pre-

supposition. a And the unreality of man in the political state is a con-

sequence of the incomplete unir¡ersality of the political community. s

lll¡e content of the political state, therefore, is man as "the imaginary

nember of a fictitious sovereignty, [man] divested of his real individual

life and filted with a¡¡ unreal universality". 6

tr¡id. r pp. 91, r43, L46.

'E ' n' 22o'

'E'' n' 234'
urbid., p. 233.
srbid., p. 22o. rn the 'critical Notes on "The King of Prussia

and Social Reform"t Marx conunents that "the state [is] an abstract
totality which exists only through its separat,ion from real life and
which is unthínkable in the absence of an organised antithesis between
the universal idea and the individual existence of man", ibid. 'p. 4I9.

6tbid., p. 22o.
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While man's individual existence in civil society has a material

reality, in matters of public or general concern, as opposed to individual

concern, each individual serves "the political fr¡nction lwhich is] his

universal function". I Because the political state can not affect the

material reality of manrs alienation, which leads to his individual exis-

tence, his r:niversality in the state must be illusive. So that in com-

mgnity with others, in performing the general or political fr¡rction, in

the state, man is an "imaginary member of a fictitious sovereignty". The

substance of political alienation derives from the nature of this

sovereigmty.

Irtarx describes the qrrality of sovereignty in the state when he says

in On the Jewish guestion that

Politícal democracy...regards man - not just one man

but a1I men - as a sovereign and supreme being; but
man in his uncultivated, r:nsocial aspect, man ín his
contingent existence, man just as he is, man as he
has been cornrpted, lost to himself, sold, and
exposed to the rule of inhr¡nan conditions and ele-
nents by the entire organisation of our society - in
a word, man who is not yet his true species-being.2

l¡tris statement serves to differentiate political democracy from the

feudal potity, in which the individual is excluded from the state, and

also from rnonarchy, in which sovereignty is invested in a single person.

In contrast to both of these the whole people is given sovereign authoritv

by the democratic constitution. But Marxrs major consideration is that

the full sovereignty of manr,the supreme power of man as man, which

occurs only as a manifestation of manrs species-nature, is denied in

political democracy. Indeed, he says ttrat its absence is the foundation

of political democracy, for the state imbues the whole people as a

Irbid., p.

'tbid. r pp.

233.

225-226.
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sovereign force on the supposition that as individuals they wiII be

without sovereignty in their social alienation. It is in this sense that

Marx says that the sovereignty of man in political dernocracy is a nerely

fictitious sovereignty. It is only in their relations in the political

community that men are sovereign. Ivlanrs true power of co¡r¡nr:nity is

alienated from him and invested in the political state. The sovereignty

of man in the political state is the sovereignty of citizenship, and it

is the relationship between citizens which constitutes the political com-

munity of the democratic staÈe.

IV

As the Èheory of the state as alienated social power has been fully

outlined, it can now be evaluated. It will be recalled from our discus-

sion of the Critiquers political theory that Marx identifies the state

with citizenship. Ttre difference between the political and the demo-

cratic states is a difference in the scope of citizenship; in the former

man is a citizen in only half of his being, in the latter it embraces his

entire being. In On the Jewish Question he si¡nilarly refers to "citizen-

ship, the political community"l, although he rejects the claim that there

is a significant distinction between the political state and the demo-

cratic state. What is contint¡ous, though, is that the state is conceived

as the relation between men as citizens. we shall return to this point

shortly. It has also been shown that the sÈate, in being separated from

civil society, divides man into two, each person is both a mernber of the

political corununity and an individual non-conununal member of civil society.

As a citizen in the political conununity man fulfils a general need which

is to be the "means for the conservation of... [the] rights of man" so

trbid., p. 23r.
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that the citizen is "the servant of egoistic man".1 The secondary alien-

ation of man in the state - which is his social poürer invested in the

political community - is to preserve the primary alienation of man in

civil society. Basically, then, in his political alienation man provides

the state with a sovereign community which functions to preserve his

alienation in civil society, his egoistic being for:¡rded upon private prop-

erty and private interest. This conception of the state bears a striking

resemblance to the legal theory of democracy developed in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries.

In general terms this theory argues that in democracy the people as

a whole has vested its sovereign power in the legal structure of the

state, which in turn protects the interests of the people. The political

state represents itself as the embodiment of the general interest of the

whole of society. The state's legitimacy and sovereigrnty derives from

the participation of formally free and equal individual citizens, who

form a single and unified political co¡runu¡rity through the suffrage. In

surrendering their individual sovereignty to the political community the

people as a whole receive in return the secular responsibility of the

state towards the people.2 An early statement of this view can be found

in John Locke's Second Treatise on Government where he says that

Political Power is that Power which every Man, having
in the. state of Nature, has given up into the hands of
Society, and therein to the Governours, \^¡hom the
Society hath set over itself, with this express or
taciÈ Trust, That it shall be inployed for their good,
and the preservatíon of their Property.3

I r¡id.
2Cf . Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democtacy,

pp. 247-248, for a brief discussion of this theory.
3Johtt locke, Tvo Treatises of Ç'overnment, p. 428.
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The argument here is that man surrenders to the state a power he natu-

rally possesses, vrith the purpose of preserving proPerty.

Marx's theory of the state as alienated social power is not simply

a restatement of early denocratic theory, but all of the elements of the

tatter are in the former. I'he key propositions of both theories are the

s¿rme. First, man surrenders or alienates to the political community a

power which he naturally possesses. Second, he participates in the com-

munity of the state as a free citizen, and it is fro¡n this that the state

derives its sovereignty. Third, the political community stands apart

fron civil society and functions to preserve and safeguard its material

foundation, private property. Irlarx's theory diverges from liberal

theory, though, in having a criticial dimensíon. Marx regards the state,

as a product of man's essential powers which exists independently of his

material existence in civit society, to be an object or institution which

oppresses man. Thr¡.s Marx adds to the democratic theory of the state an

elenent of Feuerbachian humanism. r He also argues, where neither the

denpcratic theorists nor Feuerbach do, that man's existence in the state

as a citizen constiÈutes a secondary alienation. Man's community with

others in the state, in being political, is merely partial, and in its

partiality is an unreal conmunity.

The philosophical aspect of the theory of the political state as

alienated social porrrer is a theory of sovereignty similar to classical

democratic ttreory. Un1ike democratic theory, though, there is implicit

in Marx,s theory a humanist critique of the state. The empirical compo-

nent of Marx's theory of the democratic state is the proposition that the

rDaniel Tarschys, Beyond t]-.e State, p. 61, makes this point with
regard to the theory of the state in the Critique without recognising
its general relevance for the theory of the state in lvlarx's writings up

ro 1845.
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state is a systen of relationships between men as citizens. This is con-

sistent with his general theory of alienation, which argues Èhat in his

alienation man has imposed upon hin particular roles. In the alienation

of his labour, for instance, ma¡ is nothing but a worker. In his politi-

cal alienation, pari E, man is nothing but a citizen. fhese separate

roles, when strung together, make up the single individual, but a¡ indi-

vidual devoid of integrity and divided into unrelated spheres of being.

To the extent that there is a sociological dinension to Marx's early

theory of the state it is the political sociologry of roles. In his

political alienation m¿ìn has imposed upon him the role of citizen. The

relationship of rnen in the citizenship role constitutes the state. In

the Critique Marx says that "the state cannot be regarded as a simple

reality, it must be viewed as an activity, as a differentiated activity". l

This is because, according to Marx, in the political state man does not

interact with others as men, but as role occupants.

Although it is not an exhaustive description, Marxrs theory of

alienation can be depicted as a version of role theory.2 In arguing that

man is fragmented in the alienation of his labour and in his political

alienation, the conception of hunan estrangement entails that in occupy-

ing different roles man is oppressed. It thus shares with modern soci-

ology the view that "roles are a constraining force on the individual". 3

The major difference between Marx's theory of estrangernent and socio-

logical role theory is that whereas ¡,larx conceives of a situation in

which man's alienation is tra¡¡scended and, therefore, of a situation in

which nan occupies no roles, role theory c¿ìn conceive of no such

IEarly lVritings, p. 7L.
2Cf. Eduard Urbánek, rRoles, Masks and Characters:

to Marxrs ldea of the Social Roler.
tn"lf Dahrendorf, Homo Sociologicus, p. 20.

A Contribution
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situation. But in other respects the two are quite similar, especially

in their focus of analysis and their analysis of institutions. It was

shown in Chapter 5 above that Marxr s early theory of alienation is with-

out a sociologry. In so far as role theory is concerned with Èhe multi-

farious personae which man has imposed upon him by societY, it focusses

on the individual's 'meshing' of roles, which does not extend beyond the

area of nediation between the individual and society. r In this sense

role theory has no fully sociological crcnception of society, it occupies

the catchment area between social psychology and sociotogy.2 Alienation

theory and role theory are apProximate in their omissions-

More importantly, there is a similarity between Marxrs theory of

alienation and modern role theory in the way they each depict institu-

tions. According to both theories institutions are constructed from the

roles occupied by men active in a particular capacity in social life.

Peter Berger a¡rd Thomas Luckmann, for instance, have said that "roles

represent the institutional order"3; and as C. !,lright Mills has put it,

"an institution is a set of roles graded in authority". a It would follow

from this tJ:at the particularly potítical role of citizen would consti-

tute the particularly political institution of the state. This is

exactly Marxrs position when he says that the state is the relation

between men as citizens in the politicaJ- commr:nity. 1lt¡e claim regarding

the totalised citizen relationship which constitutes the state, and t'he

argunent concerning the democratic state's sovereignty as the community

of alienated beings, are equivalent in substance. lühat one says in terms

trbid., pp. 6-7.

'cf ., ê.9., Patricke Johns Heine, Personality and Social Theory-
3peter Berger a¡¡d Thomas Luckmann, The Social Constructiog of

Reality, p. 92¡ emphasis in original.
ac. wtight Mi1ls, The Sociological Imagination, p- 38.
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of enpirical role categories, the other expresses in the language of

traditional political theorY-

V

Ttre philosophical conception of the staÈe's sovereignty is in prin-

cipte neutral on the question of social class. Role analysis, on the

other hand, need not ignore class; indeed, in Ttre German ldeology Marx

discusses class in something like role terms. r But the citizenship role,

as it is related to the conception of democratic sovereignty, is an

inherently non-c1ass category. Vühen Marx refers to the power of the

state it is also as a non-class force. Manrs alíenated social power' the

power of mar¡rs essential nature estranged from him, comprises state

power. T'he early discussion of the instrurental aspect of the state is

similarly couched in a non-class phraseology. The state preserves the

egoism of civil society, ott ¡rþre concretely, preserves private property.

In all of this Marxrs early formulations are quite r¡r¡Iike his later

theory of the state. In his works after The German Ideology Marx

describes the state in a specifically class context. On the question of

citizenship, for instance' he says in The Civil War in France that the

democratic suffrage allows the people to decide "once in three or six

years which member of the ruling class was to misrepresent [it] in

Parlianent".2 The state's power is a class powerr in the celebrated

words of the Communist Manifesto " [the] executive of the [þdern state is

but a committee for managing the conmon affairs of the whole bourgeoisie".3

Marx argues that the state in capitalist society is a capitalist state

rTtre German Ideology, p. 95

2MEsw, rr, p. 22r.
3MEsw, r, pp. lto-lll.
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irrespective of which class is drawn upon in forming the government. I

And the state's function, Marx says in fhe German ldeoloqy, is to "guar-

anÈee... tttrel property and interests" of the bourgeoisie.2 For each non-

class statement in Marx's early discussion of the state, the later

account stresses the class di¡ænsion.

A consideration of the class nature of the democratie sÈate leads

to certain modifications of Marx's early analysis. Ttre state as alien-

ated social power is founded upon man's primary alienation in civil

society. In his mature writings Marx continues to argue that the state

has a material foundation, but not on the st4>position of ¡nan's loss of

essence in civil society. Íhe state is founded, rather, on the class

nature of society and, in particular, on the economic exploitation of

labour which ís at the basis of class relations.3 This may noÈ appear to

be fundamentally different from the early treatment of the state, for as

we sa\d in Chapter 6 above, the early conception of the alienation of

labour is analogous to the conception of a quantitative economic e:çloi-

tation of labour. But its significar¡ce can be appreciated when it is

recognised that whereas all men as citizens are alienated in the politi-

cal community, according to the early theory, in the mature theory the

state is an instrument of oppression wielded by one class against

another. In The German ldeology Marx remarks that members of the ruling

class enjoy "personal freedom" in the state. a Th" relationship between

the pnoletariat and the ståte is seen to be of a very different order.

I'T'ln" Chartistsr, Articles on Britain, p. 118; rlltre Eighteenth
Brunaire of Iorris Bonaparte', W, I, P. 436. Cf. also Engels,
'socialism: Utopian and Scientific', EEE, III, pp. I10-I11.

2The c,etman rdeology, p. 79.
3capital, III, pp. 7gL-792; A Contribution to the Critique of

Political Economy, p. 193.
qTh" G"r*atr rdeology, p. 93.
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In a draft of The Civil ltar in France Marx says that "the state machinery

and parliamentarism are not the real life of the ruling classes, but

only the organised general organs of their domination". I In serving one

class the state is an instrument of oppression to another. Ttre claim

that there is a differential class experience of Èhe staÈe is dissimilar

to the assumption of the early theory that all are equally alienated in

ir.

The sentence quoted above raises a separate issue which can be

dealt with here. In arguing that the state is not the real life of the

ruling class, Marx indicates that the state can not be regarded as a

class 'community' . In the mature writings the state is not primarily a

relationship between citizens, but a structure of governance which serves

the interests of the ruling class in the long term. We say in the long

term because Marx argues - especially in his discussion of the Factory

Acts in Capital - that the capitalist state guarärrtees certain economic

interests of the working class and contravenes ttre short-term economic

interests of the factory own"rc.2 He also recognises that the state and

the capitalist class sometimes meet in antagonísm.3 Ttrus the capitalist

state is not the bourgeoisie in politics, but an instrunent guaranteeing

the dominance of bourgeois production and property. Some scholars have

argued that there is a second theory of the state in Marx's mature writ-

ings which proposes that the state, rather than being an instrument of

the superordinate class, exists independently of classes and constitutes

itself as tt¡e do¡ninant force in society. a This is relevant to our

ron the Paris Co¡runune, p. 156.
2Capital, I, pp. 257, 26'7, 279-280, 285-286, 45L, 464.
3cf. ê.9., MEsw, I, pp. 433, 463.
aJohn Sanderson, An rnterpretation

and Engelsr pp. 64-68; John Plamenatz, German Marxism and Russian
of the Political ldeas of Marx

Communism, pp. I44-I50; Ralph Miliband, 'Marx a¡rd the Stater.
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discussion because Shlomo Avineri has suggested that this second theory

is a restateÍEnt of Marxrs earlier view of the state.r

The argument that there are two distinct theories of the state in

Marxrs mature writing is based upon a misunderstanding. It is certainly

the case that in one context Marx refers to the state as an appendage or

instrument of the domina¡rt economic class, and in another he refers to

the state as a force which is independent of all classes and stands above

them. But these different accounts do not assume different theories of

the state. A formal statement of the first description of the state will

show that it impties the second. To say that something, call it S, is an

instrurent of something else, call that C, entails both that S be dis-

tinct from C and that S provide some functional value to C. In the dis-

cussion of Bonapartism, for instance, where Marx allegedly develops the

second theory of the state, the state still serves a class fr:nction, but

in a contradictory manner:

As the executive authority which has made itself an
independent power, Bonaparte feels it to be his mis-
sion to safeguard 'bourgeois order'. But the strengÈh
of this brougeois order lies in the middle class. He

looks on himself, therefore, as the representative of
the middle class and issues decrees in this sense.
Nevertheless, he is somebody solely due to the fact
that he has broken the política1 power of this middle
class and daily breaks it anem¡. Consequently' he
Iooks on himself as the adversary of the political and
Iiterary power of the middle class. But by protecting
its material power, he generates its political power
anew. The cause must accordingly be kept alive; but
the effect, where it manifests itself, must be done
away with.2

!{hat is important here is that in maintaining social order the state

serves the material interest of the capitalist class. And this because

rAvineri Ttre Social and Po1itical

'yE t, r, pp. 484-485.

ftrought of KarI Marx, pp. 5O-5I.
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the social order is itself based on economic etçloitation and class

domination. What has been claimed to be two theories of the state are

really two theorems of a single theory. The theory that the state in

capitalist society is a capitalist state means that the state serves the

interests of the capitalist class even though it is independent of it.

!{hen he emphasises the independence of the state from social classes Marx

does not cease to consider ít in class terms, as he did in his theory of

the state as alienated social power.

Marx's early considerations of the state as a citizenship relation,

while not central to his later discussion, do not disappear from it.

They do, though, figure in a different context than that of the early

writings in so far as the concept of class is taken into the core of

political analysis in the later works. llhe class concept is not absent

from Marx,s early theory of politics, hourever, as v¡as shown above in the

discussion of the Introduction to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of

Right, in which the proletarian rer¡olution is a central category. It

remains, then, to e:çtain this aPparent anomaly of an absence of class

considerations in the early theory of the state-

Ttre most advanced appreciation of class in Marx's early writings

can be found in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts. The concepts

of class struggle, the two class model and the proletariat, which are

generally understood to be Èhe characteristically Marxist class cate-

gories, appear in the l"tanuscripts when any one of them may be absent or

less than clearly formulated in the other works of the period. The

Itlanuscripts open with the claim that it is "the antagonistic struggle

between capitalist and worker" which detenn-ine" t"g"". l In tÌ¡e section

on 'Estranged Labour' Marx says that in the modern development of the

lEconomic and PhilosoPhic Manuscripts, p. 23.
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economy "the whole of society must faII apart into two classes - the

property-owners and the propertyless workers". I And the proletarian is

defined as "the man who, being without capital and rent, lives purely by

labour".2 White the class categories employed in Marx's mature thought

are already assembled in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, the

conception of class in the latter is qrrite different in one fundamental

respect from that developed in The German ldeology and elaborated in

Marxrs works thereafter. In the 1844 l4anuscripts class is conceived

aggregatively, as a collection of individuals who merely share particular

individual attributes. The elçIanation of the absence of class in the

early theory of the state must begin with this point.

lfhen discussing the relations of exploitation in the Manuscripts

Marx focuses on the individual worker and rhetorically asks to whom does

the worker's alienated activity belong; the answer is that "it belongs to

some other man tha¡r the worker".3 He goes on to explain that

Through estranged, alienated labour, then, the worker
produces the relationship to this labour of a man alien
to labour and standing outside it. Ttre relationship
of the worker to labour engenders the relation to it
of the capitalist, or whatever one chooses to call the
master of labour.4

The relation of worker to capitalist is thus described as ¿ut individual

relation between one man and the other. We know that what the worker

loses to the capitalist is a part of his essential human being and, of

necessity, this constitutes an individual loss. AtI individuals suffer-

ing the same individual loss comprise the working class, the individuals

Itbid., p.
2rbid., p.
3rbid., p.
urbid. r pp.

64¡ cf. also ibíd. r p. 58.

31.

74¡ emphasis in original.
75-76.
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who command the benefit of that loss similarly anass into the capitalist

class. lltre class concePt of the Manus crirrts assumes that empirically

class is sinply reducible to its indívidual members. Íhis view is not

confined to the I'lanuscripts. Although in other respects Marxrs tltought

er¡o1ved considerably fron the Critique of Hegel's PhilosoPhy of Right to

the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, the aggregative conception of

class, which is also to be found in the Critiquer, remains turchanged

during the period.

In terms of Marx's Iater thought the reduction of class to its

individual members is methodologically limiting, for it disembodies the

social dinensions of Èhe class relation. Classes are made up of indi-

viduals, but class as a social phenomenon can not be reduced to its indi-

vidr¡al members. Classes have an historical existence which can not be

errplained in terms of the biographies of the people who comprise them,

they also have a social existence which ca¡t not be accor:nted for through

a knowledge of the behaviour and destiny of single persons. Rather it is

one's position in the class structure which determines individual attri-

butes, expectations a¡¡d affiliations. It is "crude and naive", âs Henri

Lefebvre has put it, to argue that the capitalist exploits the worker,

for it is the class of capitalists which exploits the class of workers.2

In Marxrs mature writings economic class is conceived as a function of

the mode of production. The relation between the two is located in the

Iabour process. Marx says in the rPreface to A Contribution to the

Critique of Political Economy' that " [in] the social production of their

existencer ¡êrr inevitably enter into definite relations' which are inde-

pendent of their will, namely relations of production appropriate to a

rEar1y Writings, p. L47.
2Lefebvrer op. cit., p. L2L.
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given stage in the development of their material forces of production". I

The producti¡¡e forces, the me¿u:rs of production and the social organisa-

tion of labour are irreducible to the individuals who occupy a place in

them. Marx makes the same point himself in Capital when he says that

"individuals are deatt with only in so far as they are the personifica-

tion of economic categories, embodiments of particular class-relations

and class interests".2

Ivlarx's early conception of class is similar to that developed by

Adam Smith, whose account of class is drawn upon in the Econo¡nic and

Philosophi c Manuscripts. At the end of the eighteenth cenÈury Smith was

one of the first thinkers to recognise the importance of the class nature

of modern society3, brrt as \^re saw in Chapter 5 a-bove, Smith's model of

the social structure is one which builds upon individual persons, each

pursuing an individuat interest motivated by an individual propensity.

Throughout the first of the 1844 Manuscripts lvlarx treats class in a

thoroughly Srnithian fashion. He c.oncludes from Smith that "the governing

power over labour and its products" is capitala, but conceives such a

power to be purely economic. Indeed, Marx approvingly quotes Snith to

the effect that such an economic dominance is irrelevar¡t to a political

understanding of class relations:

The person who either acquires ' or succeeds to a great
fortune, does not necessarily acquire or succeed to any
political pov¡er...The power which ÈÏrat possession imme-
diately and directly conveys to him, is the power of
purchasing; a certain comma¡¡d over all the labout' or
over all the produce of labour, which is tt¡en in the
market. s

lA Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, p. 20.
2capital, I, pp. 2O-2L.
3Cf. Alan Swingewood, 'Origins of Sociolog¡¡: The Case of the

Scottish Enlightenment', P. I7I.
qEconomi c and Philosophic Ma¡uscripts, p. 37.
sAdam Smith, llhe Wealth of Nations, quoted in Econom-ic and

Philosophi c Manuscripts, p. 37.
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It is certainly true that the fact that an individual possesses capital

wealth does not imply that he enjoys a proportionate political power,

nor that he has aspirations to acquire such. !{hen the conception of

class assumes that class can be reduced to its individual members any

assumption regarding the political consequences of economic class rela-

tions must be without foundation or sense.

In The German ldeoloqry, where Marx conceives of class as a fr¡nction

of the mode of productionl, th. political dimension of class relations

becomes apparent. l"tarx carefully outlines the relation between the indi-

viduaL and social cl-ass. First, he recognises a tendency in competition

toward the individualisation of c1ass, and a countervailing tendency

toward class cohesion through class struggle. Marx says that " [c]ompeti-

tion separates individuals one from another...in spite of the fact that

it brings them together"2, for while "they are on hostile terms with each

other as competitors" the "separate individuals form a class only insofar

as they have to carry on a common battle against another class". 3

Secondly, the socíal consequence of class relations, Marx argues, is that

"class...achieves an independent existence over against the individuals,

so that the Latter find their conditions of existence predestined, and

hence have their position in life and their personal development assigned

to them by their class, become sr:bsumed under it".4 Thus, while indi-

viduals comprise social classes, class can not be reduced to its indi-

vidual members.

lThe phrase 'mode of production' appears at least twice in the
Manuscripts, pp. 96, 1O7, each time with a different meaning, neither of
which coincide with the meaning given to the term in The German ldeolocrv,
pp. 3L-32.

'MEsvü, r, p.63.
3Th. Ger.an rdeoloqry,
arbid. r pp. 69-70.

p. 69
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Íhis new notion of class allows lvlarx to draw conclusions pertinent

to the political dimension of class which are denied by the conception of

class employed in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscr ts. ff class is

merely an aggregate of individuals, then a¡r individual's cwnership of

property entails no more than that he has a cormna¡rd over labour. The

question of tlte relation between class and the political state does not

arise, and to have it raised against this backgror:nd is extraneous to the

issues at hand. Hor,rrever, if class is conceived as a phenomenon compris-

ing,more than the sun of its individual members, that is, a social entity

as opposed to a conglomeration of individuals, the question of political

po$rer becomes a class question. Ttris is Mar:<rs position in The German

The conditions under which definite productive forces
can be applied, are the conditions of the rule of a
definite class of society, whose social power, deriv-
ing from its property, has its practical-idealistic
expression in the form of the state. r

As the conception of class develops in Marxrs writings, there is an asso-

ciated development in the theory of the state. Marx's early theory of

the state as alienated social power corresponds to an individualised con-

ception of classi when he conceives of class as a function of the mode of

production and irreducible to its indívidual members, the state is

described as an instrument of class rule.

It has been argued in this chapter that Marx's political theory

devetoped gradually and piecerneal. The theory of the state as alienated

social power occupies his thought from ¡¡g g¡ifique of Hegel's Philosophv

of Right up to Ttre German ldeologry, where a different theory of the state

as a class instrument is outlined. But Marx¡s political and social ideas

ttbia., pp. 86-87.
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are not static or simpty elaborated in this period, for he does not

rprely add to or fill out a position previously stated in each new piece

of writing. In the Critique Marx argues that the history of the state

must be understood in terms of the history of ma¡r. Ttre writings which

follow are the result of a restless attempt to develop this idea into a

full theorl/ of man's oppression and liberation. The first step in this

advancemenÈ occurs when Marx drops the assunption of the Critique that

emancipation from alienation can be achieved politically, through a demo-

cratic development of the political state. He simultaneously drops tlte

assumption ttrat the cause of alienation can be located in the division

between the state and civil society, although the bifurcation of man's

individual being - which results from this division - continues to be

regarded as a feature of alienation. In On the Jewish Question Marx

begins Èo analyse civil society in an attemPt to discover the cause of

alienation, and concludes that money is responsible for rna¡r's estrange-

Ípnt. This notion too is abandoned in the Economic and Philosophic

ManuscriÞts, where money is described as the phenomenal form of alien-

ation, and where it is argued that the root of estrangement is in the

process of labour under conditions of private property. Each new posiÈion

formulated by Marx is not merely a development of the previous one, but

a¡¡ alternative to it.

on the more directly political plane, Marx has argued in on the

Jewish euestion that the universality of the democratic state is illusory

and that democracy can liberate man only politically, leaving his alien-

ation in civil society unaffected and itself constituting a political

alienatipn . In the Introduction to the Critique of Hegel's PhilosoPhy of

Right the proletariat, rather than the citizenry of the Critique, is

designated the universal class. A revolutionary programrne of emancipation
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from the state a¡¡d civil society is outlined in which huna¡r emancipation

is achieved by the insurrectionary action of the proletariat. Marx thus

discovers the relevance of class for the transcendence of estrangement.

But because his conception of class is such that it is reducible to its

individual members, Marx fails to perceive the class nature of the state.

He refines the class concept in The @- Ideology and then argues that

the state is not merely man's alienated social power, a community of

citizens in the manner of early democratic theory, but rather is an

instrument of class rule. fhis observation initiates a new theory of the

state in Marxts work.

It can be seen that Marx's theoretical development does not simply

occur through an 'epistemological break', in which he embarks on a new

departure by apprehending a single nerv problematic. His development is

incremental and step by sÈep. Marx der¡elops a series of new positions in

sequence rather than all at once. But neither is Marxrs development in

the form of a continuing elaboration of a r:nit of theories which persist

throughout his work, nor even throughout the works of the early period'

It has been shown that during the relatively short period of 1843 to 1845

Marx's understanding of the cause of alienation, the possible agency of

hr¡nan emancipation and the theory of the state are represented by a nun-

ber of different theories which are held only as long as it took him to

construct a quite different theory, which he regarded as more adequate

than the one Preceding it.
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The theory of the state in Ttre German Ideology constitutes a new

departure of Marx's political theory, f.or it indicates that the theory of

the state as alienated social power has been abandoned.. This new develop-

ment basically corresponds to the development of the class concept in

Marx,s thought. !{hen he argued that man's alienation is not Èhe result

of the estrangement of an essential human nature, but of an economic

exploitation which is a function of class relations, Marx advanced the

view that the state is a social institution with the specific task of

preserving the relations of exploitation between the classes. The view

that the state is a repository of the social po\i{er alienated from man in

civil society proposes that alt are equally alienated as citizens and

that the political life of the people as a whole constitutes the politi-

cal community. The absence of class from this potitical theory stands in

shary contrast to Marxrs later theory of the state. lltre critical element

of both theories implies that the state must be abolished if man is to

achieve emancipation from alienation; but the analytical content of the

later theory, in explicitly specifying the political dimension of class

relations, encourages Marx to develop a revolutionary prograrme dissimílar

to the one advanced in his earlier thought. Integral to Marxrs theory of

the state as a class instrument is the progranune of a revol-utionary class

struggle between the principal classes of tabour and capital. Íhis is a

precipitant of human emancipation which is absent from his early politi-

cal and social theory, as discussion of the Introduction and ttre Economic

and philosophic Manuscrípts in previous chapters of this thesis has shown.

There is a further interpretation of the development of Marx's

theory of the state apart from tt¡e view that the early theory is aban-

doned by Marx when he developed the conception of the state as an organ

of class rule. In one of its versions it argues that both theories
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continued to play a role in Marxrs thougtht and that they exist in tension

with each other. The other r¡ersion of this interpretation has it that

Èhe later theory of the state merely subsumes the earlier, that t"larx

broadens his conception of the state in recognising that it performs a

class function, but that this is quite compatible with the earlier theory

of the state on which it rests. The present chapter wiII attempt to show

that both of these views are unfounded. It will also be argued that l{arx

revised the theory of the state outlined in The German ldeology in his

subsequent writings. In Ttre German ldeotogy Marx tends to reduce the

concept of the state to the concept of class; in his later writings he

shows that the state is not merely the ruling class in politics, as he

argues in The German fdeology. In his later work Marx also shows that

the state plays a significant role in the historical formation of the

capitalist class, a point which escapes hin in The German ldeologDz.

Finally, in the last section of the chapter Marxrs debt to the political

theory of the Enlightenment is considered in order to indicate Man<'s

particular contributions to political theory.

In The German ldeology Marx says that the state

I

is nothing more than the form of organisation which
the bourgeois necessarily adopt both for internal
and external purposes, for the mutual guarantee of
their property and interests. r

r¡,IESW, r, p. 77. citations to the first part of the. Ggnnan

raeotogñ-itl refer to the latest corrected edition published in the
Moscow edition of the three volume Selected Vlorks, which incorporate a

hitherto unknown fragmen t of The Germarr Ideology published bY the
Institute of social Hístory in Amsterdam in the early I960s. This has
been accepted by the Soviet editors of t"larx's works and included in the
revised a¡rd re-ordered reconstruction of Part One of The German ldeology-
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An entirely new theory of the state is reflected in this new conception

of the state as "the form in which the individuals of a ruling class

assert their co¡nmon interests" l, a formulation quite different from the

one which Marx had previously employed. In his earlier writings lt{arx

describes the state as both a marrifestation of man's self-estrangement

and a vehicle in its maintenance; a consequence of man's alienated social

power and a ne¿ìns for preserving the egoism of man in civil society.

Vtith a refinement in his works of the notion of class, it became apparent

to Marx that the state's role in the preservation of property rights is a

class function, and the state, therefore, is a class instrument, an

instrument of class domination-

Arthur Mccovern has noted that this theoretical development coin-

cides with a shift in Marx's attention from industrially backward Germany

to the more advanced countries of Europe.2 It should not be forgotten,

however, that Marx had already discussed the constitutions of America and

France in his writings prior to The German Ideofogy without a suggestion

that the state functions as an instrument of class rule. Ûfhile empirical

focus may be related to theoretical development, a more suggestive account

of the genesis of Marxts conception of the state as a class instrument'

¿rn account which is acknowledged by McGovern, is that Marx reconstructed

his theory of the state when the concept of 'mode of production' was first

elaborated in The German ldeologry. That is, with the advent of historical

materialism, which has been briefly discussed in Chapters I, 2 and' 4

above, Marx establishes a theorY of society which, when applied to an

analysis of the political domain, furnishes a theory of the state which

relates it directly to the econonic relations of society and the class

relations which are there constituted-

rMES!'¡, r, p. 77.
2Arthur McC'overn, rThe Young Marx on the State', P. 431.
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In Marxrs early writings the state appears as a relation between

isolated monads, alienated men, and is a consequence of an alienated

social power which exists outside of civil society itself. In Ttre German

Ideo on the other hand, the state is an expression of the social

power of a definite class in society, and that social power is not inher-

ent in man as such but derives rather from the property of the domina¡t

class.r Both theories of the state claim a basis for the state in man's

conôition. The "presupposition" of the state according to On the Jewish

Question, for instance, is "egoistic man"2, and in The German rdeology

Man< says that the state "continually evolv[es] out of the life-process

of definite individuals".3 But man's condition is differently conceived

in the two works. In On the Jewish Question, and other writings of the

period, the human condition and the state are perceived in terms of a

particular relation between individuals, such that individuals as citi-

zens constitute the state in the alienation of their social power, and

the individual condition of alienation is one in which the state divests

man of "his real individual life". b rn general terms this last point is

not at issue in the Germa.n ldeology, but the analysis acquires a new cþn-

tent as 
""r* ""rl_rn*"* common class interests of the bourgeoisie

lead it to participate in the state "not as individuals but as members of

a class"5, and as a member of the ruling class the individual bourgeois

enjoys a personal freedom through the state which is denied to others6,

even though others may "have given themselves collective e:çression...

tl.,l3SW, I, p. 40.
2&arLy Writings, p.
3MESW, r, p. 24.
4Earfy !{ritings, p.
sMEsw, r, p. 68.
6rbid., p. 66.
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tinl the state" as citizens. r Ttt" citizenship notion here is descrip-

tively employed without the theoretical assr-unption that it derives from

alienated social povrer. The class content ascribed to the state is con-

trary to the earlier formulation in which participation in the state is

strictly in terms of a politicat community of alienated individuals who

all exist in it as mere citizens.

While the theme of the denial of individual autonomy under capital-

ism, which was developed in the earlier writings, is maintained in The

German Ideologry, the state is seen in the latter work as an instrument of

class aspiration rather than merely the denial of hunan fulfilment, as

Marx had previously conceived it.2 The state satisfies class needs and

interests, as well as detracting from fully human needs. In a sense

these are not contradictory formulations, f.or class needs are not them-

selves human needs, but on the contrary needs generated in a society which

denies fully hr¡nan capacities and interests. In this sense, it could be

argued that Èhe proposition that the state satisfies class needs merely

clarifies the proposition that the state denies human needs. Hol^rever, in

nnving from an analysis which focusses on the individual and his alien-

ation to one in which class is not reducibfe to its individual members,

Marx constructs a theory in which the state is based on the social pob¡er

of a definite class rather than the alienated power of man in a citízen-

ship relation. The difference between the two is not merely that the

character of alienation is differently depicted in each, but also that

alienation is no longer conceived as uniform and universal in the state,

but differentiated in the different class conditions. The state power is

rrbid. , p. 67.
2In the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right Marx argues that

Èhe state bureaucracy uses the state to satisfy its own interests, but
the argument is quite different from the one of The German ldeo'logy.
Cf. the discussion in Chapter I above-
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no longer conceived as an abstract force of uniform oppression in alien-

ation, but an instrument in the service of one class enforcing the alien-

ation of another.

Not only does the conception of the state change when the focr:s

shifts from individual citizen to social class, but the historical gene-

sis of the state is differently conceived in the two theories. In the

early writings the modern state is seen primarily as a conseguence of a

political revolution, a revolution which in destroying the corporate dis-

tinctions of feudal society created the nation state. The argument of

On the Jewish euestionl, for instance, is that the distinction of estate

and corporation, which defined Èhe relation of the individual to civil

society by the relation between his corporation and the stater wês

destroyed by the potitical revolution. Ttre political revolution, then,

destroyed the bonds of the feudal state a¡rd the political character of

civil society. In so doing the political revolution both reduced civil

society into its basic elements, egoistic men, and created a political

community of the entire nation. The emergence of the modern state is

thus explained strictly in terms of political emancipation, and the state

is regarded as being based on the power of society which had been released

by the political revolution and alienated from the medieval corporations.

Tt¡e alienation of the individual egoistic beings provides the content of

the state form thus created. In Tl¡e German ldeg,lsgL Marx accounts for

rhe origins or the modern state ,;r;;ent of private propertv

and the emergency of the class power of the bourgeoisie.2 In the

Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts Marx describes the emergence of the

capitalist class as a function of the development of private property3,

IEarly Vfritings, PP. 232-233-
2MEs!^t, r, pp. 76,77.
3Economic and Ph ilosophic Manuscriptsr PP. 82-85.
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but says nothing which relates to the formation of the modern state

except that " [movable property, i.e. capital] claims to have obtained

political freedom for the people". t The discussion of ftre German

Ideolocrv, on the other ha¡rd , is quiÈe explicit in claiming that private

property, emancipated from conununal determination, corresponds on the one

hand to a class of individual owners who have in conmon their property

interests, and on the other the national state which serves tÌ¡ose inter-

ests. The description of the state as the form of organisation which the

bourgeoisie adopts to guarantee its property follows naturally from the

conception of class employed for the first time by Marx in The German

Ideology.

A major characteristic difference between the theory of the state

as alienated social power and the theory of the state as an instrument of

class rule is that in the former the state is strictly separated from

civil society and exists in antagonism with it, as l¡¡as shown in Chapter 7

a.bove, whereas in the latter the state serves a social class and is there-

fore conceived as a part of the social formation. The difference between

the two positions is that the concept 'civil society' . as it is defined

in terms of individual egoistic needs, entails that the state must be

radically distinct from civil society. The concept 'social formation',

on the other hand, as it ís defined in terms of social classes and insti-

tutions, entails that the state is a part of the social formation.

Some of Marxt s formulations in The German ldeolocrv , however, and

indeed in works after fhe German ldeology, rese¡nble those for.¡nd in state-

ÍEnts of the early theory of the state. This has led some writers to

argue that in his later works Marx did not abandon the conceptíon of the

pIrbid., a4
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state an enated social powerl, that it exists in tension with a con-

ception of the state as a class instrumenÈ2, even though Marx may have

concentrated more on this conception of the state in his fater analysis.3

Others, however, have argued - as it will be argued below - that after

the ¡nid-Ig4Os the later conception of the state alone prevailed. q 
Whil-e

there is a verbal similarity in various statements of Marxrs two theories

of the state, this can not be interyreted to signify a theoretical con-

tinuity. Where scholars have perceived the two theories of the state

coexisting in Marx's later writings they have failed to distinguish

between the form of the state and its function, and assume that Marxts

account of the stater s form is an account of the state as alienated

social Power.

II

In The C,erman ldeology Marx describes the state as an "illusory

community" which has "an independent existence in relation Èo" the indi-

viduals who conprise it. s Alttto,tgh not specifically referring to the

state he goes on to say, in the manner of the earlier discussion of the

division between the state and civit society, that "there appears a divi-

sion within the life o f each -individua1".6 llttere is also in The German

Ideology a description which claims that the state is part "of the ideal-

istic superstructure". 7 These formulations are similar to ones in the

rRobert Tucker, The Marxian Revolutionary ldea, p'
Mclellan, The Thought of Karl Marx, p. l8l.

zTucker, op. cit., P. 59-

'¡,l"L.rrutr. op. cit., p. 181 .

aDaniel Tarschys, Beyond the State, pp. 82-83'
sMESvl , r, p. 66.
6r¡id.
trbid. , p. 76.

57¡ David
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early v.rriÈings \dhere the state is conceived as alienated social power.

In the Critique of Hegel'q Philosophv of Right, for instance, l*larx says

that man's "political tife is the air life, the aetherical region of

civil society" l, and in On the Jewish Question the citizen is described

as "the imaginary nember of a fictitious sovereignÈy".2 The subject of

Marxrs discussion is made clear when he says in The Germar¡ Ideology that

the social power of the ruling class "has its practical-idealistic

expression...in the form of the state".3 There are basically two issues

here. In both conceptions of the state the form of the state is distinct

from civil society, but the nature of the distinction or separation

between state and society is dissimilar. Secondly, the "idealistic"

nature of the state is differently conceived in the two theories.

It has already been argued above and in Chapter 7 that the form of

the state as alienated social power is the citizenship relation, in which

man's essential sociality is posited in ttre sovereignty of the democratic

state. In The German ldeology, on the other hand, thc state is "the form

in which the individuals of a ruling class assert their comnon interests".4

The question of citizenship is not germane to this definition. In both

conceptions of the state the state as a formal organisation is separated

from the society on which it is based, but the nature of the separation

is different in each case. In the early writings the state is separated

from civil society in an almost ontological fashion. The content of

ma.n's being in civif society is fundamentally different from and antago-

nistic to the content of his being in the state, for in civil society man

is without community and exists in egoistic isolation, in the state he is

lEarly Writings, p. L46.
2rbid., p. 22o.
3MES!,I, r , p. 40 ¡ emphasis added.
urbid., p. 77.
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a communal being, existing in a condition of universality, even though it

is partial. r The basis of the distinction between the state as a class

instrument and societY is identified in The Civil trrlar in France when Marx

says that the state po\^/er is "wrought after the plan of a systematic and

hierarchic division of labour".2 Ttris indicates that it is the particu-

lar function of the state which separates it from the resc of society.

The pronulgation and administration of laws for the regulation of social

life as a whole is the sole activity of the state apparatus, it is the

performance of these activities which institutionally separate it from

the rest of society. Although the state as a class instrument stands

apart from society, Marx says that it onty "apParently soarls] high above

society" 3, for it functions as a social institution in the service of a

social class.

The claim in The German Ideology that the state is an idealistic

expression of the social power of the ruling class is not a statement

asserting that mar¡ is an "imaginary member of a fictitious sovereignty"

in the state, as Marx argues in On the Jewish guestion. Rather it is a

statement concerning the causal sr¡bservience of the state to the class

which it serves. This is explained by Marx when he says that "civil

society is the true source and theatre of aII history,...absurd is the

conception of history...which neglects the real relationships and con-

fines itself to high-sounding dramas of princes and states". 4 The state

is described as "illusory" and "idealistic" in The German ldeology in

order to emphasise that it is a'reflection' of social classes and the

productive forces which produce them. Thus when Marx confines his

rEarly !{ritings, p. 22O.

2MESW, rr, p, 2L7.
3lbid., p. 219; emphasis added.
qMESw, r, p. 38.
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remarks to the form of the state, there is a superficial similarity in

his discussion of the state as alienated social power and as a cfass

instrunent. Beneath this apparent uniforrnity, however, are quite differ-

ent conceptions of the statets form.

In his full account of the state Marx distinguishes between the

form of the state and its fwrction, as Michael Evans has suggested. I It

has already been shohrn that the function of the state which corresponds

to the different conceptions of the form of the state is al-so different

in the case of the state as alienated social power on the one hand and

the state as a class instrument on the other. In the former the state

functions to preserve the egoism of cj-vil society, in the latter it func-

tions as an organ of class rule. Thus when Marx writes of the state in

his mature works as an institutional form which is quite separate and

dístinct from economic and social relations, that is a purely political

and national apparatus, he is not providing an account of the state which

stands as ¿uít alternative to his description of the state as a-rì institution

which fr¡nctions to safeguard the cornmon and general interests of the eco-

nomically dominant class in society. These are not contradictory formu-

lations, but references to the state's form on the one hand and its func-

tion on the other.

Robert Tucker fails to make this distinction when he says that

there is a

definite tension in the thought of Marx and Engels
betvyeen their conception of the state as alienated
social power and their functional- definition of it as
an organ of class rule. hlhereas the one view pro-
pounds a dichotomy of state versus society, the other
Èreats the state as an instrunentality of a class,
which in turn is part of society.2

IMichael Evans, Karl Marx, pp. 113-114.
2Tucker, cg. cit., p. 59; emphasis in original.
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fn The German Ideology and the writings thereafter, where lvlarx describes

the state as being in a dichotomous existence with society, he merely

acknowledges that the state is a political institution separate and dis-

tinct from other formal aspects of the social structure. This is not in

tension with his description of the state's class function. Marxrs later

discussion of the state as a form which exists routside' society, is

somehow'alien' to society, nay encourage the idea Èhat he regards the

state as alienated social power, as he did in the early writings. But to

argue that this is actually the case, as Tucker does, is to fail to dis-

tinguish between alternative representations of the form of the state in

Marxts earry and later writings, as \^/e have done above. Tucker's argu-

ment, therefore, is based upon two misconceptions. He fail_s to distin-

guish between alternative representations of Èhe form of the state in dif-

ferent periods of Marxrs writing, and also fails to distinguish between

the form of the state and its function.

shlomo Avineri has deveroped another interpretation of Marxrs

theory of the state which argues that Marx

conceives the modern state as a perpetual tension
between the idea of universality, ideally a bulwark
against the particularistic interests of civil
society, and these antagonistic interests themselves. I

This claim can be supported by citations from the Vorr¡¡ärts! article of

L844' The_ German ldeology and Capital. In Critical Notes on 'The t(ing of

Prussia and Social Reform,Marx says that "the state is based on...the

contradiction between public and private life, between r¡niversal and.

particular interests".2 As the state is frustrated in attaining

lShlomo Avineri, Íhe Social and political fhought
p. 2O3.

2Earl-y I{riti n9s, p. 4I2¡ emphasis in original.

of Karl- Marx,
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universality because it is a political state, Marx concludes that it

"must confine itself to formal, negative activities".r The German

Ideology similarly argues that in the division of la-bour there arises a

contradiction between "the interest of the separate individual...and the

conunr¡ral interest", and also that the latter t'takes an independent form

as tlle State". 2 In a margin corunent on the manuscript Marx adds that

Just because individuals seek only their particular
interest, which for them does not coincide with
their communal interest (in fact the general is the
illusory form of communal life), the latter will be
imposed on them as an interest "alien" to them, and

"independent" of them, as in its turn a particular,
peculiar "general" interest; or they themselves must
remain within this discord, as in democracy. On the
other hand, too, the practical struggle of these
particular interests, which constantly really run
counter'to the communal and illusory co¡nmunal inter-
ests, makes practical intervention and control necês-
sary through ttre illusory "general" interest in the
form of the state.3

In Capital Marx gives a concrete exarçle which can be seen as a confirma-

tion of the argument of The German ldeologry. The nineteenth century

Factory Legislation, which limited the working day, is described by Marx

,,as an all-powerful social barrier"4 which capital accepted, he says,

only "under compulsion from society". s Thus Marx argues that the inter-

est of the class of labour is satisfied by the state's cognisance of a

general interest, which \¡ìtas opposed by the particular interest of

It¡id.; emphasis in original.

'ry, r, P. 34¡ emPhasis in original .

3Ibid., p. 35. TÌ¡e Moscow editors erroneously attribute this a¡d
tne preceding paragraph to Engels. In fact only the paragraph quoted was

inserted into the text of the manuscript of The German ldeology, and by
Marx, not Engels. This information is contained in private correspon-
dence from Bert Andréas of the Institut Universitaire de Hautes Études
Internationales, Geneva, who has checked the original manuscript at the
International Institute of Social History.

ugi!e].' r' P' 285'
srbid. , p. 257.
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capital, against whom the legislation $ras passed. Ttre first question

which arises from this is whether the conception of the state's inclina-

tion towards universality, expressed as a general interest embodied in

the potitical- state, is the same in the early and later conceptions of

the state. Secondly, it is necessary to know what relationship there is

between the class function of the sÈate and the fact that it serves a

general interest.

Although dispersed over many sources Marxr s mature discussion of

the relation between particular and general interests is fairly detailed.

In The Eigh teenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte Marx differentiates

between the "private interests" of the bourgeoisie and its "general class

interests, that is, its potitical interests".l Although he does not say

so here, the private interests of the bourqeoisie - as opposed to its

political and general interests - can be regarded in Marx's writings to

be the econornic interests of the different sections of the capitalist

class. Both type of interest are class interests, one general and long-

term, the other narro$/ and short-term. This contention is given support

in the discussion of the Factory Acts in Capital where Marx argues that

while in general terms the capitalists have good reason to ensure the

protection of the working class provided by the legislation li¡niting the

working day, their narro\¡, economic interest compels them to oppose such

Iegislation.2 Thus while the general class interest of capital wou1d

lead the class as a whole to support tÌ¡e legislation, the particular

interest of capital led the factory owners Èo oppose it. Marx goes on to

show that the general interest of capital, in the instance of the Factory

Legislation, was a consequence of the fact that "the spokesmen and

lMEsw, r, p. 466.
2Capital, r, pp. 256-257.
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political leaders of the manufacturing class...had entered upon the con-

test for the repeal of the Corn Laws, and needed the workers to help them

to victory". t In order to repeal one set of laws, which served the

landed proprietors, the parliamentary representatives of the manufac-

turers enacted the Ten Hours' BilI, even in the face of opposition from

the manufacturers themselves. While the economic interest of the manu-

facturers, as they conceived it themselves, I^Ias contravened by the new

legislation, the general interest of capital as a whole h¡as advanced.

The repeal of the Corn Laws, which required working class support' was to

cheapen the cost of bread a¡rd therefore reduce the wages bill.

With the example of the Factory Acts - "made by a state which is

ruled by capitalist and Ia¡¡dlord"2 - ¡,t"r* in effect demonstraÈes that the

liberal maxim is false which claims ttrat the aggregate satisfaction of

individqal interests leads to the satisfaction of a general interest.

For he argues that in order that the general interest be served capital

must be restrained and regulated in the pursuit of its particular eco-

nomic inÈerests. fhe implication of Marxrs analysis is thaÈ there is a

disjr:ncture between the particular economic interests and the general

political interests of capital. Ttre purpose of the Factory Acts was to

,,curb the passion of capitat for a limitless draining of labour-porder".3

In Èhe pursrrit of its inunediate econorn-ic interests capiLal was led to

etçloit labour to the point of extinction a¡¡d it could not stop itself

from doing so. The general interest, which is of a political rather than

a narro\¡, economic nature, and therefore not 1i¡nited by narrow considera-

tions of particular requirements' saw that "the limiting of factory

ts., n. 267. Cf.
of Philosophy, pp. 184-185,

I , p. 229.

'On the Question of Free Trade'' E Poverty
for a slightly different accot¡tt.
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labour was dictated by the same necessity which spread guano over the

English fields".l "Factory legislation", says Marx, is "just as much the

necessary product of modern industry as cotton yarn, self-actors, and the

electric telegraph".2 Thus while Marx holds that there is a disjr:ncture

between particular and general interests, he regards them both to be

capitalist interests. The general interest of the capitaList class

requires that certain of its particular interests be denied. So that

while there may be conflicts between the particular interests of society

and the attempts of the state to serve a general- interest, there is no

tension between the conception of the state as an instrunent of the capi-

talist class and the conception that there is a general interest embodied

in the state.

Marxrs argument seems t3 be that in the separation of the state

from the economy, the former û-s encouraged to develop a perspective which

both transcends the particular interests of capital and orchestrates its

general interests. The state itself is not concerned to make a profit,

but to ensure that the social order based upon profit continues to func-

tion satisfactorily. lrlhen lvlarx acknowled.ges that the state performs a

public function as well as a class function, as when he says that

supervision and all-round interference by the govern-
ment involves both the perfonnance of common activi-
ties arising from the nature of aII conmunities, and
the specific fr¡nctions arising from the antithesis
between the governrnent and the mass of the people3

he is not asserting that the two are noÈ related. He makes it clear that

"regulation and order are themselves indispensible etements of any mode

rrbid.
2rbid., p. 45L.

III, p. 384.3Capital,
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of production"l, and there good management, therefore, serves the

general interest of the ruling class whose doninance is based upon the

mode of production.

Marx therefore does conceive of the staÈe as something like a

"bulwark against the particularistic interests of civil society"2, ds

Avineri says, for the interests arising in the antagonistic relations

between the classes of labour and capital, and within the classes them-

selves, are managed and resolved by the state in the satisfaction of a

general interest. But in Marx's mature writings the general interest of

the state is not in tension with ttre antagonistic social interests, as

Avineri suggests. 1fhe general interest of the state is the general

interest of capital, which takes a political form in the state, serving

the capitalist class as a whole by maintaining the capitalist social order.

That the state satisfies certain working class interests does not mean,

for Marx, that the state ceases to serve the interests of capital. The

satisfaction of such particular interests is regarded by him as a means

of ensuring the continuance of capitalist production and therefore a

necessary neasure to ensure the social dominance of capital. Ttre concep-

tion of the state as an instrument of class rule entails that the state

encapsulate the general political interest of capital, which requires

that it restrain certain narrow and particular economic interest manifest

in the capitalist class. The general interest embodied in the state is

not conceived in terms of the "idea of universality"3 according to Marx's

mature writings, for it is the general interest of capital which, in the

state, sanctions and satisfies the interests of capitalism as such by

preserving a social order conducive to capitalist production.

rrbid. , p. 793.
2Avinerir op. cit., p. 2o3.
3-, .rþr_o.
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Avinerits interpretation of Marxts conception of the sÈate as a

perpetual tension between the idea of universality and antagonistic

social interests is justified for Marxrs early accor:nt of the state on'ly.

According to the theory of the state as al-ienated social power the uni-

versality of rnanrs essential sociality is given partial expression in the

political community. The political function of man as citizen is "his

universal function".l But because the state's "universality tisl in

opposition to" the particular differences - a¡rd competitive interests -

of men in civil society, the political limitations of the state and its

function in safeguarding the egoism of civil society2, places it in a

condition of tension between these two poles. Indeed, Marx says that the

political state is "unthinkable in the absence of an organised antithesis

between the r¡niversat idea and the individr:al existence of man". 3 The

conception of universality in this conÈext is based upon the assumption

of an essentialist hr¡nan nature. The state is a merely partial commr.mity

precisely because man is estranged from his essential universality in his

individual existence in civil society.

The state's inclination towards r:niversality, which is restrained

by and in tension with its presupposition and protection of the egoism of

civil society, is fundamentally different from the conception of a general

interest enbodied in the state as a class instrument. In the early

theory of the state there is a contradicÈion within the state betweeri rts

communal universality and its political particularity. In the later

theory the general interest embodied in Èhe state is not in conflict with

its class function, although in serving the generaÌ interest of capital

the state may find itself in conflict with particular capitalist interests

rEarly ltritings, p. 233.
2rbid., pp. 2L9, 23L.
3rbid., p. 4Lg.
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and vrorking class interests. Whereas the state as alienated social

poqrer is in principle in a condition of internal tension, there is no

necessara/ internal tension within the state as a class instrument.

Secondly, the universality of the state as alienated social power is

based upon a philosophical anthropology of man's essential nature; the

generality of the state as a class instrument is based upon the material

reality of a mode of production in which the general interest of the

dominant class is e:çressed politically in the form of the state.

Finally, the particularity of civil society on which the state as alien-

ated social power is based is the result of the alienation of man from

his essential nature. The particular interests of capitalist society

which the state as a class instrument subordinates to its general inter-

est, are the class interests of a society in which the alienation of some

serves the direct econornic needs of others.

!{hile there is a superficial similarity between the theory of the

state as alienated social power and the theory of the state as a class

instrument in so far as they both indicate that there is a tension between

universality or generality on the one hand, and antagonistic particular

interests on the other, the content of the tension is not the sare in

either case. There is no basis, therefore, on this supposition, to argue

that Marx's later theory of the state merely subsumes the earlier theory,

for they are quite different in their coq)rehension of Èhe basis and con-

dition of the state and offer significantty dissimilar analyses of the

state.

The discussion so far has attempted to demonstrate that in Ttre

German Ideology Marx abandons the theory of the state as alienated social

power, which was developed in the Critique of Hegelrs Philosophy of Right

and On the Jewish guestion, and reflected in other works of the period.
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In proposing that the state is a class instrument Marx formulates a theory

of the state which continues to be fundarental to aII of his later polit-

ical thought. The first statement of the new theory is not its final

form, however, and in two specific areas of the accowrt of the state in

The Germar¡ ldeology Marx develops an analysis which he later hrent on to

seriously modify. In his first discussion of the state as a class instru-

nent Marx tends to reduce the capitalist state to the capitalist class.

He also argues that the bourgeoisie rpurchases'the state without realis-

ing, as it is argued in capital, that the state ple-ys an important rore

in the historical development of the capitalist class. It is to these

issues that we will now turn.

ITI

The German IdeologD¡ was begun in September 1845 after Engels had

corçleted his survey of the conditions of English labourl and both he and

Marx had spent six weeks in England researehing econonric literature.2

The work was begr:n, therefore, only after both authors had had first-hand

erçerience of the most advanced capitalist nation in the world at the

tirne; it also brings together a wealth of historícal material.3 But it

was not until L847, with ftre Poverty of Philosophy, Wage Labour and

Capital and tlte Com¡nunist Manifestoa that Marx began in earnest a general

analysis of the capitalist rnode of production. The full theoretical

account of capitalist production was not completed until a decade later

lFrederick Engels, fLre Condition of the $Iorking CLass in England,
first pr¡blished 1845.

2David Mcl,ellan, Karl Marx, pp. L4I.l. 42.
3rhe ¡ibliography of works referred to in Íhe Ger:rnan ldeol-ogy

covers fourteen pages, including two pages of periodicar literature;
cf. The cerman Ideology, pp. 708-722.

aPnbli"hed in February 1848, the Communist Manifesto was wriÈten
between DeceÍiber 1847 and January 1848, by Marx; cf. David Riazanov,
l(arl Marx and Friedrich Engels, pp. 76-78.
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when Marx outlined the theory of suryIus value in the Gn:nd.risse. lltre

German rdeolog'y is la:rgely Marx's last furl-scale grapple with Germa¡

philosophy, and while it presents numerous argunents concerning the

empirical relations of class and power, it uses them to illustrate meth-

odological and philosophical points rather than to deverop a theory of
\

capitali,st Lna

German ldeology are certainly early statements of Marxr s broad analysis

of capitalist society and politics which occupies his later writing, but

we should be aware that the relations of property, cl-ass and state out-

lined in the work are sr:bject to subsequent cLarification. Ttre lirnita-

tions of Tt¡e German ldeology in this regard are clearly evident in the

way which Marx draws the rel-ationship between the bourgeois class and the

organisation of its political power.

According to Marxrs argument in Ttre German Ideologry, the state is

the ruling class in politics, for he says that "the bourgeois...are

forced to constitute themselves as tvret, as a noral person, as the state,

in ord.er to safeguard their conmon interests". I This is seen by Marx as

an hisÈorical consequence of the fact that as "a class and no longer al

estate, the botrrgeoisie is forced to organise itself no longer locally,

but nationally, and to give a general form to its mean average interest"

in the state.2 He does say, however, that the politicar power of the

class is not exercised directly by the class as a whole, for tJre "collec-

tive power thus created" by the formation of the properties class into

the state "is delegate[d]...to a few persons", "if only because of the

division of labour". 3 Thus Marx argues that the state is formed by the

bourgeoisie and exists as an apparatus delegated with its claes povüer.

lTh" G"t an rdeology, p.399
2MESlv, r, p. '77¡ emphasis j-n original .
tTh" G"rm"r, rdeology, p. 399.

the capitalist state. Many of the ideas er<pressed in Ttre
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The direct nexus between the state and the bourgeoisie is indicated

further in Marx's association of the will- of the state as faw with the

will of the bourgeoisie.

The real basis of the state, Marx says, is "quite independent of

the will of individuals", for it rests on the "material life of individu-

als...their modc of production and forms of intercourse'r.l He goes on to

say that

The índividuals who rule in these conditions, besides
having to constitute their power in the form of the
state, have to give their will, which is determined
by these definite conditions, a universal erçression
as the will of the state, as law - an e)q)ression
whose content is always determined by the relations
of this class.2

Marx makes it clear that the enforcement of bourgeois will as law is not

an arbitrary e)q)ression of individual wills, but the collective or aver-

age will of the bourgeoisie as a class, "determined by their cortrnon

interests, lwhich] is law".3 Thus law is not based on wiII, but on

material relations of production; however, the general interesÈ of the

capitalist class arising from these relations is given erçression in its

cortrnon will as the wiII of the state in law. Ivlarxr s analysis is highly

significant in terms of the history of legal theory, for to the classical

jurist. conception of l-aw as the'wiLl of the state'4, he adds a factor

'¿hich demonstrates the fictitious character of the state's sovereigntl';

he shows that the content of law has a class determination based upon the

property relations of society, and thus that the state's will is not

original but derivative. Vùhile the account of law which holds that law

rrbid., p. 366¡ emphasis in original.
2tbia. r cf. also MESW, I, pp. 78-79.
3The German rdeolog,y, p.366.
aHaroLd Laski, lhe State in Theor'l/ and Practice, p. 31.
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changes to suit the commercial and economic necessities of capitalist

production, remains cenÈral to Marxrs later discussion of Èhe subject,

the direct rel-ation drawn in The German IdeoIogv between the bourgeoisie

and its will in the state and law is shown, in later writings, to be

inadequate for a general theory of the capitalist state.

In $rorks subsequent to The German ldeology Marx argues that the

relation between the capitalist class and the state personnel is histori-

cally variable. In an article pr:blished in the Ne\^r York Daily Tribune of

1852 Marx describes the Whigs as "the aristocratic representatives of the

bourgeoisie... [who] a-bandon to them...the monopoly of government and the

exclusive possession of office". I An aristocratic government in this

situation, Marx says, means that the state serves the bourgeois interests,

for in their nrcnopoly of government the lrfhigs adninister a "course of

social and political deveJ-opment [which] have shown themselves to... [be]

una¡¡oidable and undeniable"2 as a conseguence of the dominance of bour-

geois property. In the opening paragraphs of The Class Struggles in

France it is argued, on the other hand, that there is a deleterious con-

sequence for the çJovernllent of society in one faction of the bourgeoisíe

holding state poÌ^/er.3 Because of the difference between the particular

and the gèneral interests of the bourgeoísie, the adrninistration of the

state in favour of the interest of one faction of the ruling class dis-

nrpted the equilibrir¡n of national production as a whole. Tlrus Marx

argues that the capitalist state may function adequately as an instrument

of class rule even though the bourgeoisie is not directly represented in

the state, and also that a narrow representation of a particular bourgeois

r'The Elections in England - Tories and lVhigs', Articles on
Britain, p. 1-J-2.

2 t¡id.
3MES!ù, rr pp. 206-208.
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interest in the state apparatus rnay be disruptive of its proper func-

tioning.

In The Eighteenth Brumaíre of Louis Bonaparte Marx describes a

situation in which it is in the interests of the bourgeoisie to rel-in-

quish "its own rule". He says

that in order to preserve its social por^rer intact, its
political power must be broken; that the individual
bourgeois can continue to erçloit the other classes...
only on condition that their class be condemned along
with other classes to like political nullity; that in
order to save its purse, it must forfeit the crown,
and the sword that is to safeguard it must at the same
tine be hung over its own head as a sword of Damocles. l

The political power to which Marx refers is the bourgeoisie's power in

the state, not its power of the state. It is "in order to preserve its

social po$rer intact", that "the sword that is to safeguard it" must be

out of the hands of the cÌass itself. Such different factors as the

weight of aristocratic traditions, the involvement of the working class

in poJ-itics through the universal suffrage and disruptive political divi-

sions within the bourgeoisie, have, at different times, made untenable

the prospect of a state manned by ræmbers of the bourgeois class.2

Marxrs general point is that the government of a bourgeois state need not

be drawn from the bourgeois class.

It is sufficient that the state safeguard the capitalist relatj,-¡ns

of property and production for the social power of the capitalist class

to remain intact. It is upon this power, according to Marx's argument,

that the state rests, for "each mode of production produces its specific

legal relations, political forms, etc."3 The administration and creation

!rbid., p. 436-

'Cf.. Engels' discussion in ttEsl^¡, III , pp. 110-111.
3A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, p. I93.
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of 1a\â¡, on this account, is not reliant upon the direct expression of a

class 'will', âs it is in fhe German ldeology. Marx says that "in

general, the relationship between Èhe political...reprêsentatives of a

class and the class they represent" is that "in their minds lthe former]

do not get beyond the limits which the latter do not get beyond in life,

that they are consequently driven, theoretically, to the same problems

and solutions to which the material interests and social position drive

the latter practically".t In conducting the business of state, which is

the business of maintaining social order, the state personnel are led to

resolve as problems of policy and law what are, on the economíc plane,

problems of production and the relations of property. Who directly

nnnages the state is, in this sense, irrelevant to Marxrs ttreory of the

state. The imperatives of the economic relations of society, which

determine the real course of social and political development, thereby

determine the activities of the state and in broad terms set the limits

of its charter and conduct. The state poÌ¡rer is based upon the economic

relations of society, which constitute the po\¡¡er of the bourgeoisie. The

state power, therefore, is the power of the bourgeoisie, even though it

may not hold office.

The relationship between the capitalist class and the capitalist

state in Marxrs mature theory is even less direct when the question of the

social composition of the bureaucracy is considered. While the capital--

ist nature of the state is indifferent to the class origins of the govern-

rent, the professional administrators of state power are not conceived in

class terms at all. Officialdom, in Marxrs theory of the state, is

merely a social stratum. The bureaucracy produces nothing but regula-

tions, j-t administers state power rather than the power of productive

tMESvt, r, p. 424.
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forces, it neither produces nor appropriates value directly but lives on

taxes, it exists alongside the rear classes of society, serving one and

oppressing the other, but remaining distinct from both. r AltÌ,orrgh indi-

viduals in the higher echelons of the state aùninistration may have been

born into the capitalist class, as members of Èhe bureaucracy Èhey are

without class. But in their bureaucratic production they serve the

interests of the bourgeoisie by serving the state power. Thus the rela-

tion between the capitalist class and the organisation of its political

power is socially most distant in the bureaucracy, atthough politically

quite direct, for the bureaucracy has a specific vocational interest in

the administration of state po\¡ter and therefore the por^rer of the capital-

ist class.

fhe basic assumptions of Ttre German Ideology, that the power of the

state is the Power of the capitalist class and that law is the general-

ised will of the bourgeoisie, are developed in Marx's rater writings on

the capitafist state. Ttre relation between the capitalist class and the

state, and between the capitalist class and law, however, are later shown

to be less direct and much more complex than Marx describes Èhem in the

first statement of the theory. The basic proposition of the theory of

the state as a cfass instrument, that the power of the state rests upon

the power of property relations which give the bourgeoisie its social

dominance, is not subsequently changed by Marx; but the relationship

between the capitalist class and the organisation of its political power

is later described in terms of different mechanisms tlran it is given in

The German Ideology.

In both The German Ideology and Capital Marx dates the beginnings

of the capitarist state from the advent of the nationar debt.2 rn The

lr¡ia., pp.
2rbid., p.

477, 482-483.

77 ¡ The cerman ldeology, p. 4O4; Capital-. I, pp.706-707.
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German rdeology the situation is described as one in which the bour-

geoisie simpJ-y purchases the state and enha¡ces its own wealth in doing

so- In Capital and other writings of the period the relations are more

dialectically drawn. Instead of an undifferentiated and already existing

class merely purchasing the state, Marx outlines a process in which the

national debt acts as a means of primitive accumulation for the emerging

bourgeoisie, bringing forth a finance faction of the class, altering the

composition of the crass as a whore, and, with the inÈroduction of a

banking system, altering also the institutional nature of the economy.

The relations of property, class and state are seen to be more subtle in

Marxrs later treatnent of the sr:bject than the description in The Germa¡r

Ideology allows.

The historical- origins of capitalism, according to Marx, are to be

Iocated in the mercantile period of economic development. As a system of

conulerce the major feature of merca¡rtitis¡n was that it gave the economy

a national rather than a local character, and established the state on a

foundation of private property. Marx says in Capital that the national

character of the mercantile system !ùas a natter of real substance, for in

their concern for the wealth of the nation and the resources of the

state the mercantilists "pronounce the interests of the capitalist class

and Èhe amassing of riches in general to be the urtimate aim of the

state".l He goes on to say that the'rfoundation of national power,,rests

upon "the development of the interests of capital and of the capitalist

cl-ass".2 So that although Marx comments in the Communist Ma¡ifesto that

the bourgeoisie has ruled for "scarce one hundred years',3, he can also

sây, in capital-, that the "English parliament...for 5oo years, [and],

rCapital, III, p.
2-.,-l.Drct-
t**, r, p. 113.

785.
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with shameless egoism... lhas served] the capitalists". I For whil-e the

political dominance of the capitalist class in the state has endured for

a century, the satisfaction of the capitalist interest by ttre state has

a history five times as long.

Marx explains2 that the international trade and conmerce of mercan-

tilism, and the colonial system which it developed, involved the emerg-

ing nations of Europe in trade wars. fhe contradictory consequence of

this early phase of capitalísm was that while the incipient national cap-

italist class, and through it, the nation, accumulated great wealth, the

state, in prosecuting commercial war in defence of the national interest,

became impoverished. The state could finance its navy and the advance-

rent of the interests of the nation only by levying taxes and inaugurat-

ing a system of public credit or national debt. This need for state

finance set in motion a complicated set of reactions which not only con-

solidated the capitalist mode of production, but r¡ndermined the absoLute

monarchy which had overseen the mercantile system, replacing it with a

more directly capitalist state form. In The PovSrE}¡ of Philosophy Marx

quotes James Steuart to the effect that monarchy, unlike limiÈed govern-

ment, "imposes taxes upon people who are growing richer...Thus the monarch

imposes a tax upon industry", and adds that

the English bourgeoisie, on attaining its political
constitution under William of Orange, created all- at
once a new system of taxes, public credit and the
system of protective duties, as soon as it was in a
position freely to develop its conðitions of exis-
tence.3

rcapital, I, p. 692.
zr¡id., chapter 31.
3The Poverty of Philosophy, p r 33.
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Marx argues that the problems of state finance, consequential upon the

growing national wealth of the mercantile period, \¡rere resolved in a man-

ner which not only produced the modern systems of taxation, fiscal policy

and banking, but which further advanced the development of the capitalist

class and enhanced its political po\^¡er.

In Íhe German ldeology l4arx says that

the modern State [was] purchased gradually by the
owners of property by rrrcans of taxation, [and] has
fallen entirely into Èheir hands through the national
debt, and its existence has become wholly dependent
on the commercial credit which the owners of property,
the bourgeois, extend to it, as reflected in the rise
and fall of State funds on the stock exchange. l

This assessment of the situation is consistent with Marx's later accounts,

but his subsequenÈ arguments add that the capitalist class not only

acquires the state, but is iÈself significantly restructures through the

development of the state. The system of the public debt, Marx says in

Capital, functioned as "one of the most powerful levers of primitive

accumulation", for it endowed "barren [þney with the po\¡¡er of breeding

and thus turns it into capital".2 The money lent to the state \^ras con-

verted into national bonds issued to the lender, these continued to cir-

culate as negotiable notes and served the same function as cash in the

economy. Thus a state loan did not deprive the capitalist of spending

power, it enriched his money wealth through the interest it earnt and

give ríse to associations of capitalist financiers who formed themselves

into joint-stock companies and forerunners of the modern banks. Thus the

national debt created a section of the capitalist class whích Marx says

was essential to the full development of capitalism itself.

p. 17.

I, p. 706
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Marx argues that during the period of the merca¡rtile system the

production process could hardly be distinguished from that of the pre-

capitalist erai it lacked the intense technical division of labour typi-

cal of capitalist production proper. At the time of royal absolutism the

only difference between manufacture and the handicraft trades of the

medieval guild was that of scale, in early manufacture the "workshop of

the medieval master handicraftsman is simply enlarged". I The futty capi-

talist organisation of production requires a financial infrastructure'

the appearance of which rnarks the consolidation of the capitalist rrode of

production, for the "social character of capital is first promoted. and

whol1y realised through the full development of the credit a¡rd banking

System".2 But this development, as we have just seen' was not a spon-

taneous consequence of the development of property and the propertied

c1ass, fot it was facilitated by an innovation in state finance. Marxrs

argument, then, is that the enhancement of the capitalist interest and

the capitalist economy was historically affected through the direct and

indirect efforts of the state. The absolutist state directly defended

national mercantile wealth and indirectly, in floating public loans'

enriched the extant wealth of the bourgeoisie a¡d gave rise to finance

capital which further promoted the development of the capitalist mode of

production. These changes led the capitalist class to acquire political

ambitions of its own against the monarchy, and provided it with the meal

of direct political power, through the banking and credit systems, with

which it could realise those ambitions.

The "subordination of the kingship to Parliament", l4arx says in a

review article on English history, "h/as its subordination to the rule of

trbid., p. 305.
2capitaf, rrr, p 607.
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a class". I the factor which gave the bourgeoisie its "control- over the

state"2 tas the growth of finance capital which culminated in the institu-

tion of the Bank of England in 1694, a fact deplored by its Tory detrac-

tors who protested that "Banks are repubtican institutionsrr.3 Thus as

Marx had argued in The German Ideology, it was through the national debt

that the state had fallen out of the hands of the royal house into the

pocket of the bourgeoisie. "Each step in the developmênt of the bour-

geoisie", claÍms the corunr¡nist Manifesto, "was accompanied by a corre-

sponding politicar advar¡ce of that .J". u The s'bject of this com¡nent

is the political evolution of the French bourgeoisie, but the point is a

general one. The consolidation of the capitalist cl-ass as a potitical

force is possible onJ-y after the consotidation of the capitalist mode of

production. Th¡e financial sustena.nce of the absolute monarchy created the

modern credit and banking sysÈem which provided the capitalist class with

a l-ever which gave it the political impetus to rule on its own behalf.

But the basis of the economic development of the bourgeoisie which under-

mined the absolute monarchy was the creation, through the state, of

finance capitalists who endowed the capitalist class as a whole with the

economic neans to acquire fuII political power.

The complex interrelation between the development of money property,

the changing requirements of the state and the structural development of

the capitalist class, demonstrated in Marxrs later díscussion of the rela-

tion between the class and political power, indicate the li¡nitations of

his earrier tendency to reduce the state to the capitalist class. rn

I'A Review of Guizot's Book Íthy Has the English Revolution Been
Successful? t , Articles on Britain, p. 92.

2capita1, rrr, p. 602.
3cited i¡id
bMESW, I, p, 110; cf. also MESv,I , III , p. 2Lg.
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Marxrs later discussion it is implicit that the state had served the

interests of capítal prior to the full development of the capitalist

c1ass, and that the maturity of the class followed upon the development

of the national debt in the state. It was only after this state spon-

sored development of the class in the creation of finance capital, accord-

J-ng to Marxrs later discussion, that the bourgeoisie could begin to fully

acquire the state as its own. Marx has not fr:ndamentally revised the

early formulation of the theory of the state as a class instrument, but

he has nodified it in order to show that ttre state, in its prorrotion of

national wealth, provided an ínstrumental value to the capitalist class

before it was wielded by the bourúoefsi
t/
\

e as its own. Secondly, Marxts

later accormt of the state shows that the consolidation of the capitalist

mode of production and ttre crucial development of the capitalist class

was as much a consequence of the evolution of the state as the changing

polÍtical nature of the state was a consequence of the evolution of capi-

talist property.

IV

Marx's general proposition that the state is an expression of class

domination, while breaking radically with the philosophy of German ldeal-

ism and Hegel in particular, has its precursors in the !'lestern tradition

of political theory. r Ttris assessment is acknowledged by Marx when he

says in The German ldeology that

TÌ¡e modern French, English and American writers all
express the opinÍon that the State exists only for
the sake or private property, so that this fact has
penetratea into the consciousness of the normal man.2

lThis is strongly denied by Arthur McCovern, rTtle Young Marx on
the State', p. 431, but affirmed by George Lichtheim, Marxism, p. 373.

2I.{Esw, r , p. 77 .
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lvriters who had studied the political and economic changes of seventeenth

and eighteenth century Europe v¡ere a\^/are of the fact that changes in the

form of property gave rise to corresponding changes in the political

structure, and that newLy acqrrired political power fr¡nctioned to defend

and advance the emergent property relations. Marx breaks with the earlier

materialist political thought by analysing the political organisation of

class rule in terms of the relations of social production, and also in

the implications he draws from this. Before discussing Marxrs contribu-

tion to political theory, we will consider the tradition to which Marx is

heir.

Although the seventeenth century historian of the English Civil War

seems not to have influenced Marx, nor is he referred to in Marxts writ-

ings, James Harrington deserves to be mentioned as an inteLl-ectual- fore-

bear of the theory of the state as a class instn¡nent. Harrington is

widely regarded to have discovered the law that political power fol-lows

property, that economj-c phenomena have a decisive influence on political

structure and function. r He argues thaÈ the English Civil lVar was a mere

readjustment of the political "superstructure"2 to the economic reality

of the movement of landed property from the cror¡¡n and the nobility to the

bourgeoisie and the lower gentry. HarringÈon also recogrnised that in the

commercial cities of the Netherlands the distribution of capital was

responsible for the configuration of political power. Harringtonrs con-

ception of properÈy, however, is legalistic. He saw property as a lega1

institution, believing that the distribution of property could be changed

rlord Acton, Lectures on Modern History and Historical Essays and
Èical Philosophyr p. 13;Studies, as quoted in G.E. Fasnacht, Acton's Poli

G.P. Gooch, Political Thought in Engl-and from Bacon to Halifax, p. LI4¡
Harold Laski, The Rise of European Liberalismr P. LI2. Harringtonrs
major work, Oceana, was first published in 1656.

2Harrington's expression, cited in Christopher HiII, rThe English
Civil war Inter?reted by Marx and Engels', P. 130.
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by law, and that by such means government could bring about a distribution

of property favourable to its rule.t Notes jotted in Marr<rs excerpt-

books for the years 1879 to 1881 explicitly repudiate the juristic notion

of property2, but the general thrust of Harrington's political sociology

is impressive in its similarity to Marxrs discussion of the material

basis of the political state and the changes affected in the form of the

state through changes in property relations.

The resemblance between the analysis of political power in terms of

property developed by the participant-historian of the French Revolution,

Joseph Barnave, and I'larxrs materialist interyretation of history has also

been noted by various writers.3 Barnave argues that

a new distribution of wealth produces a new distri-
bution of power. Just as the possession of land
raised the aristocracy, so does industrial property
raise the power of the peoplea

and,

just as landed property is, in a1I large states, the
basis of aristocracy and federalism, so is capital
the principle of democracy and of unity. s

This can be read as almost a sunmary of Marxts discussion in the

@nununist Manifesto. 6 Henri Saint-Simon similarJ-y explains political

relations in Èerms of economic conditions and arçtues that property is

lceorge Sabine, A History of Political fheory, p. 5O1.

2'Marginal Notes on Adolph Vüagner's Lehrbuch der politischen
ökonomie', pp. 57-5A. Cf. also A

I92-L93.
Contribution to the Critique of

PoIitical Economy, pp.
3laski, 

9p-. cit., pp. 234-235; Ralph l,liliband, rBarnave:
Bourgeois Class Consciousnesst, p. 28.

\Joseph Barnave, rntroduction à la R6vol-ution Francaise, as quoted
by Miliband, 9¡.. cit., p. 33, and Laskir op. cit.' p. 232.

58"rn..r., 
9p_. cit., as quoted by Miliband, 9p-. cit., p. 31

6M¡sw. r, p. 113.

A Case of
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primary over Politics in so far as government and political institutions

in general are subject to the property relations of society:

f,a folin du gouvernement nrest qutune forme et Ia
constitution de 1a propriét6 est Ie fond; donc crest
cette constitution qui sert véritablement d.e base à
t'6difice social. r

[The form of government is merely a form and the con-
stitution of property is the basis; therefore it is
Èhis constitution which is really at the base of the
social edifice. I

As with Harrington, neither Barnave nor Saint-Simon went as far as Marxts

model of economic causation in their theorising. Both French thinkers

maintain that economic development is a consequence of intellectual

advar¡cement2, whereas Marx argues that in the development of their

materiar production ¡nen deverop their knowredge.3 rn political theory,

however, the ancestry of Marxrs analysis of the material foundation of

politics can be clearly discerned in these historians of the French

Revolution. a In the case of Saint-Simon Marx ovres a ctirect intellectual

debt. s The cultural milieu in which he developed in the Germany of Èhe

1830s was as strongly saint-simonian as Hegerian. Marxrs elders, peers

and teachers were in varying degrees followers of Saint-Simonian ideas.6

And, as the critique of Karl Crün in The German ldeology indicates, Marx

lHenri Saint-Simon, Lrlndustrie, as quoted by T.B. Bottomore and
Maxinilien Rubel, 'IntroducÈionr, p. 26¡ translation my own.

'Cf.. respectively Laski, op. cit., pp. 23I-232 and Z.A. Jordan,
The Evolution of Dialectical Materialism p. J-2J-.

3The Germart
potiticãIeõ;ãnt,

IdeoIogy, p. 38; A Contribution to the Critique of
pp. 2O-2L.

fEngers, Antí-Dühring, p. 307, says that "ttlhe knowledge that eco-
nomic conditions are the basis of poritical institutions appears lin
Saint-Sinonl only in embryo".

ucf. Lichtheim, op. cit., pp. 6L-62.
6Jordanr op. cit., p. I19;

Re-Examination, pp.17-I8.
frving Zeitlin, Marxism: A
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had a good working knowledge of the Saint-Simonian texts. I Saint-Simonrs

plea for a unified science and his positivism are echoed in the Economic

and Philosophic Manuscripts and The German rdeology.2 rt i", indeed,

ôifficult to discuss the deveropment of l'larxr s social theory and the

theory of the staÈe without at least a passing reference to Saint-Simon.

The materialist tradition of political analysis continued to be

e:çressed in the work of writers contemporary to Marx. The French his-

torian and statesman, Francois Guizot, for instance, argued in his vari-

ous books on European and French history that in order to understand

political i¡rstitutions' one must exanine the various strata existing in

society and their mutual relationships, and that in order to understand

these various strata, one must first know the form and the relations of

landed property.3 And. John sÈuart Mill, co¡unenting on European ideas

which had influenced him, mentions the proposition "that government is

always either in the þands, or passing into the hands, of whatever is the

strongest power in society, and that what this power is does not d.epend

on institutions, but institutions on it".r+ The general approach outlined

by these writers to the consideration of political institutions is strik-

ingly simj.lar to Marxrs, and all the more interesting for the fact that

Marx polemicised against both of.them.

The precursors of Marxrs theory of the state have in conunon an his-

toriography based on the study of revolution. Revolution not only

creates new social order and establishes new political power, but in

lThe German ldeology, pp. 554-574.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, pp. LO2ff¡ The German

Ideology, pp. 31 , 36-3'1. Compare with Èhe quotations from Saint-Simon in
Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Rer¡olution pp.33I-332.

3cuizotrs contemporary, Auqustin Thierry, might also be mentioned
in this context; cf. Marxrs retter to Engels, Jury 27, 1954, in selected.
Correspondence, p. A7.

rJ.s. Mill, Autobiography, p. L24.
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Iaying bare the social roots of political organisation it also intro-

duces new political discourse. Reasoning which argues from society to

state rather than from state to society is Lhe intetlectual product of

revolution. fhe vocabulary of such a methodology was alien to German

thought r¡ntil the revolution of 1848, although it had been estal¡lished in

Engrand by the seventeenth century and in France by the eighteenth.

C'erman intellectuals at the time of Marx's early development accepted. the

pov7er of the state as the effectir¡e factor in social events and looked to

the absolute monarchy of Frederick Vüilliam IV for sociaL reform. The

wave of acadernic repression and press censorship of 1842-1843 rnerely con-

firmed their belief in the potency of the state over society. Marxrs

theoretical strength lies in the fact that he based his research on the

intellectual tradition of revolutionary historiography rather than the

tradition which dominated Germany at the time. VÍhile in Paris during the

end of 1843 Marx made an avid study of the French Revolution and planned

to write a history of the Convention. The book was abandoned before it

was begun, but the work he put into its preparation undoubtedly led Marx

to develop the theory of the state as an instrument of cLass rule based

upon the power of the dominant class in society. r

Marx \^¡ent beyond the materialist tradition of political analysis

upon which he built his mature theory of the state by analysing the

political organisation of class rule in terms of the relations of social

production, and drew implications from this moder which opened a ne\^¡

phase in political theory. EarLier theorists had understood property

either legarry, as with Harrington, or functionalry, relating ít to par-

ticular occupations and different sources of income. Marx argues that

rThe importance of Marxrs study of the French Revolution is dis-
cussed by Bruce Brown, rThe French Revorution and the Rise of social
Tlreory', pp. 423-424. Cf. aLso Evans, op. cit., p. Ig.
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the relations of property are ultimately the relations of social produc-

tion, the former being merely a legal term for the latter. I This intro-

duces a consideration absent in earlier writers. Property is conceived

by Marx in terms of the social appropriation of the product of labour,

rather than merely in terms of the appropriation of the product of

nature. The relationship between ruler and rul-ed is ultimately taken

back, therefore, to the social relations of production on which the rela-

tions of property rest. Thus Marx specifies that the different relations

of property, on which different state forms are for:nded, can be under-

stood only in terms of the social mode of production. The importance of

this factor to the analysis of politics is that it explicitly relates the

class nature of political rule to the instrumental value of the state as

an organ of class domination. Whereas previous materialist appreciations

of political organisation went no further than to argue that the power of

the state derives from the povter of property, Marx explicitly specifies

that the state relates back to the economic relations of social produc-

tion as a force of oppression against the class of direct producers. The

state serves as ¿rn instrument of class rule, according to Marx, in main-

taining the relations of production and enforcing the sr:bordination of

the working class to them. Earlier political theories had emphasised the

oppressive nature of the state, but none of them, including Marx's early

theory of the state as alienated social power, had argued that the

staters oppression is a class oppression and that the state is an oppres-

sive instrument of class rule.

The basic proposition of l"larx's political analysis, that the state

is the political e)q)ression of class domination, leads him to make two

further points which are essential to his political theory. In its rise

1A contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, P- 2L-
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to social power the proletariat, Marx argues, must seize the state and

turn it against the bourgeoisie. Second1y, in the post-capitalist

society of communism, in which class and class oppression have been

a-bolished, the state is without a purpose and will therefore disappear

with the lasÈ vestiges of class antagonism.

¡ilarx argues that although the material basis of communism is inher-

ent in the dynamic of capitalist developmentl, in pursuance of its general

interest in class struggle it is imperative that the proletariat capture

the state and neutralise the political power of the bourgeoisie. In the

Inaugural Address of the Working Ì*lenrs International Association Marx

describes the conquest of political power as "the great duty of the

working classes"2, and he explains in the Critig of the Gotha

Programme that

Between capitalist and communist society lies the
period of the revolutionary transformation of the
one into the other. Corresponding to this is also
a political transformation period in which the state
can be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of
the proletariat.3

In its ascendancy to social power and economic dominance the proletariat

is compelled, as the bourgeoisie was before it, to turn the state into

the political instrument of its class rule. Marx's concept of the'dic-

tatorship of the proletariat' is an expression for the historical form of

the state under the conditions of proletarian superiority during the period

of revolutionary transformation from capitalism to classless conmunism. a

ICapital, I, pp. 457-458, 472, 7L4-7I5.
,ry,
3r',tEsw,

II, p . L7.

III, p. 26.
bAvineri, 

9p.. cit,, p. 2O4, denies the importance to Marx of the
concept rdictatorship of the proletariat' in this context. Cf. the
critical discussion of Avineri's assertion in Chris Arthur, rTv¡o Kinds of
Marxism' and Alan Gilbert, rsalvaging Marx from Avineri'.
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Tt¡e dictatorship of the proletariat, in Marxrs potitical theory, is the

post-bourgeois form of the state which e)<presses the politica1 power of

the working class.

Unlike previous forms of the sÈate, however, the class rule of the

proletariat is not to sa¡rction the class relations over which it is domi-

nant, nor is it to advance the particular interests of the proletarj.at as

a ruling class vis-à-vis the defeated bourgeoisie, it is to undermine the

basis of class rule itself. Marxrs discussion in fhe Civil- Vtar in Fra¡ce

of the difference between the proletarian state and the capitalist state

indicates that as the former is "the political- form... tofl the emancipa-

tion of la-bour" it is "to serve as a lever for uprooting the econornical

foundations upon which rests the existence of classes, and therefore of

class-rul-e".1 This is because, as Marx stated in the preamble to the

International Vlorking l,lenrs Association, "the eman-

cipation of the working classes means...the abolition of alt class-rule".2

The dictatorship of the proretariaÈ, therefore, is regarded by Marx as a

form of political transitíon from the capitalist state to stateless com-

mr¡nism. This is a logicar consequence of Marxrs theory of political

power as "the officiar expression of [c]-assl antagonism", for with the

demise of class the social basis of the state, the instrument of class

domination, is removed.3 The claim that the state will disappear in com-

munism is not óu1 expression of anarchist thought in Marxrs political

theory. UnLike the anarchists, Marx does not argue that the abolition of

the state will break the power of the ruling class, but rather that as a

consequence of social development and revolution, through which classes

are abolished, there is no place for the political organisation of cl-ass

rr,tEsw, rr, p. 223.
2rbid., p. 19.
3The Poverty of philosgptrl, p. l5I.
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domination. r The theory of the state as an instrument of class rule

entails that in the classless society there will be no state.

Although Marxr s mature theory of the state continues a tradition of

lrlestern political thought, the particular interpretation which he gives

to the view that political power is based on the social power of property

Ieads Marx Èo develop a political theory which is profor:ndly original.

By arguíng that property relations derive from the relations of social

production, Marx is able to show that political rule is the rule of the

dominant class in society, and that the state is the instru¡nent of class

oppression which, in maintaining the relations of social production, is

an oppressive force against the class of direct producers. Secondly, as

the form of the state is appropriate to the cl-ass relations of the society

in which it functions, the rising working class is led to capture the

capitalist state, change its form, a¡rd exercise it as an instrument for

the abolition of class in the quest for its emancipation from wage-Iabour.

And finally, as the staÈe is the organisation of political power for

class domination, the state will disappear in the classless society of

communism. These three fundamental tenets of Marx's political theory are

unique to his mature theory of the state as the instn¡nent of class rule.

1'¡'ictitious Splits in the International.', MES!{, II, pp. 285-286.
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Over the eight chapters of tl¡-is d.issertation a nu.mber of d.ifferent

themes have been discussecl, the treatment of which lead.s to a partic-

ular Ínteripretation of Ma¡ccts thought.

It has been ghown in this thesis that in an endeavour to build. an

instrumental science of capitalist society Ma^:rr cleveloped. a number of

tlifferent specific theories, theories which provid.e analyses of social

and political relations and stnrctures, of the oppressive contLitions to

which man is subject, ancl of the neans by which elçloitation ancl its

associated- cond-itÍons ca.n be overcome, or, rather, overthrov¡n.

Ma:ocr s principle concern was to elaborate a sociaf and. potitical

theory integral to a political programrne of fi:nd.a.nental social change.

This l-etl him to consta¡rtly revise his interlretation of social reality

and to constmct what were in tems of an ea¡lier statenent often sig-

nificantly new theories. This point is d.enonstrated. in the d.iscussion

of the d.evelopment of aÌienation theory in Manr conducted" in both

chapters 7 and. B.

As well as indicatÍng the d-iscontinuous theoretical d.evelopnent of

Mar,crs thought, the thesis has attenpted. to d.emonstrate that there is

a common set of probÌems to r¿hich his writings ad.dressecl thenselves.

Mancr s theoretical d.evelopnent rnust thus be seen as a continuing

progrâmme to develop the insi6ht, Iighted. upon in the Critique of

Hegelrs Phil-osophy of Rieürt , that hr:marr oppression has ultinately a

social basis and that the history of the state is a history of such

social cond.itions an¿I causes. Over the course of his intel-lectua1
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cafeer a nÌrmber of approaches axe acloptecl by Ma,rn, some of which are

aba¡d.oned. while others a¡e elaboratecL, but all adclress themselves to

the need. for an actequate interpretation of the social world. in ord.er

that it be changed.. Associated. with this is Mancr s continual con-

sicleration of the relation between the indiviclual - and. especially the

indiviclual producer - ancl the wid.er context of his social envitrcr:ment.

Ilnlike most current inter¡rretations of Ma:=cr s work, the present

clissertation attenpts to enphasise his continuing concern with a

common core of problems, wh-ilst at the same time it shows that the

partícu1ar solutions aclvancecl in d.ifferent works are often theoretic-

ally clistinct.

The intellectual sources of Ma:enr s theory, and, especially those of

his formative or early period., have also been discussecl in the thesis.

There is sonething of a consensus in the cunent literatu¡e that

Ma.ncr s early writings clemonstrate a significant Hegelian ancl

Feuerbachian backgrouncl. It has sirnilarly been argued. in this d.iss-

ertation that the influence on Ma.rrcrs early r,rritings of Ge:man phil-

osophy is both evid.ent and inportant. More significantty, thoughr it

has been shown that the d.ial-ectical nethod. in Manc is not drawn from

Hege1. The influence of Hegel is largely confined. to Mar:rr s concept-

ualisation of cl-ass and property in his IB{J Cri tioue antl ceased. to be

of consequence thereafter, except in so far as the Hegeliarr notion of

Itra¡rgcend.encet was utilisetl by Manc in the

Marrusgripts of 1B{{. Although the conception of the state as a rat-

ional organism is taken from llegel and. enployed. in the Critique rit
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was shor.rn in the last chapter that Mancr s potitical theory d.evelopecl

out of a political tradition ruhich bears no relation to Hegel. Indeed.,

it is for his critique of Hege1 a¡¡d for hie hostility to a d-evelopnent

of the rrevolutionary siclet of Hegel that Ma¡x turned to Feuerbach

cluring the period, IB41-I844.

Á€ain, there is little that is new in the suggestion that Feuer-

ba,ch exercised. an influence on Mancrs thor:ght. lJtrat is nerr is the

argurnent of Chapter { that Mar:r nad.e Feuerba,chian theory consistent

where it had been left undeveloped by its author, ancl that the þgg
on Feuerbach provid.e an internal critique of their subject which en-

hances the conpetence of Feuerba,chian theory. Related. to this is the

argr:ment that the critique of Feuerbach outlinecl in The Geman ld.eologlr

is d.issinilar in its basíc content ancl intention from that of the

&Egg. The criticisns of the Theg_glJgg¡@þ, ard also those

in the Eiiis,' th" @9!4' the rB44 Iry,ÊÐlg and !@fr
@iE, are clesignecl- to etrengthen what a¡e firntlanentally Feuerbachian

positions and advocate the Feuerba.chian progras'me . The Ge:man ItleoloErr

on the other hand, r.¡ncle:mines this early content in its d.evelopnent of

theories of alienation, history, social change and. human natu¡e which

are tlifferent from and contrary to the Feuerba,chian-inspired. earlier

pronoÌrncements on these matterg. thus a new interpretation of the

Geman philosophical sources of Mancf s early thought is advaricetL in this

thesis ruhere Hegel ancl Feuerbaph ate d.iscussed..

Another influence on Ma^:rcrs thought, seld.om nentioned. in published.

discussion, which has been id,entified. in a n¡nber of the above chapters
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is that of liberal theory. There is some cLiscussion in the critical

l-iterature of the materialist theory of history antl- politics which is

a part of the denocratic revolutionary tratlition to r¡hich Ma.ncrs

thought is related. l,ihat seens not to have been previously arguedt

though, is that there is a similarity between Ma^T:rt s early theory of

civil society antL that found. in classical- liberal theory, ancl also

that there is a theoretical proximity between the r:nderpinnings of

Ma.:::rr s early nod.el of conmr.r¡ist society and those of liberal concept-

ions of a ha:monised. conmercial society. More specificallyr the

theoretical sinilarity between aspects of l{a^r5cr s PaJis Writings antl

the work of Ad.am Snith, which has been d.iscussed in the thesis, has

been neglectetL by nost interpretors of Ma¡:crs ea.r1y thought. The

influence of Smith on Ma¡:c has been cliscussed. in relation to not only

the conception of I social ha:monyr , but also with regard to the concept

of social class and. that part of Mar:rrs early theory of alienation

r¿hich ¿eafs with labour productivity, the labour process antL with the

conception of histol'¡r as the self developnent of nan (cf. Chapters

51 7r 6 a¡¡d J reopectivelY).

As well as a new interpretation of Mar:cr s thought in te:rns of its

Íntellectual sources and influences, the thesis also attenpts to

elaborate a particular i-nterpretation of Marxrs nethod.ological and'

epistenological developrnent, on the one hand, and the d.evelopment of his

substantive social and. political theolyr on the other. It has been

shown in Chapters I and 2 that the forrnclations of Ma^nrr s mature social

a¡d. political theory cannot be located. in the nethod'ological and-

episteno1ogica1positionatt.optedinhiswritingspriortos@
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J$g.g!gg. In contraet to an early enpiricisn and. itlealism, his

mature works are base¿l upon a naterialist arid. ecientific nethod.ologT

antl epistemologT. This is not an original interpretation, of course,

althottgh its statenent in these chapters is arguetL i-n a close textual

exaninatÍon of the particular cletails of the case.

The two basic themes of class arrcl alienation, a¡rd Ma^:rrts theoï-

etical accou¡ts of the phenomena to r.¡hich these concepts refer, has

been erçlorecl in various chapters of the tlissertation. The d-iscussion

of class theory in general antt of the protetariat ar¡tl class struggle

in particular, has shown that Mar:crg social theory passecl through

various stages of clevelopment before he a¡rived. at the position for which

he is best lgrolJn. The noti-on that class is fo:mecl in the social rel-

ations of productÍon, that the proletariat d.evelops as a revolutionary

force with the cl.evelopment of capitalist inclustry and. that commr:nisn is

a,chievecL thror:gh class stmggle a,re absent fron the Critioue of HeEeI I s

Philosophy of Right. the Introduction to the Critique antl the Economic

and. Philosophic Marruscripts. I:r these early r+orks class is conceive¿l

aB an aggregative collectivity of incliviclual persons, anci the ind.iv-

idual in civil society is seen as being without social relations or

d.ete:mination. A philosophico-anthropologÍcal conception of man leacls

Mar:r to argue that society is a faculty of hr:man nature, that in his

alienation nan is without socÍety a¡rct that cornmrlnisn is attained. through

the resolution of a¡¡ ontological contradiction internal to nar¡fs

alienated. social labour in private property.

with the d.evelopment of a theory of sociar crass which operates

thror:gh the concept rmod.e of productionr there appears in Ma¡rcrs
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writings a conception of the proletariat anti the attainment of comm-

unÍm quite ctifferent from that of hÍs ea^rIy nritings. The theory of

the state in lvlarn sinilarly r:nclergoes fi.¡ntla^nental change when the

historical naterialist theory of class is d.eveloped. lüith the change

in the theory of class there occurs a sinilal change in the theory of

alíenation. The treatment of alienation theory in this thesis is

also part of an interpretation of Mamr s developnent r.¡hj-ch is not net

el-sewhere.

In arguing that Manr continued. to enploy the concept of alienation

throughout his work, it is also showr¡ that the concept appeaxs in at

least two d.ifferent and. clissimila¡ theoretical fra^meworks at d.ifferent

periods of his rrriting, anct that while the ea^rly theory of alienation

presents a single view of the state as alienated. social power, other

of its aspects are quite d.ifferent in d.ifferent works of the period.

IBIJ to Ie45. l^Iith changes in Manrr s theory of c]-ass and of alienation

Ma¡crcrs general social theorXr and. political theory unclergo fund.anental

change. These antl related tlevelopnents a^:le highlightecl by the inter-

pretation of Ma¡nr s intellectual and. theoretical evolution etaborated.

in the present thesis.
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